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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit ist eine theoretische Abhandlung u¨ber Strom und Rauschen von elektrischem Transport
in zeitabha¨ngig getriebenen Quantensystemen, unter Beru¨cksichtigung von Coulomb Wechselwir-
kung die zwischen den das Quantensystem besetzenden Elektronen herrscht.
In der Informationstechnologie spielt der Transport einzelner Elektronen eine große Rolle. In
heutigen Prozessoren sind Halbleitertransistoren in hoher Dichte verarbeitet. Durch diese Transis-
toren fließen elektrische Stro¨me um das Prozessieren von logischer Information abzuwickeln. Ein
nicht nachlassendes Bestreben nach noch ho¨herer Informationsdichte, treibt eine stete Miniaturi-
sierung an. Es ist deshalb unumga¨nglich, dass in naher Zukunft das Limit erreicht wird wo durch
die Verkleinerung der einzelnen Prozessorbauteilen Quanteneffekte eine Rolle zu spielen beginnen.
Deshalb ist ein Versta¨ndnis von Elektronentransport durch Quantensysteme von großer Wichtigkeit.
Wir bezeichnen ein System als Quantensystem wenn - durch die Verkleinerung - die Quanti-
sierung der Energiezusta¨nde der Elektronen messbar wird und die Koha¨renz der Zusta¨nde wichtig
wird um den Transport zu beschreiben. Wir beschra¨nken uns hierbei auf Quantenpunkte, d.h., Sys-
teme mit nur einem einzigen relevanten Energielevel. Durch die geringe Gro¨ße des Systems treten
die enthaltenen Elektronen in starke Wechselwirkung. Deswegen wird eine Beru¨cksichtigung von
Coulomb-Wechselwirkungseffekten wichtig. In dieser Arbeit betrachten wir theoretisch den Elek-
tronentransport durch Quantenpunkte mit Coulombwechselwirkung, die u¨ber Tunnelkoppelung an
makroskopische Elektronenreservoire kontaktiert sind, um den Austausch von Elektronen zu be-
schreiben.
U¨blicherweise kann man Elektronentransport durch Anlegen einer Biasspannung u¨ber zwei Kon-
takte hervorrufen. Wir bescha¨ftigen uns mit Quantentransport, der durch eine zeitlich abha¨ngige
Modulierung des Systems, z.B. durch das Anlegen von zeitabha¨ngigen Spannungen erzeugt wird.
Hierbei spielt das Verha¨ltnis der Zeitskala der Sto¨rung im Vergleich zu den dynamischen Zeitskalen
des Systems eine große Rolle. In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir hauptsa¨chlich das Regime, in dem
die Sto¨rung langsam ist im Vergleich zur Systemdynamik. Man spricht hierbei von adiabatischer
Zeitabha¨ngigkeit. Eine adiabatische Modulierung kann ohne Biasspannung zu Elektronentransport
fu¨hren [1, 2, 3]. Ein wegweisendes Experiment in diese Richtung [4] zeigt die Mo¨glichkeit auf, einzelne
Elektronen durch zwei seriell gekoppelte metallische Inseln zu pumpen, indem die Energie der bei-
den Inseln durch das Anlegen von ac Spannungen periodisch moduliert wird. In diesem Experiment
ermo¨glicht die große Ladungsenergie (durch die Coulombwechselwirkung) das Pumpen von einem
Elektron pro Pumpzyklus. Dies ist eine wichtige Anwendungen der Metrologie, da sie ermo¨glicht
experimentell einen Stromstandard zu definieren. Eine große Rolle spielt die Zuverla¨ssigkeit der
Pumpe, es ist notwendig dass tatsa¨chlich genau ein Eletron pro Zyklus gepumpt wird. Diese wird
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in diesem Fall durch eine adiabatische, d.h., langsame Modulation gewa¨hrleistet. Adiabatisches
Pumpen ist auch von großem Interesse, wenn die zeitliche Modulation der Parameter schwach ist
und viele Zyklen beno¨tigt werden um ein einzelnes Elektron zu pumpen. In diesem Regime wurde
u.A. gezeigt, dass Quanteninterferenzen zu einem endlichen Transportstrom fu¨hren [5]. Weiterhin
wurde untersucht, wie das Signal von schwach getriebenen adiabatischen Elektronenpumpen fu¨r die
Spektroskopie verwendent werden kann. Dies erlaubt, durch das Stromsignal wichtige Informationen
u¨ber die Beschaffenheit des Systems selbst zu erhalten [6, 7, 8].
Das Auftreten von Quanteneffekten ero¨ffnet die Mo¨glichkeit von Quantencomputing. Ein wich-
tiges Beispiel von Quantencomputing ist der Vorschlag von Loss und diVincenzo [9], der den Spin-
Freiheitsgrad des Elektrons als quantenmechanisches Bit (Qubit) vorsieht um Quantencomputing zu
realisieren. Neben der Speicherung der logischen Information durch den Elektronenspin und dessen
Manipulation um Algorithmen auszufu¨hren, bescha¨ftigt sich die Disziplin der Spintronik [10] mit
den Vorteilen, auch den Informationstransfer direkt u¨ber den Elektronenspin zu realisieren. Damit
wird das Untersuchen von Spintransport zu einem wichtigen Forschungsfeld.
Spinabha¨ngiger Elektronentransport kann unter anderem erzeugt werden wenn es sich bei den
Kontakten um Ferromagneten handelt. Insbesondere die Entdeckung des Giantmagnetoresistance
(GMR) in sogenannten Spinventilen, d.h., zwei Ferromagneten zwischen einer normal-metallischen
Leiterschicht, wurde 2007 mit dem Nobelpreis belohnt [11, 12]. Der Einfluss der Spinpolarisierung
der Magneten (und deren relative Orientierung) auf den Landungstranport ist enorm groß ist, und
so hat der GMR, z.B., die Auslese von magnetischen Speichermedien revolutioniert. Dies fu¨hrte zu
einem großen Interesse, Spinventile auch im Quantentransport zu untersuchen, wobei die Ferroma-
gneten durch einzelne Quantenpunkte getrennt sind.[13, 14]
In dieser Arbeit behandeln wir den Fall von adiabatischem Elektron- und Spin-Pumpen durch
zwei seriell tunnel-gekoppelte Quantenpunkte, die entweder an normale oder ferromagnetische
Reservoirs kontaktiert sind. Wir untersuchen die beiden Grenzfa¨lle von starker und schwacher
Tunnelkopplung der beiden Quantenpunkte. Wir zeigen dass in beiden Grenzfa¨llen die Anwesen-
heit eines Ferromagneten, durch zeitliche Vera¨nderung der Energieniveaus der Quantenpunkte,
reinen Spintransport (d.h., ohne Ladungstransport) ermo¨glicht. Fu¨r den allgemeinen Fall zweier
Ferromagneten mit beliebigen relativen Winkel der Magnetisierung, untersuchen wir das Ladungs-
Transportverhalten, und zeigen, dass in einem gewissen Parameterbereich, durch Vera¨nderung des
Winkels zwischen den Magnetausrichtungen, die Umkehr des Landungstransportes mo¨glich ist.
Basierend auf der Studie u¨ber Doppelquantenpunkte entstand eine Kollaboration mit Experi-
mentatoren aus dem CEA Grenoble, welche eine Zwei-Atom Elektronenpumpe realisieren in Phos-
phordotiertem Silizium. Solch eine atomare Pumpe stellt damit eine ultimative Minitiaturisierung
dar. Wa¨hrend in einem adiabatisch getriebenen Fall quantisiertes Pumpen mo¨glich ist, wird im
Experiment ein kontinuierlicher U¨bergang demonstriert zu einem nichtadiabatischen (schnellen)
Treiben des Systems, in welchem diverse nichtadiabatische Effekte auftreten, die ein quantisiertes
Pumpen unmo¨glich machen. In dieser Zusammenarbeit gelang es uns basierend auf dem Doppel-
quantenpunkt Modell, einen Formalismus herzuleiten, der den U¨bergang von adiabatisch quanti-
siertem Pumpen zu nichtadiabatischem Transport beschreibt. Wir sind in der Lage, die verschie-
denen nichtadiabatischen Stromsignale zu erkla¨ren, und deren physikalischen Ursprung zu identifi-
zieren. Ein Teil des nichtadiabatischen Signals erlaubt eine spektroskopische Analyse, aus der man
wichtige Information u¨ber die verschiedenen Relaxationsprozesse gewinnen kann.
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Im Allgemeinen unterliegt der elektrische Strom Fluktuationen. Diese Fluktuation wird als
das Stromrauschen bezeichnet. Wir konzentrieren uns in dieser Arbeit auf das sogenannte
Nullfrequenzrauschen welches die Stromfluktuationen u¨ber lange Zeiten mittelt. Das Rauschsi-
gnal entsteht zum einen durch thermische Anregungen bei endlicher Temperatur, oder durch
die Quantisierung der Elektronenladung (Schrotrauschen). Im Gleichgewicht dominiert das ther-
mische Rauschen, wa¨hrend in einem stark aus dem Gleichgewicht getriebenes System vor allem
Schrotrauschen auftritt. Das thermische Rauschen kann u¨ber eine fundamentale Beziehung, das
Fluktuationsdissipations-Theorem, mit der linearen Antwort des Nichtgleichgewichts-Stromes ver-
bunden werden. Aus dieser Verknu¨pfung ergibt sich zum Beispiel eine Anwendung fu¨r die Messung
der Temperatur [15]. Das Schrotrauschen seinerseits entha¨lt sehr viel Information u¨ber die Statistik
und Korrelationen des Elektronentransports. Fu¨r unkorrelierten Transport hat das Schottkyexperi-
ment [16] gezeigt, dass das Rauschen direkt proportional zur Ladung der transportierten Teilchen
und dem mittleren Strom ist. Der Fanofaktor, der das Verha¨ltnis angibt zwischen dem tatsa¨chlichen
Rauschen und dessen Schottkygrenzfall, wurde z.B. dafu¨r verwendet, den Transport von fraktal ge-
ladenen Quasiteilchen nachzuweisen [17]. In theoretischen Arbeiten wurde auch untersucht welchen
Einfluss starke Elektron-Elektron Wechselwirkung auf das Rauschen hat [18, 19]. Zum Beispiel kann
auch das Rauschsignal wichtige Information u¨ber Systemparameter wie die Sta¨rke der Tunnelan-
kopplung enthalten [20].
Fu¨r den spezifischen Fall von zeitabha¨ngig getriebenen Systemen entsteht ein Teil des Rauschen
durch das Antreiben der Pumpe. In nicht-, bzw. schwach wechselwirkenden Systemen, welche mittels
eines Streumatrizen-Formalismus behandelt werden ko¨nnen, wurde das adiabatische Pumprauschen
intensiv untersucht [21, 22, 23]. Das Rauschen fu¨r adiabatisches Pumpen durch stark wechselwir-
kende Quantenpunkte wurde bisher noch nicht theoretisch behandelt.
In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir das Nullfrequenzrauschen fu¨r adiabatische Quantenpumpen,
wobei wir sowohl Quanteneffekte als auch beliebig starke Wechselwirkung beru¨cksichtigen. Dafu¨r
verwenden wir einen Echtzeit-Diagrammatischen Formalismus, der bereits fu¨r Strom und Rau-
schen in zeitunabha¨ngigen Systemen [24, 19], sowie fu¨r den Strom in adiabatisch zeitabha¨ngigen
Systemen [6] hergeleitet wurde. In dieser Arbeit wird der Formalismus erweitert um damit das
Stromrauschen in wechselwirkenden adiabatischen Quantenpumpen zu evaluieren. Mit diesem For-
malismus betrachten wir das Beispiel eines einzelnen Quantenpunktes, gekoppelt an zwei metalli-
sche Kontakte, mit verschiedensten zeitabha¨ngigen Parametern. Wir betrachten zum einen den Fall
ohne Biasspannung, in dem ein Nichtgleichgewichtsstrom nur durch adiabatisches Pumpen entste-
hen kann. Der Formalismus gestattet das auftretende Pumprauschen mit analytischen Ausdru¨cken
zu beschreiben, um somit den Ursprung des Rauschens zu erkla¨ren. Desweiteren zeigen wir auch
dass eine Erweiterung des Fluktuationsdissipations-Theorems fu¨r das Pumprauschen, welches fu¨r
nichtwechselwirkende System Gu¨ltigkeit hat, bei endlicher Wechselwirkung zusammenbricht. Auch
untersuchen wir einen adiabatischen Fanofaktor, der das Verha¨ltnis zwischen Pumprauschen und
Pumpstrom angibt. Wir zeigen, dass dieser unabha¨ngig von der Wahl der zeitabha¨ngigen Parameter
ist, und Auskunft gibt u¨ber diverse Systemeigenschaften. In einem zweiten Teil betrachten wir die
Mo¨glichkeit eines endlichen, zweitabha¨ngigen Bias. Wir untersuchen das Pumprauschen im Spezi-
ellen fu¨r den Fall dass nur Gatter und Bias die zeitabha¨ngigen Parameter sind. Dabei finden wir
ein Pumprauschsignal wenn der zeitlich gemittelte Pumpstrom verschwindet. Die Anwesenheit des
Pumprauschens ha¨ngt hierbei davon ab, ob der Strom nur u¨ber eine Periode herausmittelt, oder
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fu¨r alle Zeiten null ist. Damit zeigen wir, dass das Nullfrequenzrauschen Information entha¨lt u¨ber
das zeitabha¨ngige Stromsignal.
Der Aufbau dieser Arbeit ist folgendermaßen. In den einleitenden Kapiteln werden wir die grund-
legenden Konzepte einfu¨hren. Eine Einleitung zu Quantentransport sowohl von theoretischer als
auch experimenteller Seite ist in Kapitel 2 zu finden. An dieser Stelle fu¨hren wir auch die unter-
suchten theoretischen Modelle ein. Anschließend wird in Sec. 3 insbesondere der zeitabha¨ngige Quan-
tentransport vorgestellt. Die Einleitung wird abgeschlossen mit einer Einfu¨hrung u¨ber das Strom-
rauschen, sowohl fu¨r zeitunabha¨ngigen als auch zeitabha¨ngigen Quantentransport, siehe Kapitel 4.
In dem darauffolgenden Kapitel 5 fu¨hren wir den methodischen Teil ein, um die Techniken zu be-
schreiben die benutzt und teilweise hergeleitet wurden um den Strom und das Nullfrequenzrauschen
fu¨r die betrachteten Probleme zu berechnen. Im darauf folgenden Hauptteil werden die Resultate
vorgestellt, die im Verlaufe dieser Arbeit erstellt wurden. Das erste Kapitel 6 beinhaltet die Resulta-
te des Ladungs- und Spinstromes durch adiabatisch getriebene Doppelquantenpunkte. In Kapitel 7
befinden sich die Resultate fu¨r den Strom durch den Doppelquantenpunkt, der durch nichtadiabati-
sche Zeitabha¨ngigkeit erzeugt wird. Dieser Teil ist in Kollaboration mit dem Experiment entstanden.
Zu guter letzt beschreiben wir die Resultate fu¨r das Nullfrequenzrauschen in einem adiabatisch ge-
triebenen Einzelquantenpunkt in Kapitel 8. Die Ergebnisse werden zusammengefasst in Kapitel 9.
Die Appendizes A, B, C, D, E, F, und G erla¨utern Techniken und Nebenrechnungen die fu¨r die
Resultate verwendet wurden.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is a theoretical study of the current and zero-frequency noise through interacting quan-
tum systems coupled to reservoirs. We investigate the electron transport between system and reser-
voirs, when both the system and (possibly) the reservoirs are subject to an external time-dependent
driving.
There is a constant miniaturisation trend in information technology. Considering the rate at
which the size of transistor elements inside high-tech devices, such as computers, smartphones,
and tablets decreases, it seems inevitable that a fundamental limit will be reached in a foreseeable
future. This is the limit when the confinement of the electrons, the carriers of information inside
the electronic devices, approaches a regime where the quantum wave nature of the electrons starts
playing a crucial role. It is therefore paramount to understand quantum effects of electron transport
in nanoscale systems. We focus on systems so small that the confinement gives rise to quantised
energy levels, and quantum coherences become important in order to describe the transport. If only
very few levels participate in the transport, we refer to the system as a quantum dot, which is the
main building block for our theoretical investigation. One aspect that becomes crucial when the
size of the system decreases is Coulomb interaction. As the Coulomb interaction potential scales
with the inverse of the distance, two electrons trapped in a small transistor inevitably feel each
others presence. In single electron transistors, the small size results in a capacitance so high that
the transport can be blocked due to the large charging energy. This is referred to as the Coulomb
blockade [25, 26].
Usually, a finite electron transport across a system connected to reservoirs is created by applying
a stationary bias voltage. In this thesis we consider transport that arises due to a time-dependent
driving of the system, e.g., through time-dependent gate voltages. The transport behaviour depends
strongly on how fast the driving is with respect to the time scales that govern the system dynamics.
A major focus in this thesis is on adiabatic driving, i.e., a driving so slow that the system can almost
immediately follow the time-dependent modulation. There has been a lot of interest in electron
transport arising in adiabatically driven quantum systems [1, 2, 3]. Adiabatic time-dependent
driving can be used in metrology, to realise very precise current sources in order to establish a
quantum standard for the ampere [27]. In fact, an adiabatic single electron pump driven in a
periodic fashion, can transport one electron per pumping cycle, as has been demonstrated first by
an experiment using metallic islands subject to ac driving [4]. In this example, the reliability of
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quantised pumping depends on the driving speed with respect to the time scales governing the
system dynamics. Too fast driving may result in the system failing to follow the time-dependent
driving, and thus can lead to errors of the pump [28]. While the quantised pumping through metallic
islands is essentially a classical effect, there has been a considerable interest in adiabatic quantum
pumping [29, 5]. Here, quantum interference effects can lead to a directed transport due to time-
dependent modulation. Moreover, it has been shown in recent theoretical works [6, 7, 8] that the
adiabatic pumping current signal contains a lot of information about the internal properties of the
system itself.
Furthermore, the electron spin can encode logical information [9]. In the field of spintronics [10],
the aim is to not only use the electron spin as the logical entity, but to coherently manipulate and
transport it. Spin-dependent transport may emerge in the presence of ferromagnets. In particular,
when two ferromagnets are connected via a thin metallic layer, a so-called spin valve, there arises the
giant magnetoresistance (GMR) [11, 12]. The relative orientation of the ferromagnets’ magnetisation
drastically changes the conductance, namely, the conductance decreases significantly for antiparallel
alignment. This effect is of importance for instance in the readout of magnetic hard drives. Based on
this, there has been a lot of interest to study spin valves in the context of quantum transport [13, 14],
i.e., where the metallic layer is replaced by a quantum dot.
In this thesis we study in particular the charge and spin transport in a double quantum dot
contacted to normal metal as well as ferromagnetic contacts, due to a time-dependent modulation
of the energy levels of the quantum dots. In the adiabatic driving regime, we examine the possibility
of pure spin pumping in the absence of a pumped charge. Also we study how the relative orientation
of the ferromagnets’ spin polarisation affects the charge transport.
Based on this work, there emerged a collaboration with an experimental group from the CEA
Grenoble, which realised an electron pump based on two atomic dopants in a silicon nanowire. The
experimentalists aim at measuring an adiabatic quantised electron transport, and moreover inves-
tigate a cross-over to a nonadiabatic regime where charging errors occur due to fast driving. We
derive a formalism that can provide a complete picture of the pumping mechanism, and accurately
describes the experiment, including different nonadiabatic effects. There occurs a purely nonadia-
batic current signal where no adiabatic transport is possible. We show that this additional signal is
of high value for spectroscopy, as it gives information about the system parameters governing the
nonadiabatic processes.
In general, the current through a quantum system is accompanied by fluctuations. These fluc-
tuations can be quantified by the zero-frequency current noise, given as the variance of the number
of electrons that arrive at a contact averaged over a large measuring time. In quantum transport
there are two intrinsic sources of noise: i) thermal fluctuations lead to variations in the current
signal and ii) the electronic charge being quantised gives rise to so-called shot noise. While in an
equilibrium situation - where the average current is zero - the thermal contribution is dominant,
for strong nonequilibrium the shot noise starts to abound. Also the noise signal contains crucial
information about the system and its statistics. For instance, if the arrival of the charge carriers is
fully uncorrelated, the noise-to-current ratio, i.e., the Fano factor, is proportional to the charge of
the carrier that is transported. This fact has been used as experimental evidence for the transport of
fractionally charged quasiparticles, where indeed the Fano factor contains a fractional number [17].
Importantly, the Coulomb interaction gives rise to a correlated electron transport, signatures of
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which can be found in the noise [18, 19]. Moreover, the noise can contain a lot of information about
the system itself, as, e.g., the strength of the tunnel coupling [20].
When considering adiabatic quantum pumps, an additional pumping noise contribution arises
due to the driving. This pumping noise has been studied extensively for the case of weakly inter-
acting systems, using the scattering matrix approach [21, 22, 23]. Moreover, it has been shown that
for the regime of quantised pumping, that is, transporting an integer number of electrons per cycle,
the zero-frequency noise vanishes [30, 31, 32].
So far, there has been no theoretical treatment of the pumping noise in strongly interacting
quantum dot pumps. Here, we study the pumping noise for the specific model of a single-level
quantum dot pump, and focus on the interplay of quantum and interaction effects in the pumping
noise. As a substantial part of this thesis we derive a formalism based on real-time diagrammat-
ics [24, 19, 6]. By means of this formalism, we shed light onto the characteristics and statistics of
the quantum pump. Moreover, we will be able to show that the zero-frequency noise (i.e., the fully
time-averaged fluctuations) gives information about the time-resolved pumping current.
This thesis is structured as follows. In the introductory part, we will establish the basic con-
cepts underlying and motivating this thesis. A background to quantum transport both from an
experimental as well as a theoretical point of view is provided in Ch. 2. In this chapter we also
introduce the different models that will be studied. This will be followed by an introduction into the
particular research topic of transport through time-dependent driving in Ch. 3. After that, we will
review the topic of current noise, both for stationary as well as time-dependently driven systems
in Ch. 4. In the subsequent method part, Ch. 5, we will display the techniques that have been de-
veloped to tackle a theoretical description of current and zero-frequency noise in time-dependently
driven systems. One part deals with the adiabatic treatment of current and noise, while a second
part covers a nonadiabatic treatment of the current expectation value. The main part of this thesis
consists in presenting and discussing results for both current and noise in the various models and
regimes under consideration. Chapter 6 contains the results of charge and spin current through an
adiabatically driven double quantum dot. In Ch. 7 we present the results for a nonadiabatic driving
through the double quantum dot. Finally we present the results for the zero-frequency noise in
an adiabatically driven single-level quantum dot, Ch. 8. We summarise the results in Ch. 9. The
Appendices A, B, C, D, E, F, and G provide details about the techniques used in this thesis and
supplementary explanations of the results.
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Chapter 2
Quantum transport
In electronic devices, a transistor is a fundamental building block for information processing, which
is used to control or change an electric signal. As the miniaturisation trend in information technology
progresses, the transistor size reduces. Currently, transistors of a couple of tens of nanometers in
size are used in industry. In the last years there has been a lot of progress in fundamental research
to go to the ultimate limit and contact tiny structures down to single atoms and send electron
current through them. In such devices, both quantum effects as well as strong electron-electron
interaction effects play an important role due to the extreme downsizing.
This thesis is dedicated to the theoretical study of electron transport through quantum systems.
We focus on electronic systems which are so small that the confined electrons start to behave
quantum mechanically, i.e., where quantum coherence effects play a role and observables like the
electron energy become quantised. When the quantum system is confined to such a degree that
only very few energy level take part in the transport, it behaves as quasi zero-dimensional, and we
refer to it as a quantum dot. This is the central building block of our theoretical investigations. If
only few levels are included in the model, the system under consideration can be represented very
compactly with a low, finite number of degrees of freedom. Such a modelling enables very efficient
computation on the theoretical side, and is a powerful tool to describe many experiments.
In order to study the transport behaviour, the quantum system is coupled to large, macroscopic
electron reservoirs, allowing for an exchange of electrons between system and reservoirs. We study
the transport due to tunnel coupling where electrons hop between system and reservoir via a quan-
tum mechanical probability amplitude. Shown in Fig. 2.1 is a quantum system which we describe
by the Hamiltonian operator Hs, coupled to macroscopic contacts, defined through Hα, (in this
figure there is a left and right contact α = L,R, in theory we are not restricted by the number of
reservoirs). The Hamilton operator for system and reservoirs we give as
H(t) = Hs(t) +
∑
α
HT,α(t) +
∑
α
Hα(t) . (2.1)
The operator describing the system Hs contains only very few degrees of freedom. The electron
exchange between the quantum system and reservoirs Hα (α numbers the different reservoirs),
allowing for an electric current, is mediated via the tunnel coupling Hamiltonian HT,α to reservoir
α. Importantly, in the systems we consider, every uncoupled subsystem has a conserved number of
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Figure 2.1: A sketch of the system as described in the Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.1). The quantum
system Hs is coupled to left and right macroscopic contacts, Hα, α = L,R, through tunnel coupling
described by HT,α. The reservoirs can be subject to a bias voltage Vα. The energy of the quantum
system can be tuned by the gate voltage Vg with capacitance Cg, and can be influenced by the left
and right reservoir voltages through the capacitances Cα.
electrons. This means, the number of electrons on the quantum system n is constant when there
is no tunneling, [Hs, n] = 0, and the same is true for the number of electrons on the reservoir, Nα,
that is, [Hα, Nα] = 0.
We consider the system to be out of equilibrium either through a bias VL − VR or due to time-
dependent driving. The time dependence can for instance enter through modulating the different
voltages Vg,L,R, or by changing in time the tunnel coupling between system and reservoirs. We will
give some explicit examples of time-dependent driving later. We are interested in the transport
properties of the system that arise due to the nonequilibrium. The central object to characterise
the transport, the operator for the current into reservoir α due to the tunnel coupling, is defined as
Iˆα = eN˙α = −ie [HT , Nα] , (2.2)
where e < 0 is the elementary charge of the electron. In this thesis, the aim is to compute the
current expectation value, Iα = 〈Iˆα〉, and the fluctuations of the current, i.e., the current noise.
If we allow for charge transfer between reservoirs only through the quantum system, the transport
properties of the setup are fully determined by the characteristics of the quantum system itself and
the coupling. As for the reservoirs, we assume them to consist of a Fermi sea of electrons (an
assumption that accurately describes many experiments). We assume the reservoirs to be each in a
separate equilibrium state, such that the probability of finding an electron with energy E is given
through a Fermi distribution, f(E) = 1/
(
1 + eβ(E−µα)
)
, with the inverse thermal energy β = 1/kBT
and the chemical potential µα, kB being the Boltzmann constant. In the following sections, we focus
on the experimental realisations of quantum dot systems.
2.1 Experimental realisations of quantum systems
The experimental study of electron transport through quantum dots bears the challenge to confine
a system of electrons to a (typically) submicrometer regime, and contact it to leads. High repro-
ducibility and likewise high controllability are wanted. There has been a lot of progress in the recent
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Figure 2. SEM images of (a) a single quantum dot and (b) two coupled quantum
dots. A quantum point contact placed opposite the quantum dots permits detection
of the number of electrons on the dots. The large square gates serve to locally control
the electron density in the leads right next to the tunnel barriers to the dots.
The magnetic moment of a single electron spin is so weak that it has
never been detected directly. Previous measurements of single electron
spins were based on optical techniques [14, 15, 16]. Also, various pro-
posals exist for conversion of spin information to electrical charge [17] or
current [4], both of which can be measured with high sensitivity. Here,
we propose to use spin-to-charge conversion: the electron on the dot
quickly leaves the dot if it is, say, in | ↑〉, whereas it stays on the dot
if it is in | ↓〉. Next, the number of charges on the dot is measured. If
there still is one electron charge on the dot, we know the qubit was in
| ↓〉, and if there is no charge left, the qubit was in | ↑〉.
Spin-selective tunneling could in principle be realized using tunnel
barriers made from magnetic materials [18]. However, such materi-
als cannot yet be integrated with GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs heterostructures.
Therefore, we propose instead to operate with spin-polarized leads (quan-
tum Hall regime with ν = 1), which provide a reference spin orientation
against which the qubit spin orientation can be compared.
In order to motivate our proposed scheme, let us start with some
approaches which will not work. First, if both the | ↑〉 and | ↓〉 levels
in the dot lie below EF , the electron can never escape from the dot.
Second, if EF lies above the | ↑〉 but below the | ↓〉 dot level, the qubit
electron can only tunnel out if it is in | ↓〉; however, as soon as the qubit
electron leaves the dot, another electron will enter the dot and occupy
| ↑〉, so we always end up with one electron charge on the dot and no
information about the spin state. Third, if EF lies below the | ↑〉 and
| ↓〉 levels of the dot and gl,eff = gd, the tunnel process out of the dot is
not spin-selective.
However, if gl,eff $= gd, the tunnel process is spin-selective (Fig. 3).
We recall from section 3 that in ν = 1 leads, the exchange interaction
z
⊙ z
⊙ z
metallic gate
2DEG
AlGaAs
depletion
L Rd
Figure 2.2: Left-hand side: a sketch of an AlGaAs-GaAs semiconductor heterostructure at whose
interface a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) emerges (in sideview, i.e., z-axis point to he top
of the page). Via a metallic gate voltage on top of the heterostructure, the 2DEG can be depleted
in the area below the gate. Right-hand side: scanning electron microscope image of a quantum dot
formed in a 2DEG. Shown is the top view, i.e., the 2DEG is oriented in parallel to the image plane
(z-axis is perpendicular to the page). In grey there are the top gates w ich constrict the electr n
gas, forming a quantum dot (d) contacted to a left (L) and right (R) lead. The right-hand side
picture is taken from Ref. [33].
decades, and various physical implementations of electron transport through quantum dots have
been reported. We review some of them in the following.
2.1.1 Semiconductor heterostructure quantum dots
First, we present the principle of a quantum dot realised in a semiconductor heterostructure. We
focus on the so-called lateral quantum dot as realised, see, e.g., in Ref. [34, 33]. Alternatively, also
vertical quantum dots that rely on the same physics have been realised [35]. In Fig. 2.2 we depict
a particular realisation involving a AlGaAs-GaAs heterostructure. A micrometer-strong layer of
AlGaAs is grown on top of a flat waver of GaAs. Due to an energy band mismatch, a 2DEG is
formed at the interface. In Fig. 2.2 we define the plane of the 2DEG to be oriented p rp ndicular
to the z-axis. Via lithography, metallic gates are constructed on top of the heterostructure, see the
right-hand side of Fig. 2.2. Through applying voltages on the gates the 2DEG underneath can be
depleted. Choosing an appropriate architecture of the gates, a quantum dot can be formed via a
confinement to an area with submicrometer radius, indicated by the letter d in Fig. 2.2. Leaving a
finite distance between two gates can form a tunneling barrier where the electrons still have a finite
probability to leave or enter the dot. In Fig. 2.2 two tunneling barriers are created in order to allow
coupling to a left and right reservoir, indicated by L and R. This approach benefits a lot from the
high-controllability and design flexibility. By controlling the voltage on the appropriate gates the
energy levels on the quantum dot can be shifted, or the shape of the quantum dot can be changed.
A similar concept of a two-dimensional confinement is achieved using single layer graphene
flakes where a further gating is employed to confine the conduction electrons in the remaining two
dimensions [36, 37]. On the other hand, there is a natural confinement to 1D in carbon nanotubes,
which, too, can be further gated to a quantum dot [38].
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2.1.2 Contacting single atoms
While the above mentioned techniques rely on a confinement that is achieved by construction, con-
tacting single molecules and atoms is an alternative approach where the electrons are naturally
constricted. Various experiments dealt with the possibility of contacting single molecules via cova-
lent bonding to gold contacts, by so-called break junctions where a gold wire is subject to stress
until it breaks, leaving a gap for the molecule to bind [39].
The ultimate downscaling is achieved when single atoms are contacted to electronic reservoirs [40,
41]. In the course of this thesis, there emerged a collaboration with experimentalists at the CEA
Grenoble, where single phosphorus dopants in silicon are addressed by gates, and the transport
behaviour through the phosphorus atoms is examined. We here summarise the fabrication principle
as shown in Fig. 2.3a, for details see Refs. [40, 42]. The starting point is a phosphorus doped silicon
(n-doped) wire, with a width of some hundreds of nanometers, deposited on a waver (step 1 in
Fig. 2.3a). The phosphorus, having five valence electrons, donates one to the bulk and takes a place
within the silicon crystal as a positively charged ion. The phosphorus concentration has to be low
enough such that the silicon is not yet metallic. A metallic gate is then applied on top of the wire
in a perpendicular direction to the wire (step 2). In the third step, the silicon is heavily doped with
As via an ion beam. The area underneath the gate is not doped as it is protected by the gates. In
a final step (step 4) the gate is etched into two parts, which can be addressed via the voltages Vg1
and Vg2, see Fig. 2.3b. The volume defined thus by the metallic gates, as well as the phosphorus
concentration are both chosen such that only a few dopants are addressed by the gates. In the
experiment reported in Ref. [43] the experimentalists succeeded in addressing exactly two dopants.
This system can be described through a double quantum dot model, as we introduce it in Sec. 2.4.
The arsenic doped regions make the silicon conducting at cryogenic temperatures and form thus the
electronic contacts that collect the transport through the single dopants. Note that this approach
is stochastic, as the dopants are randomly distributed in the wire, and are afterwards selected via
the gating. A deterministic implantation has been shown in Ref. [41].
2.2 The Coulomb blockade
The smaller the volume of a system the smaller its capacitance. And consequently the higher the
energy it takes to add an extra charge on the system. We consider electronic systems confined
to a volume so small that the electrons within experience their mutual Coulomb repulsion to a
significant degree. Consequently, electron-electron interactions have to be included in the theoretical
description. In the following we want to provide a classical picture of how the Coulomb interaction
influences the transport.
Consider a small system, e.g., a metallic island contacted to two reservoirs and gates as depicted
in Fig. 2.1. We denote with n the number of electrons on the island. Through the gates, there is
a charge induced on the system N0 = (CLVL + CRVR + CgVg) /e due to the capacitive coupling to
the gate, Cg and the reservoirs Cα. The energy associated with the charge state on the island can
be given as
E = EC (n−N0)2 , (2.3)
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Figure 2.3: (a) Fabrication process of the two atom transistor. Step 1: silicon nanowire with
phosphorus dopants (yellow spheres). Step 2: applying metallic top gate (grey). Step 3: doping
silicon with high density arsenic (blue). Step 4: etching the metallic gate. (b) Sketch of the resulting
experimental setup, taken from Ref. [43]. The yellow spheres depict the phosphorus dopants, whose
energy levels are controlled by gates Vg1 and Vg2. The high density blue spheres in the source and
drain represent the arsenic dopants.
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with the charging energy EC = e
2/2C. The charging energy depends on the inverse of the total
island capacitance, C = Cg + CL + CR. In equilibrium, the charge n of the system is such that E
is minimised. Thus, by sweeping, e.g., the gate voltage Vg the charge of the system is controlled.
From Eq. (2.3) we see that the addition of a charge, that is a transition from the state n to
n+ 1, requires the charging energy EC , independent of n. This gives rise to an equidistant energy
spectrum, as shown in Fig. 2.4a. In order to study the transport behaviour for such a system, we
apply a bias voltage, V = VL − VR, such that a finite current I = (IL − IR) /2 across the system
can arise. We have previously mentioned that the reservoirs are assumed to be in equilibrium and
can be described by Fermi statistics. In Fig. 2.4a, we display the Fermi distribution of left and
right reservoirs; the grey bar denotes all energies that are occupied with an electron, up to the
Fermi energy µα = µ+ eVα. The Fermi energy for the two reservoirs is different for a finite V . The
charge exchange between system and reservoirs, allowing a finite transport, is mediated via a tunnel
coupling. Here we focus to a so-called sequential tunneling regime, where electrons enter and leave
the system one after the other, see, e.g., Refs [25, 26]. Such an approximation is justified if the
energy scale related to tunneling is much smaller than kBT . A system in this regime is referred to
as a single electron transistor.
In Fig. 2.4b we show schematically the current for the case where the capacitive coupling between
the left and right lead is equal CL = CR and we apply the bias symmetrically VL = −VR = V/2.
Thus, we find that the induced charge on the island is N0 =
1
e
CgVg and charge state on the island
n is controlled only via the gate voltage Vg.
Let us consider now the case of a finite bias. If the bias voltage between two contact reservoirs is
smaller than EC there is always at most one charge transition, n→ n+1, involved in the transport.
We show the two possible scenarios in the bottom sketches, labelled with a yellow circle and yellow
star in Fig. 2.4. When the gate voltage is tuned such that within the bias window, there is no
available charge transition, then the transport of electrons is blocked due to the Coulomb repulsion
(Coulomb blockade, yellow circle in Fig. 2.4), and the charge state of the island is well-defined. If one
tunes the gate voltage such that a charge transition is energetically available, then the electron can
pass through the island (see yellow star in Fig. 2.4), and the charge state on the island fluctuates.
The areas with zero current and well-defined charge states are referred to as the Coulomb diamonds.
The number of charges are indicated as the numbers inside the diamonds in Fig. 2.4b. In Fig. 2.4c
we introduce the linear conductance G, i.e., the first order response of the current with respect to
the bias voltage, G = ∂I/∂V (V = 0). We see that each time, the charge on the island changes, we
have a finite linear conductance peak. For the sequential tunneling regime, the broadening of the
peak is given by the thermal energy kBT . In the Coulomb blockade regime, the linear conductance
is supressed.
2.3 Single-level quantum dot
In this thesis we focus on systems confined such that the level spacing becomes significant. In
fact we go to the limit where the level spacing is the largest energy scale, much larger than e.g.
temperature, voltage, or even the charging energy. We can in particular motivate this regime
through the example given in Sec. 2.1.2 where the quantum system consists of single atoms, which
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Figure 2.4: (a) Sketch of the energy landscape of a single electron transistor. The energies of the
different charge transitions on the system, n→ n+ 1, are represented by the horizontal lines. The
Fermi distributions of the reservoirs are shown by the grey bars. (b) Schematic plot of the current
through a single electron transistor. The x- and y-axis correspond to the gate and bias voltage,
respectively. (c) Plot of the linear conductance G = ∂I/∂V (V = 0) with respect to the gate voltage
Vg. Yellow circle: the gate voltage Vg is tuned such that there is no available charge transition
within the bias voltage window, and the cost in charging energy to occupy the next level is too
high. Thus the transport is Coulomb blockaded, and the current is zero. Yellow star: the gate
voltage is tuned such that there is a charge transition available, resulting in a finite transport.
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Figure 2.5: Sketch of the single-level quantum dot, described by the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.4). The
horizontal lines represent the transition from zero to one charge with spin σ on the dot, |0〉 ↔ |σ〉,
and from one electron with spin σ to the doubly occupied singlet state, |σ〉 ↔ |d〉. The former
transition requires the energy σ, while for the latter σ + U is needed. The notation is that if
σ =↑ then σ =↓ and vice versa. The tunnel coupling to reservoir α is given via the tunneling rate
Γα = 2piγ
2
αρα.
represents an ultimate downscaling of an electronic system.
Let us here focus on the case where it is enough to consider only one single-particle level involved
in the transport. The Hamiltonian of the single-level quantum dot is given as
Hs =
∑
σ
σd
†
σdσ + Un↑n↓ , (2.4)
with the annihilation (creation) operators of an electron with spin σ, d
(†)
σ , and the corresponding
number of electrons nσ = d
†
σdσ. The interaction U is directly related to the charging energy, and
can thus be expressed in terms of the capacitance of the quantum dot U = e2/2C. Here we include
a spin dependence of the energy level which may come from a magnetic field B giving rise to
the Zeeman splitting of the form σ =  − σB/2, where we use the notation that the prefactor
σ = (−)1 for spin ↑ (↓). The eigenstates of the quantum dot system are {|0〉 , |↑〉 , |↓〉 , |2〉}, that is,
the non-degenerate many-particle ground state with no extra electron on the dot with energy 0, the
singly occupied state |σ〉 with spin σ and energy σ, and the doubly occupied state |2〉 with energy∑
σ σ + U . The energy of the quantum dot can be tuned via applying voltages (see Fig. 2.1)
 = e
(
CgVg +
∑
α
CαVα
)
, (2.5)
where the index α denotes the different reservoirs.
We include at this point explicitly the reservoir and tunneling Hamiltonians, Hα and HT . The
electron reservoirs are described as a free Fermi sea. The reservoir α (note that above we have
introduced only a left and right lead as a minimal setup for transport, but we are not constricted
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by the number of contacts to the quantum system)
Hα =
∑
kσ
(k − µα) c†αkσcαkσ . (2.6)
An electron with energy k is annihilated (created) in lead α by the operator c
(†)
αkσ. As we have stated
before, we assume non-interacting electrons within the reservoirs. The characteristic properties of
reservoir α are within its density of states ρα (E) =
∑
k δ (E − k). For the reservoirs we assume
the wide band limit where the density of states is taken to be energy independent ρα(E) = ρα. This
is a good assumption if the conduction bandwidth of the reservoirs is very large compared to the
other energy scales, such as the Coulomb energy U , the thermal energy kBT or the bias voltage.
Finally we give an explicit form for the tunneling Hamiltonian
HT =
∑
kσ
γα
(
d†σcαkσ + h.c.
)
. (2.7)
It accounts for the hopping of an electron from lead α to the quantum dot, via the tunneling
amplitude γα, which we assume to be independent of the wave vector k and spin σ.
The resulting total Hamiltonian H = Hs +HT +
∑
αHα corresponds to the Anderson impurity
model. It is one of the simplest generic models to study quantum transport in interacting systems,
and it has been widely used for theoretical studies of quantum transport in several regimes of the
tunnel coupling strength.
The relevant regime for this thesis is the one for weak tunnel coupling between dot and reservoirs,
that is, the tunneling rate Γα = 2piγ
2
αρα is a small energy scale with respect to the temperature
of the reservoirs, Γα < kBT . In the resonant case (the transition energy for increasing the dot
occupation is between the two reservoirs Fermi energies) the transport is dominated by sequential
tunneling [44]. In the Coulomb blockade regime the transport is dominated by virtual hopping
processes via the doubly occupied state |2〉, also referred to as cotunneling [45]. There are also
other quantum coherent effects, such as interaction induced renormalisation of the quantum dot
energy level, σ → σ + ren, and the tunneling rate Γα → Γα + Γren, see e.g., Ref. [46].
For strong tunnel coupling and below a critical temperature, one enters the Kondo regime, which
is treated theoretically in Refs. [24, 47, 48, 49] This regime is not considered in this thesis, and hence
we give here only a short glance. The relevant physics becomes emanent when the quantum dot
is occupied with an odd number of electrons (for a single-level quantum dot: |σ〉) and thus is in a
spin 1/2 state and the bias voltage is close to zero. The strong tunnel coupling leads to a strong
hybridisation and there occurs a singlet formation of the dot spin with the reservoir spins. The
quantum dot spin is thus completely screened by the reservoirs and the system becomes conducting,
resulting in a finite conductance close to zero bias, within a Coulomb diamond with odd electron
occupation, see for instance the conductance measurement in Ref. [34]. A more detailed description
of the effect can be found e.g. in Ref. [50].
2.4 Double quantum dot
A substantial part of this thesis deals with transport through a slightly more complicated structure,
where two single-level quantum dots are mutually tunnel coupled. The study of double quantum
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dots offers a more complex internal structure that can give rise to new applications, such as current
rectification due to Pauli blockade [51] coherent spin manipulations [52] or single-spin readout [53].
Theoretical studies have explored quantum coherent many-body interaction effects [54] that can
lead to nontrivial spin transport properties [14]. Moreover, in a double quantum dot system we
have the left and right energy level as two parameters which can be well controlled in experiment.
A part of the work on double quantum dots in this thesis was done in collaboration with the exper-
imental group at the CEA Grenoble. Here, the quantum dot is realised as phosphorus dopants in a
silicon nanowire, as described in Sec. 2.1.2. The two individual phosphorus atoms were successfully
addressed through gate voltages, and thus this experiment provides a direct example where the
energy levels of the dots can be very well controlled. Importantly, the confinement of electrons onto
single atomic donors provides both a very large Coulomb interaction (on the order of 4 meV), as
well as an even larger level separation (excitation energy on one dopant is about 10 meV). As we
will elaborate later, these large energy scales are very important and allow the study of a regime of
strong driving.
The model that will be used in the following is depicted in Fig. 2.6a. It consists of two single-level
quantum dots which are allowed to have particle exchange via interdot tunnel coupling. Apart from
the onsite Coulomb interaction for two electrons on the same dot U ′, we include a capacitive coupling
between the dots resulting in a neighbouring Coulomb interaction term U . The Hamiltonian for
this system reads
Hs =
∑
ασ
αd
†
ασdασ +
∆
2
∑
σ
(
d†LσdRσ + h.c.
)
+ UnLnR + U
′∑
α
nα↑nα↓ . (2.8)
The creation (annihilation) operator of an electron with spin σ on the dot α is given by d†ασ (dασ).
Analog to the reservoir labels, α can be either left or right. The tunnel coupling between the
two dots is parametrised through the tunneling amplitude ∆. The onsite and nearest neighbour
Coulomb interaction is given by U ′ and U , respectively. From an electrostatic point of view it is
reasonable to assume U ′ > U . Importantly, this Hamiltonian can be derived also for the experiment
with two phosphorus dopants, as shown in Ref. [55]. In Fig. 2.6b we show the analogous experi-
mental model. By tuning the gates one can address two phosphorus atoms. Due to the naturally
occurring asymmetric alignment of the dopants (the phosphorus implantation is stochastic, as has
been introduced in Sec. 2.1.2) the gates Vg1 and Vg2 have a different capacitive coupling to the
two dopants. Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between a certain gate configuration and
the energy of the electronic levels on each dopant, see also Fig. 2.6b. The two-by-two matrix that
provides the connection (
L
R
)
= M
(
Vg1
Vg2
)
, (2.9)
can be obtained for instance through a measurement of the differential conductance with respect
to the two gates. The lever-arm matrix accounts for the capacitive coupling of the two gates to the
dopant single-particle energies α, analogous to the capacitive coupling of the gate voltage Vg to 
as introduced earlier for the single-level quantum dot.
We consider a serial geometry for the system such that the left reservoir is tunnel coupled to
the left dot and the right reservoir to the right dot which also reflects the experimental situation in
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Figure 2.6: (a) Graphical representation of the double quantum dot Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.8). The
interdot tunnel coupling between the two levels with energy L,R is parametrised via ∆, the tunneling
rate to lead α is given by Γα. For simplicity we only sketch the energies of the |0〉 ↔ |L〉 and the
|0〉 ↔ |R〉 transitions. (b) Schematic of the Grenoble experiment, described by the Hamiltonian,
Eq. (2.8). The gate voltages Vg1 and Vg2 control the energy levels of the left and right dopant, see
Eq. (2.9).
Ref. [43]. The tunneling Hamiltonian in this case reads
HT =
∑
ασ
γα
(
d†ασcαkσ + h.c.
)
, (2.10)
while the Hamiltonian for the reservoirs remains unchanged. The total Hamiltonian is depicted in
Fig. 2.6a.
2.4.1 Electron-phonon coupling
In the Grenoble experiment, the phosphorus dopants are implanted in a silicon nanowire. That is,
they assume a fixed place within the silicon crystal. The crystal ions are not necessarily resting at
a fixed position, but can oscillate around the equilibrium lattice position. The collective oscillatory
motion of the silicon and phosphorus can give rise to phonon modes propagating in the crystal. The
motion of the phosphorus ions in turn can couple to the electronic degrees of freedom, which is why,
for the study concerning the experiment we have to include the electron-phonon interaction. It has
been readily elaborated in Ref. [55], and we simply add a phonon bath as well as an electron-phonon
coupling term to the double dot Hamiltonian
H → H +
∑
~q
∑
αα′
λαα
′
~q d
†
ασdα′σ
(
a†~q + a−~q
)
+
∑
~q
ω~qa
†
~qa~q , (2.11)
with the creation and annihilation operators for a phonon with wave vector ~q, a†~q and a~q. The
phonon frequency for the wave vector ~q is given by ω~q. The electron-phonon coupling constant
fulfils the symmetry relation
(
λαα
′
~q
)∗
= λα
′α
−~q . This coupling gives rise to a phonon induced energy
renormalisation, as well as dephasing, and an inelastic energy relaxation. In the regime of our
theoretical study only the relaxation term enters in the dynamics of the system, and consequently
in the transport.
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2.5 Transport in ferromagnetic systems
In information technology, the electron’s spin plays a central role. Standard hard disk drives con-
sist of small ferromagnetic domains with a tunable collective polarisation of the spins (i.e., the
macroscopic magnetisation), encoding the logical information. On the other hand, in the area of
quantum information, the proposal of the Loss-DiVincenzo quantum computer [9] is based on the
idea of using single electron spins as the logical information entity, where a long coherence time
of the spin is essential in order to realise quantum algorithms. In general there has been a lot of
effort in research to not only store the logical information through electron spins but to directly
manipulate or transport spin currents in the same solid state system, constituting the discipline of
spintronics [10].
On the earliest hard disks the read-out of the bits, i.e., of the magnetisation of a domain, was
performed by a reader head relying on ordinary magnetoresistance. The spin polarisation of the
ferromagnetic reader is influenced by the magnetisation of the domains on the hard disk, thus
changing the readers resistance. By a measurement of the resistance, the reader is able to resolve
the information stored on the hard drive. Another important breakthrough in magnetic information
storage was the discovery of giant magnetoresistance for which Fert and Gru¨nberg [11, 12] shared
a Nobel prize in 2007. The giant magnetoresistance relies on the spin valve effect, where two
ferromagnets are connected via a thin layer of a normal metal. The resistance of such a setup
is highly influenced by the relative orientation of the magnetisation of the two ferromagnets. A
parallel orientation results in a lower resistance and anti-parallel alignment in a higher resistance.
The crucial point is that compared to the ordinary magnetoresistance the giant magnetoresistance
is an effect of much higher magnitude. Modern reader heads in hard drives consist of two coupled
ferromagnets, exploiting the power of the giant magnetoresistance for read-out.
In this section we introduce the modeling of the ferromagnets within the Hamiltonian description.
This will be followed by summarising the effect of tunneling magnetoresistance where we discuss
the principle of the spin valve. At last we account for some more recent works which explicitly deal
with the spin valve effect in quantum transport.
2.5.1 Ferromagnetic reservoirs: Stoner model
Quantum systems connected to ferromagnetic reservoirs, are usually described in terms of the Stoner
model of ferromagnetism in metals [56]. This model describes a spontaneous finite magnetisation
in the absence of an externally applied magnetic field. In presence of a finite magnetisation the
reservoir Hamiltonian is rewritten as
Hα =
∑
kσ
(k − σ∆α) c†αkσcαkσ , (2.12)
with an spin-dependent shift of the energy bands of the reservoirs. Here we define the spin σ = ±,
where the spin quantisation axis is chosen along the polarisation axis, which may be different from
the z-axis, σ =↑, ↓. The symbol + stands for the spin parallel to the magnetisation (majority spin)
and − is the antiparallel spin (minority spin). This notation is for one to emphasise that the phase
transition from normal metal to ferromagnetic metal, see Fig. 2.7, goes along with spontaneous
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Figure 2.7: Sketch of the phase transition from a normal conductor to a ferromagnet with a finite
spin polarisation for zero external magnetic field, according to the Stoner model. (a) The spin-
resolved density of states, ρα↑ and ρα↓, with respect to the energy E for a normal metal. (b) For
a ferromagnet, there is a finite spin polarisation. Here we denote the spin with ±, according to
whether it is parallel + to the magnetisation axis, or antiparallel −. The density of states is spin
dependent at the chemical potential µα. Eventually we consider the wide-band limit where we
neglect the energy-dependence of ρσ.
symmetry breaking, i.e., the ground state of the system is degenerate with respect to the orien-
tation of the magnetisation. Secondly, we will later consider up to two ferromagnets which might
possibly have different orientation, thus making it convenient to refer to the majority spin for each
ferromagnet.
In the regime relevant for this thesis 1 the spin-dependent band shift can be represented in a
simplified through spin-dependent density of states. Due to the energy shift, the two spin bands split
with respect to each other, see Fig. 2.7b. Consequently, at a certain chemical potential of reservoir
α, µα, the density of states ρασ is spin-dependent, ρα+ 6= ρα−. Thus, we can rewrite Eq. (2.12)
as originally defined, see Eq. (2.6), except that we explicitly include spin dependent densities of
states, for the up (majority) spin ρα+, and the down (minory) spin, ρα−. The majority spin has the
higher density of states, ρα+ > ρα−. Note that we still consider a wide-band limit, where within
all relevant energy scales, the density of states can be assumed as constant with respect to energy.
The spin polarisation of reservoir α can be given as pα = (ρα↑ − ρα↓) / (ρα↑ + ρα↓).
2.5.2 Spin valve effect and tunneling magnetoresistance
Because of the spin-dependent density of states, the transport between ferromagnetic contacts
becomes spin dependent. This fact manifests strongly in the conductance that reveals a profound
change depending on the relative orientation of two ferromagnets. This is referred to as the spin
valve effect. It was demonstrated by Jullie`re [57] via a measurement of the linear conductance G
in a device connecting two ferromagnets via a thin insulating layer, acting as a tunnel barrier. A
1That is, we assume weak tunnel coupling between quantum system and reservoirs, as well as the wide-band limit
for the reservoirs.
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Γ↑↑ = Γ++
Γ↓↓ = Γ−−
Γ↑↑ = Γ+−
Γ↓↓ = Γ−+
Figure 2.8: Upper graph: sketch of the parallel alighment of the ferromagnets. The transport of
the spin up channel, described by the rate Γ++ is high as it connects the majority spin of the
left lead with the majority spin to the right. The spin down channel on the other hand has a
weak tunneling rate Γ−−, as it connects minority with minority spin. Lower graph: sketch of the
antiparallel alignment. Both spin species have a medium weak tunneling rate Γ+−, Γ−+, as there is
a majority to minoriy connection, or vice versa.
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parallel alignment of the two ferromagnets resulted in a conductance increase of about ∼ 14% as
compared to the antiparallel alignment. This can be explained in a simple picture, see Fig. 2.8,
disregarding effects such as e.g. spin-flip tunneling processes. The upper graph in Fig. 2.8 shows
the case where a left L and right R ferromagnet have their spin polarisation aligned in parallel. In
this case of collinear ferromagnets we choose the spin basis such that the ↑ spin corresponds to the
majority spin of the left ferromagnet +, and ↓ corresponds to the minority spin −. The tunneling
rate for an electron between the two ferromagnets depends on the density of states (high density
of states corresponds to high tunneling rate). Therefore the ↑ spin (in the same direction as the
majority spin in both reservoirs) has a very high tunneling rate Γ++ as compared to the one of the
↓ spin electron (same direction as the minority spin) Γ−−  Γ++. This can be contrasted to the
case shown in the lower graph, where the alignment of the ferromagnets is antiparallel. Here, the
spin up channel corresponds to the majority spin in the left lead and to the minority spin in the
right lead. Its tunneling rate is denoted as Γ+−. For the down spin, the connection is vice versa,
Γ−+. In this case both spin species have an equal medium weak tunneling rate, Γ+− ∼ Γ−+. A
total comparison gives Γ++  Γ+− ≈ Γ−+  Γ−−. It follows that the conductance of the parallel
alignment Gp is much larger that the antiparallel on, Gap, as it has a dominant contribution coming
from Γ++. This fact can be expressed in the tunneling magnetoresistance, which for the Jullie`re
experiment is given in terms of the spin polarisation strength of the left and right ferromagnets, pL
and pR
TMR =
Gp −Gap
Gp +Gap
= pLpR . (2.13)
The tunneling magnetoresistance TMR is zero if one of the contacts has zero magnetisation, and it is
maximally 1 for a maximal spin polarisation pL = pR = 1. Finally we remark that the ferromagnets
need not be colinearly aligned but may have an arbitrary angle in their relative orientation. The
dependence of the conductance on the relative spin polarisation of the ferromagnets for this setup
has been generalised to [58]
G = G0 [1 + pLpR cos (ϕm)] , (2.14)
with the conductance in the absence of a spin polarisation G0 and the angle ϕm between the two
polarisation vectors. The conductance shows a strictly sinusoidal dependence on ϕm.
2.5.3 Quantum dot spin valves
There has been a lot of recent interest in the spin valve effect within the context of quantum
transport, where the insulating layer of Jullie`re’s experiment is replaced by a quantum dot system.
In Ref. [13] the studied model consists of a single-level quantum dot, as introduced in Sec. 2.3,
coupled to two ferromagnets with an arbitrary relative angle between the two spin polarisations.
The authors consider the current arising from a finite bias, in the regime of sequential tunneling,
where the tunneling rate Γ  kBT . In the case of general polarisation angles, they generalise the
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Figure 2.9: Sketch of the quantum dot system with the two ferromagnetic reservoirs. The spin
polarisation orientation between the two reservoirs has an arbitrary angle ϕm . The spin basis is
chosen such that the spin ↑ on the quantum dot is along z-axis, and the majority spin in the left
(right) reservoir is then oriented with an angle of ±ϕm/2 with respect to z.
tunnel coupling Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.7), as
HT =
∑
αk
γα√
2
c†αk+
(
eiαϕm/4d↑ + e−iαϕm/4d↓
)
+
∑
αk
γα√
2
c†αk−
(−eiαϕm/4d↑ + e−iαϕm/4d↓)+ h.c. ,
where the notation is chosen such that an electron on lead α is annihilated (created) with the
spin pointing either along the majority (+) or minority (−) direction, c(†)αk±. The spin basis of the
quantum dot system is chosen such that the x, y, and z coordinate, corresponding to the spin Pauli
matrixes σx, σy, and σz, align with ~pL + ~pR, ~pL− ~pR, and ~pL× ~pR, respectively, see Fig. 2.9. Thus in
HT when the reservoir index α is used as a prefactor of the angle ϕm, then it results in + or − for
α = L or α = R, respectively. Importantly, due to the mismatching angle of the two ferromagnets,
the direction of the spin is not conserved in a tunneling event. This has an impact on the dynamics
of the quantum dot spin expectation value, as we will point out in the following
There are two main features we want to highlight for this particular system. Firstly, the spin
expectation value on the quantum dot 〈~s〉 fulfills a Bloch-like dynamic equation, which reads
d
dt
〈~s〉 = −Γrel〈~s〉+ d
dt
〈~s〉acc + ~Beff × 〈~s〉 . (2.15)
There are three terms contributing to the total spin dynamics: spin relaxation, spin accumulation,
and spin precession. In the absence of the ferromagnets, only the relaxation term survives, indicating
that for zero spin polarisation, the stationary spin expectation value on the dot always decays to zero.
The accumulation term for the case of finite polarisation renders the stationary expectation value
of the dot’s spin finite. Importantly, the precession term arises from an effective magnetic field ~Beff
which emerges due to the tunnel coupling to the ferromagnetic reservoirs. It is a direct consequence
of the Coulomb interaction, namely, it is a many body quantum interaction effect, giving rise to an
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exchange field due to virtual particle exchange with the reservoirs. The second important feature
concerns the dependence of the linear conductance on the angle of the relative orientation. We have
mentioned in the previous section the example of the spin valve where the two ferromagnets are
separated through an insulator acting as a tunneling barrier, where the conductance has a sinusoidal
dependence on the angle between the two ferromagnets’ spin polarisation ϕm, see Eq. (2.14). Here,
in the case of an interacting quantum dot, the conductance shows a deviation from the sinusoidal
dependence on ϕm. Intriguingly, the deviation arises from the existence of the exchange magnetic
field ~Beff and hence, it is a many-body interaction effect.
2.5.4 Inverted TMR in a double quantum dot coupled to ferromagnets
In Ref. [14] the authors consider a double quantum dot structure, see Eq. (2.8), contacted to two
ferromagnets. They focus on the parallel and antiparallel alignment of the spin polarisation, and
study the effect of the current due to a stationary bias on the spin-polarisation. Importantly, they
find that tunneling magnetoresistance
TRM =
Ip − Iap
Ip + Iap
, (2.16)
can become negative TMR < 0, that is, the current of the antiparallel alignment is indeed higher
than the parallel one. This is referred to as the inverted spin-valve effect. An inverse spin-valve
effect has been realised already in an experiment prior to this theoretical work when two different
ferromagnetic materials are contacted [59]. For the occurence of an inversed spin valve effect
in the double quantum dot both ferromagnets can be the same. The remarkable fact is that the
negative TMR comes about due to a many-body coherent interaction effect, that induces a quantum
renormalisation of the detuning of the double dot energy levels  →  + ∆ren. Hence, the inverse
spin-valve effect here is a direct consequence of the Coulomb interaction.
Based on these findings in stationary quantum transport between ferromagnets establishes our
motivation to consider the case when the electron transport arises due to time-dependent driving,
as will be introduced in the following chapter. We have seen just now that Coulomb interaction
plays an important role for many different traits of the system, e.g., regarding the spin dynamics on
the quantum system or the behaviour of the current signal with respect to the magnetisation of the
contacts. Therefore, we want to exploit especially the importance of Coulomb interaction effects.
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Chapter 3
Time-dependent quantum transport
3.1 Motivation
We are interested in this thesis in transport through quantum systems that arises due to a periodic
time-dependent modulation; the result of which is a current oscillating in time. In particular we
focus on the dc component of the current (the time-averaged current). The main part of the thesis
will be on adiabatic driving, where the system is modulated slowly. However we will consider also
the case where the driving is nonadiabatic, and the current exhibits effects due to fast driving.
In order to establish an intuitive picture of a dc transport induced through a time-dependent
modulation, we refer to an example of the macroscopic world. Consider Archimedes’ screw inside
a tube, which is dipped sideways into a water basin, see Fig 3.1. Via turning the handle attached
to the screw, water is transported from a lower lying basin to a higher one. How much water is
transported per time depends on the frequency Ω with which the handle is turned. An important
aspect is how fast the handle is turned. Too fast rotation can, e.g., result in ripples on the water
surface and in a reduced filling of a winding inside the screw. Adiabatic driving in this example
means that the handle is turned slowly enough such that at each point of the turn the system is
almost in an equilibrium state, and all windings transport an equal amount of water. We map this
principle now to the quantum domain, where the screw and tube are replaced by a small quantum
system, and the water basins correspond to some electronic reservoirs. Instead of water flowing, we
consider the motion of the electrons. Finally, the rotation via the handle stands for a time-dependent
modulation of the quantum system (or likewise the reservoirs) through some time-dependent fields,
e.g., ac voltages applied to gates.
There has been a lot of interest both theoretically and experimentally to study transport through
quantum systems that emerges due to some periodic time-dependent modulation in the adiabatic
regime. This interest is due to many application possibilities. For instance, time-dependent trans-
port through quantum systems is of interest in metrology as a current standard, because time-
dependent driving offers the possibility to transport a well-defined number of electrons through
a quantum device [4, 60, 61, 62]. Moreover, the possibility of a controlled emission of coherent
electron packets is of interest, firstly, to study fundamental aspects of many-body interference ef-
fects [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69]. Moreover there has been a lot of interest in the regime, where
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quantum coherent effects give rise to a directed transport in the presence of time-dependent driv-
ing [3, 29, 5]. A major point (which also plays a crucial role in this thesis) focusses on the pos-
sibility to use the transport signal in time-dependently driven systems for spectroscopic purposes,
i.e., the current signal provides information about the system unavailable within stationary (i.e.,
time-independent) spectroscopy [7, 8]. In fact, in this thesis we will show that also a nonadiabatic
current can be used for spectroscopy.
Figure 3.1: Drawing of Archimedes’ screw, taken from Ref. [70]. When turning the handle, the
rotating screw within the tube effects that the water from the lower lying reservoir gets continuously
moved upwards to an upper reservoir.
The above mentioned examples of adiabatic pumping require a slow driving of the system and
(possibly) the reservoirs. What slow actually means depends strongly on the system under consid-
eration, and in particular on the dynamics of the system. In this introductory chapter, we will first
consider the example of adiabatic driving for a closed quantum system. We thus intended to give
an instructive introduction into adiabaticity on the level of a system following a coherent quantum
time-evolution. After that we will continue with an overview over adiabatic quantum transport.
Importantly, when considering transport phenomena, it is inevitable to consider open quantum sys-
tems including reservoirs that act as source and drain for the transported current. Open quantum
systems have generally a complicated dynamics, involving both coherent and dissipative effects.
This makes it difficult to provide one clear condition for adiabatic driving. Instead we will consider
different cases separately. Subsequently we motivate and introduce a regime going beyond adiabatic
driving.
3.2 Adiabatic driving in closed quantum system
Here, we introduce the notion of adiabatic driving in a closed quantum system. The reservoirs are
absent within this section, we will fully focus on the time evolution of the system. The dynamics
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the time evolution of an adiabatically driven closed quantum system. We draw
the time evolution of the energy eigenvalue En(t) corresponding to the instantaneous eigenstate
|n(t)〉 (solid line) and two other energy eigenvalues Em,m′(t) of the states |m,m′(t)〉 (dashed lines).
For adiabatic driving, if the system is initially prepared in state |n(t0)〉 it will stay in that state.
At time tf the system will have picked up a phase ϕm.
of a closed quantum system can be given via the Schro¨dinger equation (~ = 1)
i
d
dt
|ψ (t)〉 = H (t) |ψ (t)〉 , (3.1)
with the quantum state |ψ (t)〉 and the explicitly time-dependent Hamiltonian H (t). The driving is
parametrised through some time-dependent system parameters X(t), Y (t), . . ., here summarised in
the vector ~X (t) = (X(t), Y (t), . . .), hence H (t) = H
(
~X (t)
)
. It is instructive for the characterisa-
tion of the system evolution, to express the state of the system in the eigenbasis of the Hamiltonian
for each time t as
H (t) |n (t)〉 = En (t) |n (t)〉 , (3.2)
where there is an orthonormal set of time-dependent eigenstates {|n (t)〉} with their corresponding
energy eigenvalue En (t). In the absence of the driving each |n〉 belongs to a stationary solution of
the Hamiltonian, which is why we refer to this eigenbasis as the instantaneous eigenbasis, as every
|n(t)〉 belongs to a stationary solution for each time t. For simplicity let us assume that the system
is non-degenerate, and there is a finite energy gap between any two levels |En (t)− Em (t)| > 0.
Note that the eigenstates are explicitly time-dependent.
It can be shown (see, e.g. [71, 72]) that in the adiabatic driving regime, a system originally
prepared in an instantaneous eigenstate n, |ψ (t0)〉 = |n (t0)〉 will remain in that state for an arbitrary
later time, and there are no transitions to any other instantaneous eigenstates m, see Fig. 3.2. This
is the adiabatic theorem. The systems wave function at some final time tf is given as
|ψ (tf )〉 = eiφB |n (tf )〉 . (3.3)
During the time-evolution from time t0 to tf the system picks up the phase φB. The necessary
physical condition to justify neglecting any transitions between states n and m 6= n has been
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elaborated, e.g., in Ref. [72]. There are two relevant time scales involved in this problem. For one,
there is the time scale set by the driving, given as
τX =
1
max
{∣∣∣~R ~X(t) · ~˙X(t)∣∣∣} , (3.4)
where the maximum is taken within the time interval t ∈ [t0, tf ]. The vector ~R ~X = (RX , RY , . . .)
accounts for the system response to a variation in the parameters ~X. It is defined as
~R ~X(t) =
〈n (t)| ~∇ ~XH (t) |m (t)〉
En(t)− Em(t) . (3.5)
Here the nabla vector defines the partial derivatives ~∇ ~X = (∂X , ∂Y , . . .). As we see, the driving time
scale is given by the speed of the time-dependent modulation, ~˙X, and by a term indicating to which
degree the system is sensitive to a change in ~X, described through ~R ~X . The second time scale is
given as the inverse of the minimal energy gap between n and m 6= n, which can be interpreted as
the transition time scale between two instantaneous eigenstates
τtrans =
1
min {|En(t)− Em(t)|} . (3.6)
The condition for adiabatic driving can now be given as follows. The system remains in the same
initial eigenstate n if than the time scale for the driving is much smaller than τtrans,
τX  τtrans . (3.7)
This fact can be understood in terms of the energy scales, given as the inverse of the time scales
(~ = 1). The energy scale related to the driving τ−1X must consequently be much smaller than
the minimal energy difference between two states n and m. That is, there are no transitions if
the driving does not provide enough energy. Consequently, the adiabaticity condition in a closed
quantum system relies on the existence of a gapped instantaneous spectrum, as otherwise there
might be transitions already for infinitesimally slow driving.
As stated before, in the adiabatic regime, the state of the quantum system remains in the same
initial level |n〉. However, during the time evolution from t0 to tf it picks up the phase φB which
can be given as
φB =
∫ tf
t0
dtEn (t)− i
∫ tf
t0
dt 〈n (t) |n˙ (t)〉 . (3.8)
Here, the former term is simply the dynamical phase due to the time evolution, and the latter part
is the so called Berry phase [71]. It is a geometrical phase since, for cyclic driving, it depends not on
details of the chosen path, and only on the geometric properties of the underlying space. Finally, we
would like to mention that this problem can also be generalised to systems containing degeneracies,
where there emerges a non-abelian Wilczek-Zee phase [73].
The adiabatic theorem for closed quantum system is a very basic result, and this concept will
be of importance later, when we consider the dynamics of a closed system when driving faster than
the adiabatic limit. In the following we however concentrate on the adiabatic dynamics of an open
quantum system.
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Figure 3.3: Sketch of the ’classical’ pumping scheme taken from Ref. [4]. The experimental setup
is shown in a). There are two metallic islands with excess charge numbers n1 and n2 which are
controlled via the ac operated gates U1 and U2. In b) is shown the stability diagram for the charge
states on the islands. When enclosing the triple point, labelled with P , with a closed circle for the
modulation of U1 and U2, one can pump one electron per period, as shown in more detail in Fig. 8.6.
3.3 Adiabatic quantum transport in an open quantum sys-
tem
In the following we will focus on the situation where a local quantum systems with only a few
degrees of freedom is coupled to some macroscopically large contacts, also referred to as reservoirs,
it is therefore an open quantum system. In the open quantum systems we consider, the energy is
not conserved an the system relaxes to a unique stationary state in the absence of driving. The
notion of adiabaticity in such systems can be roughly given as follows. The external driving is slow
enough for the system to follow the perturbation almost immediately, thus the system is - up to a
small correction due to the driving - in the stationary state corresponding to the system parameters
at each point in time. Unlike in the closed quantum system, here the adiabaticity condition cannot
be easily put into a compact analytic form, as the dynamics are often quite complex. 1 Instead
we will present several examples of adiabatic electron pumping, and give the corresponding specific
definition.
3.3.1 Adiabatic single electron pumping
It has been proposed by Thouless [1] that a creation of electron current between the reservoirs
can be achieved solely via a periodic time-dependent modulation of some system parameters. In
the absence of an external bias between the reservoirs (which could give rise to an extra current
contribution) we speak of pure pumping. Choosing the appropriate conditions, one may pump in a
well-controlled manner one electron per pumping cycle, and thus realise a highly reliable source of
electron current. Such a well-defined current is of high interest in the area of metrology, in order
to establish a quantum standard for the ampere.
1In the limit where the dynamics of the system can be given through a time-convolutionless kinetic equation, a
general formulation of the adiabaticity condition was given [74].
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Fig. 1. - Principle of reversible transfer of a single electron using a “pumps controlled by two gate 
voltages U1 and Uz. a) Circuit schematic: the nanoscale junctions constituting the pump are 
represented by double-box symbols. b)  Stable configuration diagram for V = 0 and C = C’ = C”. One 
turn around a triple point such as P or N ,  obtained by modulating the gate voltages by two phase- 
shifted signals, induces one electron to go around the circuit. 
The pump is operated by first applying d.c. voltages to the gates so as to place the circuit 
in the vicinity of a triple point, the bias voltage being much lower than the Coulomb gap 
voltage, which is given by el3C when C = C’ = Cf‘(’). Two periodic signals with the same 
frequency f but dephased by @ - x12 are then superimposed on the gate voltages. The circuit 
then follows a closed trajectory like the circle shown around point P in fig. lb). If the 
frequency f is low enough (f << (RC)-l), the system remains in the stable configuYation 
associated with its location in gate voltage space. This configuration changes along the 
trajectory when domain boundaries are crossed. Suppose that the initial island configuration 
is (0,O) and that the trajectory is followed counterclockwise. The circuit goes first from (0,O) 
to (1,O) by letting one electron tunnel through the leftmost junction. Then the island 
configuration changes to (0 , l )  when one electron goes through the central junction. Finally, 
the system returns to its initial island configuration (0,O) by letting one electron out through 
the rightmost junction. In a complete cycle one electron is transferred from the left end to 
the right end of the device. If the sense of rotation in gate voltage space is reversed, in 
practice by adding x to the phase shift @, the electron transfer will take place in the opposite 
direction. Note that the same original positive rotation around a type. triple point also 
produces a transfer in the opposite direction. In summary, these geometrical considerations 
show that for zero bias voltage V, two r.f. gate voltages induce a current I = ef around the 
circuit, provided that the d.c. gate voltages are set in the vicinity of a triple point. The 
direction of current is determined solely by the phase shift @ and the type of the triple point. 
As the voltage V is increased, electrons can still be pumped, even if V and I have opposite 
signs, provided that the trajectory followed in gate voltage space encloses the conduction 
regions. Numerical simulations have shown that regular electron transfers can persist up to 
one-fifth of the Coulomb gap voltage for an optimal r.f. amplitude. Co-tunnelling events 151, 
which provide the mechanism for transitions between nonneighbour configurations, are 
expected to slightly degrade the regularity of the pump. If the electrodes of the pump were 
in an ideal superconducting state with all electrons paired (no quasi-particle present), the 
same type of gate voltage modulation around a triple point of the pair configuration stability 
(l) The critical charge (see ref. [31) of each junction of the pump is found to be e/3 when c = C’ = C”. 
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Figure 3.4: The sequence of charge transitions for adiabati quantise pumping The co secutive
steps correspond to the transitions of one electron fr m the left conta t to the left island (a), from
the left island to the right island (b), and from the right island to the right contact (c).
We will show the principle of quantised charge transpor in the xample of an early experi ent
reported in Ref. [4]. The experimental setup, depicted in Fig. 3.3a, consis s f two metallic islands,
tunnel coupled serially to each other, and tunnel coupled o wo metallic reservoirs. The regim
considered here is the Coulomb blockade regime introduced in Sec. 2.2, where quantum effects play
no role and the charging energy is the dominant energy scale. The isl nds can ccept extra el ctro s
from the reservoirs (or the neighbouring island) due to th unnel coupling. I rder to add an extra
electron on the island, one needs to pay a charging energy due o the C ul mb inter ction. The
actual number of extra charges on each island can be controlled via the gate voltages, U1 and U2.
The equilibrium charge states depending on the gate voltages are shown in the stability diagram in
Fig. 3.3b, where the two digits inside a hexagon indicate the extra charge on the first and second
island, respectively. For instance 01 stands for zero xtra charges in the left island, nd one ext a
electron on the right one. In the absence of a bias, a finite current s introduced via applying ac
voltages on the gates, U1(t) = U1 + δU1 sin(Ωt), U2(t) = U2 + δU2 sin(Ωt + ϕ). I th parameter
space (U1, U2), the driving trajectory of this time-dependent modulation forms an ellipsoid. A finite
phase difference ϕ ensures that the ellipsoid has a finite area, for ϕ = pi/2 it becomes a circle. The
center of the ellipsoid is given by,
(
U1, U2
)
, which we refer to as the working point of the trajectory.
Depending on the centre (working point) and the size of the ellipsoid (defined by the pumping
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amplitudes, δU1, δU2), the driving trajectory can pass through different stable charge configurations.
In the stability diagram in Fig. 3.3b a trajectory is shown which is centred around the triple point,
where the charge transitions 00 ↔ 10, 10 ↔ 01, and 01 ↔ 00 meet. With this trajectory one
passes each of these transitions consecutively, as shown in Fig. 8.6. In this way an electron is
transferred from the left to right contacts, and one achieves the transport of exactly one electron
when completing the pumping cycle. Note that the pumping scheme here is classical in the sense
that coherent dynamics do not play a role. This classical single electron pump can be seen as the
direct analog to Archimedes’ screw, see Fig. 3.1
In order to have a high fidelity for having exactly one electron pumped per cycle, there are two
main requirements. For one, the charging energy mediated by the Coulomb interaction ensures that
the charge state for a given gate configuration (U1, U2) is well defined. The second crucial ingredient
is a slow driving. This is so because the transition, e.g., from the charge state 00 to state 10 is
not immediate, but takes a finite relaxation time τrel. This relaxation time is determined through
the coupling to the reservoirs and between the islands (in this particular case, the left contact),
and corresponds to the inverse of the tunneling rate for an electron between reservoir and island.
Importantly, the system needs to be driven adiabatically, i.e., slow enough such that the actual
charge state of the system relaxes immediately to the equilibrium charge state corresponding to the
gate configuration (U1(t), U2(t)) at time t. If the driving is too fast, then there is the possibility
that one of the charging steps (see Fig. 8.6) is missed. For example, when the gate parameters are
driven to the, resulting in an error of the pump [27]. More on nonadiabatic effects will follow later
in Sec. 3.5.
3.3.2 Weak Coulomb interaction and quantum pumping
A complementary regime, where quantum effects become imminent, has been considered in Refs. [3,
75, 76]. Intriguingly, in this regime which we refer to as quantum pumping, there is the possibility
to obtain a directed dc transport solely due to quantum interference effects. As an introductory
example, we consider the case when the quantum system, consists of a chaotic cavity tunnel coupled
to reservoirs, in which an electron propagates ballistically. A possible experimental realisation can be
achieved by confining a two-dimensional electron gas [77], as it has been introduced in Sec. 2.1.1. We
assume that the Coulomb interaction between different electrons inside the cavity can be neglected. 2
An electron entering the cavity from a reservoir, follows a coherent quantum evolution inside the
cavity before leaving it, via tunneling to another reservoir. Pumping through the chaotic system
can be realised, e.g., by time-dependently (periodically) changing the shape of the cavity. Thus
the electron trajectory within the cavity changes, and, due to the coherent dynamics, this can lead
to interference effects that give rise to a directed transport [3]. For the emergence of interference
effects, the relevant time scale is the dwell time of the electron inside the quantum cavity, τdwell.
Importantly, an adiabatic regime for quantum pumping is given when the frequency of the periodic
2Such an assumption is justified, e.g., for τdwell  U−1 (U being the energy scale of the Coulomb interaction).
This means that the electrons hop between cavity and reservoirs much faster than they could interact with each
other within the cavity.
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driving is much smaller than the inverse of the dwell time
Ω 1
τdwell
. (3.9)
Such a pumping scheme can be realised in so-called mesoscopic systems, which are larger than
the atomic length scale (such that, e.g., a deformation of the system boundaries is still technically
possible) but which are small enough such that quantum coherent effects become dominant. In
the following we will discuss Brouwer’s formula [3] which gives a very general expression for the dc
current arising in such a mesoscopic quantum pump, provided that electron interaction effects are
weak. This formula is derived within the framework of a scattering matrix approach (Landauer-
Bu¨ttiker formalism [78, 2]), which is valid when a single-particle picture is justified (e.g. for weak
interaction).
The scattering matrix approach is in wide use in order to access a full quantum description of the
transport properties of a quantum system connected to several contacts. The quantum system acts
as a scattering region where an electron coming in from a certain reservoir gets either backscattered
to the same contact or transmitted as an outgoing electron to another contact. The scattering
amplitudes give an account of how probable the different scattering events are and the phase picked
up during the scattering. The amplitudes depend on the properties of the scattering region, i.e.,
the quantum system. In the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker approach it is usually explicitly included that the
contacts may have several different conductance channels. The scattering matrix S with the matrix
elements Sαβ then gives the scattering amplitude between two channels j and m. Note that j and
m may denote channels from either the same, or different contacts.
Suppose now that the scatterer is subject to some time dependent driving via two independent
periodic parameters X (t) and Y (t) as shown in Fig. 3.5a. The dc component of the current to
contact α in an adiabatic driving regime (in the absence of bias) can be expressed by Brouwer’s
formula
Iα = i
e
2piτ
∑
j∈α
∫
A
dXdY [RX ,RY ]jj , (3.10)
with the period of one pumping cycle τ , and RX , the response matrix for a variation in the parameter
X [2]
RX = −i ∂S
∂X
S† . (3.11)
In Eq. (3.10) we see that the dc current depends on the integral over the area spanned by the
pumping parameters X and Y , A (see Fig. 3.5b). A non-zero dc current can only arise if the
pumping area A is finite. Therefore, in the adiabatic driving regime, in order to achieve a finite
dc tranport, one needs at least two independent pumping parameters. The same fact we have
encountered already in the ’classical’ case [4], when a finite transport is realised when the triple
point is encircled. Note however that the pumping current described by Eq. (3.10) is in general
not quantised. Moreover, we want to stress that the scattering matrix includes a full quantum
treatment of the system, and thus it can also describe quantum interference effects giving rise to
transport.
The fact that one needs to enclose a finite area in parameter space to adiabatically pump
electrons, already suggests that adiabatic pumping can be treated as a geometric feature. We have
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Figure 3.5: (a) Sketch of the scatterer attached to two channels α and β, here shown where β is in a
different contact that α. The transmission amplitude between these two channels is given through
the scattering matrix elements Sαβ. The scatterer is subject to two time-dependent parameters
X(t) and Y (t) which could be e.g., two gate potentials. (b) Pumping trajectory in the parameter
space. In the adiabatic regime there is a finite dc pumping current only if the two parameters
enclose a finite area A, as can be seen in Eq. (3.10).
seen the emergence of the geometric Berry phase for adiabatic driving in a closed quantum system,
see Eq. (3.8). Intriguingly, the dc pumping current, Eq. (3.10), can be expressed in a form that is
explicitly analogous to the Berry phase [32, 70] as we see when rewriting it as
Iα = − ie
2piτ
∑
j∈α
∫ τ
0
dt
〈
ψj
∣∣∣ψ˙j〉 , (3.12)
with |ψj〉 being the j-th row of the scattering matrix S. A geometrical treatment of adiabatic
quantum transport has been of interest, for instance, when considering the question of optimizing
quantum pumps [32] or for a topological characterisation of quantum pumps [79].
3.3.3 Experimental realisation of adiabatic quantum pumping
Soon after Brouwer’s publication, an experimental group at Harvard claimed a first realisation of an
adiabatic quantum pump [29]. Here the quantum system is realised in a confined two-dimensional
electron gas, as introduced in Sec. 2.1.1. The experimental setup consisted of a GaAs-AlGaAs
semiconductor heterostructure at whose interface a two-dimensional electron gas is formed. A
quantum cavity is realised by a confinement of the electrons to a small volume via metallic top gates,
see Fig. 3.6a. Two gates which were subject to a phase shifted ac signal, effected a time-dependent
shape change in the quantum dot. Instead of the resulting dc current the experimentalist measured
the dc voltage emerging due to driving in absence of an external bias, including also measurements
in presence of a magnetic field. In Fig. 3.6b the dc pumping voltage is depicted. One can see that for
a phase difference of φ = 0, pi there is zero pumping signal, as predicted in theory. For other phase
differences, where there the modulation parameters enclose a finite area in parameter space, the
pumping signal is finite. While the dependence of the signal on the phase difference φ exhibited the
behaviour predicted by the theory, unfortunately, as was pointed out in Ref. [80], the magnitude of
the signal measured in experiment was markedly too high. Moreover, the experimenters reported a
symmetry of their current signal with respect to an applied magnetic field, see Fig. 3.6b, that could
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When the pumping parameters vary by less
than the correlation length of the fluctuations
of emissivity, ! remains essentially constant
throughout the pumping cycle and the total
charge pumped per cycle depends only on the
area enclosed by the path in parameter space,
". These straightforward observations ex-
plain many of the qualitative features of our
data.
We made measurements of adiabatic quan-
tum pumping in three similar semiconductor
quantum dots defined by electrostatic gates pat-
terned on the surface of a GaAs-AlGaAs het-
erostructure using standard electron-beam li-
thography techniques. Negative voltages (#$1
V) applied to the gates formed the dot by
depleting the two-dimensional electron gas at
the heterointerface 56 nm (device 1) or 80 nm
(devices 2 and 3) below the surface. All three
dots had lithographic areas adot # 0.5 %m
2,
giving an average single particle level spacing
&' 2()2/m*adot# 13 %V (*150 mK), where
) is Planck’s constant (h) divided by 2( andm*
is the effective electron mass. The three devices
showed similar behavior, and most of the data
presented here are for device 3. In the micro-
graph of device 1 (Fig. 1C), the three gates
marked with red circles control the conductanc-
es of the point-contact leads that connect the dot
to electronic reservoirs. Voltages on these gates
were adjusted so that each lead transmitted N#
2 transverse modes, giving an average conduc-
tance through the dot g# 2e2/h. The remaining
two gates were used to create both periodic
shape distortions necessary for pumping and
static shape distortions that allow ensemble av-
eraging (13, 14).
Except where noted, measurements were
made at a pumping frequency f ' 10 MHz,
base temperature T ' 330 mK, dot conduc-
tance g# 2e2/h* (13 kilohm)$1, and ac gate
voltage Aac' 80 mV peak-to-peak. For com-
parison, the gate voltage necessary to change
the electron number in the dot by one is #5
mV. Measurements were carried out over a
range of magnetic field, B, from 30 to 80 mT,
which allows several quanta of magnetic
flux, +0' h/e, to penetrate the dot (+0/adot#
10 mT) while keeping the classical cyclotron
radius much larger than the dot size (rcyc[%m]
# 80/B[mT]).
The general characteristics of quantum
pumping, including antisymmetry about phase
difference , ' (, sinusoidal dependence on ,
(for small amplitude pumping), and random
fluctuations of amplitude as a function of per-
pendicular magnetic field, are illustrated in Fig.
1. The pumping amplitude is quantified by the
values A0 and B0, which are extracted from fits
of the form Vdot(,)' A0 sin ,- B0 (shown as
dotted lines in Fig. 1B).
Because pumping fluctuations extend on
both sides of zero (pumping occurs in either
direction) with equal likelihood for a given ,,
.A0/ is small and the pumping amplitude is
instead characterized by 0(A0), the standard
deviation of A0. For example, the data in Fig.
2B yield .A0/ ' 0.01 %V and the standard
deviation 0(A0) ' 0.4 %V. Values of 0(A0)
(Figs. 2, 3, and 4) are based on 96 independent
configurations over B, Vg1, and Vg2 (Fig. 2B).
The dependence of the pumping ampli-
tude 0(A0) on pumping frequency is linear
(Fig. 2). For the above parameters, the linear
dependence has a slope of 40 nV/MHz. Be-
cause the dot has conductance g # 2e2/h, this
voltage compensates a pumped current of 3
pA/MHz, or about 20 electrons per pump
cycle. The dependence of 0(A0) on the pump-
ing strength Aac (Fig. 3) shows that for weak
pumping, Aac1 80 mV, 0(A0) is proportional
to Aac
2 , as expected from the simple loop-area
argument described above. For stronger
pumping, 0(A0) increases more slowly than
Aac
2 , with a crossover from weak to strong
Fig. 1. (A) Pumped dc voltage Vdot as a function of
the phase difference , between two shape-dis-
torting ac voltages and magnetic field B. Note the
sinusoidal dependence on , and the symmetry
about B' 0 (dashed white line). (B) Plot of Vdot(,)
for several different magnetic fields (solid sym-
bols) along with fits of the form Vdot' A0 sin , -
B0 (dashed curves). (C) Schematic of the measure-
ment set-up and micrograph of device 1. The bias
current is set to 0 for pumping measurements.
Fig. 2. (A) Standard deviation of the pumping
amplitude, 0(A0), as a function of ac pumping
frequency. The slope is #40 nV/MHz for both
device 2 (solid symbols) and 3 (open symbols).
Circular symbols represent a second set of data
taken for device 3. (B) A typical data set cor-
responding to one point in (A), along with fit
parameters A0 (open bars) and B0 (solid bars)
for each configuration.
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When the pumping parameters vary by less
than the correlation length of the fluctuations
of emissivity, ! remains essentially constant
throughout the pumping cycle and the total
charge pumped per cycle depends only on the
area enclosed by the path in parameter space,
". These straightforward observations ex-
plain many of the qualitative features of our
data.
We made measurements of adiabatic quan-
tum pumping in three similar semiconductor
quantum dots defined by electrostatic gates pat-
terned on the surface of a GaAs-AlGaAs het-
erostructure using standard electron-beam li-
thography techniques. Negative voltages (#$1
V) applied to the gates formed the dot by
depleting the two-dimensional electron gas at
the heterointerface 56 nm (device 1) or 80 nm
(devices 2 and 3) below the surface. All three
dots had lithographic areas adot # 0.5 %m
2,
giving an average single particle level spacing
&' 2()2/m*adot# 13 %V (*150 mK), where
) is Planck’s constant (h) divided by 2( andm*
is the effective electron mass. The three devices
showed similar behavior, and most of the data
presented here are for device 3. In the micro-
graph of device 1 (Fig. 1C), the three gates
marked with red circles control the conductanc-
es of the point-contact leads that connect the dot
to electronic reservoirs. Voltages on these gates
were adjusted so that each lead transmitted N#
2 transverse modes, giving an average conduc-
tance through the dot g# 2e2/h. The remaining
two gates were used to create both periodic
shape distortions necessary for pumping and
static shape distortions that allow ensemble av-
eraging (13, 14).
Except where noted, measurements were
made at a pumping frequency f ' 10 MHz,
base temperature T ' 330 mK, dot conduc-
tance g# 2e2/h* (13 kilohm)$1, and ac gate
voltage Aac' 80 mV peak-to-peak. For com-
parison, the gate voltage necessary to change
the electron number in the dot by one is #5
mV. Measurements were carried out over a
range of magnetic field, B, from 30 to 80 mT,
which allows several quanta of magnetic
flux, +0' h/e, to penetrate the dot (+0/adot#
10 mT) while keeping the classical cyclotron
radius much larger than the dot size (rcyc[%m]
# 80/B[mT]).
The general characteristics of quantum
pumping, including antisymmetry about phase
difference , ' (, sinusoidal dependence on ,
(for small amplitude pumping), and random
fluctuations of amplitude as a function of per-
pendicular magnetic field, are illustrated in Fig.
1. The pumping amplitude is quantified by the
values A0 and B0, which are extracted from fits
of the form Vdot(,)' A0 sin ,- B0 (shown as
dotted lines in Fig. 1B).
Because pumping fluctuations extend on
both sides of zero (pumping occurs in either
direction) with equal likelihood for a given ,,
.A0/ is small and the pumping amplitude is
instead characterized by 0(A0), the standard
deviation of A0. For example, the data in Fig.
2B yield .A0/ ' 0.01 %V and the standard
deviation 0(A0) ' 0.4 %V. Values of 0(A0)
(Figs. 2, 3, and 4) are based on 96 independent
configurations over B, Vg1, and Vg2 (Fig. 2B).
The dependence of the pumping ampli-
tude 0(A0) on pumping frequency is linear
(Fig. 2). For the above parameters, the linear
dependence has a slope of 40 nV/MHz. Be-
cause the dot has conductance g # 2e2/h, this
voltage compensates a pumped current of 3
pA/MHz, or about 20 electrons per pump
cycle. The dependence of 0(A0) on the pump-
ing strength Aac (Fig. 3) shows that for weak
pumping, Aac1 80 mV, 0(A0) is proportional
to Aac
2 , as expected from the simple loop-area
argument described above. For stronger
pumping, 0(A0) increases more slowly than
Aac
2 , with a crossover from weak to strong
Fig. 1. (A) Pumped dc voltage Vdot as a function of
the phase difference , between two shape-dis-
torting ac voltages and magnetic field B. Note the
sinusoidal dependence on , and the symmetry
about B' 0 (dashed white line). (B) Plot of Vdot(,)
for several different magnetic fields (solid sym-
bols) along with fits of the form Vdot' A0 sin , -
B0 (dashed curves). (C) Schematic of the measure-
ment set-up and micrograph of device 1. The bias
current is set to 0 for pumping measurements.
Fig. 2. (A) Standard deviation of the pumping
amplitude, 0(A0), as a function of ac pumping
frequency. The slope is #40 nV/MHz for both
device 2 (solid symbols) and 3 (open symbols).
Circular symbols represent a second set of data
taken for device 3. (B) A typical data set cor-
responding to one point in (A), along with fit
parameters A0 (open bars) and B0 (solid bars)
for each configuration.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.6: (a) The setup of the experiment of Switkes et al. [29]. The gate (g een) confine the
electron gas to a small cavity, and the gates Vg1 and Vg2 are subject to ac driving, with a phase
difference φ. (b) The result for the pumped dc voltage as a function of the phase difference φ and
the magnetic field B. There is a symmetry of the dc signal with respect to the magnetic field with
the symmetry axis at B = 0 (white dotted line).
not be supported by the theory. Thus, in Ref. [80] it is argued, that the main signal measured by
the experimentalists is not due quantum pumping. Importantly, the possibility of actual quantum
pumping in the reported experiment is not challenged per se. However the argument made in [80] is
that parasitic stray capacitances (in particular it is supposed that the applied time-dependent gates
induced voltages on the reservoirs) led to rectification effects that obscured any possible quantum
pumping signal.
An improved experiment on adiabatic quantum pumping was reported in Ref. [5]. Here, the
quantum system is made of a InAs nanowire tunnel coupled to two gold contacts which collect the
pumping current. The nanowire is additionally contacted with superconducting gates, forming a
SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device), see Fig. 3.7a. For a detailed explanation
of the pumping mechanism, consider Ref. [81]. Here we provide a rough overview. The nanowire is
subject to a periodic driving via the time-dependent modulation of the phase of the order parameter
of the contacted superconducting gates. The time-dependence of the order parameter comes about
due to the ac Josephson effect. Andreev reflections at the normal metal-superconductor interface
result in a phase shift of the particle wave function propagating through the wire, and in the ac
Josephson regime these phases become time-dependent. The driving parameters are controlled and
tuned by applying a dc current across the superconducting gates ISQUID and through an external
flux φ due to applying a magnetic field. The flux φ controls the phase difference of the driving
parameters. Eventually, the experimentalists measure the pumping current across the two gold
contacts which is created due to the modulation in the superconducting gates in the absence of a
bias. They successfully show that the dc pumping current exhibits a dependence with respect to the
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Figure 2 | Experiment set-up and transfer function characteristics. a, Schematic drawing of the Josephson quantum electron pump set-up. A d.c. current
ISQUID is fed into the SQUID terminals through a floating source while the voltage drop VSQUID is recorded against the applied magnetic flux  threading
the ring. When ISQUID exceeds the SQUID critical supercurrent the a.c. Josephson effect sets in, inducing a current Iwire which flows in the NW. Iwire is
sensed through an ammeter. S and N denote superconductors and normal metals, respectively. b, Colour plot of the SQUID flux-to-voltage transfer
function VSQUID = @VSQUID/@  versus  and ISQUID. VSQUID is antisymmetric in  and ISQUID. c, Colour plot of the NW flux-to-current transfer function
Iwire = @ Iwire/@  versus  and ISQUID. d, Colour plot of the NW flux-to-voltage transfer function Vwire = @Vwire/@  versus  and ISQUID. Data are taken
with a voltmeter in an open-circuit configuration, that is, without allowing Iwire to flow. Note the markedly different behaviour exhibited by Iwire and Vwire,
which are almost symmetric in  as well as in ISQUID. All measurements are taken at T= 250 mK using a low-frequency phase-sensitive technique to get
higher sensitivity and reduced noise.
that no high-frequency signal needs to be applied to the sample,
thus simplifying the set-up and minimizing the impact of stray
capacitances: the time-dependent signal is self-generated as a result
of the a.c. Josephson effect.
Below the critical temperature of the superconductors
(Tc' 4.65K) a Josephson current flows through the SQUID across
the NW. The SQUID voltage–current characteristics at 250mK are
shown in the inset of Fig. 1c for two representative values of  .
Whereas for   = 0 the characteristic shows a clear dissipationless
regimewith a critical current Ic'235 nA, for = 0/2 it behaves al-
most linearly, with Ic largely suppressed. The full Ic( ) dependence
(main panel of Fig. 1c) shows the characteristic pattern of a super-
conducting interferometer. The theoretical curve of a conventional
(that is, described by the RSJ model) SQUID (ref. 22) is shown for
comparison (dashed line, see Supplementary Information).
Figure 2a shows a sketch of the pumping measurement set-up.
A d.c. current ISQUID is fed through the SQUID terminals while the
voltage drop VSQUID is measured against  . The N electrodes are
grounded and Iwire is sensed with an ammeter. The N and S parts
of the circuit have no common ground, therefore preventing any
direct net charge transfer from the SQUID to theNW.
In the following we will concentrate our attention on the
symmetries in   and ISQUID exhibited by the measured signal,
as these are of crucial importance for the interpretation of the
experiment. The low-temperature SQUID flux-to-voltage transfer
function VSQUID = @VSQUID/@  versus   and ISQUID is shown in
Fig. 2b. In particular, VSQUID is a  0-periodic function of   and
is antisymmetric in   and ISQUID. By contrast, the flux-to-current
transfer function of the NW, Iwire = @Iwire/@  (Fig. 2c), besides
exhibiting the same periodicity in  0, shows a drastically different
behaviour, being almost symmetric in both   and ISQUID. A similar
behaviour, with the same symmetries of Iwire, is exhibited by the
NW flux-to-voltage transfer function, Vwire = @Vwire/@  (Fig. 2d),
where Vwire is measured with open NW contacts. Iwire and Vwire
result from different but complementary measurements, and the
evidence of such a similarity suggests that both represent the same
physical mechanism (see Supplementary Information). As we shall
argue, the nature of the symmetries exhibited by Iwire and Vwire is
compatible with quantum pumpingmechanisms.
In general, the pumped current is not expected to show definite
parity with   (refs 17,18), therefore Iwire can have a flux-symmetric
component as well. This, however, could be ascribed also to other
mechanisms than pumping. In addition, Iwire is not even expected
to possess any definite parity with ISQUID. To extract a pure pumped
current contribution from the whole measured signal, we focus
on the component of Iwire that is antisymmetric in  , IAwire, as it is
predicted to be a fingerprint of quantum pumping in the Josephson
quantum electron pump (JQEP, ref. 16). After  -integration of
Iwire, IAwire is obtained as IAwire=[Iwire( ,ISQUID) Iwire(  ,ISQUID)]/2.
The result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 3a, which shows IAwire
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Figure 2 | Experiment set-up and transfer function characteristics. a, Schematic drawing of the Josephson quantum electron pump set-up. A d.c. current
ISQUID is fed into the SQUID terminals through a floating source while the voltage drop VSQUID is recorded against the applied magnetic flux  threading
the ring. When ISQUID exceeds the SQUID critical supercurrent the a.c. Josephson effect sets in, inducing a current Iwire which flows in the NW. Iwire is
sensed through an ammeter. S and N denote superconductors and normal metals, respectively. b, Colour plot of the SQUID flux-to-voltage transfer
function VSQUID = @VSQUID/@  versus  and ISQUID. VSQUID is antisymmetric in  and ISQUID. c, Colour plot of the NW flux-to-current transfer function
Iwire = @ Iwire/@  versus  and ISQUID. d, Colour plot of the NW flux-to-voltage transfer function Vwire = @Vwire/@  versus  and ISQUID. Data are taken
with a voltmeter in an open-circuit configuration, that is, without allowing Iwire to flow. Note the markedly different behaviour exhibited by Iwire and Vwire,
which are almost symmetric in  as well as in ISQUID. All measurements are taken at T= 250 mK using a low-frequency phase-sensitive technique to get
higher sensitivity and reduced noise.
that no high-frequency signal needs to be applied to the sample,
thus simplifying the set-up and minimizing the impact of stray
capacitances: the time-dependent signal is self-generated as a result
of the a.c. Josephson effect.
Below the critical temperature of the superconductors
(Tc' 4.65K) a Josephson current flows through the SQUID across
the NW. The SQUID voltage–current characteristics at 250mK are
shown in the inset of Fig. 1c for two representative values of  .
Whereas for   = 0 the characteristic shows a clear dissipationless
regimewith a critical current Ic'235 nA, for = 0/2 it behaves al-
most linearly, with Ic largely suppressed. The full Ic( ) dependence
(main panel of Fig. 1c) shows the characteristic pattern of a super-
conducting interferometer. The theoretical curve of a conventional
(that is, described by the RSJ model) SQUID (ref. 22) is shown for
comparison (dashed line, see Supplementary Information).
Figure 2a shows a sketch of the pumping measurement set-up.
A d.c. current ISQUID is fed through the SQUID terminals while the
voltage drop VSQUID is measured against  . The N electrodes are
grounded and Iwire is sensed with an ammeter. The N and S parts
of the circuit have no common ground, therefore preventing any
direct net charge transfer from the SQUID to theNW.
In the following we will concentrate our attention on the
symmetries in   and ISQUID exhibited by the measured signal,
as these are of crucial importance for the interpretation of the
experiment. The low-temperature SQUID flux-to-voltage transfer
function VSQUID = @VSQUID/@  versus   and ISQUID is shown in
Fig. 2b. In particular, VSQUID is a  0-periodic function of   and
is antisymmetric in   and ISQUID. By contrast, the flux-to-current
transfer function of the NW, Iwire = @Iwire/@  (Fig. 2c), besides
exhibiting the same periodicity in  0, shows a drastically different
behaviour, being almost symmetric in both   and ISQUID. A similar
behaviour, with the same symmetries of Iwire, is exhibited by the
NW flux-to-voltage transfer function, Vwire = @Vwire/@  (Fig. 2d),
where Vwire is measured with open NW contacts. Iwire and Vwire
result from different but complementary measurements, and the
evidence of such a similarity suggests that both represent the same
physical mechanism (see Supplementary Information). As we shall
argue, the nature of the symmetries exhibited by Iwire and Vwire is
compatible with quantum pumpingmechanisms.
In general, the pumped current is not expected to show definite
parity with   (refs 17,18), therefore Iwire can have a flux-symmetric
component as well. This, however, could be ascribed also to other
mechanisms than pumping. In addition, Iwire is not even expected
to possess any definite parity with ISQUID. To extract a pure pumped
current contribution from the whole measured signal, we focus
on the component of Iwire that is antisymmetric in  , IAwire, as it is
predicted to be a fingerprint of quantum pumping in the Josephson
quantum electron pump (JQEP, ref. 16). After  -integration of
Iwire, IAwire is obtained as IAwire=[Iwire( ,ISQUID) Iwire(  ,ISQUID)]/2.
The result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 3a, which shows IAwire
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Figure 3.7: (a) Setup of the experiment of Giazotto et al. [5]. The gold contacts (N) are connected
via the nanowire (green). The time-dependent driving is induced via th superconducting gates
(S), resulting in a finite dc current Iwire. The time-dependence is controlled through applying a
magnetic field, resulting in the flux φ and through applying a dc current across the SQUID, ISQUID
(b) The differential of the measured dc pumping current Iwire with respect t the applied flux φ, as
a function of the flux φ and the applied dc current across the SQUID ISQUID. The pumping current
is zero for the flux being equal to either 0 or φ0, the fundamental flux quantum.
pumping parameters as well as with respect to the magnetic field, that is congruent to the theory
predicting quantum pumping. The important advantage of this setup is that parasitic capacitive
coupling is dramatically reduced due to the time-depe dent c ntrol via superconducting gates.
3.4 Adiabatic pumping ith st ong ul mb interactio
The smaller the quantum system, the more likely it is that two electrons residing inside the system
interact with each other. As a consequenc Coulomb interaction effects become important, as e
have seen in the Pothier experiment introduced in Sec 3.3.1. The focus of this thesis is placed at a
regime where both strong Coulomb interaction as well as quantum effects play a role, it is therefore at
the interface of the two extremes pr sent bove. Moreov r, thi regime is of impo tanc not only
because the treatment of interaction effects reflects reality in many experiments. Namely, there
emerged new interesting applications with respect to spectroscopy, that is, the pumpi g current
signal can provide informa ion about the system itself. In t e following we give an account on
theoretical works dealing with interaction-induced quantum effects, and spectroscopy.
3.4.1 Pure pumping hrough a single-level quantum dot
A theor tical study of a single-level quantum dot pump, including interactio effects and adiabatic
driving, has been done in Ref. [6]. With this example we want to emphasise how interaction effects
can be crucial for quantum pumping. The authors considered the single-level quantum dot (as
introduced in Sec. 2.3) to be tunnel coupled to two reservoirs, through a tunneli g rate ΓL (ΓR) to
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the left (right) lead. They assume the tunnel coupling to be smaller than the temperature to the
reservoirs, Γ < kBT (Γ = ΓL + ΓR) which justifies a perturbation expansion in Γ. In the absence of
a bias voltage across the reservoirs, a current can only arise due to a time-dependent modulation
of some system parameters (such as the tunneling rates Γα(t), α = L,R, or the energy level of the
quantum dot (t), driven with a frequency Ω).
Also here, the authors focus on adiabatic driving, that is, the system almost immediately follows
the time-dependent perturbation. The important physical process is therefore the relaxation of
the quantum dot system to its equilibrium state. The relaxation time can be related to τrel ∼
Γ−1 [82, 83]. The adiabaticity condition for pumping in this particular system is roughly estimated
as Ω Γ, provided that the amplitudes of the pumping parameters are weak. This means for the
amplitude of (t) that it should not exceed kBT , while the amplitudes of any Γα(t) is naturally
bounded by Γ < kBT .
The dc component of the pumping current (the time average over one pumping period τ = 2pi/Ω)
can be given as
Ipump = e
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
ΓL − ΓR
2Γ
d
dt
〈n〉t + e
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
ΓL − ΓR
2Γ
d
dt
〈n〉(ren)t , (3.13)
with the electric unit charge e < 0. The first term on the right-hand side corresponds to the
sequential tunneling contribution, and the second term is a higher order tunneling quantum cor-
rection, which we refer to as the quantum pumping current. The quantum dot occupation number
for the sequential tunneling approximation 〈n〉t is simply given through the local instantaneous
equilibrium distribution 〈n〉t = tr [nρ0(t)], with ρ0(t) = exp (−βHs(t)) /Z and the partition func-
tion Z = tr [exp (−βHs(t))]. The Hamiltonian of the isolated single-level quantum dot Hs(t) has
been introduced in Eq. (2.4). The lowest order in Γ contribution of pumping current is due to
a finite displacement current of the quantum dot, d
dt
〈n〉(0)t . It is non-zero only if Hs is explicitly
time-dependent, hence a modulation of the dot energy level  is required (or the interaction U).
Importantly, the sequential tunneling contribution of I is quasi-classical, as it does not rely on
any quantum coherence effects. Quantum fluctuation effects start to play a role for the higher order
in tunneling contribution (second term in Eq. (3.13)). In higher order tunneling, a finite hybridis-
ation between the dot and the reservoir wave functions is taken into account. Higher order effects
lead to broadening of the dot level, as well as renormalisation effects, that are due to an interplay
of quantum coherence and many-body interactions. In particular the renormalisation of the energy
level  →  + ∆ren is visible in the pumping current in terms of the renormalised dot occupation
number 〈n〉(ren)t = ∆ren ∂∂〈n〉(0)t . Moreover, as has been pointed out in Ref. [6] when choosing ΓL
and ΓR as the only time-dependent parameters,
d
dt
〈n〉(0)t = 0 and only the renormalisation term
survives (second contribution in Eq. (3.13)). In this case we are at the regime where there is pure
quantum pumping, which, crucially, depends on the Coulomb interaction, as ∆ren = 0 for zero
interaction.
In Figs. 3.8a and b, the pumping current Ipump with respect to the average energy level  =∫ τ
0
dt
τ
(t) is shown. These figures visualise how the current signal is sensitive to the pumping scheme
and to the interaction. For pumping with  and ΓL (Fig. 3.8a) the sequential tunneling contribution
of Ipump is dominant, and the higher order quantum correction is smaller by a factor Γ/kBT .
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zeroth-order-! contribution to the pumped charge, as dis-
cussed above. The contribution to first order in ! reads
Q!L,!R = e
"2
!¯ 2
d
d#¯
!"n¯#!i,0$$$!#¯,!¯ ,U$ , !25$
where "2=%0
T !%!L
!t %!Rdt accounts for the pumping-parameter
amplitudes and their relative phase as discussed in detail be-
fore for the quantity "1. The result for the pumped charge as
a function of the level position is shown in Fig. 5. The solid
line shows the result for very small interaction. As expected,
it tends to zero, because the level renormalization vanishes.
In the presence of interaction two peaks appear, which sepa-
rate for increasing U. The two peaks are related to the two
resonances at the level positions. They contribute with oppo-
site sign. This reflects the opposite sign of the level renor-
malization for the two resonances. We remind that the first
nonvanishing contribution of the perturbation expansion to
the charge pumped through the dot by periodic change of the
tunnel barriers is uniquely due to the effect of level renor-
malization. The height of the peaks increases for increasing
U, growing logarithmically for large U. Eventually, this in-
crease will be cut off by the bandwidths D, which we here
chose to be infinite. The different sign of the pumped charge
for the two resonances could serve as a signature to distin-
guish level-renormalization-induced pumping from parasitic
peristaltic pumping due to cross capacitances of the gates
modulating the tunnel couplings to the quantum dot.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a perturbative approach in tunneling to
adiabatic pumping through interacting quantum dots. In par-
ticular, a general diagrammatic technique to perform the
adiabatic expansion has been developed. This technique has
been applied to compute the pumped charge through a
single-level quantum dot at temperatures much higher than
the Kondo temperature. Two pumping schemes have been
considered: pumping with the level position and one tunnel
barrier, and pumping with the two barriers. When pumping
with the level position and one tunnel barrier, the dominant
mechanism of the adiabatic pump works analogously to a
peristaltic pump. The next-order correction is related to the
level renormalization induced by the interplay of coulomb
repulsion and electron tunneling. The situation is far more
interesting for the case of pumping with the two barriers.
With this pumping scheme there is no pumping in lowest
order in the tunnel coupling, and the first nonvanishing con-
tribution is due to the time-dependent level renormalization.
Hence we have demonstrated the importance of level-
renormalization effects in pumping through interacting quan-
tum dots. In particular, our results suggest that adiabatic
pumping can be used to gain experimental access to the level
renormalization in quantum dots.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLES OF DIAGRAMS
In this section we show how to apply the diagrammatic
rules for the matrix element !Wt$0,0. We start with the instan-
taneous term to lowest order in the tunnel coupling,
FIG. 6. Diagrams contributing to the first-order-! part of the
adiabatic correction to the matrix element !Wt$0,0. All appearing
reservoir and spin indices &, $ are to be summed over and the
energy ' is to be integrated over.
FIG. 4. Pumped charge up to first order ! in units of e"1 /!¯ 2 as
a function of the time-average level position in units of !¯ for dif-
ferent values of U. Pumping parameters are # and !L. The tempera-
ture is kBT=2!¯ .
FIG. 5. Pumped charge up to first order ! in units of e"2 /!¯ 2 as
a function of the time-average level position in units of !¯ for dif-
ferent values of U. Pumping parameters are !L and !R. The tem-
perature is kBT=2!¯ .
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zeroth-order-! contribution to the pumped charge, as dis-
cussed above. The contribution to first order in ! reads
Q!L,!R = e
"2
!¯ 2
d
d#¯
!"n¯#!i,0$$$!#¯,!¯ ,U$ , !25$
where "2=%0
T !%!L
!t %!Rdt accounts for the pumping-parameter
amplitudes and their relative phase as discussed in detail be-
fore for the quantity "1. The result for the pumped charge as
a function of the level position is shown in Fig. 5. The solid
line shows the result for very small interaction. As expected,
it tends to zero, because the level renormalization vanishes.
In the presence of interaction two peaks appear, which sepa-
rate for increasing U. The two peaks are related to the two
resonances at the level positions. They contribute with oppo-
site sign. This reflects the opposite sign of the level renor-
malization for the two resonances. We remind that the first
nonvanishing contribution of the perturbation expansion to
the charge pumped through the dot by periodic change of the
tunnel barriers is uniquely due to the effect of level renor-
malization. The height of the peaks increases for increasing
U, growing logarithmically for large U. Eventually, this in-
crease will be cut off by the bandwidths D, which we here
chose to be infinite. The different sign of the pumped charge
for the two resonances could serve as a signature to distin-
guish level-renormalization-induced pumping from parasitic
peristaltic pumping due to cross capacitances of the gates
modulating the tunnel couplings to the quantum dot.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a perturbative approach in tunneling to
adiabatic pumping through interacting quantum dots. In par-
ticular, a general diagrammatic technique to perform the
adiabatic expansion has been developed. This technique has
been applied to compute the pumped charge through a
single-level quantum dot at temperatures much higher than
the Kondo temperature. Two pumping schemes have been
considered: pumping with the level position and one tunnel
barrier, and pumping with the two barriers. When pumping
with the level position and one tunnel barrier, the dominant
mechanism of the adiabatic pump works analogously to a
peristaltic pump. The next-order correction is related to the
level renormalization induced by the interplay of coulomb
repulsion and electron tunneling. The situation is far more
interesting for the case of pumping with the two barriers.
With this pumping scheme there is no pumping in lowest
order in the tunnel coupling, and the first nonvanishing con-
tribution is due to the time-dependent level renormalization.
Hence we have demonstrated the importance of level-
renormalization effects in pumping through interacting quan-
tum dots. In particular, our results suggest that adiabatic
pumping can be used to gain experimental access to the level
renormalization in quantum dots.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLES OF DIAGRAMS
In this section we show how to apply the diagrammatic
rules for the matrix element !Wt$0,0. We start with the instan-
taneous term to lowest order in the tunnel coupling,
FIG. 6. Diagrams contributing to the first-order-! part of the
adiabatic correction to the matrix element !Wt$0,0. All appearing
reservoir and spin indices &, $ are to be summed over and the
energy ' is to be integrated over.
FIG. 4. Pumped charge up to first order ! in units of e"1 /!¯ 2 as
a function of the time-average level position in units of !¯ for dif-
ferent values of U. Pumping parameters are # and !L. The tempera-
ture is kBT=2!¯ .
FIG. 5. Pumped ch rge up to first order ! i nits of e"2 /!¯ 2 as
a function of the time-average level position in units of !¯ for dif-
ferent values of U. Pumping parameters are !L and !R. The tem-
perature is kBT=2!¯ .
SPLETTSTOESSER et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 74, 085305 !2006$
085305-8
Figure 3.8: Plot of the dc pumping current Ipump with respect to the average energy level  =∫ τ
0
dt
τ
(t), taken from Ref. [6]. In that paper the authors label the pumping current as Q instead f
Ipump. In (a) we see the pumping current for pumping with  and ΓL. In (b) the pumping current
is depicted when ΓL and ΓR are chosen to be time dependent.
For finite interaction it shows two pumping peaks with an equal sign, and for zero interaction
merges into one larger peak. In the cond case where the pumping parameters are ΓL and ΓR
(Fig. 3.8b) the sequential tunneling term is zero and quantu pumping dominates. Consequently,
this pumping scheme reveals directly the level ren rmalisat on eff ct. We see that the two peaks
for finite interaction have opposite sign, and the signal vanishes for zero interactio U .
3.4.2 Spectrosc py in single-level quantum dot pump
An important application of adiabatic pumping is spec ros y. T is me s that the pumping
current signal can contain distinct features that allow to charac erise the system under consider-
ation. In the last example given above, the pumping current can provide evidence of a Coulomb
interaction induced level renormalisation. Further applications in terms of spectroscopy have been
proposed, e.g., in Refs. [7, 8], where the same model of a single-level quantum dot has been studied
theoretically, considering in addition a finite bias voltage V between the reservoirs. The authors
focus on the case of weak tunnel coupling Γ kBT , and he ce only consider the sequential tunnel-
ing contribution. The system is specifically subject to a periodic time-dependent gate (t) and bias
modulation V (t), with driving frequency Ω. Due to the finite bias, there is a current contribution
on top of the pure pumping current. For the case of adiabatic driving, the overall (time-averaged)
dc current can be separated into
Idc = Ibias + Ipump , (3.14)
where the two parts can be distiguished due to their dependence on the driving frequency. The part
arising purely because of the bias does not scale with Ω, while the part due to pumping with gate
and bias is scaling linearly in the driving frequency Ipump ∼ Ω. The interesting signal with respect
to spectroscopy is contained in the dc part of the pumping current, Ipump. In Fig. 3.9a the pumping
current is shown as a function of the average gate and bias,  =
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
(t) and V =
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
V (t). That
is, the vector
(
, V
)
represents the working point of the pump.
In Ref. [7] it is emphasised that the current signal contains several features that characterise
the system. Firstly, the entire signal of the pumping current Ipump is solely due to a finite Coulomb
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Figure 3.9: Plot of the pumping current Ipump as a function of the average gate and bias
(
, V
)
.
The case of zero magnetic field is shown in (a) and the effect of finite magnetic field is shown in (b).
interaction, as for U = 0 also Ipump = 0. Also the high voltage signal V  kBT (see Fig. 3.9a)
is s nsitive to the tun el coupling asymmetry. It completely vanishes fo symmetric tunneling,
ΓL = ΓR, and has opposite sign for ΓL > ΓR as compared o ΓL < ΓR. Therefore the high vol age
signal in Ipump can be used to read out the tunnel coupling asymmetry.
The third spectroscopic feature is present when additionally a local magnetic field is considered
within the singl -level quantum dot, leading to Zeeman splitti g of he spin ↑ and ↓ levels of he
dot. Consequently the spin deg neracy o the dot is lifted. In Fig. 3.9b the c rrent signal is shown
for finite magnetic field. Due to this extra parameter the overall signal has become significantly
more complex, but for the purposes of discussing the spectroscopic potential of adiabatic pumping
it is fully sufficient to consider the zero bias regime in Fig. 3.9b, V < kBT . Comparing th current
signal to the one without magnetic field, Fig. 3.9a, we se that the Z eman splitting resulted in
a vanishing signal. It was shown in Ref. [7], that the absence of the low bias feature is a direct
consequence of breaking the spin degeneracy. Hence the signal due to the dc pumping current Ipump
can be used to detect whether spi degeneracy is present or not.
3.5 Nonadiabatic transport
Also driving beyond the adiabatic regime is of interest. On the one hand, when considering the
possibilities of quantised pumping in a double q antum d t, i.e., pumping one elec ron p cycl
with high fidelity, nonadiabatic effects can reduce the fidelity. As soon as the driving becomes
increasingly faster, the system fails to follow the time-dependent modulation. As a consequence
there can be errors in the charge transfer emerging because of nonadiabatic effects [27, 28]. On
the other hand, we have introduced in detail how for adiabatic pumping one needs at least two
independent driving parameters, which are required to enclose a finite area in parameter space.
Beyond the adiabatic regime there is the possibility for a finite current when this area is zero, that
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is, when only one system parameter is modulated. This possibility of single-parameter pumping has
been studied extensively in a high frequency regime [84, 85, 86, 87], or for a regime of intermediate
driving frequency [88].
In the course of this thesis we will consider also nonadiabatic effects. The nonadiabatic effects
we study can arise in both the dynamics of the local system dynamics as well as in the dissipative
dynamics due to the coupling of reservoirs. We will start with describing a well-known nonadiabatic
driving problem for a closed quantum system (i.e., no contacts to the reservoirs), namely the Landau-
Zener transition. After that we will move on to nonadiabatically driven open quantum systems.
3.5.1 Landau-Zener problem
As a paradigm for nonadiabatic effects in a closed quantum system we refer to the Landau-Zener
problem [89], which deals with a crossing of two coupled quantum states, see Fig. 3.10. This problem
will be of explicit relevance for us in the results section, 5.8 when considering a nonadiabatic level
crossing in the double quantum dot system. Hence we consider the Landau-Zener problem directly
in the example of an electron that can either occupy a left |L〉 or a right state |R〉. At an initial time,
the two levels |L〉 and |R〉 have a large energy separation. Through driving the levels are brought
to a crossing, and then separated again. We are interested in the level occupation probability of the
electron after the crossing for being initially in one of the levels with probability one. The problem
can be summarised in a single-particle picture with the time-dependent Hamiltonian
H (t) =
1
2
 (t)σz +
∆
2
σx , (3.15)
there are the two quantum states, |L〉, and |R〉, which are the eigenstates of the Pauli matrix σz,
with the eigenvalues ±1. The x Pauli matrix accounts for the finite coupling, 〈L|σx |R〉 = 1. The
time dependence of the level detuning is chosen to be linear,  (t) = ˙t, with the ramping speed
˙ > 0, which is constant in time. In order to proceed, we go to the instantaneous eigenbasis of H(t).
There is the bonding state |b〉 associated with the lower eigenenergy −√2(t) + ∆2/2 (i.e., it is
the instantaneous ground state) and the antibonding state |a〉 with energy √2(t) + ∆2/2 (excited
state). The time-dependence of the energy is depicted in Fig. 3.10.
Suppose we start the system evolution at a time much before the level crossing (t) = 0, t 0,
that is, where the two levels are separated by an energy scale much larger than ∆. Therefore at
the beginning, the two levels do not hybridise, and |b〉 ≈ |L〉 as well as |a〉 ≈ |R〉. Suppose also,
that we have the system initially in the groung state |b〉 ≈ |L〉. Now we perform the sweep, such
that the levels cross, and consider the probability of being either in the |L〉 or |R〉 state for a final
time t  0 where again the level separation is large, but now the ground state is |b〉 ≈ |R〉. The
resulting probability is
|L〉 →
{ |L〉 with probability PLZ
|R〉 with probability 1− PLZ , (3.16)
with the Landau-Zener probability
PLZ = exp
(
−pi
2
∆2
˙
)
. (3.17)
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Figure 3.10: The eigenenergies of the instantaneous ground and excited states, |b〉 and |a〉, respec-
tively, with respect to time t (blue solid line). When starting in the ground state at t 0, |b〉 ≈ |L〉,
there is a certain probability PLZ , see Eq. (3.17), to reach the excited state when the ramping speed
is fast enough. The time dependence of the left and right energy level is shown as grey dashed lines.
We see that for a very slow driving, ˙  ∆2, PLZ → 0. This corresponds to the adiabatic limit,
introduced previously. Namely, when starting in the ground state prior to the crossing (|L〉) the
electron remains in the ground state after the crossing (|R〉). If however the ramping speed ˙ and
thus the driving is fast enough, there is a finite probability PLZ > 0 of a transition between the
instantaneous ground and excited state. Likewise, when starting from the excited state at t  0,
a transition to the ground state occurs with probability PLZ . The simple physical picture is that
the driving provides the required energy for a transition, be it from ground to excited state or vice
versa.
We have previously introduced the concept of errors in the electron transport if the driving is
too fast. Here there is an error occuring in the sense that for nonadiabatic driving the system fails
to pass the electron reliably from the left to the right state, as there is the probability PLZ that the
electron remains in the left state after the crossing.
3.5.2 Open quantum systems
In the above section we have seen how nonadiabatic driving effects a closed quantum system,
described through a local coherent quantum dynamics. In this section we consider nonadiabatic
driving in an open quantum system. In particular let us focus here on the transport phenomena
arising beyond the adiabatic modulation regime. We want to summarise the specific example of a
single-level quantum dot pump as considered in Ref. [88]. The authors study the same model as
given in Eq. (2.4), and include a tunnel coupling of the quantum dot to two electron reservoirs,
when going beyond the regime of adiabatic driving. It is shown that a closed form for the current
can be derived, when going to the regime where the tunnel coupling rate to the (left and right)
reservoirs, Γ = ΓL + ΓR, is much smaller than the temperature of the reservoirs, Γ kBT . Let us
focus on the results for a time-dependent energy level, (t) =  + δ sin(Ωt) and tunneling rate to
the left lead, ΓL(t) = ΓL + δΓL sin(Ωt+ ϕ), with the corresponding modulation amplitudes δ, and
δΓL. When the pumping amplitudes are weak, δ, δΓL  Γ, the time averaged current to lead α
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can be written schematically as ∫ τ
0
dt
τ
Iα(t) = Iα,max sin (ϕ+ ∆ϕ) , (3.18)
which is valid for driving frequencies up to the tunneling rate, Ω ≤ Γ. As we see, the time-averaged
current depends on the phase difference between the energy level and the tunneling, ϕ, as well as on
a nonadiabatic phase shift ∆ϕ. The maximal averaged current is denoted as Iα,max. We omit the
explicit analytic expression of Iα,max and ∆ϕ; the interested reader finds them in Ref. [88]. Both the
maximal pumping current, Iα,max, and the nonadiabatic phase shift are odd functions of the driving
frequency, Ω, i.e., they both vanish for zero Ω. In the adiabatic limit, Ω  Γ, the nonadiabatic
phase shift drops in Eq. (3.18), ∆ϕ→ 0. That is a manifestation of the condition for finite adiabatic
transport we have encountered already in Brouwer’s formula, see Eq. (3.10). Namely, to have a
finite transport for adiabatic driving, the area that the pumping parameters enclose in the parameter
space must be finite. This is the case when the phase difference ϕ 6= 0, pi. By increasing the driving
frequency one can achieve a finite ∆ϕ, and for large frequencies maximally pi/2. Consequently,
the time-averaged current is non-zero even when the energy level and the tunneling modulation
are in-phase or in counter-phase, ϕ = 0, pi, respectively. Thus, through nonadiabatic driving a
finite transport can be achieved also for a single-parameter pump. Note that for certain parameter
settings also the reversed can happen, namely that the transport is reduced due to the driving
being too fast for the system to follow. A similar driving regime will be introduced for the double
quantum dot system in the results section of this thesis.
Finally, we want to point out that there is and has been also a considerable interest, both
theoretically and experimentally, in the regime of fast driving where the driving frequency is con-
siderably larger, i.e., Ω  Γ. In such a regime the electrons moving through the system, driven
with period Ω, can pick up (or emit) an integer multiple of the driving energy E → E ± nΩ. In
such a regime where transport can arise in a quantum system (tunnel coupled to electron reservoirs)
due the absorption or emission of energy quanta one speaks of photo-assisted tunneling. As this
effect will not be considered in this thesis we simply refer to some of the references dealing with
this regime, in particular for double quantum dot systems. [84, 85, 86, 87]
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Chapter 4
Current noise and fluctuations
4.1 What is noise?
The current expectation value gives the average number of electrons that is transported through a
device per time. In experiment, the current measurement is in general subject to fluctuations. That
is, the current measurement contains some uncertainty, it fluctuates around its expectation value.
These fluctuations are, e.g., characterised statistically by the variance of the electrons that are
transported. While some of the fluctuations arise due to external influences or due to imperfections
in the measurement process (1/f -noise, random telegraph noise, vibrations in the setup during
measurement, or avalanche noise, to name a few), there is also an intrinsic part of the noise.
This intrinsic noise persists even if all imperfections regarding the measurement setup or unwanted
coupling to the environment are eliminated. There are two kinds of contributions of intrinsic noise:
thermal fluctuations and shot noise. The first contributions stems from the thermal excitations of
the electrons at finite temperature. It is the dominant contribution of the intrinsic noise when the
system is in equilibrium. The shot noise on the other hand is a direct consequence of the discreteness
of the electron charge e < 0, i.e., the electrons arrive at a reservoir in a quantised fashion. It is
the dominant contribution for strong nonequilibrium, that is, where the energy scale related to the
nonequilibrium is much larger than kBT . For instance, in the case of electrons transported due to
a bias V , the shot noise becomes dominant if eV  kBT . Crucially, as we will elaborate in the
following, the noise is not simply a necessary evil of a current measurement (namely, making it less
reliable), but the noise itself can contain a lot of information about the system under consideration
or the particular statistics of the electron transport. This fact led Rolf Landauer to point out that
”the noise is the signal”.
4.2 Schottky experiment
Let us first consider a particular example where the shot noise is dominant. Shot noise was observed
in a pioneering experiment by Schottky [16], see Fig. 4.1. The aim of this experiment was to measure
the unit of charge by means of the current fluctuations. The setup of the experiment is shown in
Fig. 4.1. Two contacts, subject to a bias voltage, are placed inside a vacuum tube. The electrons get
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t
I
fL(E)[1− fR(E)]Tn(E) + fR(E)[1 − fL(E)]Tn(E)
− [fL(E) − fR(E)]2 T 2n(E). (3)
The coefficient follows from the fact that if no bias is
applied (V = 0) the expression for thermal noise 4kBθG
must be recovered (θ is the temperature):
S = 4kBθG = 4kBθG0
∫
dE
(
− ∂f
∂E
)∑
n
Tn(E)
= 2G0
∑
n
∫
dE 2f(E)[1− f(E)]Tn(E), (4)
with G0 = 2e
2/h. In equilibrium (V = 0), fL(E) =
fR(E) ≡ f(E), where f denotes the Fermi-Dirac distri-
bution. Then, expression (3) equals
2f(E)[1− f(E)]Tn(E). (5)
Comparing Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) the general expression for
the shot noise of a two-terminal conductor (in the zero
frequency limit) follows as [5,6]:
S = 2G0
∑
n
∫
dE {fL(1− fR)Tn + fR(1 − fL)Tn
− [fL − fR]2 T 2n}
= 2G0
∑
n
∫
dE {[fL(1− fR) + fR(1− fL)]Tn(1 − Tn)
+ [fL(1− fL) + fR(1− fR)]2 T 2n} (6)
III. VACUUM TUBES
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FIG. 1. Vacuum tubes: (a) Schematics of a triode. Elec-
trons having enegies larger than the work function W of the
tungsten filament are emitted from the heated cathode (K),
travel through the vacuum and are attracted by the positive
anode (A). (b) Photograph of a historical tetrode (triode with
additional grid) containing 4 electrodes (Telefunken EL 153).
Figure 1(a) shows a schematics of a vacuum tube (triode):
The heated cathode (K) made of a wounded tungsten
wire boils off electrons into the vacuum. The emitted
elctrons are attracted by the positively charged anode
(Edison effect). A negatively biased grid (or many grids)
between cathode and anode controls the electron current.
By designing the cathode, grid(s) and plate properly, the
tube converts a small AC voltage at the grid into a larger
AC signal, thus amplifying it [7]. In the following we
diregard the grid and consider only the vacuum diode
(as Schottky did).
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FIG. 2. (a) Space-charge region formed in front of the cath-
ode in a open-circuited tube. (b) For sufficiently high bias
voltages V the space-charge is removed (saturation regime)
and the potential drops linearly. W denotes the work func-
tion.
If the anode is floating, no net current flows from cathode
to anode [Fig. 2(a)]. Instead, a negative space-charge is
formed in front of the cathode, originating from evapo-
rated electrons which are hold back by the ionized atoms.
The size χ of the space-charge region can be calculated
solving the Poisson-equation ∆ϕ(x) = −en(x)/%0 for
the electrical potential ϕ(x) with the electron density
n(x) = n0 exp(−eϕ(x)/kBθ) ' n0 [1−eϕ(x)/kBθ], where
n0 is the electron densitiy within the cathode:
χ =
√
%0kBθ
n0e2
. (7)
The higher the temperature θ the larger the space-charge
region.
On the other hand, if the circuit is closed and the cath-
ode is kept at an elevated temperature, a thermionic cur-
rent flows from cathode to anode [Fig. 2(b)]. The mag-
nitude of this current is limited by the negative space-
2
current detection
Figure 4.1: Sketch of the Schottky measurement setup. Inside a vacuum tube, electrons get emitted
from the cathode K and travel through the vacuum to the anode A. When detecting the time-
resolved current, there is a spike at each arrival of an electron. This shot noise emerges due to the
quantisation of charge.
emitted by a hot tungsten filament, acting as the cathode, labeled K. The electrons travel across
the vacuum tube, following the gradient of the electric potential due to the bias, and arrive at the
anode A. For the shot noise to be do inant, the bias has to be larger than the thermal energy f
the contac s. The time-r solved current due o the arrival of electrons is shown in he figure ins t.
Due to the quantisation of charge, the time-dependent current shows spike features at each single
electron arrival. In the Schottky experiment, the arrival of electrons is uncorrelated, i.e., the arrival
time of one electron is not affected by any other electron because of the free propagation of the
electrons inside the vacuum tube. This is ensured by keeping the electron density in the tube low
enough so the electrons do not interact. In this case, the independent emission/arrival1 events are
characterised by Poissonian statistics. The probability of the number of electrons N that arrive in
total at the detector during a finite measuring time interval t0 is given as
P (N , t0) = (Γct0)
N e−Γct0
N ! . (4.1)
The variable Γc denotes the rate at which electrons leave the cathode. Note that we consider large
measuring times t0  Γ−1c where on average many particles arrived at the anode. The current
in this example is given as the ensemble average number of electrons that arrive, 〈N〉, divided
by the measuring time, I = e〈N〉/t0. The zero-frequency noise S accompanying the current is
proportional to the variance of the transported electrons per measuring time t0, S = 2e
2〈∆N〉/t0,
with 〈∆N〉 = 〈N 2〉 − 〈N〉2. The Poissonian statistics has the property that the ensemble average
and variance is the same, namely
〈N〉 = 〈∆N〉 = Γct0 . (4.2)
1Note that because of charge conservation, the emission and arrival statistics are the same.
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Consequently, the noise to current ratio is S/ |2I| = e−1 and thus provides the unit of charge, under
the necessary condition that the statistics is Poissonian. Motivated by this fact we introduce the
Fano factor, F = S/ |2eI|. In the case of Poissonian electronic noise, the Fano factor is simply given
as F = 1. We will at a later point encounter examples where the Fano factor deviates from 1, i.e.,
where the electron transport is correlated.
4.3 General definition of the current noise
In the preceding section we have introduced a definition of the noise based on the variance of
the number of particles N that arrived at the detector, 〈∆N〉. In this section we generalise the
definition of the current noise to consider also cross-correlations for different reservoirs. We start
from the number operator of the charges Nˆα that arrive at reservoir α during a measuring time
interval t0, given as the integral of the current operator (in the Heisenberg picture)
eNˆα =
∫ t0
0
dtIˆα(t) . (4.3)
As we have indicated in the Schottky experiment, the fluctuations of the current can be expressed
through the variance of the transported number of electrons divided by time t0. Importantly, we are
going to include at this point not only the variance at one reservoir but also the cross-correlations
between different reservoirs α and β. These cross-correlations contain information about how the
number of particles arriving at lead α, Nα, is related to Nβ. As the quantum number operators
Nˆα and Nˆβ do not commute for α 6= β, we symmetrise the expectation value in order to get a real
number
Sαβ =
e2
t0
(
〈NˆαNˆβ〉 − 〈Nˆα〉〈Nˆβ〉
)
+ (α↔ β) . (4.4)
The symmetrisation is taken care of by adding a term where the indices α and β are swapped,
which is indicated with the notation (α↔ β).
Let us now discuss the role of the measurement time scale t0. In this thesis, we are interested
in the regime where the measurement time scale is much larger than any other relevant time scale
determining the transport of the system. Thus we eventually take the measuring time t0 to infinity.
We express above Eq. (4.4) in terms of the current operators and thus arrive at the current noise,
given as [90]
Sαβ = lim
t0→∞
∫ t0
0
dt
t0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′
〈{
δIˆα(t), δIˆβ(t− t′)
}〉
, (4.5)
with the deviation of the current from its expectation value δIˆα = Iˆα − 〈Iˆα〉. Here, the symmetri-
sation of the noise is taken care of by the anticommutator. Now, the current noise contains the
correlation function of the current for different times t and t′ and different reservoirs
Cαβ (t, t
′) =
〈{
δIˆα(t), δIˆβ(t
′)
}〉
. (4.6)
In the following we focus on the properties of this correlations function for the two cases when the
system is stationary or time-dependently driven.
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For a time-independent system (i.e., without external driving) it depends only on the time-
difference of the two time-arguments, Cαβ(t − t′). Thus we arrive at the current noise as known
from stationary transport
Sαβ =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′Cαβ(t− t′) , (4.7)
as the time integral over t in Eq. (4.5) becomes redundant.
For explicitly time-dependent systems, the time-translational invariance is broken, and C de-
pends explicitly on both times. In particular, we consider in this thesis systems that are periodically
driven in time, with period τ . For periodic driving, the correlation function has the following sym-
metry Cαβ(t, t−t′) = Cαβ(t+τ, t−t′). Consequently, it is sufficient to take the t-integral in Eq. (4.5)
over one period
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
,
Sαβ =
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′Cαβ(t, t− t′) . (4.8)
provided that the measuring time is much larger than the driving period, t0  τ .
We want to point out that there has been considerable interest also in investigating directly
the time-resolved current-current correlations Cαβ, respectively its Fourier transform, the finite-
frequency current noise [91, 92, 93, 23]. For time-independent systems, the finite-frequency noise is
given as Sαβ(ω) =
∫∞
−∞ dte
iωtCαβ(t). For the case of a time-dependently driven system we simply
mention that Cαβ is represented through two frequencies, Sαβ(ω, ω
′), as the current-current corre-
lations depend explicitly on two times. Importantly, we are interested only in the time-averaged
current-current correlations as given in Eq. (4.8), which is obtained from the finite-frequency noise,
by setting the frequencies to zero, ω, ω′ → 0. Hence we refer to the current noise in Eq. (4.8) as the
zero-frequency noise.
4.4 Zero-frequency noise for time-independent transport
There is a vast literature on the theoretical treatment of noise for transport through stationary
systems. In the following we intend to deliver some basic concepts of current noise. At first, we will
discuss the pure equilibrium noise which is of thermal origin. Then we proceed with considering
the noise for a nonequilibrium situation. Importantly, as electron-electron interactions play an
important role throughout this thesis, we want to relate the zero-frequency current noise for non-
interacting systems to interacting ones.
4.4.1 Thermal noise and the fluctuation dissipation theorem
Suppose that a system is in equilibrium, i.e., there is no driving due to gradients between the
reservoirs. The only source of zero-frequency noise is then due to thermal fluctuations. It can be
shown (see e.g. Ref. [94]) that the equilibrium zero-frequency current noise can be directly related
to the linear response of the current. For the case of having only two reservoirs, the thermal noise
is given as
S(eq) = 4kBTG , (4.9)
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where the linear conductance is given as G = ∂I
∂V
. It represents the first order response to the current
expectation value, due to a nonequilibrium bias V between the two reservoirs. Equation (8.4)
is a manifestation of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. In the above form it states, that the
equilibrium fluctuations of the current is directly proportional to a first order response of the
current expectation value due to a nonequilibrium perturbation. This relation is very general. It
can be derived within a full Hamiltonian quantum description of system and reservoirs relying on
no other assumption than equilibrium, and it is based on the principle of causality [95]. It has been
first measured by Johnson [96] and theoretically derived by Nyquist [97], hence it is also referred
to as Johnson-Nyquist noise.
In Eq. (8.4) we see that the equilibrium noise scales linearly with temperature, i.e., for zero-
temperature it vanishes. The fact that it is general, and does not depend on the system details makes
it an interesting vehicle for spectroscopy as well as metrology. Namely through the thermal noise,
the temperature can be measured. This technique is referred to as Johnson-noise thermometry [15].
There is moreover ongoing research in the field of metrology, where the aim is a precise determination
of the Boltzmann constant by help of the Johnson-Nyquist noise [98]. Apart from the interesting
prefactor kBT , the fluctuation dissipation theorem tells us on the other hand, that the equilibrium
noise contains no more information about the system than what can be measured through the
linear conductance. Consequently, the crucial part of information in the noise regarding, e.g., the
transport statistics is hidden in the nonequilibrium noise, where shot noise plays a crucial role. We
will elaborate this in the following.
4.4.2 Scattering-matrix approach to zero-frequency noise
While the equilibrium noise can be discussed on a very general footing, in particular, without any
assumptions regarding electron-electron interactions, this is not so for the nonequilibrium case. In
this section we aim to summarise some of the most essential results for the zero-frequency noise of
electron transport in the case of zero interaction. Non-interacting transport can be treated by the
scattering matrix approach, as shortly introduced in Sec. 3.3.2. For a review consider Ref. [99]. The
general idea is to have a small quantum system contacted to some reservoirs α. The transport is
defined through a scattering matrix S giving the amplitudes of electron scattering between different
channels n, n′ in different reservoirs α, β, with the matrix elements Sαn,βn′ .
Let us consider first some general statements for the auto- and cross-correlations of the current.
We have introduced before the concept that current-current correlations need not necessarily be
measured at the same reservoir, but we can look at correlations between different reservoirs α and
β, Sαβ. The minimal setup for a nonequilibrium transport is a two terminal case, with a reservoir 1
and a reservoir 2. The auto-correlations, S11 and S22 are necessarily positive as they can be written
as the variance of the number of particles arriving at reservoir 1 and 2, respectively. Due to the
symmetrisation, the cross-correlations are equal, S12 = S21. Because of current conservation the
auto- and cross-correlations fulfill for one
∑
β Sαβ = 0 and
∑
α Sαβ = 0, as well as
S11 + S12 + S21 + S22 = 0 . (4.10)
From the fact that Sαα > 0 and Sαβ = Sβα we can directly deduce as a consequence of current
conservation, that the cross-correlations are negative S12 = S21 < 0. Note importantly, that for
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three or more reservoirs, this is no longer true in general. However, based on the scattering matrix
approach, Bu¨ttiker provided a proof [78] that the cross-correlations in electronic (that is, fermionic)
transport are always negative irrespective of the number of terminals under the following conditions.
The electrons should be non-interacting and the contacts should consist of thermal reservoirs held
at a constant chemical potentials.
The second feature that we want to describe is specifically regarding the shot noise. Hence we
consider the case of zero temperature where it is the only contribution to the intrinsic noise. Let
us give the noise expression for the minimal case of a two-terminal setup, where S = S11 = S22 =
−S12 = −S21. It can be shown [99] that for the zero-temperature shot noise one obtains
S =
e3 |V |
pi~
∑
n
|tn|2
(
1− |tn|2
)
, (4.11)
where tn = S1n,2n is the transmission amplitude through the scattering of an electron from reservoir
1 to 2 or vice versa, via the channel n. The transmission probability is therefore given with the
modulus square of the amplitude, |tn|2. For small transmission probabilities |tn|2  1 (i.e., there
the scatterer has a low conductance) it can be shown that
S =
e3 |V |
pi~
∑
n
|tn|2 = 2 |eI| , (4.12)
with I being the current expectation value of the electron transport. Hence for a weakly transmitting
scatterer we obtain the Poissonian limit, and the shot noise is given by the Schottky value SP =
2 |eI|. Importantly for arbitrary transmission probabilities, the shot noise of the non-interacting
scatterer is always lower than its Schottky limit S ≤ SP. In the extreme case of perfect transmission,
where all channels n are transparent, the Fano factor vanishes F = S/SP = 0. The general statement
that the shot noise of non-interacting fermionic transport is always sub-Poissonian, holds true under
the same conditions as for the proof of negative cross-correlations [78]. In fact, the physical origin
of sub-Poissonian shot noise and negative cross-correlations is the same, namely it is due to the
fermionic statistics of the electrons: the electrons tend to anti-bunch (avoid each other and arrive
separately at the detector) due to Pauli’s principle, resulting in sub-Poissonian shot noise.
In contrast, the emergence of positive cross-correlations in fermionic transport is possible if
some conditions of Bu¨ttiker’s proof are violated. Positive cross-correlations in electronic transport
have been predicted theoretically, for instance where parts of the system are superconducting, see,
e.g., Refs. [100, 101]. In another work it has been pointed out that Coulomb interactions and the
presence of ferromagnetic contacts can lead to positive cross-correlations [18].
4.4.3 Zero-frequency noise in an interacting single-level quantum dot
The zero-frequency noise of an interacting single-level quantum dot, possibly including a local
magnetic field, (see Sec. 2.3) has been studied for stationary transport (bias induced) in Ref. [20].
The case of weak tunnel coupling to the electronic reservoirs is considered, i.e., the tunneling rate
Γ  kBT . Importantly, the authors show that in the strong bias limit V  kBT , the (dominant)
shot noise signal can be used in order to characterise the system. Namely, both the current and
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the number of crossings of tunneling lines plus the number
of vertices connecting the state d with ↑ .
!5" Integrate over the energies # l of the tunneling lines
and sum over all reservoir and spin indices.
The blocks WI and WII are determined in a similar way.
The only difference to W is that in WI (WII) one !two"
internal vertices are replaced by external ones representing
Iˆ$/e . This amounts to multiplying an overall prefactor,
which arises due to the definition of the current operator and
since the number of internal vertices on the backward propa-
gator may have changed. We get a factor !1/2 for each
external vertex on the upper !lower" branch of the Keldysh
contour which describes tunneling of an electron into the
right !left" or out of the left !right" lead, and "1/2 in the
other four cases. Finally, we have to sum up all the factors
for each possibility to replace one !two" internal vertices by
external ones.
IV. RESULTS
In the following we discuss shot noise in the lowest-
!first-" order perturbation theory in % . We consider transport
through a single level and allow for a finite spin splitting.
Such a spin splitting could be realized due to the Zeeman
effect of an external magnetic field !for semiconductor quan-
tum dots" or an intrinsic exchange field due to atoms with
magnetic moments !for molecules". The molecule can ac-
quire four possible states: the level being unoccupied, occu-
pied with either spin ↑ or ↓ , or doubly occupied. The mo-
lecular level is characterized by level energies &↓ and &↑ , the
Coulomb repulsion U, and the coupling strengths %L and %R
to the electrodes. In addition, the electron distributions in the
metal electrodes are governed by electrochemical potentials
'L and 'R and temperature T. We choose a symmetric bias
voltage, such that 'L#eV/2 and 'R#"eV/2. In this simple
model without real spatial extent, the voltage is dropped en-
tirely at the electrode-molecule tunnel junctions, meaning
that the energies of the molecular states are independent of
the applied voltage even if the couplings are not symmetric.
For asymmetric coupling this might not be entirely realistic.
However, we do not wish to include a heuristic parameter to
describe the possibly unequal drop of the bias. In a compari-
son to an actual experiment this could be easily amended. We
also do not include an explicit gate voltage, as its effects are
straightforward to anticipate.
In Fig. 3 we plot the current and the current noise for a
special choice of system parameters as a function of trans-
port voltage. For this figure we consider a set of energy
parameters (&↓#0.1 eV,&↑#0.2 eV,U#0.4 eV) that is
comparable to energies encountered in small molecules. A
rescaling of energies by a factor 1/100 would be necessary to
obtain energies of the order achievable in semiconductor
quantum dots and by external magnetic fields. If the same
scaling is applied to the couplings and the temperature, the
figure would remain unchanged. This is a special feature of
first-order transport.
Electron transport becomes possible when charge excita-
tions on the molecule become energetically allowed. Gener-
ally, at low bias, transport is exponentially suppressed, unless
a degeneracy of states with different net charge is present
!this could be tailored by application of a gate voltage, which
we do not consider here". Each time when one of the four
excitation energies &↓ , &↑ , &↓!U , or &↑!U enters the en-
ergy window defined by the electrochemical potentials of the
electrodes, a transport channel opens. This gives rise to pla-
teaus, separated by thermally broadened steps. Due to the
symmetric application of the bias, the steps occur at voltages
of twice the corresponding excitation energy. The plateau
heights depend on the coupling parameters %L and %R only,
i.e., they are independent of U and T. The analytic expres-
sions for current, noise, and Fano factor of these plateaus,
which are labeled by i#0, . . . ,4, are given in Table I.
The curves in Fig. 3 are normalized to Imax#(e/$)%/2 and
Smax#(e2/$)%/2, respectively, which is reached in the large-
bias limit for symmetric coupling %L#%R . For asymmetric
coupling, the plateaus are reduced in height. In Fig. 3, we
show the results for 3%L#%R !dashed lines" and %L#3%R
!dotted lines" together with the case of symmetric coupling.
The symmetry of our setup implies that all plateau heights
are invariant under simultaneous exchange of %L with %R
and 'L with 'R . However, the plateau height can change if
only %L and %R are exchanged, or if only the bias voltage is
reversed, as shown in our example for the two plateaus la-
beled by 2 and 3. This opens the possibility to access the
asymmetry %L /%R experimentally by reversing the bias volt-
age and comparing the plateau heights.
Figure 3 shows the result for one special choice of energy
parameters and corresponding excitation energies. Neverthe-
less, Table I is complete in the sense that it contains all
possible plateau values for any configuration of the excita-
tion energies relative to the electrochemical potentials of the
electrodes. The classification of the configurations and the
algorithm to find the corresponding analytic expressions in
Table I is given in Table II. Without loss of generality we
restrict ourselves to U(0 and &↑(&↓ . The different con-
FIG. 3. Current I and shot noise S vs voltage for T#100 K,
&↓#0.1 eV, &↑#0.2 eV, U#0.4 eV, and %L /%R#1/1 !solid line",
1/3 !dashed line", and 3/1 !dotted line". The height of the plateaus
labeled by i#0, . . . ,4 are given in Table I. The curves are normal-
ized to Imax#(e/$)%/2 and Smax#(e2/$)%/2, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of the current and noise as a functio of the voltage bias for several values of the
tunnel couplings to the left and right lead, taken from Ref. [20]. Both the current and noise exhibit
plateaus, that is, for certain intervals of the bias V , they are bias-independent.
noise provides plateau values for certain bias intervals, see Fig. 4.2. These intervals are defined
through the many particle xcita ions of t quantum dot system, such as, e.g., the transition from
zero electrons to a spin up electron on the dot, and so on. The plateau values depend only on the
tunnel couplings to the left and right lead, ΓL and ΓR, respectively. The combined measurement of
current and noise gives overcomplete information about ΓL and ΓR, and hence such a measurement
could b used to consistently determine the tunnel couplings of the quantum dot to the reservoirs.
Moreover, in the noise to current ratio - that is, the Fano factor - the authors find a clear signature
of the finite Coulomb interaction on the dot, namely that the Fano factor is sensitive to an inversion
of the tunnel couplings ΓL ↔ ΓR only for a finite Coulomb interaction.
4.4.4 Higher rder tunneling ff cts zero-fr quency noise
In the previous xample, a sequential tunneling approximation was considered, valid for weak tun-
nel coupling. In contrast, as soon as a stronger coupling regime is addressed, many-body quantum
coherence effects as well as reservoir-induced memory effects play a role. A real-time diagrammatic
theory to compute the zero-frequency noise has been developed in Ref. [19] which relies on a con-
sistent order-by-order perturbation expansion in the unnel coupling and has in principle no limits
regarding the tunnel coupling strength. This method is at the basis of the formalism to compute
the zero-frequency noise for adiabatically driven quantum systems that was derived in the course
of this thesis. The method itself will be introduced in Sec. 5. Here we want to review in particular
the features related to high r-order tu neling effects, as well as Coulomb interaction.
The authors of Ref. [19] study a single-level quantum dot coupled to two reservoirs subject to a
bias voltage V (see inset Fig. 4.3) for the case where the reservoirs are normal metal contacts, and
a magnetic field gives rise to a Zeeman splitting between the spin ↑ and spin ↓ state on the dot. Let
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butions start to play a role, at least for the noise, where
unphysical nonmonotonicities arise around the steps. We,
therefore, restrict ourselves to ! ! kBT for the following
discussion.
The elastic cotunneling processes that do not change the
dot state or its energy allow for an electron exchange with
the reservoirs via an intermediate virtual state. This leads
to a finite linear conductance G " dI=dVjV"0. The noise is
also nonvanishing at zero bias, known from equilibrium
fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT), S " 4kBTG. In the
Coulomb-blockade regime the FDT can be extended to
nonequilibrium [14] and takes the form S#2$#V$=
2eI#2$#V$ " coth#eV=2kBT$. Our theory fulfills this rela-
tion; however, we stress that the FDT holds only in the
regime of purely elastic cotunneling processes. In Fig. 2
we show the current I normalized to !e!=h for the same
set of energy parameters as in Fig. 1 but with a finite
interaction U " 4 meV. Since the bias is applied symmet-
rically, the dot preferably occupies the state with spin #
(Coulomb blockade) until it can be emptied due to first-
order hopping processes about 3 mV (first step). Further
steps arise about 5 and 9 mV due to the double occupied
dot state. This parameter set is similar to the experimental
situation of Ref. [13] for a quantum dot with occupation
N " 2 [19]. In Fig. 3 of that paper, a conductance feature
(step) is observed inside the Coulomb-blockade diamond,
which is attributed to the inelastic cotunneling processes.
For our model one expects this inelastic cotunneling fea-
ture in the conductance at a bias of "co=e " #"" % "#$=e "
2 mV. This feature is hardly noticeable in the conductance
plot of the inset of Fig. 2, because our coupling ! is
relatively weak and the energy "co is fairly close to the
sequential-tunneling energy. However, the inelastic cotun-
neling processes can be very clearly observed in the shot
noise and the Fano factor F " S=2eI, as discussed below.
We note that the dashed and dotted curves in Fig. 2 with
same total sum #!& kBT$ almost lie on top of each other.
The differential conductance plot (inset) shows that the
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FIG. 3. The Fano factor F " S=2eI vs bias voltage for the
same parameter set as Fig. 2 but fixed temperature kBT "
0:1 meV and various !. Inelastic cotunneling leads to a super-
Poissonian Fano factor for biases around '"co=e " 2 mV. First-
order processes may also lead to a super-Poissonian value at a
scale '2""=e " 1 mV. The crossover between these energy
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Figure 4.3: Plot of the Fano factor F as a function of the voltage bias, taken from Ref. [19]. It is
shown for several ratios between the tunnel coupling rate Γ and the thermal energy kBT . While for
Γ  kBT (dotted line) the resulting Fano factor is the same as for the sequential tunneling limit,
for Γ ∼ kBT (solid line) the effect of inelastic cotunneling becomes visible.
us consider the Fano facto , F as a function of the bias V , see Fig. 4.3. The importance here lies
on the influence of cotunneling, that is, a higher order tunneling effect. Such effects can be made
visible when going to a stronger tunneling regime. Namely, while for Γ  kBT the higher order
tunneling effects are negligible, they become more pronounced the closer we get to Γ ∼ kBT . As a
general observation, we see that for a bias close to zero, the Fano factor is diverging as F ∼ kBT/V ,
which is due to the fact that the current goes to zero, while the noise goes to the thermal limit.
When increasing the bias to the dominant shot noise regime eV  kBT , the Fano factor first drops
to F = 1 only to rise again to a plateau value above 1, indicating the presence of super-Poissonian
noise. The voltage V at which this particular first step feature of the Fano factor occurs, is highly
sensitive to Γ. In the sequential tunneling regime Γ  kBT (dotted line in Fig. 4.3) the step from
Poissonian to super-Poissonian shot noise occurs at V = 1mV. For the case of Γ ∼ kBT (solid
line), the Fano factor exhibits the step at V = 2mV, which corresponds in this example to the
Zeeman energy splitting, that is the energy difference between ↑ and ↓. The Fano factor thus shows
a signature at the transition energy of a spin flip, which, in this system cannot be explained by
a sequential tunneling approach. The spin flip is mediated via an inelastic cotunneling process,
which can only become visible when higher order tunneling effects arise. Note importantly, that
this feature is hard to observe in the current expectation value, but shows up as a pronounced step
in the Fano factor.
4.5 Zero-frequency noise of adiabatic pumping
A central part of this thesis concerns the study of the zero-frequency noise in adiabatically driven
quantum systems. As we have seen in the previous section, strong Coulomb interaction effects
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are important for stationary transport. It is our aim to consider the effects of strong Coulomb
interaction on the noise specifically for adiabatic driving. So far there has been very little theoretical
work on noise in interacting time-dependent quantum transport, a gap which we intend to close. An
additionional motivation is the recent experimental progress in detecting noise in time-dependently
driven systems [102, 65, 67, 69, 68, 103]. Note however that these experiments were conducted in the
regime of fast driving. With our work we intend to point at interesting features and applications with
respect to the zero-frequency current noise for adiabatic driving and strong Coulomb interaction.
Importantly, we will show that the noise signal due to pumping contains a variety of features
that help, e.g., to do spectroscopy on the system, i.e., it contains information about the system
parameters. Moreover, we will see how the pumping noise can give evidence about the underlying
pumping process. This might hopefully stimulate experimental research in the direction of adiabatic
driving.
In the opposite regime of weakly interacting systems, there has been an extensive amount of
theoretical work on noise in adiabatic quantum transport, in terms of the scattering matrix ap-
proach [30, 31, 32, 21, 104, 22, 23, 105], which has been introduced briefly in Sec. 3.3.2. We will
review here some of the works in order to provide an introduction into noise features that are specific
to adiabatic driving. What the presented works have in common is that they consider a general
mesoscopic scatterer coupled to several reservoirs, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The scatterer itself is sub-
ject to a time-dependent modulation which gives rise to a pumping current. As we indicated already
in Eq. (4.5) the zero-frequency noise contains information about the current-current correlations at
different times. In driven systems the time scale of the driving enters the discussion. Importantly,
when we refer to zero-frequency noise, we mean that the measuring time t0 is much larger than
the driving period τ . In Ref. [22] it is argued that the pumping process contains additional noise
contributions, for the case when only the driving gives rise to transport, i.e., in the absence of a
voltage bias,
Sαβ = S
(th,0)
αβ + S
(th,pump)
αβ + S
(sh,pump)
αβ , (4.13)
where α and β are the reservoir indices. This separation is motivated as follows. The part of
the noise that vanishes at zero temperature is classified as thermal noise. In the presence of a
time-dependent modulation, the equilibrium Nyquist-Johnson thermal noise, S
(th,0)
αβ is modified due
to the active pump through the contribution S
(th,pump)
αβ . In addition there is a shot noise term,
S
(sh,pump)
αβ , due to the nonequilibrium driving.
4.5.1 Adiabatic pumping: thermal and shot noise
In this section we want to summarise some fundamental properties of the zero-frequency noise in
non-interacting, adiabatic quantum pumps [21, 22]. The adiabatic limit in terms of the scattering
matrix approach can be given as [22]
Ω δE , (4.14)
with the driving frequency of the pumping, Ω, and the energy scale δE over which the scattering
matrix S changes significantly. This energy scale is usually related to the width of the spectral
density on the scatterer, and hence is related to the inverse of the dwell time of the electrons in
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We discuss the statistical correlation properties of currents and energy flows generated by an adiabatic
quantum pump. Our approach emphasizes the important role of quantized energy exchange between the sea of
electrons and the oscillating scatterer. The frequency ! of oscillations introduces a natural energy scale "!. In
the low-temperature limit kBT#"! the pump generates a shotlike noise which manifests itself in photon-
assisted quantum-mechanical exchange amplitudes. In the high-temperature limit kBT$"! the pump produces
a thermal-like noise due to ac currents generated by the pump. We predict that with increasing temperature the
frequency dependence of the noise changes. The current noise is linear in ! at low temperatures, is quadratic
at intermediate temperatures, and is linear again at high temperatures. Similarly, in the same temperature
regions, the heat flow noise is proportional to !3, !2, and !.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum pumping, a phenomenon in which a periodic
local perturbation gives rise to a directed current in a phase
coherent mesoscopic system, attracts much attention from
both experimentalists1–4 and theorists.5–33 The physical
mechanism leading to adiabatic quantum pumping involves
quantum-mechanical interference and dynamical breaking of
time-reversal invariance. This mechanism is relevant not
only for open (i.e., connected to external particle reservoirs)
systems but also for closed (ringlike) mesoscopic sys-
tems.34–36
The possibility5,14,37–44 to achieve quantized transport, not
only of charge but also heat14,22,45,46 and spin3,47–60 currents,
makes pumping interesting also in view of possible applica-
tions. Quantum pumping has been investigated in systems of
strongly correlated electrons8,47,55,61 for systems in the quan-
tum Hall regime62,63 and in hybrid superconducting-normal
structures.64–70 Clearly any mesoscopic system with periodi-
cally evolving properties is able to exhibit a quantum pump
effect.
Since the pump works under the influence of a time-
dependent (periodic) perturbation it generates time-
dependent (ac) currents.6,71 The dc current, which is mainly
of interest, is just the time averaged fully time-dependent
current generated by the pump. The ac currents manifest
themselves, for instance, in an interference effect71 with ac
currents driven through the pump if an external ac bias4,72–74
is applied. In addition, as we will show in this work, the ac
currents are visible in the noise of an unbiased pump, Fig. 1.
The noise of a pump is important because it is closely
related to whether quantized pumping is possible.14,75,76 In
addition, the noise contains information about the physical
processes taking place in quantum pumps which can not be
obtained by considering only the time-averaged pump
current.26,45,77–81
In the present paper we use the Floquet scattering matrix
approach22,82–87 to investigate the quantum statistical corre-
lation properties (noise) of multiterminal adiabatic quantum
pumps, Fig. 1. Our approach is based on the scattering ma-
trix approach to ac transport in phase coherent mesoscopic
systems.6 According to this approach the currents flowing in
the system are determined by the scattering of electrons com-
ing from the reservoirs by the mesoscopic sample.88,89 The
basics of the approach used here is presented in Refs. 22 and
71 and the results obtained here generalize Ref. 45 to the
case of a large amplitude pump.
Starting from a general formalism we mainly deal with
the low-frequency limit that differentiates our work from
other works employing the Floquet approach to a current
noise problem and concentrating on a limit of high driving
frequencies (see, e.g., Refs. 80 and 81). The low-frequency
FIG. 1. Noise of a quantum pump: Two particles, an electron
(open circle) and a hole (black circle), are involved in the scattering
process relevant for the quantum noise. Different final states of a
particle are possible: a particle can be transmitted into either of the
leads (shown by dashed lines). These processes are described by
photon-assisted quantum-mechanical exchange amplitudes.
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Vg ⇠ cos(⌦t)
Figure 4.4: Sketch of a mesoscopic scatterer coupled to reservoirs, taken from Ref. [22]. The scatterer
is subject to some periodically time-dependent odulation, here indicated with an ac gate voltage
Vg(t).
the scatterer, τ−1dwell. Another important energy scale is given by the temperature of the reservoirs
kBT . We consider the following two regimes. The one that is relevant for this thesis is the high
temperature regime kBT  Ω where the thermal noise dominates. The opposing limit is the low
temperature regime kBT  Ω where the shot noise becomes dominant.
First, let us consider the limit Ω kBT . In the high temperature limit the thermal contributions
to the noise are dominant, and we can write the total noise
Sαβ = S
(th,0)
αβ + S
(th,pump)
αβ , (4.15)
up to first order in the driving frequency. Both of the terms scale linearly with temperature, while
the latter part, the thermal noise modified through the presence of the pump, scales linearly in the
driving frequency Ω [22]. Note that the shot noise term in the high temperature limit scales with
Ω2, and is therefore the minor contribution. The scaling of the pure thermal noise with respect to
the pumping correction is given as
S
(th,pump)
αβ
S
(th,0)
αβ
∼ Ω
δE
. (4.16)
As in the adiabatic limit Ω δE, the part of the thermal noise due to pumping is a small correction
to the overall thermal noise. The authors of Ref. [22] argue that the pumping contribution of the
thermal noise arises due to interference between equilibrium fluctuations of the currents from the
reservoirs and the ac currents that arise in the scatterer due to driving.
In contrast to the high temperature limit where there is a dominant thermal noise, in order to
observe a dominant shot noise signal, one has to consider the opposite low temperature regime,
kBT  Ω. As it turns out, for zero temperature, the dominant zero-frequency shot noise starts
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contributing in first order in the driving frequency, S ∼ Ω, it is therefore a first order driving effect.
For pumping amplitudes smaller than the energy scale related to the scattering matrix, δE, the
shot noise can be written in the form [21]
S
(sh,pump)
αβ = δαβS
(P)
α + S
(cor)
αβ . (4.17)
The first part in Eq. (4.17) represents the Poissonian part of the shot noise due to pumping,
while the second part is due to correlated pumping. In order to understand this separation, the
authors [21] entertain a quasiparticle picture in the following way. While thermal equilibrium
fluctuations create ordinary electron-hole pairs, due to adiabatic pumping a quasi-electron-hole
pair emerges, i.e., an electron-hole pair that is created when an energy quantum of Ω is absorbed,
which is of nonequilibrium nature. Such an event is sketched in Fig. 4.4 where the driving with
frequency Ω creates an electron (white circle) and a hole (black circle). If the electron and hole are
scattered to the same reservoir, they do not contribute to the total pumping current. In contrast,
when the electron and hole scatter to separate leads, there is a finite current contribution. This
motivates the separation of the pumping shot noise in Eq. (4.17). Namely, the first term S
(P)
α refers
to the uncorrelated scattering events of the nonequilibrium quasi-particle pairs. The second term is
due to correlations of the quasiparticles, and importantly, it is the only contribution for the cross-
correlations. As we have mentioned before, in order to have a finite current, the quasi-electron-hole
pairs have to be split to different reservoirs. This is exactly what provides a non-zero shot noise
cross-correlations, as the electron and hole are created in the same event. As a consequence, for
small pumping amplitudes, a finite pumping current is always accompanied with a finite shot noise.
4.5.2 Optimal quantum pumping
We have encountered already the concept of quantised pumping through metallic islands in the
Coulomb blockade regime, where through adiabatic, periodic driving, one electron is pumped
through a quantum system per pumping cycle, resulting in a vanishing zero-frequency noise.
In Refs. [30, 31, 32] the possibility of quantised pumping is studied in weakly interacting systems
where quantum effects are dominant (based on the scattering matrix approach). All works conclude
that the zero-frequency noise vanishes when the number of pumped charges per period is an integer
number. This fact can be proven based on the geometric properties of the pumping current. [30, 31]
Here we want to review the argument given by Ref. [32], which is based on the power dissipation of
the pump. As we have mentioned already in Sec. 3.3.2 it can be shown that the number of pumped
charges per pumping cycle can be expressed analogously to the Berry phase,
Qα = − i
2pi
∑
j∈α
∫ τ
0
dt
〈
ψj
∣∣∣ψ˙j〉 . (4.18)
The vector |ψj〉 represents the j-th row of the scattering matrix Sjm (as introduced in Sec. 3.3.1)
which provides the scattering amplitudes between two channels j and m in the reservoirs. In
Ref. [32] an optimal pump is defined, such that the dissipated power of the pump is minimal. The
authors show that minimal dissipation is equivalent to the condition that 〈ψj| ddt |ψk〉 = δjk. If this
condition is fulfilled, one can deduce that the total number of pumped charges is an integer number,
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Qα = n, n ∈ Z. For the particular case of a high temperature with respect to the driving frequency,
Ω kBT , the authors provide the shot noise due to the pump as
S =
e2
12pikBT
∑
j
∑
m6=j
∫ τ
0
dt
∣∣∣〈ψm ∣∣∣ψ˙j〉∣∣∣2 . (4.19)
From 〈ψj| ddt |ψk〉 = 0 if j 6= k, it follows that in a quantised pumping limit, the zero-frequency shot
noise vanishes. For a detailed discussion of the zero-frequency noise and heat dissipation for strong
pumping that covers both the large temperature as well as the zero temperature limit, consider
Ref. [22].
4.6 Full counting statistics and nonequilibrium fluctuation
relations
Finally, we want to point out that the statistical description of electron transport naturally does
not stop at the noise, that is, at the variance of the number transported charges. The full counting
statistics is able to account for also higher statistical moments such as skewness and the fourth
cumulant, and so on. In this thesis we will not be dealing with higher statistical moments of the
current. However, in Sec. 8.1 we consider extensions of the equilibrium fluctuation theorem for
the pumping noise, and the limit of their validity. Importantly, the consideration of full counting
statistics is of recent interest for a formulation of general fluctuation relations out of equilibrium [106,
107, 108, 109] or (relatedly) for microscopic formulations of the second law of thermodynamics [110].
This is why we want to provide a compact overview of full counting statistics and their relation to
nonequilibrium fluctuation relations.
Here, we introduce the full counting statistics for simplicity the case for time-independent sys-
tems [111]. Moreover, we focus on the zero-frequency full-counting statistics, i.e., we look at a
measuring time for the cumulants much longer than the time scale of the current fluctuations. At
the basis of full-counting statistics is the probability P (N ) of transporting N electrons across the
quantum system during the measurement time-interval (which is chosen very large for the zero-
frequency part of the cumulants). The Fourier transform of the probability
eF (χ) =
∑
n
eiχNP (N ) , (4.20)
then provides the cumulant generating function, F , depending on a so-called counting field χ. For
multiple terminals it is practical to consider a counting field at each reservoir, χα, counting the
number of electrons arriving at reservoir α. The resulting cumulant generating function depends on
all individual counting fields, F ({χα}). The cumulants of the electron transport are then calculated
as
Cαβ... =
ek
ik
∂kF
∂χα∂χβ . . .
∣∣∣∣
{χ}→0
, (4.21)
where k is the number of reservoir indices αβ . . .. The first cumulant corresponds to the current
expectation value Iα = Cα and the zero-frequency noise can be given by the second cumulant as
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Sαβ = Cαβ. The theoretical derivation of the full-counting statistics for quantum transport has been
derived, e.g., in Ref. [112] for Markovian processes, and in Ref. [113] non-Markovian effects were
included within the framework of a real diagrammatic approach. For instance, in a superconducting
Cooper pair shuttle, the full-counting statistics have been predicted to show intriguing effects due
to superconducting coherences.
An active field of research where higher cumulants play a role is in formulations of fluctuation
relations out of equilibrium. We have introduced in Sec. 4.4.1 that the equilibrium fluctuations
of the current are intimately linked to the first order response of the current to a nonequilibrium
force. There has been a lot of effort to generally formulate fluctuation relations for a strong out-of-
equilibrium situation. In a classical regime with a stationary nonequilibrium, fluctuation relations
were formulated in Ref. [106] for a Markovian case and in Ref. [114] non-Markovian processes were
included. The Andrieux-Gaspard relations [106] give relations where lower cumulants in higher
order nonequilibrium response can be related to higher cumulants in lower order nonequilibrium
response. For instance, they show that the equilibrium fourth cumulant is related to the second
order response of the noise, and to the third order response of the current. At the basis of these
relations is a particular symmetry of the cumulant generating function
F ({χα}) = F ({Aα − χα}) , (4.22)
where Aα = µα/kBTα is proportional to the inverse temperature and chemical potential of reservoir
α (Aα is commonly referred to as the affinity of reservoir α). This symmetry relies explicitly
on the assumption of microreversibility. These findings have to be contrasted to the case where
quantum systems were investigated in the weakly interacting, non-Markovian regime [107, 108]. In
particular, the Fo¨rster-Bu¨ttiker relations do not require microreversibility, and the authors verify
modified fluctuation relations in the presence of magnetic fields and mean-field Coulomb interaction.
In the outlook at the end of this thesis we will refer to the symmetry properties of the cumulant
generating function for the case of adiabatic pumping. It was not within the scope of this thesis to
investigate the full nonequilibrium fluctuation relations in more depth, but it would be an interesting
subject to treat in the future. First time-dependent considerations were made in Ref. [115] where
so far general fluctuation relations were found for the antisymmetric noise rather than for the
symmetric noise as studied here.
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Chapter 5
Diagrammatic approach to current and
noise in driven quantum systems
In this chapter, we describe the method used to compute the transport behaviour in driven quantum
systems, subject to Coulomb interaction. As a first step we specify a general model that describes
the systems that are of interest in the following, in the form of a Hamiltonian. We proceed by
describing the time-evolution of the system through a general kinetic equation. Next, we outline the
diagrammatic technique used to compute the time-evolution of the system, and perform a treatment
to tackle the regime of adiabatic driving. The quantities of interest, i.e., the current expectation
value and the zero-frequency current noise, will be put in the same diagrammatic framework, and
analogously treated for adiabatic driving. After that we will be treating the kinetic equation and
the current expectation value for a particular nonadiabatic driving regime.
5.1 General model of a driven quantum system
The aim is to describe electron transport between some macroscopic contacts α - described by
Hamiltonians Hα - through a quantum system, Hs, usually with a small number of degrees of
freedom. The tunnel coupling between system and reservoir α is modelled through HT,α. The
explicit Hamiltonians of the single-level quantum dot and the double quantum dot, we have provided
in Sec. 2. In this first Sec. 5.1 we summarise them in a more general form to cover both the single
as well as the double dot Hamiltonian. We consider the case of external driving of a general set
of system parameters, X(t), Y (t), . . ., put into a vector, ~X (t) = (X(t), Y (t), . . .). The driving
parameters can be for instance the quantum dot energy levels, the tunnel coupling amplitudes, or
the chemical potentials of the reservoirs. We focus on periodic modulation, i.e., ~X (t+ τ) = ~X (t),
with the driving period τ = 2pi/Ω and the driving frequency Ω. The Hamiltonian of the system can
therefore be explicitly time dependent. This results in the total Hamiltonian,
H
[
~X (t)
]
= H (t) = Hs (t) +HT (t) +
∑
α
Hα (t) , (5.1)
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with the sum of the tunnel couplings over all reservoirs, HT (t) =
∑
αHT,α (t). The reservoirs can
have a possibly time-dependent chemical potential µα,
Hα (t) =
∑
k,σ
(kσ − µα (t)) c†αkσcαkσ , (5.2)
with the annihilation (creation) operator c
(†)
αkσ for an electron in lead α with momentum k and spin
σ. We write the Hamiltonian of the local quantum system in the following way
Hs (t) =
∑
χ
χ (t) |χ (t)〉 〈χ (t)| , (5.3)
that is, there is a set of (possibly) time-dependent many-particle eigenstates {|χ (t)〉} each associated
with a time-dependent eigenenergy χ (t). Importantly, each of the states has associated with it a
conserved number of particles, nχ that is constant in time. Thus the kind of explicit driving we
consider is of capacitive nature, i.e., it can change the energy and shape of the quantum system,
but leaves the number of particles constant.
Any change of the charge in the system is introduced via a finite tunnel coupling HT,α. This part
of the Hamiltonian describes the process of an electron exchange between reservoirs and system,
and can be given in the form [116],
HT,α (t) =
∑
k,σ
∑
χ
(
δnχ−1,nχ′γ
χχ′
αkσ (t) |χ (t)〉 〈χ′ (t)| cαkσ + h.c.
)
. (5.4)
It describes the hopping of an electron with spin σ from lead α to the local system (and vice versa)
with the tunneling amplitude γχχ
′
αkσ (t). The Kroenecker delta function in front of the tunneling
amplitude ensures that the overall particle number is conserved. Importantly, χ is a general state
index including both orbital as well as spin degrees of freedom. Note that we do not explicitly
require spin conservation in each tunneling process described by HT,α (t). Indeed we will encounter
a case of single tunneling events that do not conserve spin when including ferromagnetic reservoirs.
Note however, that the total tunneling Hamiltonian is strictly spin-conserving.
After having established the model at hand, we want to proceed by describing the dynamics of
the system. This is a crucial step in order to obtain the current through the quantum system, as
well as the zero-frequency noise accompanying the current.
5.2 The time evolution of the system
The aim is to compute quantities such as the current and the noise, describing the transport
behaviour of the system. For this purpose we introduce the full density matrix ρ (t), taking into
account both the degrees of freedom of the system and the reservoirs. Its time evolution is given
by the von Neumann equation
ρ˙ (t) = −i [H (t) , ρ (t)] , (5.5)
provided that one chooses a time-independent basis representation. Otherwise there would be an
additional term appearing due to the time-dependent basis transformation. In certain special cases
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we will later choose a time-dependent basis, and we will then discuss how this additional term must
be treated for that particular case, see Sec. 5.7.2.
We separate the above introduced Hamiltonian into a part containing the separate system and
reservoir Hamiltonian, H0 (t), and another part which contains the tunnel coupling only,
H (t) = Hs (t) +
∑
α
Hα (t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
H0(t)
+HT (t) . (5.6)
The von Neumann equation then reads
ρ˙ (t) = −i [L0 (t) + LT (t)] ρ (t) , (5.7)
with the Liouville superoperators L0 (t) = [H0 (t) , ·] and LT (t) = [HT (t) , ·]. Formally the time
evolution of ρ from a starting time t0 to a time t can be expressed via the full propagator pi as
ρ (t) = pi (t, t0) ρ (t0) , (5.8)
and this propagator fulfills the integral equation
pi (t, t0) = pi0 (t, t0)− i
∫ t
t0
dt1pi0 (t, t1)LT (t1) pi (t1, t0) . (5.9)
Here we have used the propagator of the uncoupled system and reservoirs as
pi0 (t, t
′) = T e−i
∫ t
t′ dt1L0(t1) , (5.10)
with the time ordering operator T . The crucial point is that we are not interested in the details
of the evolution of the reservoir states. Therefore we trace out the lead degrees of freedom, and
consider the time-evolution of the reduced density matrix, P = trres [ρ], which describes the state
of the quantum system. Consequently, P has the dimensionality of the reduced Hilbert space,
describing the local system, and it can be written as P =
∑
χ,χ′ P
χ′
χ |χ〉〈χ′|.
After tracing out of the reservoirs, a kinetic equation describing the time evolution of P is
computed through a nonequilibrium real-time diagrammatic approach, see Refs. [24, 47]. In the
following we will sketch the main idea, and introduce the quantities of interest in terms of this
diagrammatic approach.
In order to proceed we require three important assumptions. One of them is that at the starting
point of the time-evolution at time t0, ρ is factorisable into the separate density matrices of the
system and the reservoirs, respectively,
ρ (t0) = P (t0)⊗
∏
α
ρα (t0) . (5.11)
This means that there are no initial system-reservoir correlations and it enables us to write the
propagation of the reduced density matrix P as
P (t) = Π (t, t0)P (t0) , (5.12)
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W
| |
LIα
t′t
=
pi0 (t, t
′)
LT (t) LT (t
′)
+
pi0 (t2, t
′)pi0 (t, t1) pi0 (t1, t2)
LT (t) LT (t
′)LT (t1) LT (t2)
+
pi0 (t2, t
′)pi0 (t, t1) pi0 (t1, t2)
LT (t) LT (t
′)LT (t1) LT (t2)
+ . . .
Figure 1: Figure of the diagrammatic treatment of the kernel W . The local propagator
parts on the left-hand side are denoted with a double line. The contractions connecting two
tunnel vertices due to LT , are drawn as plain lines. The kernel represents the sum over all
irreducible diagrams. Irreducible means that a vertical cut within t and t′ will inescapably
hit a contraction line. The first diagram corresponds to lowest order sequential tunnel-
ing, the following are next-to-leading order contributions giving rise to level broadening,
cotunneling and/or renormalisation effects.
1
Figure 5.1: Figure of the diagrammatic treatment of the kernel W . The local propagator parts on
the left-hand side are denoted with a double line. The contractions connecting two tunnel vertices
due to LT , are drawn as plain lines. The kernel represe ts t sum over all irreducible diagrams.
Irreducible means that a vertical cut within t and t′ must intersect with a contraction line. The first
diagram corresponds to lowest order sequential tunneling, the following are next-to-leading order
contributions giving rise to level broadening, cotunneling and/or renormalisation effects.
with the reduced propagator Π (t, t0) = trres [pi (t, t0)
∏
α ρα (t0)]. Moreover, at the initial time t0 the
uncoupled reservoirs are assumed to be in equilibrium, and thus their density matrices are described
via the Gibbs distribution
ρα (t0) =
1
Zα (t0)
e−βHα(t0) , (5.13)
with the partition function Zα (t0) = tr
[
e−βHα(t0)
]
. Thirdly, and this assumption was already
made on the level of the Hamiltonian, namely that H0 be quadratic in the reservoir operators
c
(†)
αkσ. Thus Wick’s theorem is applicable for the reservoir operators, and the trace of the reservoir
degrees of freedom results in pairwise contractions connecting two tunneling events, due to LT . We
represent these contractions as tunneling lines and they give rise to reservoir correlation functions
containing the Fermi functions, f(E) = 1/ (1 + exp[βE]), due to the reservoirs being initially in
equilibrium [117]. As a consequence, we can write a Dyson equation for the reduced propagator of
the form
Π (t, t0) = Π0 (t, t0) +
∫ t
t0
dt1
∫ t1
t0
dt2Π0 (t, t1)W (t1, t2) Π (t2, t0) , (5.14)
where Π0 (t, t
′) = tr [pi0 (t, t′)] = T e−i
∫ t
t′ dt1Ls(t1) is the unperturbed propagator of the system, with
Ls (t) = [Hs (t) , ·].
The self-energy of the Dyson equation is W (t, t′), and it is given as the sum of all topologically
irreducible diagrams, see Fig. 5.1. The diagrammatic rules to evaluate it are given in Appendix A.
The kinetic equation of the reduced density matrix is found to be
P˙ (t) = −iLs (t)P (t) +
∫ t
t0
dt′W (t, t′)P (t′) , (5.15)
that is, W acts as the kernel of the kinetic equation for P . In Sec. 5.6, the kernel is computed in a
perturbation expansion in the tunnel coupling. Such an expansion is justified in a regime where the
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inverse of the reservoir correlation time scale is larger than the tunneling rate, which is the regime
of interest in this thesis.
5.3 Current expectation value
We are interested in characterising the transport properties of the quantum system under consid-
eration. One quantity of interest is the expectation value of the current into lead α,
Iˆα (t) = eN˙α (t) = ie [H (t) , Nα] , (5.16)
with the total number of the electrons in reservoir α, Nα =
∑
kσ c
†
αkσcαkσ, and the electron charge,
e < 0. Since the total number of particles is conserved, the sum of the currents∑
α
Iˆα (t) = −e d
dt
n (t) , (5.17)
is equal to the displacement current on the quantum system. In our model, see the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (5.1), the electron number on the reservoirs commutes with all but HT , hence we can give the
current as
Iˆα (t) = ie
∑
k,σ
∑
χχ′
δnχ−1,nχ′γ
χχ′
αkσ (t) |χ (t)〉 〈χ′ (t)| cαkσ − h.c. . (5.18)
Note that the current can be an explicitly time-dependent operator, due to the parametric driving
in the Hamiltonian. We see that the tunnel Hamiltonian and the current operator are structurally
very similar. The only difference is that an electron leaving or entering lead α gives rise to an
additional factor ±ie, respectively. This can be used in the following to derive a formula for the
current in the reduced Hilbert space. We start with the general definition of the current expectation
value
Iα (t) = tr
[
Iˆα (t) ρ (t)
]
. (5.19)
Next, we want to write the current operator on the same footing of a superoperator notation. This
has the advantage that we can treat the current operator in the following analogous to a tunneling
vertex. For this purpose we use the identity
tr
[
Iˆα (t) ρ (t)
]
=
1
2
tr
[{
Iˆα (t) , ρ (t)
}]
, (5.20)
and thus we write the current as
Iα (t) =
e
2
tr [LIα (t) pi (t, t0) ρ (t0)] , (5.21)
where we defined a current superoperator as LIα (t) =
1
e
{
Iˆα (t) , ·
}
. This reformulation enables
us to treat the current similarly to the kinetic equation. Namely, we first trace out the reservoir
degrees of freedom
Iα (t) =
e
2
eTtrL,R [LIαpi (t, t0) ρL (t0)⊗ ρR (t0)]P (t0)
=
e
2
eT
∫ t
t0
dt′WIα (t, t
′)P (t′) . (5.22)
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|
t′t
= eT | |
LIα
t′t
Figure 3: Due to the trace over the local Hilbert space, eT, the external vertex due to the current
operator, in Eq. (22) originally placed at time t, can be placed anywhere on the time line.
tunneling vertex. For this purpose we use the identity
tr
[
Iˆα (t) ρ (t)
]
=
1
2
tr
[{
Iˆα (t) , ρ (t)
}]
(20)
and thus we write the current as
Iα (t) =
e
2
tr [LIα (t)pi (t, t0) ρ (t0)] (21)
where we defined a current superoperator as LIα (t) =
1
e
{
Iˆα (t) , ·
}
. This reformulation enables
us to treat the current similarly to the kinetic equation. Namely, we first trace out the reservoir
degrees of freedom
Iα (t) =
e
2
eTtrL,R [LIαpi (t, t0) ρL (t0)⊗ ρR (t0)]P (t0)
=
e
2
eT
∫ t
t0
dt′WIα (t, t
′)P (t′) (22)
In the first step we separate the traces over reservoirs, trL,R [·], and system, eT· = trs [·]. In the
second line we perform the trace over the reservoir degrees of freedom. The vertex due to the
current operator Iˆα (external vertex) is now included in an first irreducible part, i.e., in a sum of
irreducible diagrams that contain LIα , giving rise to a modified kernel WIα(t, t
′). The remaining
disconnected part of contrations are represented as the total reduced propagator Π (t′, t0). In
Eq. (22) we directly used the relation Π (t′, t0)P (t0) = P (t′). The advantage of this treatment
stems from the very similar structure between the current operator and the tunneling Hamiltonian
as we have stated before. The tunneling lines connected to the current vertex (external vertex)
take now correction factors (with respect to internal vertices) that can be directly found out by
comparing LT with LIα . This can be used to directly derive diagrammatic rules for WIα from
the rules for W , by replacing one of the tunnel vertices (internal) with a current vertex (external
vertex).
Importantly, due to the trace over the reduced Hilbert space, eT, the expression remains the
same whether the current vertex is placed at the actual time t or at any other vertex within the
irreducible part. This fact is schematically represented in Fig. 3. For simplicity we choose the
latter representation, i.e., when evaluating WIα from W we sum all the possibilities of replacing
one of the internal vertices with an external one.
1.4 Zero-frequency current noise
The second quantity of interest is the zero-frequency current noise. It is the time average of the
symmetrised current-current correlation function
Cαβ (t, t
′) =
〈
δIˆα (t) δIˆβ (t+ t
′) + δIˆβ (t+ t′) δIˆα (t)
〉
(23)
6
Figure 5.2: Due to the trace over the local Hilbert space, eT, the external vertex due to the current
operator, in Eq. (5.22) originally placed at time t, can be placed anywhere on the time line.
In the first step we separate the traces over reservoirs, trL,R [·], and system, eT· = trs [·]. In the
second line we perform the trace over the reservoir degrees of freedom. The vertex due to the current
operator Iˆα (external vertex) is now included in a first irreducible part, i.e., in a sum of irreducible
diagrams that contain LIα , giving rise to a modified kernel WIα(t, t
′). The remaining disconnected
part of contrations are represented as the total reduced propagator Π (t′, t0). In Eq. (5.22) we
directly used the relation Π (t′, t0)P (t0) = P (t′). The advantage of this treatment stems from
the very similar structure between the current operator and the tunneling Hamiltonian as we have
stated before. The tunneling lines connected to the current vertex (external vertex) take correction
factors (with respect to internal vertices) that can be directly found out by comparing LT with LIα .
This can be used to directly derive diagrammatic rules for WIα from the rules for W , by replacing
one of the tunnel vertices (internal) with a current vertex (external vertex).
Importantly, due to the trace over the reduced Hilbert space, eT, the expression remains the
same whether the current vertex is placed at the actual time t or at any other vertex within the
irreducible part. This fact is schematically represented in Fig. 5.2. For simplicity we choose the
latter representation, i.e., when evaluating WIα from W we sum all the possibilities of replacing one
of the internal vertices with an ext rnal one, see Appe dix A.
5.4 Zero-frequency current noise
The second quantity of interest is the zero-frequency current noise. It is the time average of the
symmetrised current-current correlation function
Cαβ (t, t
′) =
〈
δIˆα (t) δIˆβ (t+ t
′) + δIˆβ (t+ t′) δIˆα (t)
〉
, (5.23)
with the deviation of the current from its expectation value δIˆα = Iˆα −
〈
Iˆα
〉
for different leads α
and β at different times t and t′.
Unlike in a time-independent system, here this correlator is explicitly a function of the two times
t and t′. We focus on the zero frequency component of the symmetrised noise [90]
Sαβ =
∫ τ0
0
dt
τ0
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′Cαβ (t, t′) . (5.24)
The integral over t is going from a starting point of measuring the correlations to a final time
interval τ0. A diagrammatic treatment of the zero-frequency noise for time-independent systems
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has been derived in Refs. [118, 19], which serve as the starting point for a treatment of the noise in
time-dependently driven systems, as derived in the following. In the time-independent case [118, 19]
the time integral over t was not needed since for stationary systems the function inside that integral
is time independent.
Here, we include the fact that the system is subject to a periodic modulation with driving period
τ . Importantly, we are interested in the regime where modulation time-scale is much faster than the
measuring time scale, τ  τ0. As the current correlation function is periodic in t, Cαβ (t+ τ, t′) =
Cαβ (t, t
′) it is therefore sufficient to cut off the integral after one period
Sαβ =
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′Cαβ (t, t′) . (5.25)
We proceed now by treating the auxiliary noise function
Sαβ (t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′Cαβ (t, t′) , (5.26)
on a diagrammatic basis. For this we use the periodicity of Cαβ to write
Sαβ (t) =
∫ 0
−∞
dt′Cαβ (t, t′) + (α↔ β)
=
∫ t
−∞
dt′
[〈{
Iˆα (t) , Iˆβ (t
′)
}〉
− 2
〈
Iˆα (t)
〉〈
Iˆβ (t
′)
〉]
+ (α↔ β) ,
where in the second line we have inserted the definition of δIˆα. It can be shown that the former
expectation value can be expressed as〈{
Iˆα (t) , Iˆβ (t
′)
}〉
=
e2
2
eTtrL,R
[
LIα (t)pi (t, t
′)LIβ (t
′) pi (t′, t0) ρL (t0)⊗ ρR (t0)
]
P (t0) . (5.27)
Here we consider again all the contractions that arise due to tracing out the reservoir degrees of
freedom. Whereas in the current calculation there was only one irreducible part to consider, in
the noise calculations there are two (external) current vertices appearing. When performing the
integration of the lead degrees of freedom one faces now two possibilities. The current vertices can
either be in the same irreducible part, or in different ones, separated by a reduced propagator. The
result can be given in the form∫ t
t0
dt′
〈{
Iˆα (t) , Iˆβ (t
′)
}〉
=
e2
2
eT
∫ t
t0
dt1WIαIβ (t, t1) Π (t1, t0)P (t0)
+
e2
2
eT
∫ t
t0
dt1
∫ t1
t0
dt2
∫ t2
t0
dt3WIα (t, t1) Π (t1, t2)WIα (t2, t3) Π (t3, t0)P (t0) .
(5.28)
There appears now a new modified kernel WIαIβ that includes both current vertices in the same
irreducible part. With the exact same argumentation as for WIα we can derive WIαIβ from the
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Figure 4: Schematics of the different contributions for the zero-frequency noise, corresponding to
Eq. (29). The current vertices can be placed within the same irreducible block (a), or on two
different irreducible blocks, separated by the reduced propagator of the system (b). The last line
of Eq. (29) is separated into two contributions, one in which t2 > t1 (c) and another where t1 > t2
(d). In Eq. (30), the parts (b) and (d) are summed.
from the kernel W , within the diagrammatic framework. The total noise auxiliary function can be
written as
Sαβ (t) =
e2
2
eT
￿￿ t
t0
dt1WIαIβ (t, t1)Π (t1, t0)P (t0)
+
￿ t
t0
dt1
￿ t1
t0
dt2
￿ t2
t0
dt3
￿
WIα (t, t1)Π (t1, t2)WIα (t2, t3)Π (t3, t0)P (t0) (29)
−WIα (t, t1)Π (t1, t0)P (t0)⊗ eTWIα (t2, t3)Π (t3, t0)P (t0)
￿￿
+ (α↔ β)
The first line in Eq. (29), where both current vertices are in the same irreducible block is graphically
represented in Fig. 4(a). The second line where Iˆα and Iˆβ are placed on different irreducible blocks
is shown in Fig. 4(b). The last part coming from the product of current expectation values is
shown in Figs. 4(c) and (d). Figure 4(c) shows the case where t2 > t1 and in (d) we depict the
case t2 < t1.
Importantly, we have to note that the above separation is not practical for an evaluation of the
noise, since the second and third line in above equation diverge in the limit t0 → −∞. The function
Sαβ (t) is however well-defined in this limit, and we can show this when recombining parts of the
expression in the third line with the second line, namely the terms that are depicted in Figs. 4(b)
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Figure 5.3: Schematics of the different contributions for the zero-frequency noise, corresponding to
Eq. (5.29). The current vertices can be placed within the same irreducible block (a), or on two
different irreducible blocks, separated by the reduced propagator of the system (b). The last line of
Eq. (5.29) is separated into two contributions, one in which t2 > t1 (c) and another where t1 > t2
(d). In Eq. (5.30), the parts (b) and (d) are summed.
kernel W , within the diagrammatic framework. The total noise auxiliary function can be written
as
Sαβ (t) =
e2
2
eT
￿￿ t
t0
dt1WIαIβ (t, t1)Π (t1, t0)P (t0)
+
￿ t
t0
dt1
￿ t1
t0
dt2
￿ t2
t0
dt3WIα (t, t1)Π (t1, t2)WIα (t2, t3)Π (t3, t0)P (t0)
−
￿ t
t0
dt1
￿ t
t0
dt2
￿ t2
t0
dt3WIα (t, t1)Π (t1, t0)P (t0)⊗ eTWIα (t2, t3)Π (t3, t0)P (t0)
￿
+ (α↔ β) .
(5.29)
The first line in Eq. (5.29), where both current vertices are in the same irreducible block is graphi-
cally represented i Fig. 5.3(a). Th second line where Iˆα and Iˆβ are placed on differe t irreducible
blocks is shown in Fig. 5.3(b). The last part coming from the product of current expectation values
is shown in Figs. 5.3(c) and (d). Figure 5.3(c) shows the case where t2 > t1 and in (d) we depict
the case t2 < t1.
Importantly, we have to remark that the above separation is not practical for an evaluation of
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the noise, since the second and third line in above equation diverge in the limit t0 → −∞. The
function Sαβ (t) is however well-defined in this limit, and we can show this when recombining parts
of the expression in the third line with the second line, namely the terms that are depicted in
Figs. 5.3(b) and (d), and we thus arrive at
Sαβ (t) =
e2
2
eT
[∫ t
t0
dt′WIαIβ (t, t
′)P (t′)
+
∫ t
t0
dt1
∫ t1
t0
dt2
∫ t2
t0
dt′WIα (t, t1) Π (t1, t2)WIα (t2, t
′)P (t′)
]
(5.30)
− 2
∫ t
t0
dt2I˜α (t, t2) Iβ (t2) + (α↔ β) ,
where we introduced an object related to the propagator [118, 19]
Π (t, t′) = Π (t, t′)− P (t)⊗ eT . (5.31)
Secondly, we defined an object depending on two time arguments
I˜α (t, t
′) =
e
2
eT
∫ t′
t0
dt1WIα (t, t1)P (t1) , (5.32)
that differs from the current expectation value by the upper integration limit. Note that I˜α (t, t) =
Iα (t). Importantly, both the second and third line converge separately, since
lim
t′→−∞
Π (t, t+ t′) = 0 , (5.33)
lim
t′→−∞
I˜α (t, t+ t
′) = 0 . (5.34)
For the former limit, Eq (5.33), one can argue that for the earlier t′ time going to a past infinitely far
away, all reservoir correlations present initially at time t′ decay and the propagator can be written
as limt′→−∞Π (t, t+ t′) = P (t)⊗eT. The second limit, Eq. (5.34), can be justified when the current
kernel WIα (t, t
′) has a finite support, which is strictly related to the finite support of the kernel
W (t, t′). In the systems that we consider, there is indeed a finite memory of the kernel, and thus
Eq. (5.34) is valid.
While the objects containing current vertices, WIα and WIαIβ can be computed via additional
diagrammatic rules, we need a relation to compute the object Π. Here we give it in the most general
form ∫ t
t′
dt1
∫ t1
t′
dt2W˜ (t1, t2) Π (t2, t
′) = Π (t, t′) + P (t)⊗ eT − 1
−
∫ t
t′
dt1
∫ t1
t′
dt2W˜ (t1.t2)P (t2)⊗ eT ,
(5.35)
with the definition W˜ (t, t′) = −iLs (t) δ (t− t′) + W (t, t′). Equation (5.35) is obtained when ap-
plying a convolution with W from the left-hand side to Eq. (5.31) followed by another convolution
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with the unity matrix 1, in order to arrive at the same structure of the integrals as the Dyson equa-
tion, Eq. (5.14). We then use the Dyson equation and once more the definition (5.31) to arrive at
Eq. (5.35). A simplified version, when the local coherent dynamics Ls = 0, will be used as a starting
point to derive the different contributions of Π in the adiabatic expansion in the following sections.
For the system where we consider the pumping noise Ls does indeed not enter the dynamics. Above
Eq. (5.35) is meant to emphasize that in principle, including Ls is possible along the same lines.
We point out that up to now we have included an arbitrary starting time t0. The reason for
this was that some of the noise terms have to be treated with care regarding a t0 → −∞ limit.
However, from now on we are only interested in this limit where the starting time of the evolution
is infinitely far back in the past.
In the next sections we are going to perform an adiabatic expansion of the kinetic equation as
well as the current and noise for slowly driven systems. The diagrammatic treatment of the kernel as
well as the current and the noise, as introduced above, could be formulated independent of whether
we consider the single-level or the double quantum dot. However, a general approximation scheme
for slowly driven quantum system is very cumbersome. This is why we discuss the single-level and
the double quantum dot system separately.
5.5 Adiabatic expansion for the single-level quantum dot
In one part of the thesis we consider a single-level quantum dot system, described by the Anderson
model, as introduced in Sec. 2.3. We assume that the single-particle level energy σ(t) (the spin
index denotes that we include the possibility of a magnetic field) as well as the tunnel couplings
γα(t) or the chemical potentials µα(t) can be time-dependent. Moreover, in this section we assume
the reservoirs to be normal metals.
We want to derive here in the following the kinetic equation, as well as the current and noise
expectation value for the case of adiabatic, i.e., slow driving. We will in the following establish the
adiabaticity conditions, as well as adiabatic approximation scheme which consistently expands all
the terms order by order in the driving frequency.
5.5.1 Kinetic equation
Importantly, any local dynamics can be neglected because, in the model under consideration the
dynamics of diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix do not couple to each
other due to charge and spin conservation in tunneling processes. 1 We therefore consider in the
following the diagonal density matrix elements, P χχ =: Pχ, P (t) =
∑
χ Pχ|χ〉〈χ|, where the quantum
dot eigenstates are |χ〉 ∈ {|0〉, | ↑〉, | ↓〉, |d〉}. The state associated with an empty dot has energy
E0 = 0, the energy of the singly occupied dot with spin σ =↑, ↓ is given by Eσ = σ, while the
energy of the doubly occupied dot also includes the Coulomb interaction, Ed = 2+U . The kinetic
1Note that for the following adiabatic treatment the important requirement is Ls = 0. This is for instance also
realised when including (possibly non-collinear) ferromagnetic leads but setting the magnetic field to zero B = 0.
In that case there is in general no spin conservation and thus the spin coherences matter, but still Ls = 0 in the
physically relevant subspace.
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equation describing the time evolution of P is given as
P˙ (t) =
∫ t
−∞
dt′W (t, t′)P (t′) . (5.36)
of which an adiabatic treatment was derived in Refs. [6, 119].
In this kinetic equation two relevant time scales appear that govern the time evolution of P .
One is the time scale due to the dynamics of the tunneling kernel W , τW . Secondly, there is the
time scale at which the kernel decays
W (t, t′)|t−t′>τres ≈ 0 , (5.37)
which is related to the dynamics of the reservoirs, hence denoted as the reservoir time scale τres.
These scales have to be compared to the time-dependent modulation of the system due to the
parameters ~X (t). The minimal time scale for the driving is estimated as
τX = min
{
1
ΩδXW τW
,
1
ΩδXresτres
}
, (5.38)
with the energy scale of the modulation amplitude δX. Importantly, the time scale of the driving
does not only depend on the frequency, but also on the magnitude of the modulation, as has
been pointed out also in Ref. [116]. Since the modulation parameters ~X are energy scales that
usually appear in pairs with one of the reservoir/tunneling time scales we separate the modulation
amplitudes into the parameters that enter paired with τW , δXW , and with τres, δXres. Since we
require the modulation time to be the largest time scale for slow driving, the crucial scale is the
minimal one.
We start the adiabatic approximation with an expansion up to a first order non-markovian term
P˙ (t) =
∫ t
−∞
dt′W (t, t′)
[
P (t) + (t′ − t) P˙ (t)
]
, (5.39)
which is justified if P changes on a time scale slower than τres, i.e., τX  τres. For a driven system
this means that the memory of the kernel needs to decay faster than the time scale of the driving.
The first order term in the Taylor expansion of P (t′) takes into account a finite width of the kernel
W . Next we argue that the density matrix is approximated as
P (t) ≈ P (i)t + P (a)t . (5.40)
Here P
(i)
t is the part of the density matrix that follows the parametric modulation instantaneously,
hence the argument t is written as a subscript to indicate the parametric time-dependence. The
small correction P
(a)
t , scaling linearly with the driving frequency Ω, accounts for the systems slight
lagging behind the modulation. The same holds true also for the kernel W (t, t′) ≈ W (i)t (t− t′) +
W
(a)
t (t− t′). Apart from the instantaneous kernel that is computed as if the parameters are frozen
at time t, we include a correction up to first order in Ω, taking into account the effect of the
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time-dependent modulation on the kernel. We refer to the parts labelled by (a) as the adiabatic
correction. We can collect the terms order by order in Ω and write
0 = W
(i)
t P
(i)
t ,
P˙
(i)
t = W
(i)
t P
(a)
t +W
(a)
t P
(i)
t + ∂W
(i)
t P˙
(i)
t .
We introduce the Laplace transform W
(i,a)
t (z) =
∫ t
−∞ dt
′ez(t
′−t)W (i,a)t (t− t′) and define W (i,a)t =
W
(i,a)
t (z → 0+) and ∂W (i)t = ∂zW (i)t (z → 0+). This adiabatic expansion is further justified as the
time scale of modulation a slower time scale than τW , i.e., τX  τW . In the systems that we will
investigate in the following, the time scale of the reservoirs goes with the thermal energy of the
reservoirs, τres ∼ 1/kBT , and the typical time scale of the tunneling dynamics is written via a
tunneling rate at which the electrons enter or leave the system, Γ, i.e., τW ∼ 1/Γ.
5.5.2 Adiabatic bracket notation
The above derivation of the adiabatic approximation of the kinetic equation is based on a purely
physical argumentation, in order to introduce the relevant time scales, and their relation to each
other. It is however helpful to turn to a more formal notation, following the lines of Ref [120],
that is much more compact. For this purpose we go to a Laplace space representation right away.
In general - be it for the kinetic equation or the current and noise expectation value - we always
encounter convolution of objects that are possibly non local in time. Let us represent this fact
generally as
(A ◦B) (t, z) =
∫ t
−∞
dt′ez(t
′−t)
∫ t
t′
dt1A (t, t1)B (t1, t
′) , (5.41)
where A and B represent any two arbitrary objects (be it any of the kernels, the density matrix,
or the reduced propagator, or a convolution thereof). One can show that above equation can be
written as
(A ◦B) (t, z) = e∂Az ∂Bt A (t, z)B (t, z) , (5.42)
where the superscript in the partial derivatives indicate, which object is differentiated with respect
to either t or z. The adiabatic expansion can now be formulated in the same steps as introduced
above, namely, the exponential is approximated for a slow change in time of B, e∂
A
z ∂
B
t ≈ 1 + ∂Az ∂Bt ,
and both A and B have an instantaneous part and a small correction due to the driving, which is
first order in Ω. For the z → 0+ limit we then expand the entire expression adiabatically
(A ◦B) (t, z → 0+) ≈ {AB}(i)t + {AB}(a)t , (5.43)
and define the adiabatic brackets as
{AB}(i)t = A(i)t B(i)t , (5.44)
{AB}(a)t = A(i)t B(a)t + A(a)t B(i)t + ∂A(i)t B˙(i)t . (5.45)
At the tail of all expressions, e.g., in the kinetic equation (5.36), we encounter products with a one-
time function, namely the density matrix P . Here we denote this product generally as A(t, t′)B(t′).
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In order to write them as convolutions in the form of Eq. (5.41), we introduce a dummy integral in
the following way∫ t
−∞
dt′A (t, t′)B (t′) = lim
z→0+
∫ t
−∞
dt′ez(t
′−t)
∫ t
t′
dt1A (t, t1)B (t1) δ (t1 − t′) . (5.46)
Therefore the full Laplace space notation should be(
A ◦ B˜
) (
t, z → 0+) ≈ {AB˜}(i)
t
+
{
AB˜
}(a)
t
, (5.47)
with B˜(t, t′) = B(t)δ(t − t′). In order to simplify the notation we extend the adiabatic bracket
definition such that whenever B is a function depending on one time variable only, we write
(A ◦B) (t, z) :=
(
A ◦ B˜
)
(t, z) , (5.48)
{AB}(i,a)t :=
{
AB˜
}(i,a)
t
. (5.49)
With this we can shorten the notation for the adiabatic expansion of the kinetic equation (5.36)
considerably. We rewrite it in the form
0 = {WP}(i)t , (5.50)
P˙
(i)
t = {WP}(a)t . (5.51)
Likewise we now proceed with the current and noise.
5.5.3 Adiabatic expansion of the current
Due to the slow parameter modulation, also the current through the system has an instantaneous
contribution and a first-order-in-frequency, adiabatic correction, see Refs [6, 119]. We will refer to
this first-order correction as the pumping current. In full analogy to the kinetic equation one can
compute the current of the system by the respective adiabatic expansion of the current kernel and
the reduced density matrix
I(i)α (t) =
e
2
eT {WIαP}(i)t , (5.52)
I(a)α (t) =
e
2
eT {WIαP}(a)t . (5.53)
The current kernel contributions W
(i/a)
Iα,t
and ∂W
(i)
Iα,t
are constructed according to the rules in Ap-
pendix A. The reduced density matrix, obtained from Eqs. (5.50) and (5.51), enters the formula
for the current expectation value.
The justification for the adiabatic expansion is exactly the same as for the derivation of the
adiabatic kinetic equations. No new time scales enter the considerations, and thus, whenever an
expansion according to Eqs. (5.50) and (5.51) is valid, so is an expansion of the current according
to Eqs. (5.52) and (5.53).
Importantly, if no bias voltage is applied, the instantaneous current is always zero. In this case
the pumping current, I
(a)
α , becomes the dominant contribution.
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5.5.4 Adiabatic expansion of the current noise
The adiabatic treatement of the current [6, 119], as well as a time-independent treatment of the
zero-frequency noise [19] was derived in previous works. In this thesis we present the derivation of
the zeroth-order and first-order contribution in the driving frequency to the zero-frequency noise,
S
(i)
αβ and S
(a)
αβ , as published in Ref. [121].
For this purpose we expand the elements of the periodic function Sαβ (t), given in Eq. (5.30),
around the reference time t. While in the adiabatic expansion of the kinetic equation and likewise
of the current, the choice of t as a reference time is clear, since t corresponds to the physical time,
this is not the case for the zero-frequency noise. Because the zero-frequency noise is defined as the
time average of the (periodic) function Sαβ(t), it is however straightforward to show that the choice
of any other time is equivalent to time t.
Therefore, we start from the definition of the noise auxiliary function, Eq (5.30), and write it in
Laplace representation
Sαβ(t) = lim
z→0+
[(
WIαIβ ◦ P
)
(t, z) +
(
WIα ◦ Π ◦WIβ ◦ P
)
(t, z) +
(
I˜α ◦ Iβ
)
(t, z)
]
+(α↔ β) .
(5.54)
According to the adiabatic bracket definition, Eq. (5.44), we obtain for the zeroth-order contribution
in the driving frequency to this function
S
(i)
αβ (t) =
e2
2
eT
[{
WIαIβP
}(i)
t
+
{
WIαΠWIβP
}(i)
t
]
− 2
{
I˜αIβ
}(i)
t
+ (α↔ β) , (5.55)
The first part contains the term where both current vertices are in the same irreducible part.
Its structure is analogous to the one of the current, and therefore no new considerations have to
be included to justify an adiabatic expansion. The second term contains the object Π, which is
calculated as follows. We take Eq. (5.35) with Ls = 0, perform a Laplace transform and write the
zeroth order in Ω term in the limit z → 0+ as{
WΠ
}(i)
t
= P
(i)
t ⊗ eT − 1− {∂WP}(i)t ⊗ eT , (5.56)
Finally the third term of Eq. (5.55) contains the remaining part of the product of two current
expectation values at different times, and contains the object I˜. Its zeroth-order contribution in
the driving frequency for z → 0+ is given by limz→0+ I˜(i)α (t, z) = −∂I(i)α (t), where we introduced the
abbreviation ∂I
(i)
α (t) = e2e
T∂W
(i)
Iα,t
P
(i)
t .
Integrating the function S
(i)
αβ of Eq. (5.55) over one period in order to obtain the zero-frequency
noise as defined in Eq. (5.24) delivers a time-averaged version of the stationary zero-frequency noise
considered by Ref. [118, 19]. We will show later, that if the time-dependent driving of the system
occurs with large amplitudes, already the noise in zeroth order in the pumping frequency can deviate
strongly from the one of the corresponding stationary system.
The object of interest - and a central result of this thesis - is the pumping noise, namely the first
order in the pumping frequency correction to the noise, arising from the slow driving. Only if there
is a working pump, i.e., only if there are two time-dependent parameters enclosing a finite area in
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parameter space in one period the pumping noise is non-zero. With the help of the notation using
the adiabatic brackets, introduced previously in Sec. 5.5.2, the elements of the pumping noise can
be written as
S
(a)
αβ (t) =
e2
2
eT
[{
WIαIβP
}(a)
t
+
{
WIαΠWIβP
}(a)
t
]
− 2
{
I˜αIβ
}(a)
t
+ (α↔ β) . (5.57)
The first two elements can be readily identified as the adiabatic corrections to the first two terms in
Eq. (5.55). In addition to the adiabatic correction to the reduced density matrix and the current,
they contain the adiabatic correction and the first derivative with respect to the Laplace variable
of the object Π related to the propagator. The recipe to evaluate ∂Π
(i)
t is derived by analogy to
Eq. (5.56), as we find
∂
{
WΠ
}(i)
t
= Π
(i)
t −
1
2
{
∂2WP
}(i)
t
⊗ eT , (5.58)
and the equation to determine Π
(a)
t is given by{
WΠ
}(a)
t
= P
(a)
t ⊗ eT + Π˙
(i)
t − {∂WP}(a)t ⊗ eT . (5.59)
with the normalization conditions eT∂Π
(i)
t = 0 and e
TΠ
(a)
t = 0.
The adiabatic correction to the third term of Eq. (5.55) contains again the object I˜. In order
to evaluate the adiabatic correction of the bracket
{
I˜αIβ
}
, the knowledge of the derivative with
respect to the Laplace derivative of I˜(i) is needed, see Appendix C,
∂I˜(i)α (t, z = 0) = −
1
2
∂2I(i)α (t) . (5.60)
This can be evaluated from the definition of Eq. (5.32). Two more definitions are needed to evaluate
the contributions to the adiabatic correction to the bracket containing I˜, which are
∂2I(i)α (t) =
e
2
eT∂2W
(i)
Iα,t
P
(i)
t , (5.61)
∂I(a)α (t) =
e
2
eT {∂WIαP}(a)t . (5.62)
In these expressions we find not only the first but the second derivative of the current kernels with
respect to the Laplace variable z, ∂2W
(i)
Iα,t
= limz→0+ ∂2zW
(i)
Iα,t
(z). With these sets of equations the
current and the zero-frequency noise can be evaluated as soon as explicit expressions for the different
kernels are found, see Appendix A.
Now that we have all expressions at hand, let us argue the validity of the adiabatic expansion
of the noise. The adiabatic expansion of the kernel W and the density matrix P we have already
justified in Sec. 5.5.1. The objects related to the kernel WIα and WIαIβ that contain the current
operators, are expanded with respect to the driving frequency Ω, fully analogous to W . Thus, in
order to justify an adiabatic expansion of the noise, we are left to deal with the objects related to
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Π. Namely, we have to argue that the terms in the pumping noise containing Π
(a)
t as well as ∂Π
(i)
t ,
are small corrections with respect to S
(i)
αβ. Looking at Eq. (5.56) we see that in general Π
(i)
t depends
on both τW and τres. Nonetheless, as we are considering the case of τW > τres, we can provide as
a lower bound that Π
(i)
t ∼ τW . Likewise one can show according to Eq. (5.58) that ∂Π(i)t ∼ τ 2W .
The terms containing ∂Π
(i)
t are always appearing in connection with a time derivative of P or WIα ,
both of which provide an additional factor of τ−1X . Also, we can argue along the same lines that
Π
(a)
t ∼ τ 2W/τX . Thus, the condition to justify an adiabatic expansion is τX  τW . Therefore, the
same conditions that justify an adiabatic treatment of the kinetic equation, Eqs. (5.52) and (5.53),
justify likewise the expansion of the noise for small pumping frequencies Ω.
5.6 Perturbation expansion in the tunnel coupling
5.6.1 Kinetic equation
In the following we assume that the coupling between the quantum dot and the reservoirs is weak.
This allows us to perform a perturbation expansion in the tunnel coupling Γ =
∑
α Γα on top of
the adiabatic expansion performed above. This perturbation approach is a useful approximation
as long as the condition Γ < kBT is fulfilled. Within this perturbation expansion, the Coulomb
interaction can be treated without any further approximations. The kernels describing tunneling
events between quantum dot and reservoirs are always expressions in at least first order in the
tunneling coupling strength Γ. We write their expansion in general as
W
(i/a)
x,t ≈ W (i/a,1)x,t +W (i/a,2)x,t + . . . , (5.63)
where the index x stands for the different kinds of kernels, such as W , the current kernel WIα , or
WIαIβ . Their widths and higher moments in Laplace space ∂
nW
(i,a)
x,t can be expanded analogously.
While expressions containing the kernel only in the lowest-order expansion in the tunnel coupling
are commonly referred to as the sequential tunneling contribution, importantly we can go beyond
this limit by taking into account quantum fluctuation effects up to second order in the tunnel
coupling Γ.
The lowest and next-to-leading order in Γ of the instantaneous and first order Ω kinetic equations
can be given through consistently collecting terms of equal orders in both Γ and Ω. In this rather
general treatment we will focus on the role of the width of the kernel, i.e. the non-markovian part
of the dynamics. The instantaneous kinetic equations are given as
0 = W
(i,1)
t P
(i,0)
t , (5.64)
0 = W
(i,2)
t P
(i,0)
t +W
(i,1)
t P
(i,1)
t , (5.65)
where we find the instantaneous density matrix with the extra conditions eTP
(i,0)
t = 1 and e
TP
(i,1)
t =
0. The adiabatic corrections due to the driving read
P˙
(i,0)
t = W
(i,1)
t P
(a,−1)
t , (5.66)
P˙
(i,1)
t = W
(i,2)
t P
(a,−1)
t +W
(i,1)
t P
(a,0)
t +W
(a,1)
t P
(i,0)
t + ∂W
(i,1)
t P˙
(i,0)
t . (5.67)
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Note that the adiabatic correction of the reduced density matrix P starts in minus first order in
Γ. This is consistent with the expansion for weak driving, since it requires that P (a) ∼ τW/τX , be
much smaller than 1. In the sequential tunneling regime τW = Γ
−1, and consequently P (a,−1)t ∼
Ω/Γ. Importantly, only in the next-to-leading order equation for P
(a,0)
t the memory of the kernel,
associated with its width ∂W
(i,1)
t , enters. This is explained by the following two facts. Firstly, it
cannot enter in the instantaneous kinetic equations, because they correspond to the quasi-stationary
solutions at each ”frozen” time t. The stationary solutions are markovian. Secondly, the non-
markovianity enters only in next to leading order in the tunnel coupling for the adiabatic correction,
because the sequential tunneling regime is justified when Γ kBT , i.e., when τW  τres, and thus
when the kernel memory is so small as to justify a markovian approximation.
5.6.2 Current expectation value
The exact same tunneling perturbation expansion is valid for the current. For the sake of com-
pleteness we here give the instantaneous and adiabatic current expressions in sequential and next-
to-leading order in the tunnel coupling Γ. The instantaneous current contributions are
I
(i,1)
α,t = ee
TW
(i,1)
Iα,t
P
(i,0)
t , (5.68)
I
(i,2)
α,t = ee
T
[
W
(i,2)
Iα,t
P
(i,0)
t +W
(i,1)
Iα,t
P
(i,1)
t
]
. (5.69)
The first order in Ω correction of the current for lowest and next-to-leading order in Γ is given as
I
(a,0)
α,t = ee
TW
(i,1)
Iα,t
P
(a,−1)
t , (5.70)
I
(a,1)
α,t = ee
T
[
W
(i,2)
Iα,t
P
(a,−1)
t +W
(i,1)
Iα,t
P
(a,0)
t +W
(a,1)
Iα,t
P
(i,0)
t + ∂W
(i,1)
Iα,t
P˙
(i,0)
t
]
. (5.71)
Here we see that the lowest order correction of the pumping current starts nominally in zeroth order
in Γ and is proportional to Ω. This is - as for the adiabatic correction for P - due to the adiabatic
expansion, Ω/Γ 1.
5.6.3 Current noise
While the kinetic equation and the current expectation value show once more a lot of similarities, we
find some differences in the zero-frequency noise, which are related to the fact that we are dealing
with a current-current correlation, which is a quantity nonlocal in time. The zeroth order in Ω
contributions of the noise are computed via the instantaneous auxiliary noise function
S
(i,1)
αβ,t =
e2
2
eT
[
W
(i,1)
IαIβ ,t
P
(i,0)
t +W
(i,1)
Iα,t
Π
(i,−1)
t W
(i,1)
Iβ ,t
P
(i,0)
t
]
, (5.72)
S
(i,2)
αβ,t =
e2
2
eT
[
W
(i,2)
IαIβ ,t
P
(i,0)
t +W
(i,1)
IαIβ ,t
P
(i,1)
t +W
(i,2)
Iα,t
Π
(i,−1)
t W
(i,1)
Iβ ,t
P
(i,0)
t
+W
(i,1)
Iα,t
Π
(i,0)
t W
(i,1)
Iβ ,t
P
(i,0)
t +W
(i,1)
Iα,t
Π
(i,−1)
t W
(i,2)
Iβ ,t
P
(i,0)
t +W
(i,1)
Iα,t
Π
(i,−1)
t W
(i,1)
Iβ ,t
P
(i,1)
t
]
+ 2∂I
(i,1)
α,t I
(i,1)
β,1 + (α↔ β) . (5.73)
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The zeroth order in Ω zero-frequency noise S
(i)
αβ =
∫ τ
0
dtτS
(i)
αβ,t starts in first order in Γ. Once more,
in the lowest order contribution there are no non-markovian effects, due to ∂W . For one I˜ cancels
in lowest order Γ and secondly, the sequential tunneling contribution of Π does not depend anymore
on ∂W . This latter fact can be seen in the sequential tunneling part of Eq. (5.58) where ∂W drops
(we refrain from showing this explicitly).
Importantly, memory effects related to ∂W are seen in the next-to-leading order in Γ of S
(i)
αβ.
Here, higher order terms as Π
(i,0)
t enter (which do depend on ∂W ) and also the lowest order I˜
(i,1)
α,t =
−∂I(i,1)α,t is present, see Eq. (5.73). These memory effects that are due to higher order tunneling
appear already in a system that is not explicitly time-dependent (see, e.g., Ref. [19]), because the
noise is composed of a current correlation measurement, which is a time-dependent quantity.
Finally, we perform the tunneling expansion of the pumping noise. In the sequential tunneling
regime the pumping noise is
S
(a,0)
αβ (t) =
e2
2
eT
[
W
(i,1)
IαIβ ,t
P
(a,−1)
t +W
(i,1)
Iα,t
Π
(a,−2)
t W
(i,1)
Iβ ,t
P
(i,0)
t +W
(i,1)
Iα,t
Π
(i,−1)
t W
(i,1)
Iβ ,t
P
(a,−1)
t
+W
(i,1)
Iα,t
∂Π
(i,−2)
t
d
dt
(
W
(i,1)
Iβ ,t
P
(i,0)
t
)]
+ (α↔ β) . (5.74)
In this lowest order contribution starting, like the pumping current, nominally in zeroth order in Γ,
we see that not only the object Π
(i)
t enters but also its adiabatic correction Π
(a)
t , and its width ∂Π
(i)
t .
While the instantaneous Π starts in minus first order Γ, we see that both the adiabatic correction
and the correction due to the finite width start in minus second order Γ. This is in accordance with
the adiabatic assumption τX  τW , resulting in an expansion in terms of Γ/Ω. Remember that the
width of Π, ∂Π, is independent of the width of the kernel, ∂W . Also in the sequential tunneling
pumping noise, ∂W does not enter, and thus it can be obtained within a purely markovian regime.
Non-markovian effects are again seen in the next higher order in Γ.
We refrain from showing the next-to-leading order Γ term of the pumping noise, S
(a,1)
αβ , since it is
very lengthy. However, like S(i,2), it contains terms that are related to the finite width of the kernel,
∂W . Notably, the pumping noise could potentially even include terms that are related to the higher
Laplace moments of the kernel, ∂2W , as can be seen in Eqs. (5.58), (5.57) and (5.59). These terms
are indeed unique for the pumping noise, in the sense that they appear in none of the previously
discussed quantities, and their emergence is the consequence of a combination of time-dependent
driving and considering a quantity nonlocal in time, as the noise is based on the current-current
correlations at different times. However, they enter only beyond next-to-leading order, S
(a,2)
αβ .
5.7 Adiabatic expansion for the double quantum dot
In this section we derive the adiabatic expansion for the kinetic equation of the serial double
quantum dot system, as introduced in Sec. 2.4. Here, due to the internal structure of the double
quantum dot, the local dynamics Ls are of importance.
We assume that the single level α (t) of each dot α = L,R to be modulated in time, where
we denote the driving amplitudes as δα. Since there is no magnetic field in this case, non trivial
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coherent spin dynamics only arise in the kernel W (due to tunneling to non-collinear ferromagnets,
see later) but not in the local dynamics Ls. These spin dynamics consequently scale with τW , thus
no new time scale enters. Ergo, they are not relevant for the validity of the adiabatic expansion
extending to a finite local dynamics.
While for the single-level system we at some point consider higher order processes, in this
particular case we want to restrict ourselves to the lowest order in tunneling, i.e., the tunneling
dynamics is considerably smaller than temperature, Γ kBT . As for the interdot coupling ∆, we
consider in the following the two cases of weak coupling ∆ ∼ Γ and strong coupling ∆ Γ.
5.7.1 Weak interdot coupling
Here we consider the double dot system where the local coherent dynamics play a crucial role. This
is the case when Ls scales also with Γ, i.e., the time scale of the coherences due to the interdot
dynamics is given as τs ∼ 1/Γ. This requirement involves weak interdot coupling as well as weak
detuning, ∆ ∼ Γ ∼ L − R. For this weak coupling case, we choose to represent the kinetic
equation in the left and right basis. This choice is justified because in this regime interdot as well
as dot-reservoir tunneling events occur on the same time scale, and therefore the left/right basis is
a good approximation for the eigenstates of the double dot system. Note that in this regime we
will be neglecting the occupation of two or more electrons on the dot, which is justified if both the
onsite U ′ as well as neighbouring Coulomb interaction U are taken to be infinitely large. Thus we
focus on zero as well as single occupation of the double quantum dot, described through the basis
|χ〉 ∈ {|0〉, |Lσ〉, |Rσ〉}. In the previous case of a single-level quantum dot, the coherences could
be disregarded. For the double quantum dot however, we have coherent superpositions between
the left and right eigenstates, |Lσ〉 and |Rσ〉, captured by the off-diagonal elements of the reduced
density matrix, P χ
′
χ with χ 6= χ′, which play an important role.
In weak interdot coupling regime, the local dynamcis Ls can be treated on the same footing
as the tunneling dynamics, and we find the kinetic equation for the reduced density matrix P for
zeroth and first order in Ω as
0 =
[
−iL(i,1)s +W (i,1)t
]
P
(i,0)
t , (5.75)
P˙
(i,0)
t =
[
−iL(i,1)s +W (i,1)t
]
P
(a,−1)
t . (5.76)
The term Ls receives a superscript (i, 1) to emphasize that it scales analogously to the kernel
W . The instantanteous kernel W
(i,1)
t is the same as for the time-independent problem, treated in
Ref. [54], where we simply have to insert the parametric time-dependence due to the driving.
Importantly, Ls does not explicitly contribute to the current expectation value, we do not need
to include a special treatment for I(a,0) and can refer to Eq. (5.70).
5.7.2 Strong interdot coupling
In this section, we consider the opposite case of strong interdot coupling, ∆  Γ. In contrast to
the previous case we include the possibility of charging the double quantum dot twice, one electron
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on each dot, |LσRσ〉, however we disregard the occupation of two electrons on the same dot. This
means that the neighbouring Coulomb interaction U can be finite, while we assume the onsite
interaction to be very large U ′ →∞.
For the interdot tunneling being a much faster than the tunneling between dots and reservoir,
it turns out to be convenient to represent the kinetic equation in the instantaneous basis of Hs(t).
Namely, we perform time-dependent basis transformation, |χ˜(t)〉 = U(t)|χ〉, as
U(t) = |bσ〉
(
1√
2
√
1− δ(t)〈Lσ|+ 1√
2
√
1 + δ(t)〈Rσ|
)
+|aσ〉
(
− 1√
2
√
1 + δ(t)〈Lσ|+ 1√
2
√
1− δ(t)〈Rσ|
)
,
(5.77)
with a bonding state |bσ〉 (one particle ground state), with energy b(t) = 12E(t) −
1
2
√
∆2 + [L(t)− R(t)]2 and an antibonding state |aσ〉 (one particle excited state), with en-
ergy a(t) =
1
2
E(t) + 1
2
√
∆2 + [L(t)− R(t)]2. We used the definition δ(t) = [L(t) −
R(t)]/
√
∆2 + [L(t)− R(t)]2. Thus we diagonalise the Hamiltonian of the double quantum dot
H˜s(t) = U(t)Hs(t)U
†(t) and recover
H˜s(t) =
∑
σ
[
b(t)|bσ〉〈bσ|+ a(t)|aσ〉〈aσ|
]
+ [2E(t) + U ]
∑
σσ′
|LσRσ′〉〈LσRσ′| . (5.78)
Here, due to the time-dependent transformation an additional term in the local dynamics appears
as
Ls(t)→ L˜s(t) + L˜U , (5.79)
with L˜s(t) = [H˜s(t), ·]. The additional term reads L˜U(t) = [iU˙(t)U †(t), ·] . The total kinetic equation
for the transformed density matrix P˜ (t) = U(t)P (t)U †(t) is therefore given as
d
dt
P˜ (t) = −i
[
L˜s(t) + L˜U(t)
]
P˜ (t) +
∫ t
−∞
dt′W˜ (t, t′)P˜ (t′) (5.80)
with the kernel W˜ in the transformed basis χ˜. In the following we will show that it is sufficient to
consider only the diagonal subspace of the reduced density matrix, P˜d =
∑
χ˜ |χ˜〉〈χ˜|.
Again it is important to consider the different time scales. The order of magnitude of L˜s(t)
is given by the minimal bonding-antibonding level spacing, ∆, ergo τs ∼ 1/∆. The local term
corresponding to the time-dependent transformation scales with the inverse of the driving time scale
τX = minα {ΓkBT/Ωδα}. The regime we are interested in is the one where the tunneling between
the two quantum dots occurs much faster than the tunneling to the reservoirs, and together with
the adiabatic driving condition we obtain
τs  τW  τX . (5.81)
Due to the very fast coherent oscillations, we are not allowed to make the markovian expansion as
before W (t, t′)P (t′) ≈ W (t, t′)P (t). Nonetheless, we require the memory of the kernel to be decaying
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on a time scale much faster than the tunneling dynamics, τres  τW , where again τres ∼ kBT−1 and
τW ∼ Γ−1. Therefore we can instead justify an approximation along the lines of Ref. [122] such that
within the time scale τres the time evolution for the transformed density matrix P˜ (t) = U(t)P (t)U
†(t)
can be given as
P˜ (t′) ≈ Π˜−1s (t, t′)P˜ (t) , (5.82)
with Π˜s(t, t
′) = exp
[
−i ∫ t
t′ dt1L˜s (t1)
]
. Consequently, the kinetic equation can be approximated as
d
dt
P˜ (t) = −i
[
L˜s(t) + L˜U(t)
]
P˜ (t) +
∫ t
−∞
dt′W˜ (t, t′)Π˜−1s (t, t
′)P˜ (t) . (5.83)
This is referred to as a Bloch-Redfield approximation [122], valid as long as Γ  kBT , goes hand-
in-hand with the lowest order sequential tunneling approximation [123]. Moreover, since the time
scale of the driving is much slower than τres, the kernel can be taken as the instantaneous one.
Consequently, we can approximate W˜ (t, t′) ≈ W˜ (i,1)t (t− t′).
Due to the large scale of L˜s, which gives rise to fast oscillations in the off-diagonals of P˜ , one
can justify a separation of time scales for the diagonal (secular) part of P˜d and the off-diagonal
(non-secular) part of P˜o of the density matrix P˜ , a so-called secular approximation [122]. In this
approximation, the coupling between diagonal and off-diagonal parts are suppressed and we can
give the equation for the diagonal part of P˜ , P˜d, as
0 =
[
W˜
(i,1)
t
]
dd
P˜
(i,0)
d,t , (5.84)
d
dt
P˜
(i,0)
d,t =
[
W˜
(i,1)
t
]
dd
P˜
(a,−1)
d,t . (5.85)
Here, [. . .]dd denotes that we only take the block of the instantaneous kernel W˜ that connects
diagonal with diagonal elements of P˜ . One can show that in the steady state, the lowest order
contributions of the off-diagonal density matrix elements, P˜
(i,0)
o,t and P˜
(a,−1)
o,t , are equal to zero.
Double quantum dot coupled to non-collinear ferromagnetic reservoirs. In this thesis,
we will consider the double quantum dot in the strong interdot coupling regime contacted to fer-
romagnetic leads. We have seen before that for strong ∆, the secular approximation decouples the
diagonal and off-diagonal part of the density matrix. Importantly, for having two ferromagnetic
reservoirs whose spin polarisation can have an arbitrary angle (non-collinear ferromagnets), this is
no longer true for the spin sector of the reduced density matrix. As shown in Refs. [13, 119] for
the study of a single-level quantum dot, there arises a coherent spin dynamics due to the coupling
to non-collinear ferromagnets. Therefore one has to take into account off-diagonal density matrix
elements of the spin sector. Note also, that this coherent part of the dynamics enters fully through
the kernel due to the tunnel coupling, W . For the system of consideration here, the double quantum
dot, this has the following consequences. The secular approximation discussed previously for the
double quantum dot remains valid with respect to the bonding-antibonding subspace. However, we
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have to take into account the off-diagonal spin elements of the reduced density matrix P˜
0 =
[
W˜
(i,1)
t
]
ss
P˜
(i,0)
s,t , (5.86)
d
dt
P˜
(i,0)
s,t =
[
W˜
(i,1)
t
]
ss
P˜
(a,−1)
s,t , (5.87)
where with the subscript s, we denote the subspace diagonal with respect to the bonding-
antibonding basis, but both diagonal and off-diagonal with respect to the spin basis. The dia-
grammatic method to obtain the kernel
[
W˜
(i,1)
t
]
ss
is exactly analogous to the one introduced in
Ref. [13].
5.8 Nonadiabatically driven double quantum dot
In this section we introduce the method used to compute the pumping current for the double
quantum dot system in the nonadiabatic driving regime, again with the left and right energy levels
as the driving parameters, α(t). Importantly, we consider the regime where the driving amplitudes
are much larger than the thermal energy, δα  kBT . As we will show, there are nonadiabatic
effects arising because of the large amplitudes, even when the driving frequency itself is still smaller
than the tunneling rate, Ω Γ.
We start from the general kinetic equation, Eq. (5.15), to describe the dynamics of the double
dot system, Eq. (2.8). A key point in the derivation is to argue that memory effects in the kernel W
can be neglected. Hence the method strongly resembles the intermediate nonadiabatic treatments
of pumping through a single-level quantum dot, as introduced in Ref. [88], see also Sec. 3.5.2. In
contrast to that work, here the additional difficulty arises of treating the local dynamics of the
double dot structure.
5.8.1 Kinetic equation
First, we have to choose the appropriate basis, in which we represent P as well as the kinetic equation
describing its dynamics. We assume a very high Coulomb interaction and thus only consider the
local subspace of having at most one electron in the double dot system. Also, we suppose that the
detuning of the left and right quantum dot is much larger than the intradot coupling, |L − R|  ∆,
for the major part of the time evolution (due to the large driving amplitudes). For large detuning,
the left and right basis as well as the bonding and antibonding basis are equivalent, |b〉 ∼ |L〉 and
|a〉 ∼ |R〉 for L < R, and vice versa for L > R. We therefore represent P in the left and right
basis |χ〉 ∈ {|0〉, |L〉, |R〉}. Due to the electron spin, both |L〉 and |R〉 are doubly degenerate which
we will account for in the kinetic equation through a corresponding prefactor. As this basis is
time-independent, the kinetic equation of P reads as Eq. (5.15),
P˙ (t) = −iLs (t)P (t) +
∫ t
t0
dt′W (t, t′)P (t′) . (5.88)
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The dynamics of the local system, due to Hs (t), are captured by the Liouvillian Ls (t) = [Hs (t) , ·].
We further separate it as Ls (t) = L (t) +L∆, where L is the diagonal part that carries the energy
differences of the left and right local states of the double dot and L∆ captures the coupling of these
local dot states, i.e., the part that is due to ∆
2
∑
σ
(
d†LσdRσ + d
†
RσdLσ
)
.
5.8.2 Bloch-Redfield approximation
As we have introduced already in Sec. 5.7.2 for case when the width of the kernel is much smaller
than the time-scale due to the coupling between local system and leads,
τres  τW , (5.89)
we are able to approximate Eq. (5.88) into an equation that is local in time, known as the Bloch-
Redfield approximation. If above condition is fulfilled, the dynamics of P during this short period
of time is not affected by the kernel, and we are entitled to assume that within this period, the
dynamics of the density matrix is given by the local evolution
P (t) ≈ Π0 (t, t′)P (t′) , (5.90)
with the local propagator Π0 (t, t
′) = T e
∫ t
t′ dt1Ls(t1). The resulting kinetic equation is
P˙ (t) = −iLs (t)P (t) +W (t)P (t) , (5.91)
that is, the dynamics are given by an effectively time-local kernel,W (t) = ∫ t
t0
dt′W (t, t′)×Π−10 (t, t′)
and thus the problem reduces to a system without memory, see e.g. Ref. [122].
We expand the kernel in orders of the tunnel coupling rate Γ =
∑
α Γα, according to Sec. 5.6.
We simply keep the lowest order sequential tunneling term, which is justified if Γ  kBT . The
time-scale of the dynamics due to W is the same as for W namely τW ∼ 1/Γ and the support of
the kernel has the width τres ∼ 1/kBT . The Bloch-Redfield approximation is therefore valid if
Γ
kBT
 1 . (5.92)
As pointed out in Ref. [124], the Bloch-Redfield scheme is consistent with the lowest order (sequen-
tial) tunneling regime, and is not easily extended to higher orders in the tunnel coupling. When
taking into account effects beyond sequential tunneling, one should therefore resort to a consistent
expansion in the diagrammatic framework.
5.8.3 Instantaneous kernel approximation
The kernel W is computed from W . The latter can be formally given in lowest order in Γ as
W (1) (t, t′) = −trres
[
LTΠ0 (t, t
′) e−i(LL+LR)(t−t
′)LTρ
eq
res
]
, (5.93)
with the Liouvillians for the tunneling LT = [HT , ·] and reservoirs Lα = [Hα, ·]. The equilibrium
density matrix of the reservoirs is given via ρeqres = e
−β(HL+HR)/Z with Z = trres
[
e−β(HL+HR)
]
.
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In order to proceed, we need to calculate the local propagator Π0 which appears not only within
the Bloch-Redfield approximation but also within the diagrammatic calculation of W (t, t′), as the
propagator between two tunneling vertices. As we have stated before, the very small width of
the kernel τres enables us to neglect the dynamics of the system via coupling to the bath, τW . In
addition, if τres is sufficiently small with respect to the time-scale invoked by L∆, ∆  kBT , we
may expand the propagator as follows
T e
∫ t
t′ dt1L(t1) ≈ e
∫ t
t′ dt1L0(t1) +
∫ t
t′
dt1e
∫ t
t1
dt2L0(t2)L∆e
∫ t1
t′ dt2L0(t2) , (5.94)
where we keep only the term zeroth order in ∆. In addition, we perform the following expansion of
L0
e
∫ t
t′ dt1L0(t1) ≈ eL0(t)(t−t′)
(
1 +
1
2
(t− t′)2 L˙0 (t)
)
. (5.95)
This is valid if the speed of the energy level modulation, |˙α| ∼ Ωδα, fulfills Ωδα  (kBT )2, since
the width of the kernel is given as 1/kBT . Importantly, we find that the leading order contribution
of the kernel is instantaneous because we compute the kernel for the energy levels α frozen at time
t. Thus the energy levels enter parametrically in W , which is why we denote it with a superscript
(i),
W (t) ≈ W(i,1)t +O
(
∆
kBT
)
+O
(
Ωδ
k2BT
2
)
, (5.96)
with W(i,1)t =
∫ t
t0
dt′W (i,1)t (t− t′) e−L0(t)(t−t′). The kernel W (i,1)t (t− t′) inside the integral is the
already known instantaneous kernel (as can be found for the stationary case in Ref. [54] where one
inserts the time-dependence parametrically, hence the t in the subscript.). We obtain the kinetic
equation
P˙ (t) = −iLs (t)P (t) +W(i,1)t P (t) , (5.97)
under the assumptions that
∆
kBT
 1 and Ωδα
k2BT
2
 1 . (5.98)
Note importantly, that this approximation is different from the adiabatic expansion (see Ref. [125])
as it does not necessarily involve a slow or weak driving with respect to both the tunnel coupling
dynamics, W , and the internal dynamics, Ls. We only require that the width of the kernel is
sufficiently small with respect to the driving and the other dynamics. This means that whereas an
adiabatic expansion of the density matrix is not justified, P 6= P (i) + P (a) + . . . still an expansion
of the kernel W ≈ W (i) + . . . is well justified.
We would like to point out that in the two-atom pump experiment, the condition ∆/kBT  1
is weakest link in the chain of approximations, as an experimental estimation of the interdot tunnel
coupling and the temperature results in ∆/kBT ∼ 0.11. Therefore it is important to investigate,
whether higher order effects of the kernel in ∆ might play a role. One can easily check that first
order ∆ terms in the kernel contribute to the coupling of diagonal and off-diagonal density matrix
elements in the kinetic equation. As we will argue in the following section, we can neglect the
coupling of the diagonal and off-diagonal sectors due to a rotation wave approximation which is
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valid for a large pumping amplitudes. Consequently, we can safely neglect first order ∆ terms in
the kernel at this stage here already.
5.8.4 Separation of local dynamics and tunneling dynamics
The large amplitudes of the driving parameters α(t) allow us to treat the local dynamics due to Ls
separately from the dissipative dynamics due to the tunnel coupling of the reservoirs, for different
time intervals in the pumping cycle. We explain and justify this separation in the following.
The level crossing time, i.e., the time during which the two levels exchange electrons due to the
local dynamics Ls, can be given as τLZ = ∆/Ωδα (see Ref. [126]). The crossing time τLZ can be
evaluated as the time window for which L−R ≤ ∆. Due to the large amplitudes, the level crossing
occurs within a very short time interval with respect to the whole pumping cycle period. Between
the crossings, there is a long time interval where the detuning is larger than ∆, and the levels are
far apart. The two different parts of the dynamics are illustrated in Fig. 5.4a.
Dynamics during the level crossing If the level crossing time is much shorter than the reservoir
coupling dynamics, τLZ  τW , we are able to calculate the time-evolution of P within the short
crossing interval via the local dynamics
P˙ (t) = −iLs (t)P (t) , (5.99)
which give rise to the Landau-Zener transition probabilities, pLZ = exp
(−pi
2
∆2/ |˙L − ˙R|
)
, as in-
troduced in Sec. 3.5.1. The energy level separation during a crossing can be appoximated linearly
L (t)− R (t) ≈ |˙L − ˙R| t , (5.100)
with the detuning modulation speed |˙L − ˙R| = Ωδ
√
1− (L − R)2/δ2, where α is the average
energy level of dot α and δ the amplitude of the detuning L − R.
Dynamics for large level separation If the time passed after a level crossing is beyond τLZ ,
we find that the level-separation is already larger than ∆ and thus, if L− R  Γ,∆ we can apply
the rotating wave approximation (RWA), that is, the dynamics of the diagonal and off-diagonal
elements of P are decoupled.
This leads to the fact that we can compute the time-evolution of the diagonal density matrix
elements Pd after a crossing via the secular block of
[
W(i)t
]
dd
, i.e., the block of the kernel that
couples only the diagonal density matrix elements
P˙d (t) =
[
W(i)t
]
dd
Pd (t) , (5.101)
where
[
W(i)t
]
dd
=
[
W
(i)
t
]
dd
since the secular block of the free propagator within the t′ integral, Π0,
is identity. Note that in the RWA regime, the off-diagonal density matrix elements simply relax at
the rate of Γ.
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a) b)
Figure 5.4: Sketch of the two different dynamics regimes. There are two regimes which can be
considered separately, as we see in a). There is the regime where we are close to a crossing (blue)
and a regime where the two dot levels are far apart which justifies a rotating wave approximation
(RWA, drawn in red). The sketch in b) emphasises the importance of the time difference between
two crossing events.
This separation of the different parts of the dynamics is valid if
∆Γ
Ωδ
 1 , (5.102)
which is the explicit formulation of the condition that the crossing time τLZ needs to be much shorter
than the time scale due to the dissipative dynamics τW .
5.8.5 Off-diagonal density matrix elements
In the previous section we have omitted the dynamics of the off-diagonal density matrix elements.
The reason for this is that in the regime considered here, they can be neglected, as we want to argue
in this section.
The dynamics during a level crossing, L (t) = R (t), (blue sector in Fig. 5.4) are fully coherent.
Thus for PLZ 6= 0, the off-diagonals of the density matrix, Po, are in general finite after the crossing
even when Po = 0 prior to the crossing. During the dissipative dynamics after the crossing (red
sector in Fig. 5.4) Po decays due to coupling to the reservoirs on the time scale 1/Γ. Importantly,
the off-diagonal density matrix elements can be neglected, if the time between two level crossings
∆t (see Fig. 5.4b) is much larger than τW . This means the waiting time between two crossings is
long enough such that Po always decays shortly after a level crossing. The necessary condition for
decaying off-diagonals can be derived as follows.
The time between two crossings in one trajectory can be given as
∆t = min
{∣∣∣∣pi ± arcsin(L − Rδ
)∣∣∣∣} . (5.103)
As can be seen in Fig. 5.4b, the two crossing points come closer and closer as the working point, i.e.,
the mean detuning, approaches the detuning amplitude, L − R → δ. But at the same time, the
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speed of the modulation decreases, since |˙L − ˙R| = Ωδ
√
1− (˙L − ˙R)2/δ2 → 0. Therefore when
approaching the point where ∆t ∼ 1/Γ, that is, where the assumption of fully decayed off-diagonals
breaks down, the speed has already decreased with respect to the maximal possible ramping speed
of the detuning |˙L − ˙R|max = Ωδ by a factor of Ω/2Γ (assuming that Ω Γ). Consequently, for
pumping trajectories where Po could actually be non-zero between two crossings, the Landau-Zener
transition goes to zero PLZ → 0, and no coherences build up in the first place. If the condition
Ω2δ
∆2Γ
 1 , (5.104)
is fulfilled, the off-diagonal density matrix elements can be neglected, and the time-evolution of the
double quantum dot system can be fully described through the diagonal part of P .
We want to point out that if this condition would be violated and the coherences do not decay fast
enough between two crossings, one would have to take into account the Stu¨ckelberg interference [127]
term due to a coherent time-evolution of the system between two crossings. For the parameter
regime in the experiment, Γ = ΓL + ΓR is however large enough such that the coherences decay
between level crossings and thus interference effects can be neglected.
5.8.6 Electron-phonon coupling
In Sec. 2.4.1, we introduce a term that takes into account the electron-phonon coupling, for the
case when the double quantum dot contains also a mechanical degree of freedom. We want to
include the dynamics of the electron-phonon coupling here for the nonadiabatically driven double
quantum system. The electron-phonon coupling Hamiltonian is given in Eq. (2.11), see Sec. 2.4.1.
The crucial assumption is that the energy scale related electron-phonon coupling τ−1ph is less or
equal to the tunneling rate, τ−1ph ≤ Γ. Consequently, we can derive the phononic part of the kinetic
equation separately from the part due to tunneling, such that both effects are taken into account
in first (leading) order, and a combination of tunneling and phononic dynamics would correspond
to a higher order process that can be neglected. The resulting kinetic equation reads
P˙ = −iLs(t) +
∫ t
t0
dt′W (t, t′)P (t′) +
∫ t
t0
dt′Wph(t, t′)P (t′) , (5.105)
where the phononic kernel Wph is computed as W , see Sec. 5.2, through replacing the tunnel coupling
Hamiltonian by the electron-phonon coupling HT → Hel-ph and the isolated electron reservoirs by
the phononic bath Hamiltonain, Hα → Hph. In contrast to the tunnel coupling, the electron-phonon
coupling conserves the number of particles of the double quantum dot, and hence Wph acts only on
the subspace of P with equal particle number.
The same approximation scheme as described above for the tunnel coupling can be employed
for the phononic coupling. The reason for this is that the kernel Wph decays on the timescale τres,ph
which can be given as the inverse of the phonon temperature, τres,ph ∼ 1/kBT [126], which we take
to be the same as the temperature of the electronic reservoirs. This is based on the assumption that
the system is cooled homogeneously, and no temperature gradients arise between phonon bath and
electron reservoirs. Hence, thee crucial energy scale of the phononic kernel width is the same as the
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one for the tunneling kernel, and all approximation steps work analogously. Eventually, all we have
to compute are the transition rates of the diagonal density elements Pd due to the phonon coupling.
As the phonon coupling conserves the particle number, there can be transitions only between PLL
and PRR, given in lowest order in the electron-phonon coupling as
W
(i),LL→RR
ph,t = J
(
− (t)
)
b
(
− (t)
)
+ J
(
(t)
) [
b
(
(t)
)
+ 1
]
, (5.106)
with (t) = L(t) − R(t). The inverse rate W (i),RR→LLph,t is simply given by inverting the L and R
indices in Eq. (5.106). The bosonic distribution function is b(E) = 1/
(
eβE − 1). The spectral
function of the phonon coupling is given as
J(ω) = 2pi
∑
~q
λLR~q λ
LR∗
−~q δ (ω − ω~q) , (5.107)
where the electron-phonon interaction amplitudes λLR~q as well as the phononic energy spectrum
ω~q can be found in Ref. [55]. The spectral function is very often approximated by an ohmic bath
J ∼ ωe−ω2/ω2co with an exponential cutoff, with a cutoff frequency ωco [126]. We will in the following
drop the frequency dependence of the spectral function and only keep the symmetry with respect
to the frequency J(−ω) = −J(ω). We introduce the frequency-independent inelastic relaxation
rate Γin and write J(ω > 0) = Γin/2 and J(ω < 0) = −Γin/2. This rate gives rise to the phonon
dynamics time scale τph ∼ Γ−1in . Dropping the frequency dependence is a very rough approximation
that is reasonable as long as the detuning is smaller or equal than the cutoff frequency ωco. A
refinement of the model by looking at the explicit energy dependence of the inelastic rate might be
interesting as a possible future project.
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Chapter 6
Adiabatic charge and spin pumping
through a double quantum dot
In this chapter we present and discuss the results of the adiabatic charge and spin pumping through
a double quantum dot coupled to normal metal as well as ferromagnetic contacts, based on the model
and formalisms introduced in the preceding chapters. Within Sec. 6, we consider only the no bias
case, ergo, the leading contribution of the current is the adiabatic correction, also referred to as the
pumping current, I(a). Moreover, we fully focus on the lowest order tunneling contribution, I(a,0),
see Eq. (5.70). The time-dependent parameters are the left and right quantum dot energy levels
L and R. For the remainder of this chapter we write all the expressions in terms of the detuning
of the two quantum dots as  = L − R, and the average double dot energy E = (L + R) /2. We
will refrain from writing explicitly the time argument (t), for the sake of keeping the expressions
shorter. Also, we denote the time-average over one pumping period τ = 2pi/Ω through a bar, e.g.,
 =
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
. The two time-dependent parameters are represented as  =  + δ and E = E + δE.
Here, δ, δE are the time-dependent deviations of the driving parameters from their working point.
In Sec. 6.1 we investigate the case of normal metal contacts, where we fully focus on the charge
transport. We are going to address the two regimes of weak interdot coupling in Sec. 6.1.1, for
which we derived the kinetic equation in Sec. 5.7.1. Here the local coherent dynamics play a role
and moreover, are influenced by Coulomb interaction induced renormalisation effects due to the
coupling to the reservoirs. In Sec. 6.1.2 we discuss the opposing case of strong interdot coupling,
where a quasi-classical kinetic equation is valid, see Sec. 5.7.2.
When replacing one of the normal metals with a ferromagnet, the possibility of spin pumping
emerges. We analyse this case in Sec. 6.2, again for weak and strong interdot coupling. In the case
where both contacts are ferromagnetic, the two magnetisation directions need not be aligned. We
study the influence of the ferromagnets and the relative orientation of their magnetisation on the
charge pumping in Sec. 6.3. Here we fully focus on the regime of strong interdot coupling.
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6.1 Double quantum dot contacted to normal metals
In this section we discuss the pumped charge through the double-dot system in contact with two
normal-conducting leads.
6.1.1 Weak interdot coupling
We first consider the situation where the two dots are weakly coupled to each other, such that
Γ ∼ ∆ ∼  < kBT . As we have shown in Sec. 5.7.1, we can expand the kinetic equation up
to first order in ∆, , and Γ. This system has been considered in the static case in Ref. [54].
For the remainder of this section we assume that not only U ′ but also the charging energy U is
much larger than all other energy scales (such as temperature, the modulation frequency, and the
level difference ). Therefore the double-dot system can only be singly occupied or empty. In
this case the states |Lσ〉 and |Rσ〉, with the electron with spin σ =↑, ↓ in the L or R dot, are
almost-degenerate quasi eigenstates of the system and coherent superpositions of |Lσ〉 and |Rσ〉,
captured in the off-diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix, play an important role, see
Sec. 5.7.1. Even in the absence of bias, they do not vanish for an asymmetrically coupled double
dot due to the time dependence of the system. The vector of the reduced density-matrix elements is
P = (P0, PL↑, PL↓, PR↑, PR↓, P
R↑
L↑ , P
R↓
L↓ , P
L↑
R↑ , P
L↓
R↓), where we write the diagonal elements of the density
matrix P χχ =: Pχ. We end up with a master equation for the occupation probabilities for an empty
dot P0 and for a singly occupied dot P1 = PL + PR, where the total occupation with different spins
is PL = PL↑ + PL↓ and PR = PR↑ + PR↓. We find
d
dt
P0 = −2Γf (E)P0 +~ezλΓf (−E) ~S
+
1
2
Γf (−E)P1 , (6.1)
and P1 is obtained via the probability conservation P
(i)
0 + P
(i)
1 = 1 and P
(a)
0 + P
(a)
1 = 0, for the
instantaneous and the adiabatic parts of the reduced density-matrix elements. The tunnel coupling
asymmetry is given by λ = (ΓL − ΓR) /Γ taking values between −1 and 1, where zero is the case of
symmetric coupling to the leads. The vector ~ez projects onto the z component of the pseudospin
vector which captures the off-diagonal elements and the difference in the occupation of the left and
the right dots,
~S = 1
2
 P LR + PRLiP LR − iPRL
PL − PR
 . (6.2)
The dynamics of the pseudospin is described by a Bloch-type equation
d
dt
~S =~ezλΓ
(
f (E)P0 − 1
4
f (−E)P1
)
− 1
2
Γf (−E) ~S + ~B × ~S .
(6.3)
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The time evolution of the pseudospin has a contribution due to the accumulation of the pseudospin
z component, i.e., an unbalance of the left-right occupation, cf. first line of Eq. (6.3). Accumu-
lation occurs only for asymmetric lead coupling. Relaxation of the pseudospin, given by the first
contribution of the second line of Eq. (6.3) takes place independently of the coupling asymmetry.
Furthermore, we find a precession of the pseudospin around an effective magnetic field, via which
the internal dynamics of the double dot enter. It is given by
~B =
 −∆0
ren
 . (6.4)
We note that instead of the bare level difference , a renormalized one is entering the effective field,
given by
ren = + λ
Γ
2pi
φ (E) . (6.5)
This expression is explicitly time dependent via  and E. The function φ entering the renormalized
level difference is given by
φ (E) = Re
[
ψ
(
1
2
+ i
βE
2pi
)]
− ψ
(
1
2
+
βcutoff
2pi
)
, (6.6)
where ψ denotes the digamma function. The renormalization arises from quantum charge fluc-
tuations. It enters the z component of the effective field, which acts as a Zeeman field for the
pseudospin. This Zeeman field affects the pseudospin dynamics through a precession around the z
axis, thereby coupling to the x and y component of the pseudospin, which arise due to coherent
superpositions of |Lσ〉 and |Rσ〉. The level renormalization is a pure Coulomb interaction effect, i.e.,
it vanishes for U = U ′ = 0. Furthermore, the renormalization is zero for symmetric coupling λ = 0.
Here, Coulomb interactions are large and cutoff provides the cutoff energy. The full expression for
the renormalization of  for finite nearest nearest-neighbour and onsite Coulomb interaction is found
in Ref. [54]. The effective field due to the interdot tunneling lies in the x, y-plane which is spanned
by the pseudospin contribution due to the coherent superpositions of |Lσ〉 and |Rσ〉.
The instantaneous solution of the master equation, Eqs. (6.1) and (6.3), is given by Boltzmann
distributions. The average instantaneous occupation number on the double dot 〈n〉(i) = 0 ·P0 +1 ·P1
is given by
〈n〉(i) = 4e
−βE
1 + 4e−βE
. (6.7)
The factor four stems from the total fourfold degeneracy of the singly occupied state. For the same
reason, we also have
~S(i) (t) = 0 , (6.8)
in lowest order in the tunnel couplings Γ and ∆ and the level difference  (this holds as long as no
bias voltage is present). As opposed to the instantaneous solution, the adiabatic correction of the
pseudospin ~S(a,−1) does in general not vanish. This is due to an occupation difference in pseudospin
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space, introduced by the time dependence and asymmetric coupling to the left and right leads,
λ 6= 0. Therefore, in the case of symmetric dot-lead coupling, the adiabatic correction for the
pseudospin also vanishes. For the pumping current we find from Eq. (5.70), for the case of the weak
interdot coupling, described in Sec. 5.7.1
I
(a,0)
L,t =
e
2
(
1 +
λ∆2
(1− λ2) (1
4
Γ2 [f− (E)]2 + 2ren
)
+ ∆2
)
d 〈n〉(i)
dt
. (6.9)
Note that the parameters  and E depend on time and that the pumping current is proportional to
the time derivative of the occupation number, depending on E. Therefore, a necessary prerequisite
for a nonzero adiabatic current is an explicitly time-dependent E. Importantly, also the prefactor
of d
dt
〈n〉(i) is in general time dependent. This is the necessary condition for a non-vanishing average
pumped charge. 1
If λ = 0 we find that the time-dependent current through each contact α = L,R is given by
Iα(t) =
e
2
d
dt
〈n〉(i). Therefore the currents injected into the left and the right leads are equal at any
time and the pumped charge per cycle vanishes; it is therefore directly sensitive to the coupling
asymmetry.
The dc pumping current is obtained through a time-average, I
(a,0)
=
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
I
(a,0)
L,t , where due to charge
conservation I
(a,0)
= I
(a,0)
L = −I(a,0)R . We are interested in the regime of bilinear response for the
modulation, which is valid if the pumping amplitudes δ, δE  kBT . Then the dc pumping current
is proportional to the area of the pumping cycle, A =
∫ T
0
dtδδE˙. We find the number of pumped
charges I
(a,0)
/e per area in parameter space as a function of the average quantities ¯ and E¯,
I
(a,0)
eA
=
−λ (1− λ2) ¯ren∆2(
(1− λ2)
([
Γ
2
f−
(
E¯
)]2
+ ¯2ren
)
+ ∆2
)2 d ¯〈n〉(i)dE¯ . (6.10)
The pumped charge has a peak when E¯ is close to resonance and fulfills the relations
I
(a,0)
(¯ren) =− I(a,0) (−¯ren) , (6.11a)
I
(a,0)
(λ) =− I(a,0) (−λ) . (6.11b)
Inverting both ren and λ consequently maps the function I
(a,0)
onto itself again. As discussed above,
the pumped charge vanishes if λ = 0, as well as at λ = ±1 when one of the leads is completely
decoupled. Since the pumped charge also vanishes if ¯ren = 0 (see Fig. 6.1), the level renormaliza-
tion can be directly read out by means of pumping through the double dot, when scanning through
the time-averaged left-right level difference ¯. This important property occurs due to the following
reason: the prefactor of d
dt
〈n〉(i) is an even function of the renormalized difference of the left and
right level position ren(t); therefore in the limit of small pumping amplitudes (bilinear response,
i.e., only the time dependence of  matters in the prefactor) a sign change in the average ¯ren has
1When considering the total current pumped out of the dot through the left and the right lead, we recover the
total displacement current e ddt 〈n〉(i), as required.
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Figure 6.1: Plot of the pumped charge I
(a,0)
with respect to the mean bare level difference ¯ for
E¯ = 1.5kBT and asymmetric tunnel coupling, λ = 1/2. The node I
(a,0)
= 0 occurs when ¯ren = 0.
The other parameters are ∆ = Γ, kBT = 2Γ, cutoff = 50kBT .
the same effect as a shift of the modulation by pi. Taking the average over one pumping period, the
transport direction is therefore reversed.
The level renormalization due to quantum charge fluctuations, which can be measured in the
pumped charge, is distinguishable from possible level renormalization effects due to an energy-
dependent density of states by its temperature dependence, which is logarithmic for large kBT .
6.1.2 Strong interdot coupling
A finite interdot coupling amplitude ∆ leads to a hybridization of the energy levels of the right and
the left dots. In the limit of strong coupling between the two dots, ∆ > Γ, we write the kinetic
equation in the basis of bonding |b〉 and antibonding |a〉 states, resulting in a transformed reduced
density matrix P → P˜ as well as a transformed kernel, see Sec. 5.7.2. Moreover we showed in the
same section, that the coherences due to off-diagonal elements in P˜ do not couple to the diagonal
parts of P˜ , and only these diagonal elements contribute to the current, justifying a semi-classical
treatment. We now take U to be finite and we therefore also consider the occupation of the left
and right dots with one electron each. We still assume large on-site Coulomb interaction, inhibiting
double occupation of each single dot. As a consequence, the doubly occupied (fourfold degenerate)
states are |LσRσ′〉. The resulting basis in which we express P˜ is given as follows. The eigenenergy
E0 of the empty dot |0〉 equals zero, the eigenenergy Eb of the spin-degenerate bonding states
|bσ〉 = d†bσ|0〉 is b and analogously the eigenenergy Ea of the spin-degenerate antibonding states
|aσ〉 = d†aσ|0〉 is a. Finally the four doubly occupied states |LσRσ′〉, with σ =↑, ↓ and σ′ =↑, ↓,
have the eigenenergies Eσσ′ = 2E + U .
The tunnel coupling between the double dot and the leads α = L,R is captured via effective
rates for tunneling through the hybrid states |b〉 and |a〉. These rates are explicitly time dependent
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and are given by
Γαη =
1
2
(
1− αη √
∆2 + 2
)
Γα . (6.12)
Tunneling through the hybrid single-particle states is denoted by the subscript η = b, a. The
difference of the coupling strengths for the two transport channels is proportional to a factor of
/
√
∆2 + 2. (This factor is related to the relative position of the bonding and antibonding states
with respect to the localized states L and R.) In order to bring out this important property we use
the following notation: if η is used as a variable rather than a coefficient it takes the value +1 (−1)
for b (a); equally if α = L,R is used as a variable it takes the values +1 for L and −1 for R. The
sum of these rates is Γη =
∑
α Γαη. With this, the master equation for the occupation probabilities
P0, Pη = Pη↑ + Pη↓, and Pd =
∑
σ,σ′=↑,↓ PLσRσ′ reads
d
dt
P0 =
∑
η=b,a
(−2Γηf (η)P0 + Γηf (−η)Pη) , (6.13a)
d
dt
Pη = 2Γηf (η)P0 + (−Γηf (−η) (6.13b)
− 2Γη¯f (η¯ + U)
)
Pη + Γη¯f (−η¯ − U)Pd ,
and Pd is obtained via the probability conservation P
(i)
0 + P
(i)
b + P
(i)
a + P
(i)
d = 1 and P
(a)
0 + P
(a)
b +
P
(a)
a + P
(a)
d = 0. The instantaneous probabilities are again given by the Boltzmann distribution.
The adiabatic current is calculated straightforwardly as
IL (t) = e
∑
η=b,a
ΓLη
Γη
(
d
dt
P (i)η +
d
dt
P
(i)
d
)
. (6.14)
The current expression is divided into two different contributions, IL (t) = IL,b (t) + IL,a (t). It
is apparent that the dot state transitions |0〉 ↔ |b〉 and |a〉 ↔ |d〉 occur with the rate Γb. And
likewise, the transitions |0〉 ↔ |a〉 and |b〉 ↔ |d〉 are due to tunneling with the rate Γa.
In bilinear response for small pumping amplitudes, the pumped charge through the double dot
becomes
I
(a,0)
eA
=
∑
η=b,a
d
d¯
(
Γ¯Lη
Γ¯η
)
d
dE¯
(
P¯ (i)η + P¯
(i)
d
)
. (6.15)
The derivative with respect to E¯ of the sum of the probabilities is always negative for both the
bonding and the antibonding contributions. In contrast, the prefactor, namely, the derivative with
respect to ¯ of the relative effective coupling, has opposite signs for the different hybrid states, since
the time-dependent part of the effective coupling comes always with opposite signs, respectively,
see Eq. (6.12).
As a direct result, one finds that the terms I
(a,0)
b and I
(a,0)
a , derived from the current separated
into I
(a,0)
L,b (t) and I
(a,0)
L,a (t), always contribute to the pumped charge per area with opposite signs.
This double-dot feature cannot be provided by a single-dot system and is of fundamental importance
for many of the effects discussed in the following.
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Figure 6.2: Plot of the pumped charge I
(a,0)
as a function of E¯ for different values for the Coulomb
interaction U = 0, 5kBT, 10kBT (dashed, dotted, solid), in the symmetric case ¯ = 0, λ = 0, and
the interdot coupling is ∆ = kBT and kBT = 2Γ.
In Fig. 6.2 we plot the pumped charge as a function of the mean level E¯ in the case of spatial
symmetry ¯ = 0, λ = 0 and for different values of U . Importantly, the finite Coulomb interaction
shifts the resonance positions and furthermore enhances the pumped charge. The two resonant
peaks have opposite signs; they appear when the addition energy to go from an empty dot to the
ground state of the singly occupied dot is at resonance, ¯b ≈ 0 and when the addition energy to go
from the singly occupied ground state to a doubly occupied dot is at resonance, ¯a +U ≈ 0, except
for the common temperature-dependent shift due to different charging and decharging rates. Since
the main contribution at ¯b ≈ 0 comes from tunneling involving the hybrid state |b〉 and the main
contribution at ¯a +U ≈ 0 comes from tunneling involving the hybrid state |a〉, the pumped charge
has opposite signs at the two resonances. The pumped charge from the two contributions does not
cancel out for U = 0 because of the finite level spacing. This result agrees with Refs. [38, 128],
where charge pumping through a double dot with noninteracting spinless electrons was considered.
If the double-dot parameters are such that the level splitting |¯b − ¯a| is much larger than kBT ,
the probability of having state |a〉 occupied vanishes. Thus, the transport close to the single-electron
resonance occurs solely via charging and decharging the single-electron ground state |b〉, via the
processes |0〉 ↔ |b〉, contributing with rate Γb. Equally, at the resonance for the transition between
singly and doubly occupied double dots, only the transitions |b〉 ↔ |d〉 contribute with rate Γa.
In the regime when the excited state is still thermally accessible, |¯b − ¯a| ≤ kBT , also the
transitions with the excited state, |0〉 ↔ |a〉 and |a〉 ↔ |d〉, start to contribute. By introducing a
spatial asymmetry to the double dot, choosing ¯ 6= 0 or λ 6= 0, the two contributions (for transport
involving the ground state and transport involving the thermally excited state) are changed by
different amounts. In spite of the fact that the larger time-dependent current flow stems from
transport through the ground state, for the pumped charge, i.e., the time-averaged quantity, the
contribution through the ground state can become the minor one. This means that by choosing
appropriate double-dot parameters charging and decharging of the ground state leads to smaller
directed transport than charging and decharging of the excited state, a unique feature of time-
averaged transport due to time-dependent fields. Thereby, we can achieve a sign change in the
pumped charge at one of the resonances, see Fig. 6.3(a), (analogously for the other resonance at
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Figure 6.3: (a) Plot of I
(a,0)
as a function of E¯ for the asymmetric case (blue dashed) and the
symmetric case taken from Fig. 6.2 as reference (black solid). (b) Map of the peak height of the
pumped charge I
(a,0)
at the single-electron resonance (dashed vertical line in (a)) in dependence of
¯ and λ = (ΓL − ΓR) /Γ. The empty and filled circle indicate the symmetry configurations taken
in (a). For all plots the interdot coupling is ∆ = kBT and the Coulomb interaction is U = 10kBT .
The thermal energy is kBT = 2Γ.
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¯a + U ≈ 0 a sign change appears for λ→ −λ or → −).
We plot the peak height of the pumped charge close to the resonance ¯b ≈ 0 for the full parameter
spectrum of λ and ¯ in Fig. 6.3(b). There, we see that for most parameter configurations, the
bonding channel is dominant hence the peak is positive. The blue regions (brighter areas in the
lower right and the upper left) show the parameter regimes where a sign change appears due to the
dominant transport through the thermally accessible antibonding state. These sign changes in the
peaks with changing asymmetry will however vanish, once the level splitting becomes significantly
larger than kBT and the excited state is no longer thermally accessible. We also find that the
pumped charge is point symmetric with respect to the parameter λ and the bare, time-averaged ¯,
I
(a,0)
(λ, ¯) = I
(a,0)
(−λ,−¯).
6.2 Spin pumping in the presence of one ferromagnet
We now replace one of the contacts by a ferromagnetic lead (we choose the right one), thereby
breaking spin-rotation invariance which enables spin in addition to charge pumping. Spin and
charge pumping through a single interacting quantum dot in the presence of a ferromagnetic lead
has been studied before; [119] spin pumping through a double dot is particularly promising for
the following reason: the possible sign reversal of the charge transport which in the weak-coupling
regime is taking place at the renormalized level difference ¯ren being zero, and which in the strong-
coupling case is due to thermal accessibility of the excited level, is expected to affect the transport
for different spin differently.
We now discuss the representative situation at the resonance between empty and singly occupied
double dots and therefore restrict the calculation to infinite Coulomb interactions U and U ′ for the
remainder of this chapter. In a spin-polarised contact α the density of states is spin dependent,
ρα↑ 6= ρα↓. The spin polarisation strength of lead α is defined as
pα =
ρα↑ − ρα↓
ρα↑ + ρα↓
. (6.16)
Due to the spin-dependent density of states also the tunneling rates to the right lead become spin
dependent
Γασ = (1 + σpα) Γα , (6.17)
where σ = +1 for Γα↑ and σ = −1 for Γα↓ and α = L,R. The total tunneling rate for lead α is
Γα =
1
2
(Γα↑ + Γα↓). In this section only pR is different from zero hence ΓLσ = ΓL. We choose the
polarisation axis of the spin in all parts of system and reservoirs along the axis of the majority spin
of the ferromagnetic contact and we can study the dynamics of the spin up and spin down channels
separately. Due to the spin-dependent tunneling rates, the spin-up and the spin-down channels
have different pumping dynamics, leading to a generally nonzero net spin transport. Analogously
to Sec. 6.1, we discuss in the following the two limits for weak and strong interdot coupling. We
find that the equations for the spin-resolved pumped charge are formally equivalent to the results
of the unpolarised case, see Sec. 6.1, where one replaces Γα → Γασ. We will show that the two
previously discussed different regimes both lead to a pure pumped spin current, relying on different
effects.
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6.2.1 Weak interdot coupling
We first discuss the case of weak interdot coupling, where ∆ ∼ Γ ∼ , analogous to Sec. 6.1.1.
In order to calculate the total pumped charge I
(a,0)
= I
(a,0)
↑ + I
(a,0)
↓ and the total pumped spin
I
(a,0)
s = I
(a,0)
↑ − I(a,0)↓ , we evaluate the number of pumped electrons with spin σ. We obtain an
expression similar to the unpolarised case from Eq. (6.10),
I
(a,0)
σ
eA
= −1
2
d ¯〈n〉(i)
dE¯
(6.18)
× λσ
(
1− λσ2
)
¯ren,σ∆
2((
1− λσ2
) ([
ΓLσ+ΓRσ
2
f−
(
E¯
)]2
+ ¯2ren,σ
)
+ ∆2
)2 ,
with the spin-dependent quantities
λσ =
ΓLσ − ΓRσ
ΓLσ + ΓRσ
, (6.19a)
ren,σ = +
(ΓLσ + ΓRσ)λσ
2pi
φ (E) . (6.19b)
Importantly, the coupling asymmetry is spin dependent here, more specifically, for the spin-
dependent coupling asymmetries we always find λ↑ ≤ λ ≤ λ↓, λ being the asymmetry for zero
polarisation. This also makes the renormalized energy-level distance ren,σ spin dependent. As we
have elaborated in Sec. 6.1.1, there are nodes in the pumped charge whenever the left and right
tunnel rates are equal, and when the time-averaged renormalized level difference ¯ren is zero. In
analogy, we find nodes for the spin-resolved pumped charge I
(a,0)
σ : zero net transfer of particles with
spin σ occurs if λσ = 0 and if ¯ren,σ = 0.
The spin-resolved pumped charges I
(a,0)
↑ and I
(a,0)
↓ are plotted in the upper panels of Fig. 6.4
for different values of the coupling asymmetry. Clearly, the number of pumped charges with spin
up and down differs strongly from each other leading to a finite spin transport. If the coupling
asymmetry is such that ΓR↓ < ΓL < ΓR↑, then spin-up and spin-down electrons are even mostly
pumped in opposite directions as is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 6.4 (b).
The lower panels of Fig. 6.4 show the total pumped charge and the total pumped spin. We see
that the pumped charge and spin have different nodes: whenever I
(a,0)
↑ = I
(a,0)
↓ the pumped spin
vanishes, as indicated by the vertical dotted line in Fig. 6.4 (a), while the pumped charge can still
be finite. On the other hand, when I
(a,0)
↑ = −I(a,0)↓ the pumped charge vanishes, as indicated by
the vertical dotted line in Fig. 6.4 (b), while the pumped spin can still be finite. This results in
both the possibility to pump charge in the absence of net spin transport, and quite more intriguing,
the possibility to pump spin without net charge transport by electrical control only. In the regime
studied here, pure spin pumping in the absence of charge pumping is due to spin-dependent quantum
charge fluctuations, induced by Coulomb interactions, resulting in differing spin-dependent level
renormalization effects.
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Figure 6.4: Plot of the pumped charge through the up spin state I
(a,0)
↑ and down spin state I
(a,0)
↓
(upper plot), and the total pumped charge I
(a,0)
= I
(a,0)
↑ + I
(a,0)
↓ as well as the total pumped spin
I
(a,0)
s = I
(a,0)
↑ − I(a,0)↓ (lower plot), for different coupling symmetries (a) λ = −0.6 and (b) λ = −0.1.
The polarisation strength of the right reservoir is pR = 0.5. The other parameters are ∆ = Γ,
E¯ = 1.5kBT and kBT = 2Γ.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Plot of the pumped charge resolved for all four possible channels I
(a,0)
ησ , η = b, a
and σ =↑, ↓. (b) Spin-resolved pumped charge, I(a,0)↑ and I(a,0)↓ . (c) The total pumped charge
I
(a,0)
= I
(a,0)
↑ + I
(a,0)
↓ as well as the total pumped spin I
(a,0)
s = I
(a,0)
↑ − I(a,0)↓ . For all plots the
coupling symmetry is λ = 0.6, the polarisation strength of the right reservoir is pR = 0.5, and the
other parameters are ∆ = kBT , E¯ = 1.5kBT and kBT = 2Γ.
6.2.2 Strong interdot coupling
We now turn to the strong interdot coupling regime, ∆ > Γ, which was studied in Sec. 6.1.2 for
unpolarised leads. Similar to Eq. (6.15), we obtain for the spin-resolved pumped charge through
the two states η = b, a,
I
(a,0)
ησ
eA
=
1
2
d
d¯
(
Γ¯Lη
Γ¯η + σpRΓ¯Rη
)
dP¯
(i)
η
dE¯
. (6.20)
These quantities depend explicitly on the spin and the state η through which the charge is pumped
and therefore all four quantities are in general expected to be different, leading to possible pure dc
charge as well as pure dc spin transport, see Fig. 6.5(c).
To explain the origin of different I
(a,0)
↑ and I
(a,0)
↓ we consider Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b). In Fig. 6.5(a)
we resolve the pumped charge for each channel separately, namely, for a spin-up electron through
both hybrid states, I
(a,0)
b↑ and I
(a,0)
a↑ , and likewise for a spin-down electron, I
(a,0)
b↓ and I
(a,0)
a↓ . For
the plots in Fig. 6.5 we take ¯b ≈ 0 in the case of strong coupling asymmetry λ = 0.6 where we
consider ∆ and ¯ such that the excited state (antibonding) is thermally accessible. Figure 6.5(a)
shows contributions due to transport through the bonding state (red), which have always an oppo-
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Figure 6.6: A schematic picture of the Hamiltonian with ferromagnetic leads. The magnetisation
of the leads is given by ~pL and ~pR.
site sign to the charge pumped through the antibonding state (blue). Since the spin polarisation
enters Eq. (6.12) only as a modification of the prefactor ΓR, the important sign dependence of the
time-dependent part of the effective tunnel coupling for different hybrid channels is not altered.
Consequently, as discussed in Sec. 6.1.2, also the spin-resolved pumped charge has opposite signs
for different hybrid channels. Whether the charge pumped through the excited, antibonding level
can dominate over the contribution through the bonding state, depends strongly on the coupling
asymmetry to the leads. In the example shown here, for the spin-down channel the increased ef-
fective coupling asymmetry allows for dominant transport through the antibonding hybrid state.
This leads to a sign change in the pumped charge with spin down I
(a,0)
↓ as a function of ¯, in the
limit of a thermally accessible excited state, see Fig. 6.5(b). In contrast, there is no configuration
in which the transport of electrons with spin up takes place prevalently through the excited state
since λ↑ < λ is too small to invert the transport direction. The important result is that I
(a,0)
↑ and
I
(a,0)
↓ can have opposite signs for certain values of ¯. Therefore we find again the possibility of pure
spin pumping while the pumped charge vanishes and vice versa.
6.3 Noncollinear ferromagnetic reservoirs
In this section we discuss the pumping characteristics through the double-dot device coupled to
two differently polarised ferromagnetic leads, as sketched in Fig. 6.6. We concentrate on the strong
interdot coupling limit ∆ > Γ (we comment on weak coupling, ∆ ∼ Γ, later) and start from the
Hamiltonian discussed in Sec. 2.4; it is now important to keep track of the different tunnel coupling
for minority and majority spin of the different reservoirs.
We introduced the single-level quantum dot spin valve in Sec. 2.5.3, where the presence of non-
collinearly spin polarised leads gives rise to a Bloch-like spin dynamics, with spin relaxation and
accumulation as well as a precession due to a magnetic field induced by the tunnel coupling to the
ferromagnets. Here, we study the double quantum dot spin valve. The spin polarisation strength of
reservoir α is given as pα, see Eq. (6.16). The polarisation direction defining the polarisation axes
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~nα are different for the two leads α = L,R, where the two vectors enclose an angle ϕm. We choose
the double quantum dot spin basis in analogy Sec. 2.5.3, i.e., the left and right lead magnetisation
vectors, ~pL = pL~nL and ~pR = pR~nR, are given as
~pL = pL
 cos (ϕm/2)sin (ϕm/2)
0
 , ~pR = pR
 cos (ϕm/2)− sin (ϕm/2)
0
 . (6.21)
We express the tunneling Hamiltonian in terms of creation (annihilation) operators for an electron
with a spin along the spin quantisation axis of the respective system part. We therefore write
Htunnel =
∑
α=L,R
Vα√
2
∑
k
{
c†αk+
(
eiαϕm/4dα↑ + e−iαϕm/4dα↓
)
+c†αk−
(−eiαϕm/4dα↑ + e−iαϕm/4dα↓)}+ H.c. , (6.22)
where c†αk± (cαk±) creates (annihilates) an electron with momentum k in lead α with major-
ity/minority spin of lead α. Again, we use the notation that whenever α is used as a variable
rather than a coefficient, it takes the values +1 for L and −1 for R. We have indicated in the
method chapter, specifically in Sec. 5.7.2, that the diagonal elements of the reduced density matrix
couple to the off-diagonal ones with respect to the real spin. The reason for this coupling of diagonal
and off-diagonal elements is that tracing out the ferromagnetic leads, we obtain dynamics for the
reduced density matrix of the double dot which do not conserve the spin. 2 Therefore, off-diagonal
elements of the density matrix have to be taken into account here, and we consider the density-
matrix elements P˜ =
(
P0, Pb↑, Pb↓, Pa↑, Pa↓, P
b↓
b↑ , P
b↑
b↓ , P
a↓
a↑ , P
a↑
a↓
)
. The off-diagonal elements and the
difference of the occupation number for different spins are contained in the vector
~Sη =
1
2
 P η↑η↓ + P η↓η↑i(P η↑η↓ − P η↓η↑ )
Pη↑ − Pη↓
 . (6.23)
for η = b, a. The generalised master equation for the elements of the reduced density matrix reads
d
dt
Pη = 2
∑
α=L,R
(
Γαηf
+ (η)P0 − ~pαΓαηf− (η) ~Sη − 1
2
Γαηf
− (η)Pη
)
, (6.24a)
d
dt
~Sη =
∑
α=L,R
(
~pαΓαηf
+ (η)P0 − 1
2
~pαΓαηf
− (η)Pη − Γαηf− (η) ~Sη
)
+ ~Bη × ~Sη . (6.24b)
Again P0 is obtained via the probability conservation P
(i)
0 +P
(i)
b +P
(i)
a = 1 and P
(a)
0 +P
(a)
b +P
(a)
a = 0.
The last line in Eq. (6.24b) represents a Bloch-type equation for the spin expectation value, which
2Note that, as pointed out in Ref. [13], the coherent spin dynamics is due to the fact that individual parts in the
tunneling Hamiltonian do not conserve the spin, while the sum of all parts does.
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is affected by relaxation and accumulation of spin and by a rotation due to an effective magnetic
field which reads
~Bη =
1
pi
∑
α=L,R
~pαΓαηφ (η) . (6.25)
The function φ is defined by Eq. (6.6). This effective magnetic field is induced by coherent transitions
between spin states and is different for the bonding and the antibonding channels. Due to the
absence of a bias voltage, we find that the instantaneous density-matrix elements do not differ
from the previous case without magnetisation. In particular, we find that the instantaneous spin
expectation value is zero, ~S
(i)
η = 0. The adiabatic correction to the spin is different from zero;
nevertheless, in the absence of bias, the adiabatic spin vector ~S
(a,−1)
η turns out to be parallel to the
effective magnetic field [119], hence no precession takes place and the effective magnetic field does
not influence the transport dynamics.
We calculate the pumping current through the double-dot system in the presence of arbitrarily
polarised ferromagnetic leads (denoted by a subscript f) and find
I
(a,0)
L,f (t) = e
∑
η=b,a
ΓLη
Γη
{
1 + ΓRηΓ
(~pR − ~pL)~piη
Γ2η − Γ2~pi2η
}
d
dt
P (i)η , (6.26)
with the definition of
~piη =
ΓLη
Γ
~pL +
ΓRη
Γ
~pR. (6.27)
The sign of the correction term to the pumping current with respect to the nonmagnetic case, see
the second term in Eq. (6.26), differs depending on the difference in the lead polarisations. This
means that the pumping current can be reduced in presence of differently polarised ferromagnetic
leads, called the spin-valve effect [57, 58], or enhanced, showing an inverted spin-valve effect. Such
an observation was made for the pumping current through a single quantum dot attached to ferro-
magnetic leads [6]. In this case of a single dot, the spin-valve effect for the pumped charge can only
be inverted, when inducing a strong spatial asymmetry regarding the tunnel coupling. Considering
a static transport bias, an inverted spin-valve effect has, for example, been found for a single quan-
tum dot due to a spin dependence of interfacial phase shifts [129] as well as for a double quantum
dot due to charge fluctuations in the nonlinear bias regime [14].
Qualitatively very different features for the spin-valve effect are found when pumping through a
double dot. We show in the following that this is due to effective spin-dependent asymmetries in
the coupling to the different hybrid states.
For the pumped charge per area of the pumping cycle (in bilinear response) we find
I
(a,0)
f
eA
=
∑
η=b,a
d
d¯
(
Γ¯Lη
Γ¯η − Γ~pL~¯piη
Γ¯2η − Γ2~¯pi2η
)
d
dE¯
P¯ (i)η . (6.28)
In the following, we consider I
(a,0)
f with respect to the pumped charge I
(a,0)
0 = I
(a,0)
(pL = pR = 0), in
the presence of normal conducting leads, see Eq. (6.15). Note that in the sequential tunneling regime
considered here, the pumping current between normal leads is the same as the pumping current
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Figure 6.7: Plot of the ratio of the pumped charge for polarised leads to the pumped charge
for non-magnetic contacts I
(a,0)
p /I
(a,0)
0 , as a function of the magnetisation angle ϕm for increasing
polarisation strength p = pL = pR = {0.2, 0.4, 0.7}. (a) Plot for the symmetric case ¯ = 0, λ = 0.
(b) Plot for the case of ¯ = −kBT , λ = 0. (c) Plot for the strongly asymmetric case ¯ = −kBT ,
λ = 0.6. For all three plots we take ∆ = kBT , kBT = 2Γ.
between parallel ferromagnets, I
(a,0)
0 = I
(a,0)
(ϕm = 0). According to Sec. 6.1.2 we separate the two
contributions corresponding to pumping through the bonding and antibonding states, contributing
with opposite signs to the pumped charge, I
(a,0)
f,b /A > 0 and I
(a,0)
f,a /A < 0. The total pumped charge
in the presence of polarised leads with respect to the pumped charge for vanishing polarisation,
I
(a,0)
f /I
(a,0)
0 , depends on the strength of the polarisation of the two leads and on their respective
angle ϕm.
The quantity I
(a,0)
f /I
(a,0)
0 is independent of E¯; it is shown for different parameter regimes in
Fig. 6.7. As a function of the angle ϕm, the relative pumped charge I
(a,0)
f /I
(a,0)
0 is 2pi periodic,
and it equals one if ϕm = 0. The stronger the polarisation of the leads, the more the functional
dependence on ϕm deviates from a cosinelike behavior [58]. This deviation from a cosine is better
visible when showing two periods, hence in Figs. 6.7(a)-(c) we display the curve from ϕm = 0 to 4pi.
Three different parameter regimes are distinguished in panels (a)-(c), where we choose pL =
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pR = p. The upper plot, Fig. 6.7(a) shows results for a symmetric double dot, λ = 0 and  = 0,
where the usual spin-valve effect is found. The spin-valve effect is most dominant when the left
and right polarisation vectors are in antiparallel alignment, ϕm = pi. When the double dot is made
asymmetric, the spin-valve effect can be inverted, I
(a,0)
f > I
(a,0)
0 , ergo we find an anomalous spin-
valve effect, see Fig. 6.7(b). In this case, the deviation from the cosine behavior goes so far that for
large polarisations, the maximum effect can even be found at angles away from pi. This implies that
in the limit p→ 1, the relative pumped charge equals one for ϕm = 0 and zero elsewhere. The most
surprising result is that even the transport direction can be inverted as compared to the normal
case, leading to I
(a,0)
f /I
(a,0)
0 < 0, see Fig. 6.7(c). Also here, there is a shift of the maximum effect
away from ϕm = pi as in Fig. 6.7(b), which becomes apparent for large polarisations and which is
not shown in this figure.
6.3.1 Tunneling magnetoresistance of the pumped charge
To classify these three cases in a more convenient way we define in analogy to the static case [57, 14],
see also Sec. 2.5.3, a tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) for pumping
TMR =
I
(a,0)
0 − I(a,0)f
I
(a,0)
0 + I
(a,0)
f
. (6.29)
Values between 0 and 1 represent the case where transport is suppressed due to the spin-polarised
leads, see the example in Fig. 6.7(a). Values between −1 and 0 on the other hand indicate enhanced
transport (reversed spin-valve effect), see the example in Fig. 6.7(b). In the more exotic case, where
transport is reversed, the absolute value of the TMR is bigger than one and it diverges when
I
(a,0)
p = −I(a,0)0 . The TMR is plotted as a function of the double-dot parameters in Fig. 6.8, where
we show the case of antiparallel alignment of the magnetisations of the two leads, ϕm = pi and
p = pL = pR. The three different regimes are represented by a color scale: the red area denotes
the ordinary spin-valve effect (0 < TMR < 1), and in the blue area the spin-valve effect is reversed
(−1 < TMR < 0). The parameter area in which the charge transport itself is inverted (|TMR| > 1)
is drawn in yellow, and the black line dividing the yellow area is indicating I
(a,0)
p = −I(a,0)0 . For
comparison, the parameter choices for the three plots of Fig. 6.7 are indicated by the corresponding
letters.
The inverted spin-valve effect, −1 < TMR < 0, can be easily explained for this case of ϕm = pi.
Now I
(a,0)
↑ , the number of pumped electrons with spin up, relates, e.g., to the majority spin in the
left lead and the minority spin in the right lead. The shift between I
(a,0)
↑ and I
(a,0)
↓ , similar to what
is shown in Fig. 6.5, depends on the polarisation strength, in particular, the shift is zero for p = 0.
This can lead to an increase or a decrease in the total pumped charge as a function of ¯ and λ,
implying that the total pumped charge in the presence of polarised leads, I
(a,0)
p , can be larger than
for normal conducting leads, I
(a,0)
0 . This effect can occur independently of the accessibility of the
excited (antibonding) state, as it does not rely on a sign change in I
(a,0)
↑ or I
(a,0)
↓ .
When |¯b − ¯a| ≤ kBT parameter regimes exist where the transport changes direction, i.e., I(a,0)p
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Figure 6.8: Overview map of the tunneling magnetoresistance of the pumping system for p = 0.7,
ϕm = pi and ∆ = kBT ; the TMR is independent of E¯. Red represents the spin-valve effect, blue
its inversion, and the yellow area denotes the region of inverted charge transport |TMR| > 1. The
black contours separating two yellow areas, represent the divergence of TMR where I
(a,0)
p = −I(a,0)0 .
Any contour separating blue (red) and yellow represents I
(a,0)
0 = 0 (I
(a,0)
p = 0). The black dots
indicate the symmetry configurations chosen in Fig. 6.7(a), (b) and (c).
and I
(a,0)
0 have different signs [as depicted in Fig. 6.7(c)]. As we have stated before, the polarisation
changes the transport through the spin-dependent bonding and antibonding channels differently.
Consequently the transport through the excited antibonding state becomes dominant at different
parameter configurations, depending on the polarisation of the leads. Therefore we can obtain
different nodes for I
(a,0)
0,b + I
(a,0)
0,a = 0 (contours separating yellow and blue areas in Fig. 6.8) and
I
(a,0)
p,b + I
(a,0)
p,a = 0 (contours separating yellow and red areas in Fig. 6.8). In between these nodes,
the charge transport is reversed. The regions of inverted transport can be enlarged by increasing
polarisation strengths p.
We compare this with the tunneling magnetoresistance for a double-dot system subject to a
static bias in the linear-response regime. All parameters are therefore time independent. We define
the static tunneling magnetoresistance as
TMRstat =
G0 −Gp
G0 +Gp
, (6.30)
via the linear conductance in the presence of normal leads, G0, and in the presence of spin-polarised
leads, Gp. Their explicit form is given in Appendix D. One can show that for all possible parameters
in the regime of strong interdot coupling
0 < TMRstat < 1 . (6.31)
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This means that the spin-valve effect in the static linear-response regime in lowest order in the
tunnel coupling cannot be reversed.
An inverted spin-valve effect was found even without time-dependent parameters for spin-
depedent tunneling in a single-level quantum dot [129] and, as introduced alrealy in Sec. 2.5.4,
in a double quantum dot for nonlinear bias [14]. In contrast, the charge transport inversion, which
we find for the pumped charge, corresponding to |TMRpump| > 1, is not expected in a static sit-
uation, because it is induced by thermal transport through the excited state. In the static linear
response, thermal transport through an excited state is always a minor correction to transport
through the ground state. In contrast, we showed in this section that due to the time dependence of
the system parameters one can realize certain configurations (tuned by the double dot’s parameters
¯ and λ) in which the contribution from transport through the ground state is suppressed in the
time-averaged pumped charge.
We finally mention results for the TMR in the weak interdot coupling regime, which is not
discussed in detail here. Also in this case the TMR takes values in the whole range [−∞,∞], which
can be shown directly from a study of the system with only one ferromagnet in the same regime of
weak interdot coupling: already if only one lead is polarised, we find a reversed spin-valve effect as
well as reversed charge transport in the presence of polarised leads, due to polarisation dependent
quantum charge fluctuations.
A multiple quantum dot in a carbon nanotube in contact with ferromagnetic leads was recently
realized experimentally [130] - a system which is at the basis of our study in Secs. 6.2 and 6.3. The
application of time-dependent fields to such a setup would therefore allow to experimentally verify
our results regarding spin-dependent transport.
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Chapter 7
Nonadiabatic charge pumping through a
double quantum dot
In this chapter we provide the results of the nonadiabatic current calculation through a double
quantum dot tunnel coupled to two electron reservoirs, as introduced in Sec. 2.4. As in the previous
chapter we consider pumping via the two energy levels α(t) as the time dependent parameters. The
results presented in the following were obtained in collaboration with the experiment realising a two-
atom electron pump [43], as shown in the schematic Fig. 7.1. Therefore, the language throughout
this chapter is slightly different, as we refer to the two quantum dots as dopants. In Fig. 7.2 we
show both the experimentally measured dc pumping current and the current computed through
the theoretical model, as derived in Sec. 5.8. With an appropriate fitting of the system parameters
ΓL,R, Γin, and ∆, see caption in Fig. 7.2, theory and experiment agree very well. Through the
theoretical description we are in the following able to explain in detail the mechanisms giving rise
to the various current signals. We want to stress that the results obtained here can be applied to
any realisation of a double quantum dot, provided it fulfills the assumptions made in Sec. 5.8 in
order to derive the current.
✏L + U
✏R + U
  L  R
✏L
✏R
RL
L R L
 R
 
Vg1
Vg2
 L  R
Figure 7.1: Sketch of the two-atom pump (topview of Fig. 2.3b). Through applying the ac gate
voltages Vg1 and Vg2, the energy levels of the two dopants (yellow circles) become time-dependent.
The reservoirs are at equal chemical potential, such that a finite dc current arises only due to
pumping.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison between experimental data (a) and (c) and fitted theoretical pumped
charge τI/2 (b) and (d), with respect to the working point of the pump
(
V 1, V 2
)
. In (c) and (d)
the phase difference between the two voltages is ϕV = 100
◦, giving rise to a large pumping area
in parameter space (see inset in d). In (a) and (b) there is a phase difference of ϕV = 175
◦, and
consequently a virtually vanishing pumping area (inset in b). The parameters that are extracted
from the experiment are ΓL = 670 MHz, ΓR = 18 MHz, ∆ = 605 MHz, Γin = 14 MHz, and the
amplitudes δL = 1.36 meV, δR = 1.34 meV.
In Sec. 7.1 we present the explicit form of the kinetic equation as well as the current used to
obtain the results. After discussing the crossover from the adiabatic to the nonadiabatic regime
in Sec. 7.2, we explain the mechanisms leading to the different nonadiabatic current signals in
Sec. 7.3. In Sec. 7.4 we show a plateau feature in the nonadiabatic current signal that can be used
as a spectroscopic tool. We then confirm the existence of plateaus in the experimental data in
Sec. 7.5.
7.1 Kinetic equation and current
We consider the charge transport through a double quantum dot arising due to a periodic modulation
of the left and right energy levels. The system is described via the Hamiltonian, Eq. (2.8). Here
we include a finite electron-phonon coupling, where the phonons describe a mechanical degree of
freedom in the double dot. In Sec. 5.8 we derived the kinetic equation to compute the time-
evolution of the reduced density matrix P . The time-evolution of P is separated into a coherent
evolution during a level crossing, L(t) = R(t), and a dissipative dynamics when the levels are
apart, L(t) 6= R(t).
Importantly, we go to the limit where the driving amplitudes of the parameters L(t) and R(t)
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are much larger than the thermal energy kBT , allowing us to set kBT to zero on the level of the
kinetic equation. This allows us to write the Fermi and Bose functions as f(E) → θ(−E) and
b(E) + 1→ θ(E). 1
The dissipative time-evolution of the reduced density matrix Pd = (P0, PL, PR) due to tunneling
and phonon coupling away from a crossing L 6= R is given as
P˙d =WPd , (7.1)
with the matrix
W =
 −2ΓLθ (−L)− 2ΓRθ (−R) ΓLθ (L) ΓRθ (R)2ΓLθ (−L) −ΓLθ (L) 0
2ΓRθ (−R) 0 −ΓRθ (R)

+Γin
 0 0 00 −θ (L − R) θ (R − L)
0 θ (L − R) −θ (R − L)
 .
(7.2)
The local coherent dynamics at the level crossing L = R gives rise to a Landau-Zener crossing, as
described in Sec. 3.5.1. As the crossing time is much smaller than the time scale of the dissipative
dynamics due to W , the crossing can be assumed as immediately giving rise to the transition
Pd(t+ 0
+) =WLZ(t)Pd(t) (7.3)
with the Landau-Zener matrix
WLZ =
 1 0 00 PLZ 1− PLZ
0 1− PLZ PLZ
 (7.4)
and PLZ(t) = exp
(
−pi
2
∆2
|˙L−˙R|
)
. Together with the zero temperature approximation for the dissipa-
tive kernel W we are enabled to perform a piecewise analytic solution of the problem, for details
see Appendix E.
The current expectation value is computed through the current kernel as given in Eq. (5.22).
Naturally, it is subject to the same approximations, as shown in Sec. 5.8 for the kernel of the kinetic
equation. The symmetrised current expectation value is then given as
I =
1
2
(IL − IR) = e
2
eTWIPd , (7.5)
with
WI(t) =
 0 ΓLθ (L) −ΓRθ (R)−2ΓLθ (−L) 0 0
2ΓRθ (−R) 0 0
 . (7.6)
Also the current can be computed analytically on the same footing as the time-evolution of P .
1Note that for E → 0 the Bose function b diverges as b ∼ 1/E. This unphysical result is owed to the assumption
of an energy independent phonon spectral function J(E) ∼ Γin. As we have pointed out already, actual phonon
baths are usually supposed to be Ohmic [126], such that J(E) ∼ E for small E, solving the issue of the divergence.
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7.2 Crossover from adiabatic to nonadiabatic pumping
In Fig. 7.3 we show the result of the pumped charge N = τI/e. The dashed lines indicate the
stability diagram, where the numbers in brackets denote the equilibrium charge configuration of the
left and right dopant. To facilitate the comparison of the experimental data with theory, we show
the number of pumped charges as a function of the working point of the gate voltages,
(
V g1, V g2
)
rather than the working point of the energy levels (L, R), which are related to the gate voltages
through Eq. (2.9). Moreover, the system parameters are given in units of MHz, with the exception
of the gate voltages, given in mV.
Let us now examine the difference between the current signal for adiabatic diving as shown in
Fig. 7.3a, and the current for nonadiabatic driving, Fig. 7.3b, by choosing two different driving
frequencies. In the adiabatic driving regime Ω = 0.1MHz, see Fig. 7.3a, there is one charge pumped
per cycle when the driving trajectory of the gates encircles the triple point. The area where the
pumped charge is quantised, |N | = 1, corresponds to the area encircled by the pumping parameters
Vg1(t) and Vg2(t). Note that in Fig. 7.3a, the pumped charge is N = −1 because here the parameters
are chosen such that one electron being passed from the left to right. Outside this area, there is
no pumped charge N = 0. This is in analogy to the quantised pumping in metallic islands as
introduced in Sec. 3.3.1.
In Fig. 7.3b we show N for the case of nonadiabatic driving, Ω = 10MHz. Firstly, within the
main circle where the pumped charge is quantised in the adiabatic limit, the current is no longer
quantised (the number of pumped charges per cycle is less than 1). Moreover, there is a non-
vanishing nonadiabatic current signal outside of the main circle (in the shape of triangles), where
the pumping trajectory of the gate voltages does not encircle the triple point.
Let us revisit Fig. 7.2, to emphasise that in the nonadiabatic case there can be also a finite
pumping signal when the driving parameters do not enclose a finite area. Importantly, for zero
pumping area, the adiabatic current must vanish. In Figs. 7.2(a) and (b) we show the extreme case
where the phase difference between the gate voltages is ϕV = 175
◦, and consequently the pumping
area in parameter space approaches zero. Therefore in this extreme case all the signal is stemming
from nonadiabatic effects.
In the following, we focus on the finite area pumping trajectory, shown in Figs. 7.3 and 7.2(c) and
(d). The different triangle signals of nonadiabatic origin are labeled from 1 to 4 in Fig. 7.3. There
is an additional nonadiabatic feature inside the main circle with the label 5, which, intriguingly,
gives rise to a change in the pumping direction with respect to adiabatic pumping. The formalism
derived in Sec. 5.8 enables us to study each of the cases 1 to 5 in detail, separating between local
coherent dynamics due to WLZ, and the dissipative dynamics due to W . As we will show, triangles
1 and 2, as well as the feature inside the main circle 5 are stemming from a nonadiabatic dissipative
dynamics, whereas triangles 3 and 4 arise due to a finite probability of Landau-Zener transitions,
PLZ 6= 0.
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Figure 7.3: Pumped charge with respect to the working point of the pump
(
V 1, V 2
)
, for the case
of adiabatic driving, Ω = 0.1MHz (a), and nonadiabatic driving Ω = 10MHz (b). The dashed lines
separate the equilibrium charge configurations of the two dopants, where (0, 0) means zero extra
charge on both dopants, and (1, 0) means one extra charge on the left dopant, and so on. The
numbers 1-5 indicate the different nonadiabatic features. The colorbar denotes the average number
of electrons pumped during the cycle, in units of the elementary charge e per pumping period τ .
The other parameters are taken from the experimental fit, see Fig. 7.2.
7.3 Mechanisms of the different nonadiabatic signals
7.3.1 Nonadiabatic current due to nonadiabatic tunneling dynamics
Here we discuss the nonadiabatic current signal that arises due to a nonadiabatic tunneling dy-
namics, described through the dissipative part in the kinetic equation. The nonadiabatic tunneling
dynamics gives rise to the triangle-shaped current signal labeled with the number 1 in Fig. 7.3a, as
we explain in the following. If the working point of the gates
(
V g1, V g2
)
is placed within triangle 1,
the left and right energy levels cross twice above the Fermi energy. This can be seen in the time-
evolution of L(t) and R(t) for triangle 1 in Fig. 7.4. Consider first the adiabatic case, where the
system is almost immediately following the equilibrium state, and no transport arises. When both
energy levels are above zero, both dopants are unoccupied. As soon as the right energy level goes
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below zero, the right dopant is charged with an electron. When going above zero, it is decharged
again. At the time of the level crossings both dopants are simply empty, and no charge transport
occurs in the adiabatic case.
A nonadiabatic tunneling dynamics can give rise to a current because we need a finite electron
occupation on the dopants above the Fermi energy. For a sufficiently fast modulation of the energy
levels, the first crossing, at about t ≈ 0.5τ (see Fig. 7.4), occurs early enough such that the right
dopant still has a finite occupation probability for the electron, which it picked up from the right
reservoir just before the crossing, when R < 0. We refer to this event as a decharging error. The
crucial parameter is ΓR, which needs to be sufficiently small, such that the occupation probability for
the right dopant decays slowly. The probability of a decharging error is given as pd = exp (−ΓR∆τ).
With ∆τ we denote the time interval between R going above zero to the level crossing. There can
only be a finite pumping current for a nonzero decharging error probability. Note importantly, that
∆τ depends on the working point as well as the phase difference between the two energy levels, ϕ.
In principle there could be a triangle due to ΓL. Its position would be the image of triangle 1,
when mirroring it at the axis L = R. This triangle is however not visible for this set of parameters
as in the experiment, ΓL  ΓR. In fact, ΓL is too large in the experimental regime to result in
a nonadiabatic effect. The dynamics due to the coupling the the left reservoir can be therefore
assumed to be fully adiabatic. This also means that the experimental fitting is not very sensitive to
the actual value of ΓL provided it is large enough with respect to time scales related to the driving.
Inversion of the pumping direction. In the previous Chapter 6, we have dealt with the dc
component of the adiabatic pumping current. This current signal is strictly first order in the
driving frequency Ω, and therefore by inverting the pumping direction the dc current simply changes
sign. Here we are dealing with a nonadiabatic pumping current, containing arbitrary orders in Ω.
Therefore, the behaviour of the nonadiabatic pumping current with respect to an inversion of the
pumping direction cannot be simply given by a sign change of the current signal. An additional
motivation will be given in the following section, where we show that comparing the nonadiabatic
pumping current for inverted pumping directions provides an important spectrocopic tool.
For triangle 1, consider the reversed pumping cycle, by inverting the direction of the time axis in
the plot of L(t) and R(t) in Fig. 7.4. If the trajectory went in the reversed direction, the crossing
of the left and right dopant level would occur after the time interval ∆τ ∗, which is much longer,
∆τ ∗ > ∆τ . Consequently the probability of the charge staying on the right dopant is reduced
for the reversed pumping cycle, p˜d = exp (−ΓR∆τ ∗) < pd, giving rise to a lower pumping current,
however unlike the adiabatic pumping current, with the same sign, see Fig. 7.4b. We will exploit
this sensitivity of the current signal with respect to the pumping direction in further detail in the
next section.
7.3.2 Nonadiabatic current due to inelastic relaxation
When the working point is within triangle 2, there is no crossing of levels in the time-evolution of
L(t) and R(t), as can be seen for this particular triangle in Fig. 7.4. Hence, the only possibility of
charge transport between the two dopants is mediated via the inelastic relaxation term due to Γin.
But on top of this, one can argue that a nonadiabatic tunneling dynamics is required, as well. For
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triangle 2, the energy level of the left dopant is higher than the right one for all times, R(t) < L(t).
Consequently, in the fully adiabatic case, the left dopant would be empty for all times, as the high
Coulomb interaction only allows for one electron on the two-dopant system.
If however the ramping speed is sufficiently high, then the right dopant is not yet fully loaded
when, at t ≈ 0.65τ (see Fig. 7.4), the left dopant level drops below the Fermi level. Thus the left
dopant competes with the right one for the electron, and can be occupied with a finite probability.
Subsequently it can pass the electron to the right dopant via the inelastic process, and a pumping
current emerges.
The finite probability to load the left dopant, which is only given if the driving is fast enough
with respect to the right tunneling rate ΓR. This fact immediately provides the relevant quantity
for the current, namely the probability to not charge the right dopant from the time where R goes
below zero to the time where L follows the right one below zero. This probability of a charging
error is given as pc = exp (−2ΓR∆t), where ∆t denotes the time interval from R going below zero
to L going below zero. Note that there is a factor 2 in the exponential because the charging occurs
with twice the tunneling rate due to spin degeneracy and large Coulomb interaction.
Inversion of the pumping direction. As in triangle 1, also the current signal at triangle 2
depends on the pumping direction. One can easily see this when inverting the time axis for the plot
of L(t) and R(t) for triangle 2, see Fig. 7.4. Namely the inverted time difference ∆t
∗ from R going
below zero to L going below zero is considerably smaller ∆t
∗ < ∆t. Consequently, the charging
error probability for the inverted pumping cycle is higher, p˜c > pc, resulting in a higher pumping
current, see Fig. 7.4b.
7.3.3 Nonadiabatic current signal due to Landau-Zener transition
In this section we discuss how nonadiabatic current signals occur due to a nonadiabatic Landau-
Zener transition. This is the case for the triangles 3 and 4 in Fig. 7.3. We focus the discussion of
this feature for triangle 3, as for triangle 4 the situation is completely analogous. When considering
the time evolution of the energy levels at a working point within triangle 3 in Fig. 7.4, we see that
both L and R meet twice below the Fermi energy of the reservoirs.
Let us again start by playing through the fully adiabatic scenario where there would be no current
signal and triangle 3 is absent. In a fully adiabatic trajectory the probability of an excitation at
the level crossing (from ground to excited state) due to Landau-Zener is zero, PLZ = 0. When
starting the trajectory at t = 0 in Fig. 7.4 the ground state consists of an electron occupying the
right dopant. For adiabatic driving PLZ = 0, there are no excitations, and an electron occupies the
lowest lying state for all times. Hence an electron is passed from the right dopant to the left dopant
after the first level crossing and back to the right dopant after the second crossing. In this case, the
left dopant carries no electron once it goes above the Fermi level (at arround t ≈ 0.75τ , see Fig.
7.4), and no current arises.
If the ramping speed is fast enough on the other hand, the non-zero Landau-Zener transition
gives rise to a finite occupation probability in the left dopant after the second crossing with a
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probability 2PLZ (1− PLZ). This gives rise to a finite pumping current
I ≈ 2e
τ
PLZ (1− PLZ) (7.7)
as now the left dopant may carry an electron when it goes above the Fermi energy, which it could
then unload to the left reservoir. Thus a nonzero PLZ is essential for a finite current.
Inversion of the pumping direction. Let us now discuss the sensitivity of the triangles 3 and
4 with respect to an inversion of the pumping direction. Firstly, note that Eq. (7.7) is exact if
nonadiabatic effects due the dissipative dynamics can be neglected. In such a case, the current
signal at triangles 3 and 4 depends only on PLZ. While PLZ itself depends on both the working
point as well as the phase difference between the pumping parameters ϕ, it is a symmetric function
of ϕ. Consequently, an inversion of the pumping direction ϕ → −ϕ does not affect PLZ. This can
be argued quite easily when remembering that PLZ is a function of the modulus of the ramping
speed, |˙|.
However in the parameter regime plotted in Fig. 7.4 the dissipative dynamics due to tunnel
coupling and inelastic relaxations do enter. Due to the dissipative dynamics the current can be
reduced. For instance if the unloading of the left dopant occurred with a slow rate then there would
be a finite chance that the left dopant keeps the electron. In this case the current expectation value
is lower than 2e
τ
PLZ (1− PLZ), as there is an unloading error for a slow tunneling rate. Another effect
that could make the signal weaker is the inelastic relaxation which results in a finite probability
to relax from the excited state to the ground state, which diminishes the probability of having the
electron in the excited state (i.e., the left dopant occupied) after the two crossings. The question
now is, which of these processes is sensitive to the pumping direction. The unloading error due
to the tunneling dynamics is the same for both directions. The inelastic relaxation is not. The
relevant part of the inelastic relaxation that influences the sensitivity of the current upon inversion
of the pump starts at the second level crossing, L(t) = R(t), and ends when the left energy level
goes above zero. In the forward pumping direction we denote this time interval as ∆τm which, in
the graph in Fig. 7.4, is the time interval from t ≈ 0.7τ to t ≈ 0.75τ . The probability of an inelastic
decay having not taken place within this time interval is therefore given as pin = exp (−Γin∆τm). By
reversing the pumping direction we obtain a different value for the time interval from level crossing
to left level meeting the Fermi energy, denoted henceforth as ∆τ ∗m. The corresponding probability
for the reversed pumping cycle is given as p˜in = exp (−Γin∆τ ∗m). Note that in general pin 6= p˜in,
and hence the signal at triangle 3 is sensitive to the pumping direction, due to a finite inelastic
relaxation. This sensitivity can be seen in Fig. 7.5a and b, where we show a cross section plot of
the pumped charge through triangles 3 and 3, for the two opposite pumping directions.
7.3.4 Nonadiabatic sign change of the current in the main circle
So far, we have considered nonadiabatic features that lie outside of the main circle (with main
circle we denote the area of non-zero transport in the adiabatic case). At the pumping points 1
to 4, the level crossings occur either both above the Fermi energy (1) or below (3 and 4) or are
completely absent (2). Within the main circle, the pumping trajectory encloses the triple point,
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Figure 7.4: The dc pumping current I with respect to the working point of the gate voltages V g1
and V g2, shown in (a), and the pumping current for inverted pumping direction ϕ, shown in (b).
The time evolution of the energy levels for the left and right quantum dopant, L (red) and R
(blue), at the different nonadiabatic features 1, 2, 3, and 5, with respect to time t for one pumping
period τ .
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consequently the levels always cross once below and once above the Fermi energy. This can be seen
in the pumping trajectory for point 5 in Fig. 7.4.
For the adiabatic case this means that below the Fermi energy, there is an electron transported
from the ground state prior to the crossing to the new ground state after the crossing. Then both
levels are lifted above the Fermi energy, the occupied dopant gets decharged, and the crossing above
the Fermi energy has no impact whatsoever. This results in one electron pumped per cycle.
Inside the main circle, for most working points nonadiabaticity merely leads to a decreased
current signal N < 1 but no sign change. This means that usually, the pump is less accurate
due to nonadiabatic effects, but the pump still works in the same direction. For instance, a finite
Landau-Zener transition meddles with a perfect transmission of the electron from one dopant to
the other, i.e., it gives rise to a charge transfer error. Moreover the charging and decharging of
the dopants through tunnel coupling with the reservoirs can be imperfect, giving rise to a charge
loading or unloading error. In the particular case at point 5, we see however that the pumping
direction gets reversed. The mechanism for this is as follows.
Consider the time evolution of L and R in Fig. 7.4 for point 5. Approximately at time t ≈ 0.45τ ,
first the right dopant level goes below the Fermi energy, closely followed by L. Suppose that for
earlier times t < 0.45τ both levels are empty. Since the two levels drop below the Fermi energy
in a narrow interval, and the ramping speed is fast enough, the left dopant has a finite probability
to get charged before the right one in spite of lagging slightly behind. This is due to the fact that
ΓL  ΓR, the charging of the left dopant occurs much faster than the right one. Hence, opposite
to the adiabatic case, the left dopant passes the electron to the right dopant in the subsequent
crossing, inverting the direction of the pumping current. This sign change of the pumping current
is therefore a direct consequence of the nonadiabatic tunneling dynamics and a strongly asymmetric
tunnel coupling.
Inversion of the pumping direction. Finally, we note that this sign change is also very sensitive
to the pumping direction. In fact, for an inverted pump the sign change is absent, see Fig. 7.4b.
This can be understood again through inverting the trajectory of the pumping parameters for point
5 in Fig. 7.4. For an inverted pumping cycle it is the left energy level that goes below the Fermi
energy, and right one follows after. Consequently, the left dopant can be charged before the right
dopant. Since ΓL  ΓR, the probability of charging the left dopant prior to the right one is close
to one, and thus the pumping current is not inverted.
Note that in the case of adiabatic pumping with small amplitudes, we also find a sign change in
the dc pumping current. However, the sign change in the adiabatic pumping current is of different
physical origin, see Ch. 6.
7.4 Plateaus in the ratio I (ϕ) /I (−ϕ)
In an adiabatic regime, when inverting the direction of the pump, the adiabatic pumping current
simply changes sign. As we have seen in the previous section, this statement is no longer true
if there is a finite nonadiabatic current contribution on top of the adiabatic one, I = I
(a)
+ I
(n)
,
where (n) stands for nonadiabatic. The Landau-Zener transition is completely insensitive to the
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pumping direction. On the other hand we have seen in the previous section, the degree to which
the nonadiabatic pumping current I
(n)
is sensitive to an inverted pumping direction is related to
the tunneling and relaxation rates due to the dissipative dynamics. In particular, we identified the
relevant charging processes in the nonadiabatic current which decide the sensitivity of pumping
inversion. This processes take place in specific time intervals within the pumping cycle. These time
intervals depend on the working point of the pump, as well as on phase difference ϕ of the pumping
parameters. This motivates the comparison of the pumping current for a given phase difference of
the pumping parameters, I(ϕ), and the dc pumping current for the reversed pumping cycle, I(−ϕ),
in order to obtain information about the dissipative dynamics through the current signal.
In fact, we make the striking observation that while the signal for forward and backward pumping
cycle each strongly depend on the working point, the ratio between the two current signals gives
plateaus for the nonadiabatic signals outside the main circle (triangles 1 to 4), as can be seen in
the example of the triangles 3 and 4 in Fig. 7.5c. In the following we will explain the emergence
of the plateaus, and moreover we will show that the values the different plateaus assume provide
important information on the different nonadiabatic processes, and can be used as a spectroscopic
tool to directly extract the different tunneling and relaxation rates.
7.4.1 General
There are some general statements about the ratio I(ϕ)/I(−ϕ) that can be made without elaborate
argumentation. We will give them in the following. For this discussion we separate the total current
signal into an adiabatic and a nonadiabatic contribution I = I
(a)
+ I
(n)
.
1. For a fully adiabatic driving, I
(n)
= 0, there are no signals outside the main circle, and
within the circle there is quantised pumping. If we invert the pumping direction the current
signal is reversed. Hence the ratio of the fully adiabatic currents within the main circle is
I
(a)
(ϕ) /I
(a)
(−ϕ) = −1.
2. The purely coherent nonadiabatic effects (Landau-Zener) are insensitive to a change in the
pumping direction, as the Landau-Zener probability only depends on the absolute value of
the ramping speed |˙|. For the Landau-Zener triangles (see arrow in Fig. 7.5) this results in
a ratio of I
(n)
(ϕ) /I
(n)
(−ϕ) = +1.
3. The above points can be summarised in the observation that we find a plateau for adia-
batic versus adiabatic ratios I
(a)
(ϕ) /I
(a)
(−ϕ) = −1 or nonadiabatic versus nonadiabatic
I
(n)
(ϕ) /I
(n)
(−ϕ) = const. for the area of working points (V g1, V g2) where I(a) = 0, that is,
outside of the main circle.
In the subsequent discussion we will show that we can make even more detailed statements about
the plateaus, namely we can assign analytic expressions to the plateau values.
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Figure 7.5: Left-hand side: a) pumped charge I (ϕ) with respect to the working point
(
V 1, V 2
)
for the parameters as in Fig. 7.3, b) pumped charge for reversed pumping cycle I (−ϕ), and c)
their ratio, I (ϕ) /I (−ϕ). Right-hand side: corresponding cross section plots indicated with dashed
arrows on the left plots.
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7.4.2 Plateau of the triangle due to tunneling dynamics
Let us first focus on the plateau of the ratio I(ϕ)/I(−ϕ) of the triangle due to the nonadiabatic
tunnel coupling, i.e., triangle 1. We elaborated in Sec. 7.3.1 how the decisive process is the decharg-
ing of the right level after it has risen above the Fermi energy. The probability of a decharging error
until the first level crossing, during which the electron can be passed onto the left dopant, and thus
create a finite transport, we denote as pd = exp (−ΓR∆τ). The same probability of the reversed
process is given as p˜d = exp (−ΓR∆τ ∗). In the limit of PLZ = 0, i.e., neglecting the nonadiabatic
effects due to the Landau-Zener crossing, the plateau value can be derived as
I(ϕ)
I(−ϕ) =
pd
p˜d
= e−ΓR(∆τ−∆τ
∗). (7.8)
That is, it can be directly given as the ratio of the decharging error probabilities for the two
opposite pumping directions. It depends only on ΓR and the time difference ∆τ −∆τ ∗. This time
difference is independent of the working point, and thus giving rise to a plateau feature. This is
insofar remarkable as both ∆τ and ∆τ ∗ individually do depend on the working point. Moreover,
the inelastic relaxation rate plays no role because the relevant process is the decharging of the lower
lying level, hence the charge can only decay through tunneling.
In fact, in the current ratio shown in Fig. 7.6 there is a finite Landau-Zener contribution PLZ.
Notably, even for PLZ 6= 0 the plateau is shown to agree very well with the analytic current ratio,
Eq. (7.8), as can be seen in Fig. 7.6c. For triangle 1 we explicitly show in the inset, the deviation
of the current ratio from the plateau value given in Eq. (7.8), which is indeed extremely marginal.
As we have mentioned also in Sec. 7.3.1 that in principle there would be a nonadiabatic tunneling
triangle due to ΓL at the position when mirroring triangle 1 with respect to L = R, if ΓL would be
small enough to exhibit nonadiabatic dynamics. Therefore we give the approximated plateau value
also for this case
I(ϕ)
I(−ϕ) = e
ΓL(∆τm−∆τ∗m) , (7.9)
which can likewise be derived exactly in the limit PLZ = 0. Here however the two relevant time
intervals are in general different as before, ∆τ → ∆τm and ∆τ ∗ → ∆τ ∗m. The reason for this is the
mirroring with respect to the axis L = R. Hence ∆τm and ∆τ
∗
m correspond to the time intervals
between the level crossing to the moment when L drops below the Fermi energy. Note that the
time intervals are the same, ∆τ (∗) = ∆τ (∗)m if the time-dependent trajectory of L and R, which
forms an ellipsoid in parameter space, is symmetric around the mirror axis L = R.
7.4.3 Plateau of the inelastic triangle
Also the inelastic triangle (triangle 2 in Fig. 7.6b) exhibits a plateau value for the current ratio
I(ϕ)/I(−ϕ). The plateau value can be computed for the assumption of a small inelastic rate, i.e.,
by expanding the pumping current up to first order in Γin, I(±ϕ) ≈ I(0)(±ϕ) + ΓinI(1)(±ϕ). For
triangle 2, the pumping current can only be finite for a finite Γin, and consequently, I
(0)
(±ϕ) = 0.
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Therefore we obtain for the plateau value
I(ϕ)
I(−ϕ) ≈
I
(1)
(ϕ)
I
(1)
(−ϕ)
=
pc
p˜c
= e−2ΓR(∆t−∆t
∗) . (7.10)
The plateau value depends directly on the ratio ofthe charging error probabilities, which have been
introduced in Sec. 7.3.2. As we elaborated in that section, a finite current for triangle 2 requires a
finite probability to not charge the right dopant from the time where R goes below the Fermi energy
to the time where L follows the right one below the Fermi energy. This charging error probability
is given as pc = exp (−2ΓR∆t). Likewise we can give the same probability for the time-reversed
trajectory as p˜c = exp (−2ΓR∆t∗), with the reversed time interval ∆t∗. This current ratio is a
plateau because also here the time difference ∆t−∆t∗ does not depend on the working point. The
validity of this plateau value is demonstrated in Fig. 7.6b. Though Eq. (7.10) is an approximation
for a small Γin, it provides a very good estimate for arbitrary Γin.
In principle, there would be a triangle mirrored with respect to the L = R-axis which is likewise
due to the inelastic rate, and arises due to a nonadiabatic charging due to ΓL. However this triangle
is not visible in Figs. 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6, because ΓL is too high in the experimental fit. For the sake
of completeness we provide here the plateau value for the triangle mirrored to 2, which reads
I (ϕ)
I (−ϕ) ≈ e
2ΓL(∆t−∆t∗). (7.11)
Note that for triangle 2 and its mirrored image there is no difference between the time interval
difference ∆t−∆t∗ = ∆tm−∆t∗m. This is due to the geometry of the ellipsoid pumping trajectory.
7.4.4 Plateau of the Landau-Zener triangles
The aim here is to derive an analytic expression for the plateau value of I (ϕ) /I (−ϕ) of the
triangles 3 and 4. This particular plateau can be calculated in the experimentally relevant regime
where ΓL  ΓR. Thus, one can address the case of a semi-adiabatic tunneling approximation.
Namely, we state that the relaxation with respect to ΓL is fast enough to be assumed adiabatic
whereas the dynamics with respect to ΓR is nonadiabatic. In this case a simple analytic calculation
can be made as described in the Appendix E and we recover
I(ϕ)
I(−ϕ) ≈
pin
p˜in
= e−Γin(∆τm−∆τ
∗
m) . (7.12)
We find that the plateau value depends on the ratio of the inelastic decay probabilities for the
two opposite pumping directions, pin and p˜in, as introduced in Sec. 7.3.3. These inelastic decay
probabilities describe the influence of the dissipative dynamics on the nonadiabatic transport due
to PLZ. As the time difference ∆τm −∆τ ∗m does not depend on the working point, the above ratio
gives rise to a plateau feature.
We have to stress, that though Eq. (7.12) has been evaluated for the limit ΓL  ΓR, numerical
evaluations in several other regimes have however shown that the plateau value is very stable also
beyond the semi adiabatic regime.
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For triangle 3, the same mechanism gives rise to a plateau feature in the current ratio. The
corresponding plateau value can be given as
I(ϕ)
I(−ϕ) ≈ e
Γin(∆τ−∆τ∗). (7.13)
Likewise this value gives a very good agreement with the actual current ratio, as can be seen in
Fig. 7.6a.
7.4.5 Summary plateaus
In order to obtain an overview of the above findings, we summarise the plateau values for the
current ratio I(ϕ)/I(−ϕ) for all nonadiabatic triangle signals outside the main circle in the following
Tab. 7.1. Each of the triangles has a plateau value depending on one particular dissipative process,
Current signal I(ϕ)/I(−ϕ)
Triangle 1 e−ΓR(∆τ−∆τ
∗)
mirrored 1 eΓL(∆τm−∆τ
∗
m)
Triangle 2 e−2ΓR(∆t−∆t
∗)
mirrored 2 e2ΓL(∆tm−∆t
∗
m)
Triangle 3 eΓin(∆τm−∆τ
∗
m)
Triangle 4 e−Γin(∆τ−∆τ
∗)
Table 7.1: Table for the plateau values of the different nonadiabatic triangles, as indicated in
Fig. 7.6.
be it either the left or right tunneling rate ΓL,R or the inelastic relaxation rate Γin. Also, the plateau
values depend on specific time differences which can be obtained simply from the information about
the pumping trajectory. These time-differences can be controlled through the phase difference
between the pumping parameters. The phase difference can be easily controlled in the experiment,
a fact which we exploit in the following section.
7.5 Experimental confirmation of plateaus and spec-
troscopy
Very importantly, the plateau feature of the current ratio for opposite pumping directions
I(ϕ)/I(−ϕ) is a powerful tool for spectroscopy. Namely, we are dealing with plateaus, i.e., the
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Figure 7.6: Analysis of the plateaus. The ratio of I(ϕ)/I(−ϕ) with respect to the working point(
V g1, V g2
)
is plotted in the upper left inset. Cross sections are taken along the lines indicated by
the dashed arrows in the inset, which are shown in the plots (a), (b), and (c) with a red solid line.
Plot (a) shows the cut along the triangles due to the nonadiabatic Landau-Zener hopping. In (b)
the cross section is taken along the inelastic triangle, as well as through the main circle. The cross
section (c) depicts the plateau for the triangle due to nonadiabatic tunneling. The blue dashed
lines indicate the theoretically expected plateau value which is related to the tunneling as well as
inelastic relaxation rates. The inset in (c) shows that there is a slight deviation from a flat plateau.
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current ratio is independent of the working point (V g1, V g2), enabling a reliable statistical evalua-
tion by collecting the experimental values for all working points within the same triangle. Moreover,
the plateau values depend on the phase difference between the two pumping parameters. This de-
gree of freedom can be addressed in the experiment through the ac voltages Vg1 and Vg2, i.e., their
phase difference ϕV . Through a fit with respect to ϕV , we are able to extract the rates ΓL, ΓR, and
Γin directly from the plateaus of the current ratio for opposite pumping directions I(ϕ)/I(−ϕ).
In what follows, we first confirm in the experimental data the existence of plateaus in the ratio
I(ϕ)/I(−ϕ) predicted by the theoretical model. From the plateau values we are able to extract
the relaxation rates for ΓR and Γin. As ΓL is too large in the experimental regime to provide a
nonadiabatic signal, there is no current signal sensitive to the nonadiabatic tunneling dynamics
to the left reservoir, and hence we cannot extract ΓL. Note that in order to relate better to the
experiment, we will consider directly the ac voltages Vg1 and Vg2 and their phase difference ϕV (in
degrees) rather than the previously discussed L and R and their phase difference ϕ (in radian).
The ac voltages and the energy levels can be directly related by a lever arm matrix, see Ref. [43].
7.5.1 Statistical evaluation of plateau height
In this section we show that the experimental data confirms the theoretically predicted plateaus,
and statistically extract the plateau values from the experiment In Fig. 7.7a we show the current
ratio for a phase difference between Vg1 and Vg2 , ϕV , which is close to 180
◦. Here, the main circle is
very small since the pumping area in the parameter space is close to zero, and the dominant part of
the signal stems from the nonadiabatic effects of the triangles. For a reliable statistical evaluation
we collect many points of the same plateau. As an example, we show in Fig. 7.7b a set of cross
sections, indicated in Fig. 7.7a with a dashed rectangle. This set corresponds to the nonadiabatic
triangle stemming from the tunneling dynamics (triangle 1 in the above discussion). The collection
of cross-sections, shown in Fig. 7.7b, indicates a plateau as there are a significant amout of values
that are equal, i.e., independent of the working point. In order to extract the plateau value, we make
a histogram plot of the values for the current ratio within taken from the selected rectangle, and
see that there is a peak in the histogram at a value around 0.8. A statistical evaluation results in
an average value of 0.844± 0.064. This value is a bit higher compared to the peak in the histogram
in Fig. 7.7. The reason is an asymmetric distribution in the background noise, favouring values
higher than 0.8. However this shift is still within the standard deviation of 0.064.
The same procedure can be applied to the remaining triangles, either due to the Landau-Zener
transition, or due to the inelastic relaxation.
7.5.2 Plateau values in dependence of phase difference
As we have learned in Sec. 7.4, the plateau value of the current ratio for triangle 1, see Tab. 7.1, can
be given as a function of ΓR and the expression ∆τm −∆τ ∗m which can be evaluated geometrically,
based on the time-dependent driving of Vg1 and Vg2. Importantly, ∆τm−∆τ ∗m depends on the phase
difference ϕ of the two energy levels, and consequently on the phase difference ϕV of the two ac
voltages.
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Figure 7.7: (a) Current ratio I (ϕ) /I (−ϕ), for the phase difference between the gate voltages,
ϕV = 180
◦ ± 7.5◦. We select the data within the area indicated by the dashed rectangle. This data
is shown (b) as a set of cross-sections. There is a significant amount of points around the same
value, further strengthening the existence of plateaus. In order to determine the plateau value we
perform a statistical evaluation as shown in (c). The histogram (c) shows the number of counts
for a certain value of the current ratio within the intervals given through the bin size of 0.018. A
significant amount of ratio values are around 0.8.
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As a next step we therefore analyse the behaviour of the plateau values with respect to the
phase difference ϕV , first focussing on triangle 1. We take the experimental data set recorded for
the phase differences ϕV = 187.5
◦ + 15◦n, n = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. For each phase difference perform
a statistical evaluation of all the experimental plateau values (as we have shown it before), and
plot them with respect to the phase difference. This is then fitted with the theoretically predicted
curve with respect to ϕV . For this purpose we need to provide the relation between ϕV and the
time difference ∆τm − ∆τ ∗m. This relation is obtained by taking the experimental input voltage
amplitudes, δVg1 = 8.16mV and δVg2 = 3.96mV , and the lever arm matrix giving the relation
between the gates and the dopants’ energy levels, see Eq. (2.9). The lever arm matrix is extracted
from the experiment, see Ref. [43]
M =
(
0.150 0.147
0.072 0.303
)
. (7.14)
This allows us to obtain the amplitudes and the phase difference of the dopant levels, δL and δR,
as well as ϕ as a function of ϕV . The values for δL, δR, and ϕ in turn provide us with the time
difference ∆τm −∆τ ∗m.
In Fig. 7.8(a) we fit the theoretical curve with the data points obtained in the statistical evalua-
tion of the experimentally measured plateaus. We find that the experimental data exhibits the same
dependence on ϕV as predicted in theory. From the data extract that the optimal fit corresponds
to ΓR = 30.9 MHz. Ergo, the value for the right tunneling rate obtained thus is higher than the
one obtained in the computer based fitting process in Ref. [43] where we found ΓR = 18 MHz.
We repeat the same procedure for the Landau-Zener triangles (1 and 2), Γin in order to extract
in this way the inelastic relaxation rate Γin. The resulting fits are shown for triangle 3 and 4
in Fig. 7.8b and c, respectively. Also for the Landau-Zener triangles, the experiment and theory
exhibit the same dependence on the phase difference ϕV . From the fit, we extract Γin = 5.1 MHz,
which on the other hand is lower than the inelastic rate obtained in Ref. [43]. Note that we see
that the error bars are a bit larger, which is due to the fact that the ratio is closer to 1, and thus
the background noise plays a bigger role than for the analysis of triangle 1.
In overall, we get good fitting parameters for the tunneling rate ΓR and inelastic rates, of
comparable magnitude to the ones found in a numerical fit algorithm in Ref. [43]. An actual
quantitative comparison between the plateau analysis and the numerical fit is still a work in progress.
The advantage of the plateau spectroscopy is that these parameters can be obtained from a simple
straightforward data analysis. This is in contrast to the random fit algorithm used in Ref. [43] where
the starting point was a random configuration of the parameters ΓL, ΓR, Γin, and the interdopant
tunnel hopping ∆. In a subsequent step these parameters were optimised through a random walk
of these parameters. In the plateau analysis we found ΓR and Γin, with ΓL having no effect on the
current signal as it is large enough. This leaves the fitting to ∆ through a numerical optimisation
algorithm. The advantage of the plateau analysis is that it reduces the algorithm computation
time, as the numerical optimisation needs to be performed for only one parameter. Moreover, with
a random search algorithm there is a finite risk of finding a local optimum of the fitting parameters,
instead of the global. If the numerical optimisation is reduced to one parameter, more sophisticated
algorithms could be applied, and the search range for ∆ can be widened.
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Note that we have not been able to extract the left tunneling rate, ΓL as the corresponding
triangle was absent (the tunneling dynamics due to the left reservoir is fully adiabatic). However,
the value of ΓL has no influence on the pumping current, provided that the tunneling dynamics to
the left reservoir is adiabatic. In principle, one would have to increase the the driving frequency in
order to obtain information about ΓL. Note however, that with even faster driving we go beyond
the validity regime of the kinetic equation, described in Sec. 7.1. Therefore, in the actual parameter
regime, the access of the left tunneling rate via the plateau analysis depends on whether the plateaus
remain, when further non-adiabatic effects are included (i.e., going beyond the approximations of
Sec. 5.8).
7.5.3 Sources of errors in the fitting process
In this final section we want to point out some issues in the above fitting of plateaus, which for a
future readout could be improved. Firstly, there was an issue with the available data sets recorded
in the experiment. While the whole configuration space of possible phase differences ϕV was scanned
from 0◦ to 360◦, the interval was unfortunately not chosen such that there always exists an exact
pair of sets for a forward and backward pumping cycle. Some of the data points in the above
analysis have been taken, e.g., for a ratio I(ϕV )/I(−ϕV + δϕ), where δϕ is a small phase mismatch.
Although this mismatch in all the data processed above was less than 7.5◦, the overall fitting might
be improved if the exact forward and backward pumping current are analysed.
The second issue concerns a certain working-point dependent offset in the current measurement.
As the process of scanning the pumping current for different working points (in order to produce the
2D plots of I with respect to
(
V g1, V g2
)
) takes a finite amount of time, the system was subject to
small shifts in the current background signal, due to time-dependent temperature changes and the
like. This background shifts naturally meddle with the accuracy of the plateau analysis. It might
therefore be worthwhile to look into ways to substract background currents in the experimental
data. This is in principle possible through the areas of the working points for which the current
signal is expected to be zero. Any deviations from zero for these areas could be interpolated in
order to substract the unwante background shift.
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Figure 7.8: Plateau values of the current ratio I (ϕ) /I (−ϕ) for the triangles 1 (a), 3 (b), and 4 (c), as
a function of the input phase difference ϕV . The solid blue line corresponds to the fitted theoretical
curve. The black dots with error bars correspond to the experimentally obtained plateau values for
a given phase difference ϕV . The fitting parameters are ΓR = 30.9 MHz and Γin = 5.1 MHz.
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Chapter 8
Adiabatic pumping noise
In this chapter we go beyond the study of the current expectation value. Namely, we consider
the zero-frequency noise, introduced in Sec. 4.3. This study is performed at the example of the
single-level quantum dot coupled to two reservoirs, as described in Sec. 2.3. In Fig. 8.1 we sketch
the general model. First, we consider the case of zero bias voltage, where the instantaneous current
is zero for all times, resulting in a pure pumping current, which is discussed in Sec. 8.1. We separate
the discussion between the instanteous thermal noise in Sec. 8.1.1, and the adiabatic correction of
the noise due to pumping in Sec. 8.1.2. Thereafter, we consider the case of a finite bias in Sec. 8.2.
In this case we include a local magnetic field on the quantum dot, lifting the spin degeneracy of
the dot level. After providing the general expressions for the pumping noise for an arbitrary choice
of pumping parameters in Sec. 8.2.1, we discuss the particular case of gate and bias pumping in
Sec. 8.2.2.
The results for the zero-frequency noise are obtained through the diagrammatic approach de-
scribed in Sec. 5. We first perform an adiabatic expansion of the kinetic equation, the current and
the noise, according to Sec. 5.5. This is followed by an expansion in the tunnel coupling in leading
RL
∆ΓL ΓR
RL
￿L
￿R
￿↑(t)
￿↑(t) + U
￿↓(t) + U
￿↓(t)
ΓL(t) ΓR(t)
V (t)
Figure 8.1: Sketch of the single level quantum dot model. For the pumping noise considered in this
chapter we include a finite bias between the two reservoirs. The time-dependent parameters can be
either the gate and bias voltage, (t) and V (t), as well as the tunneling rates to the left and right
reservoirs, ΓL(t) and ΓR(t), respectively.
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and next-to-leading order, see Sec. 5.6, to obtain the results discussed below.
8.1 Pure pumping
8.1.1 Instantaneous contribution to the noise
The instantaneous current, i.e., the current in zeroth order in the driving frequency always vanishes
at zero bias. This is not so for the instantaneous noise, as thermal noise is present even at zero bias,
independent of whether the system is time-dependently driven or not. First, we study the noise in
the unbiased case by this instantaneous contribution and show to which extent this thermal noise
reveals features of the time-dependent driving. In lowest order in the tunnel coupling, we find
S
(i,1)
LR = −4e2
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
ΓLΓR
Γ
λ
(1)
c
Γ
〈∆c〉(i,0)t . (8.1)
Note that we can express the noise exclusively in quantities, which are local in time and which
characterize the properties of the quantum dot [131]. Namely, Eq. (8.1) contains the relaxation rate
of the charge on the dot in lowest order in the tunneling, λ
(1)
c = Γ [1 + f()− f(+ U)] [82, 83],
with the Fermi function f(E) = 1/[1 + exp(βE)] and β = 1/kBT , as well as the instantaneous
charge variance on the quantum dot, defined as
〈∆c〉(i,0)t =
〈
c2
〉(i,0)
t
−
[
〈c〉(i,0)t
]2
, (8.2)
with the definition 〈c〉 := 〈n〉 − 1, where 〈n〉 is the average charge on the dot. The quantity 〈c〉
represents an average electron-hole occupation, namely it is 1 if the dot is doubly occupied, and
−1 for an empty dot, i.e., there are two holes. Otherwise, i.e., for one electron on the dot, c is
zero. Note that 〈∆c〉 = 〈∆n〉. We choose this representation since the quantity 〈c〉 appears in
noise expressions much more often than 〈n〉 alone. The reason for this is that the noise is related
to charge fluctuations. We will see in the following, that the noise reveals interesting symmetries
with respect to the electron-hole symmetric point. The explicit result for the quantum-dot charge
variance can be given as
〈∆c〉(i,0)t =
(
1− λ
(1)
c
2Γ
)(
1−
[
〈c〉(i,0)t
]2)
, (8.3)
with 〈c〉(i,0)t = 2f()/ [1 + f()− f(+ U)]− 1.
While the above discussion was valid for arbitrary pumping parameters, we now focus on the
case of time-dependent energy level and left tunneling rate,  =  + δ sin(Ωt) and ΓL = ΓL +
δΓL sin(Ωt+ϕ), where pumping amplitudes are small, δΓL, δ Γ¯. The result for the instantaneous
zero-frequency noise is shown in Fig. 8.2 (a). The instantaneous cross-correlation is always negative,
as required [99]. For small amplitudes it shows a resonant contribution at ¯ ≈ 0, when the addition
energy of adding an electron to the empty dot is equal to the electrochemical potential, and at
¯ ≈ −U , when a second electron can be added. These two contributions coincide, when the
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7
III. PUMPING NOISE
In this section we want to study the zero-frequency
noise of a single-orbital quantum dot, as introduced in
Sec. II A. We consider the case of zero bias voltage,
where a finite pumped charge is due to the modulation
of at least two time-dependent parameters. In the ab-
sence of a bias the instantaneous current is zero for all
times. However, a finite charge can be pumped through
the dot, if there is a finite phase di↵erence between the
two parameters. These parameters can be the level posi-
tion of the dot and the tunnel-coupling strengths to the
di↵erent contacts, which can all be driven by externally
applied gates. In the following we write these parameters
as X(t) = X¯ +  X(t), where X¯ denotes the time average
of X(t).
A. Instantaneous contribution to the noise
While the instantaneous current always vanishes, when
the bias is zero, there is however thermal noise, which is
present even without the modulation of external gates.
We start the study of the noise in the unbiased case by
this instantaneous contribution and show to which ex-
tent this thermal noise reveals features due to the time-
dependent driving. In lowest order in the tunnel cou-
pling, we find
S
(i,1)
LR =  4e2
Z ⌧
0
dt
⌧
 L R
 
 
(1)
c
 
h ci(i,0)t . (24)
Note that we can express the noise exclusively in
quantities, which are local in time and which charac-
terize the properties of the quantum dot.58 Namely,
Eq. (24) contains the relaxation rate of the charge
on the dot in lowest order in the tunneling,  
(1)
c =
  (1 + f(✏)  f(✏+ U)),59,60 with the Fermi function
f(E) = 1/(1 + exp( E)) and   = 1/kBT , as well as
the instantaneous charge variance on the quantum dot,
defined as
h ci(i,0)t =
⌦
c2
↵(i,0)
t
 
h
hci(i,0)t
i2
(25)
with the definition hci := hni 1, where hni is the average
charge on the dot. The quantity hci represents an aver-
age electron-hole occupation, namely it is 1 if the dot is
doubly occupied, and  1 for an empty dot, i.e., there are
two holes. Otherwise, i.e., for one electron on the dot, c
is zero. We choose this representation since the quantity
hci appears in noise expressions much more often than
hni alone. The reason for this is that the noise is related
to charge fluctuations. We will see in the following, that
the noise reveals interesting symmetries with respect to
the electron-hole symmetric point. The explicit result for
the quantum-dot charge variance can be given as
h ci(i,0)t =
 
1   
(1)
c
2 
!✓
1 
h
hci(i,0)t
i2◆
, (26)
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FIG. 3: Plot for (a) the instantaneous and (b) the adiabatic
zero-frequency noise as a function of the mean energy level ✏.
The graphs are drawn for U = 0, 20kBT (blue dashed, black
solid). The left and right tunnel coupling rates are  L =
0.3  and  R = 0.7 . The other parameters are   = 0.5kBT ,
the pumping amplitudes  ✏,   L = 0.1 , the phase di↵erence
between the pumping parameters ' = ⇡/2, and ⌦ = 0.1 .
which relates to hci(i,0)t =
(1  f(✏)  f(✏+ U)) / (1 + f(✏)  f(✏+ U)). The
result for the instantaneous zero-frequency noise is
shown in Fig. 3 (a), for the case of time-dependent
energy level and left tunneling rate, ✏ = ✏ +  ✏ sin(⌦t)
and  L =  L +   L sin(⌦t + '), where pumping am-
plitudes are small,   L,  ✏ ⌧  ¯. The instantaneous
cross-correlation is always negative, as required.23 For
small amplitudes it shows a resonant contribution at
✏¯ ⇡ 0, when the addition energy of adding an electron to
the empty dot is equal to the electrochemical potential,
and at ✏¯ ⇡  U , when a second electron can be added.
These two contributions coincide, when the Coulomb
interaction is zero (see blue, dashed line). One can
observe, that the single peak for U = 0 is not the sum
of the two peaks for finite U , but is reduced by a factor
of roughly 0.7. In Eq. (24) we see that this arises from
the fact that the tunneling rate prefactor is modified by
the Coulomb interaction through  
(1)
c / . For U 6= 0,
there is an increase of the rates, since  
(1)
c /  > 1 when
✏ is within the range from  U to 0. This leads to an
e↵ective increase of the total current fluctuations for
finite U .
Since no bias is applied, the instantaneous part of the
noise is a pure thermal noise. Equation (24) can be un-
derstood as a time-averaged fluctuation dissipation the-
orem for it can be related to the instantaneous linear
Figure 8.2: Plot for (a) the instantaneous and (b) the adiabatic zero-frequency noise as a function
of the mean energy level . The graphs are drawn for U = 0, 20kBT (blue dashed, black solid).
The left and right tunnel coupling rates are ΓL = 0.3Γ and ΓR = 0.7Γ. The other parameters are
Γ = 0.5kBT , the pumping amplitudes δ, δΓL = 0.1Γ, the phase difference between the pumping
parameters ϕ = pi/2, and Ω = 0.1Γ.
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Coulomb interaction is zero (see blue, dashed line). One can observe, that the single peak for U = 0
is not the sum of the two peaks for finite U , but is reduced by a factor of roughly 0.7. In Eq. (8.1)
we see that this arises from the fact that the tunneling rate prefactor is modified by the Coulomb
interaction through λ
(1)
c /Γ. For U 6= 0, there is an increase of the rates, since λ(1)c /Γ > 1 when  is
within the range from −U to 0. This leads to an effective increase of the total current fluctuations
for finite U .
Irrespective of the choice of pumping parameters we can state that the instantaneous part of
the noise is a pure thermal noise, since no bias is applied. Equation (8.1) can be understood as a
time-averaged fluctuation dissipation theorem, as introduced for the stationary case in Sec. 4.4.1,
for it can be related to the instantaneous linear conductance as
S
(i)
LR = −4kBT
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
G
(i)
t , (8.4)
where the linear conductance is defined as
G =
∂I
∂V
∣∣∣∣
V=0
. (8.5)
This result holds also in next order in the tunnel coupling, with corrections to the linear conductance
of the form[50, 46]
G(2) = σ
∂G(1)
∂
+ σΓG
(1) +G(cot) , (8.6)
with the lowest-order conductance G(1), which can be directly extracted from Eq. (8.1), and the
definitions
σ = φ(+ U)− φ() (8.7)
σΓ =
(
2
U
σ − φ′()− φ′(+ U)
)
1− f()− f(+ U)
1− f() + f(+ U) . (8.8)
We defined φ(ω) = Γ
2pi
ReΨ
(
1
2
+ iβω
2pi
)
and φ′(ω) = ∂
∂ω
φ(ω) where Ψ is the digamma function. The
term σ denotes the renormalization of the energy level due to quantum fluctuations,  →  + σ.
The function σΓ on the other hand is related to the Γ-renormalization. The prefactor depending on
the Fermi functions relates to the fact that σΓ contains the weighted Γ-renormalizations at different
resonances, occurring with opposite signs. For details see Ref. [46]. Also, see Refs. [50] and [46] for
the remaining analytic expressions for the cotunneling contributions to the conductance.
Importantly, it is the time-averaged conductance which determines the instantaneous zero-
frequency noise. This becomes clearly evident in the black (full) line of Fig. 8.3 for the case of
large amplitudes δ  kBT , where the time dependence of the level position can be seen from the
splitting of the resonances. This feature is due to the fact that when the amplitude of the level
energy δ is much larger than kBT , the quantum dot can be at resonance for a considerably large
time, even though the mean energy level  is far from resonance. When the distance from  to the
resonance is equal to the amplitude at harmonic driving, the dot level is at resonance at the turning
point of the sinusoid, hence the dot stays in the resonant regime for a much longer time than if the
mean energy were exactly on resonance.
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FIG. 4: The instantaneous noise (black solid) and the sum of
instantaneous and adiabatic (red dashed) as a function of the
mean energy level ✏. The splitting of the resonances is visible
for  ✏ > kBT , here  ✏ = 4kBT and    = 0.3 . The other
parameters are U = 20kBT , ⌦ =  /4, and   = 0.5kBT .
conductance as
S
(i)
LR =  4kBT
Z ⌧
0
dt
⌧
G
(i)
t (27)
where the linear conductance is defined as
G =
@I
@V
    
V=0
. (28)
This result holds also in next order in the tunnel cou-
pling, with corrections to the linear conductance of the
form61,62
G(2) =  
@G(1)
@✏
+   G
(1) +G(cot) (29)
with the lowest order conductance G(1), which can be
directly extracted from Eq. (24), and the definitions
  =  (✏+ U)   (✏) (30)
   =
✓
2
U
     0(✏)   0(✏+ U)
◆
1  f(✏)  f(✏+ U)
1  f(✏) + f(✏+ U) .
(31)
We defined  (!) =  2⇡Re 
⇣
1
2 + i
 !
2⇡
⌘
and  0(!) =
@
@! (!) where  is the digamma function. The term
  denotes the renormalization of the energy level due to
quantum fluctuations, ✏ ! ✏ +  . The function    on
the other hand is related to the  -renormalization. The
prefactor depending on the Fermi functions relates to the
fact that    contains the weighted  -renormalizations at
di↵erent resonances, occurring with opposite signs. For
details see Ref. 62. Also, see Refs. 61 and 62 for the
remaining analytic expressions for the cotunneling con-
tributions to he conductance.
Importantly, it is the time-averaged conductance which
determines the instantaneous zero-frequency noise. This
becomes clearly evident in the black (full) line of Fig. 4
for the case of large amplitudes  ✏   kBT , where the
time dependence of the level position can be seen from
the splitting of the resonances. This feature is due to
the fact that when the amplitude of the level energy  ✏
is much larger than kBT , the quantum dot can be at
resonance for a considerably large time, even though the
mean energy level ✏ is far from resonance. When the
distance from ✏ to the resonance is equal to the amplitude
at harmonic driving, the dot level is at resonance at the
turning point of the sinusoid, hence the dot stays in the
resonant regime for a much longer time than if the mean
energy were exactly on resonance.
Moreover, for large amplitudes, the instantaneous ther-
mal noise part gets decreased considerably, as can be
seen when comparing Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 4, due to the
fact that the addition energies are not always close to
the resonances during the whole pumping cycle. We will
show in Sec. IIID, that S
(i)
LR can even vanish for certain
pumping schemes with large modulation amplitudes.
B. Adiabatic pumping with ✏(t) and  ↵(t)
While an instantaneous contribution to the noise is
also present in a time-independent system, an adiabatic
contribution is uniquely due to a finite time-dependent
modulation. Therefore the characteristics of the pumping
noise contain more information about the actual pump-
ing process than the charge only, as we will show in the
following.
By assuming zero bias, but an arbitrary combination
of time-dependent parameters, we find for the leading
order in the tunnel coupling for the adiabatic correction
to the noise
S
(a,0)
LR = 2e
2
Z ⌧
0
dt
⌧
 L R
 2
d
dt
h ci(i,0)t . (32)
Importantly, also for the case of time-dependent driving,
it is possible to express the zero-frequency noise exclu-
sively in terms of observables in the dot which are local
in time, and their derivatives. We see immediately that
quite like the adiabatic current20 the pumping noise in
the sequential tunneling regime can be non-zero only if ✏
is one of the time-dependent parameters, such that the
occupation number hci(i,0)t changes in time, too. For the
remainder of Sec. III B, we choose  L as the second time-
dependent parameter.
Comparing Eq. (24) and Eq. (32), we see clear similar-
ities between the structure of the pumping noise and the
instantaneous noise, which exclusively stems from ther-
mal fluctuations. However, the adiabatic noise is due to
a working pump (i.e., two independent driving param-
eters) and is therefore a non-equilibrium e↵ect. Hence
unlike in the instantaneous case, where the system is as-
sumed to be in equilibrium for each point in time, one
cannot in general expect the fluctuation dissipation rela-
tion to hold for the pumping noise. Nonetheless, within
the framework of a scattering matrix approach (valid for
U = 0) we are able to show that this relation can indeed
Figure 8.3: The instantaneous noise (black solid) and the sum of instantaneous and adiabatic (red
dashed) as a function of the mean energy level . The splitting of the resonances is visible for
δ > kBT , here δ = 4kBT and δΓ = 0.3Γ. The other parameters are U = 20kBT , Ω = Γ/4, and
Γ = 0.5kBT .
Moreover, for large amplitudes, the instantaneous thermal noise part gets decreased considerably,
as can be seen when comparing Fig. 8.2(a) with Fig. 8.3, due to the fact that the addition energies
are not always close to the resonances during the whole pumping cycle. We will show in Sec. 8.1.4,
that S
(i)
LR can even vanish for certain pumping schemes with large modulation amplitudes.
8.1.2 Adiabatic pumping with (t) and Γα(t)
While an instantaneous contribution to the noise is also present in a time-independent system,
an adiabatic contribution is uniquely due to a finite time-dependent modulation. Therefore the
characteristics of the pumping noise contain more information about the actual pumping process
than the pumped charge only, as we will show in the following.
By assuming zero bias, but an arbitrary combination of time-dependent parameters, we find for
the leading order in the tunnel coupling for the first-order in Ω correction to the noise (i.e., the
pumping noise)
S
(a,0)
LR = 2e
2
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
ΓLΓR
Γ2
d
dt
〈∆c〉(i,0)t . (8.9)
Importantly, also for the case of time-dependent driving, it is possible to express the zero-frequency
noise exclusively in terms of observables in the dot which are local in time, and their derivatives.
We immediately see that, similar to the pumping current [6], the pumping noise in the sequential
tunneling regime can be non-zero only if  is one of the time-dependent parameters, such that the
occupation number 〈c〉(i,0)t changes in time, too. For the remainder of Sec. 8.1.2, we choose ΓL as
the second time-dependent parameter.
Comparing Eq. (8.1) and Eq. (8.9), we see clear similarities between the structure of the pumping
noise and the instantaneous noise, which exclusively stems from thermal fluctuations. However, the
adiabatic noise is due to a working pump (i.e., two independent driving parameters) and is, therefore,
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a nonequilibrium effect. Hence unlike in the instantaneous case, where the system is assumed to
be in equilibrium for each point in time, one cannot, in general, expect the fluctuation-dissipation
relation, Eq. (8.4), to hold for the pumping noise, and indeed we show in the following that this
relation breaks down.
However, only for the case of U = 0, the equilibrium relation can be extended to first order in
Ω in the following way
S
(a)
LR(U = 0) = −4kBT
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
G
(a)
t (U = 0) . (8.10)
This relation holds for arbitrary orders in Γ, provided that the temperature is still larger than the
driving frequency Ω. We proved it within the framework of a scattering-matrix approach (valid for
U = 0), see Appendix F. Equation (8.10) is a consequence of the special case where the system
is both non-interacting and adiabatically driven (i.e., close to equilibrium). As we have pointed
out in Sec. 4.5.1, for non-interacting adiabatic quantum pumps it was shown that in the limit
Ω kBT , the noise due to pumping is of thermal origin, a fact which here manifests in an extended
fluctuation-dissipation relatiion, Eq. (8.10).
In the following we show that in the presence of Coulomb interaction, the relation (8.10) breaks
down already in first order in Γ. For the interacting system, the pumping noise, Eq. (8.9), can be
expressed as
S
(a,0)
LR = −4kBT
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
G(a,0)(t)
−2e2
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
λ(1)c − Γ
) 〈c〉(i,0)t ddt〈c〉(i,0)t .
(8.11)
It can thus be separated into a part proportional to G(a,0), which represents an adiabatic correction
of the equilibrium fluctuation dissipation theorem, and a correction term. Importantly, strong
Coulomb interaction has an impact on the charge relaxation rate, λ
(1)
c . It therefore influences the
dynamics of the quantum dot, and thus reveals the impact of the nonequilibrium due to the time-
dependent driving, in form of a deviation from the equilibrium FDT. For a non-interacting system,
λ
(1)
c = Γ, and therefore the correction term vanishes. Hence it is the Coulomb interaction that
prevents us to write down all the noise corrections in terms of the conductance. This is a strong
indication that S
(a,0)
LR is not uniquely of thermal origin for an interacting system.
Several works dealt with a formulation of general fluctuation relations out of equilibrium [132,
106, 114, 107, 108, 115]. In Sec. 4.6 we introduced some of these works, where higher order cumulants
need to be taken into account in order to extend fluctuation relations to nonequilibrium. Extensions
to higher cumulants via the full-counting statistics of the adiabatic pumping system studied here,
might present an interesting task for a future project, in particular with respect to general fluctuation
relations in adiabatic quantum pumps.
The adiabatic noise is shown in Fig. 8.2 (b) for the case of small pumping amplitudes. We see
for one that the instantaneous noise is much larger than the adiabatic one. However, an important
distinguishing feature is their symmetry: whereas the instantaneous cross-correlation is always
negative, its first-order in Ω correction can be both positive or negative, going along with a sign
change at each resonance. Therefore, the pumping noise can lead to an enhancement as well as
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a reduction of the total noise. In order to understand this behavior, it is crucial to examine the
properties of the charge variance 〈∆c〉, because as we see in Eq. (8.9) the pumping noise is directly
related to its time derivative. The charge variance depends on time through its strong dependence
on the energy level . It is finite only when the dot level is close to the Fermi energies where
the dot’s charge state is not well-defined. At resonance where the charge variance is maximal and
∂
∂
〈∆c〉 = 0, the pumping noise exhibits a sign change. This shows that the pumping noise is zero
whenever the charge variance is insensitive to the driving with .
In addition, the pumping noise has a node at the electron-hole symmetric point  = −U/2 and
is antisymmetric around this point (in contrast to S
(i)
LR, which is symmetric). For small amplitudes,
as shown in Fig. 8.2 (b), this leads to a shift of the purely instantaneous noise contribution, which
takes place in the same direction for both the contribution at ¯ ≈ 0 and at ¯ + U ≈ 0. This shift
direction of both contributions depends further on the phase-difference of the driving parameters
and the coupling asymmetry of the tunnel barriers. 1 Finally, the total sign of the pumping noise
depends on the tunnel coupling asymmetry and the pumping direction.
Considering the adiabatic correction in the regime of large amplitudes, see Fig. 8.3, it results in
altering the heights of the two parts of the separated peaks (as a reminder, the peaks separate due
to the large amplitudes), rather than in a shift. Again, which of the contributions gets increased or
decreased depends on the coupling asymmetry and the direction of the pumping. 2
In order to characterize the zero-frequency noise due to pumping with respect to the average
current pumped through the system per period, I¯(a), we define an adiabatic Fano factor
F (a) =
S
(a)
LR
2eI¯(a)
. (8.12)
Since there is no instantaneous current in the absence of a bias voltage, and thus I
(i)
= 0, this quan-
tity can be interpreted as an adiabatic correction to the ordinary Fano factor. It gives information
about, e.g., whether there is a time-averaged pumping current that is free of pumping noise (F (a)
is zero), or there is pumping noise in absence of a pumped charge (F (a) diverges).
Note that the direction of the dc pumping current and the sign of the related pumping noise are
highly sensitive to all system parameters, which is in contrast to stationary transport. Therefore
our interest in the adiabatic Fano factor F (a) is to examine the relation of the current and the
noise including also their respective sign, differing from the motivation for the original Fano factor
namely to study the noise with respect to its Schottky limit.
Importantly, F (a) is independent of the pumping direction, because both I
(a)
and S
(a)
LR change
sign for a reversed pumping cycle. This means that the sign of F (a) can be related to intrinsic
characteristics of the system (as we will see in the following). The adiabatic Fano factor, F (a),
is shown as a function of the average level position in Fig. 8.4. We focus on the case of small
amplitudes of the parameter modulation, where we can derive meaningful analytic results. In a
1We would like to remark that in the limit of U = 0 the two resonant signals of S
(a,0)
LR simply combine to one
signal with twice the amplitude. This behaviour differs from the instantaneous noise which - as we have pointed out
in Sec. 8.1.1 - gets effectively enhanced in the interacting case, due to the enhanced relaxation rate.
2Note that for very large amplitudes one needs to choose the frequency Ω small enough to be within the adiabatic
validity regime, Ωδ ΓkBT .
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be extended to first order in ⌦
S
(a)
LR(U = 0) =  4kBT
Z ⌧
0
dt
⌧
G
(a)
t (U = 0). (33)
Note that this relation holds for arbitrary orders in  .
In the following we show that in the presence of
Coulomb interaction, a correction term appears, and the
relation (33) breaks down already in first order in  . For
the interacting system, the pumping noise, Eq. (32), can
be expressed as
S
(a,0)
LR =  4kBT
Z ⌧
0
dt
⌧
G(a,0)(t)
 2e2
Z ⌧
0
dt
⌧
 L R
 2
⇣
 (1)c    
⌘
hci(i,0)t
d
dt
hci(i,0)t .
(34)
It can thus be separated in a part proportional to G(a,0),
which represents an adiabatic correction of the fluctu-
ation dissipation theorem, and a correction term. Im-
portantly, for a non-interacting system,  
(1)
c =  , and
therefore the correction term vanishes. Hence it is the
Coulomb interaction that prevents us to write down all
the noise corrections in terms of the conductance. This is
a strong indication that S
(a,0)
LR is not uniquely of thermal
origin for an interacting system.
The adiabatic noise is shown in Fig. 3 (b) for the case
of small pumping amplitudes. We see for one that the in-
stantaneous noise is much larger than the adiabatic one.
However, an important distinguishing feature is their
symmetry: whereas the instantaneous cross-correlation
is always negative, its adiabatic correction can be both
positive or negative, going along with a sign change at
each resonance. Therefore, the adiabatic correction of the
noise can lead to an enhancement as well as a reduction
of the total noise. In addition, the pumping noise has a
node at the electron-hole symmetric point ✏ =  U/2 and
is antisymmetric arround this point (in contrast to S
(i)
LR,
which is symmetric). For small amplitudes, as shown in
Fig. 3 (b), this leads to a shift of the purely instantaneous
noise contribution, which takes place in the same direc-
tion for both the contribution at ✏¯ ⇡ 0 and at ✏¯+U ⇡ 0.
This shift direction of both contributions depends further
on the phase-di↵erence of the driving parameters and the
coupling asymmetry of the tunnel barriers.65
Considering the adiabatic correction, in the regime of
large amplitudes it results in altering the heights of the
two parts of the separated peaks (as a reminder, the
peaks separate due to the large amplitudes), rather than
in a shift. Again, which of the contributions gets in-
creased or decreased depends on the coupling asymmetry
and the direction of the pumping.66
In order to characterize the zero-frequency noise due
to pumping with respect to the average current pumped
through the system per period, I¯(a), we define an adia-
batic Fano factor
F (a) =   S
(a)
LR
2eI¯(a)
. (35)
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FIG. 5: Plot of the adiabatic Fano factor F (a) as a function of
the mean energy level ✏. The two curves are for ( L  R)/  =
 0.4, 0.2 (black, red). The other parameters are   = 0.5kBT ,
the pumping amplitudes  ✏,   L = 0.1 , the phase di↵erence
between the pumping parameters ' = ⇡/2, and ⌦ = 0.1 .
Since there is no instantaneous current in the absence
of a bias voltage, and thus I
(i)
= 0, this quantity can
be interpreted as an adiabatic correction to the ordinary
Fano factor. It gives information about, e.g., whether
there is adiabatic transport that is free of adiabatic noise
(F (a) is zero), or there is adiabatic noise in absence of
a pumped charge (F (a) diverges). Importantly, F (a) is
independent of the pumping direction, because both I
(a)
and S
(a)
LR change sign for a reversed pumping cycle. This
means that the sign of F (a) can be related to intrinsic
characteristics of the system (as we will see in the fol-
lowing). The adiabatic Fano factor, F (a), is shown as a
function of the average level position in Fig. 5. We focus
on the case of small amplitudes of the parameter modu-
lation, where we can derive meaningful analytic results.
In a bilinear expansion of the pumping amplitudes, we
find for the adiabatic noise
S
(a,0)
LR =  2e2
 A
⌧
 R
 
 L    R
 
 
3
@
@✏
h ci(i,0)t (36)
with the area  A =
R ⌧
0
dt L✏˙, which is enclosed in pa-
rameter space in one pumping cycle. As for the time-
dependent system quantities, the bar over an arbitrary
function, e.g. h ci(i,0)t , always indicates that only av-
erage parameters appear. For  L =  R, we find that
S
(a,0)
LR , in contrast to the pumped charge, is zero. Note
that while the instantaneous noise and the pumped
charge have even parity with respect to the particle-
hole symmetric point, the pumping noise shows odd par-
ity, S
(a,0)
LR ( ✏  U/2) =  S(a,0)LR (✏+ U/2), leading to the
shift of the total zero-frequency noise, discussed before.
In lowest order in the tunnel coupling and for small am-
plitudes,  ✏ ⌧ kBT and    ⌧  , the adiabatic Fano
factor can be approximated as
F (a) ⇡   L    R
 L +  R
@2
@( ✏)2 hci
(i,0)
t
@
@( ✏) hci
(i,0)
t
(37)
Evidently, the adiabatic Fano factor scales directly with
the coupling asymmetry. This can be seen in Fig. 5,
Figure 8.4: Plot of the adiabatic Fano factor F ( ) as a function of the mean energy level . The
two curves are for (ΓL−ΓR)/Γ = −0.4, 0.2 (black, red). The other parameters are Γ = 0.5kBT , the
pumping amplitudes δ, δΓL = 0.1Γ, the phase difference between the pumping parameters ϕ = pi/2,
and Ω = 0.1Γ.
bilinear expansion of the pumping amplitudes, we find for the adiabatic noise
S
(a,0)
LR = −2e2
δA
τ
ΓR
(
ΓL − ΓR
)
Γ
3
∂
∂
〈∆c〉(i,0) , (8.13)
with the area δA =
∫ τ
0
dtΓL˙, which is enclosed in param ter space in one pumping cycle. As for
the time-dependent system quantities, the bar over an arbitrary function, e.g. 〈∆c〉(i,0)t , always
indicates that only average parameters appear. For ΓL = ΓR, we find that S
(a,0)
LR , in contrast to
the pumped charge, is zero. Note that while the instantaneous noise and the pumped charge have
even parity with respect to the particle-hole symmetric point, the pumping noise shows odd parity,
S
(a,0)
LR (−− U/2) = −S(a,0)LR (+ U/2), leading to the shift of the total zero-frequency noise, discussed
before. In lowest order in the tunnel coupling and for small amplitudes, δ  kBT and δΓ  Γ,
the adiabatic Fano factor can be approximated as
F (a) ≈ −ΓL − ΓR
ΓL + ΓR
∂2
∂(β)2
〈c〉(i,0)t
∂
∂(β)
〈c〉(i,0)t
. (8.14)
Evidently, the adiabatic Fano factor scales directly with the coupling asymmetry. This can be seen
in Fig. 8.4, where we show the Fano factor as a function of the average energy level  for different
(i.e., opposite) coupling asymmetry. The latter factor can be understood as follows. If the dot level
is far from resonance and t charge is exponentially suppressed, 〈c〉(i,0)t ∼ e±β, we find that the
adiabatic Fano factor is constant with respect to the mean level energy F (a) = ∓ (ΓL − ΓR) /Γ. If the
quantu dot is in resonance, i.e., the charge depends linearly on the mean level energy, 〈c〉(i,0)t ∼ ±,
we can observe a node in F (a). Furthermore, the Fano factor changes sign in a step-like feature at
the electron-hole symmetric point, since the pumped charge and the pumped noise have different
symmetries with respect to the lat er. Hence, the off-reson nt plateau heights are directly equal to
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the coupling asymmetry, whereas the nodes occur at the resonances, and the electron-hole symmetric
point. Thus, F (a) displays a distinct feature for the electron-hole symmetric point, which cannot be
observed by the pumping noise directly, since the noise signal itself is exponentially suppressed in
this regime. The nodes in F (a) correspond directly to the nodes of S
(a)
LR. If F
(a) = 0 then there is no
pumping noise even though there is a finite pumped charge. In the case considered here, there is
no possibility to realize the opposite situation of having finite pumping noise in absence of pumped
charge, in which case the adiabatic Fano factor would diverge. We will encounter this case of finite
pumping noise with zero pumped charge in Sec. 8.2.
As a next step, we study the adiabatic noise correction in next higher order in Γ, i.e., in the
regime where cotunneling contributions as well as interaction-induced renormalization effects to
the bare dot parameters arise due to quantum fluctuations. It has been shown[6] that the average
pumping current beyond sequential tunneling is due to the level renormalization term, only,
I¯(a,1) = −e
2
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
ΓL − ΓR
Γ
d
dt
〈c〉(i,ren)t . (8.15)
The renormalization of 〈c〉 is 〈c〉(i,ren)t = σ ∂∂〈c〉(i,0)t . Here, we present the contribution to the zero-
frequency noise in second order in the tunnel coupling. The adiabatic correction in second order is
given as
S
(a,1)
LR = 2e
2
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
ΓLΓR
Γ2
d
dt
〈∆c〉(i,ren)t + S(a,corr)LR . (8.16)
The splitting up into two terms is motivated by Eq. (8.15). Analogously to the pumped charge, the
first contribution is related to the level renormalisation, here specifically, the renormalized charge
variance 〈∆c〉(i,ren)t = σ ∂∂〈∆c〉(i,0)t . However, there is an additional correction term
S
(a,corr)
LR = 4e
2
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
ΓLΓR
Γ2
1
λc
d
dt
〈c〉(i,0)t(
2Γ
Uβ
Sσ′ + (S − 1)
[
w − 〈c〉
(i,0)
t
2
W0d
]
+ (S + 1)
[
w˜ +
〈c〉(i,0)t
2
Wd0
])
, (8.17)
where we used σ′ = ∂
∂
σ as well as S = 1−f()−f(+U)
1−f()+f(+U) . The function S has odd parity with respect to
the electron-hole symmetric point, and gives evidence of either the electron-like or hole-like nature of
the dot spectrum [83]. The correction can be expressed in terms of cotunneling transition rates, for
one there are rates related to transition where initial and final states are the same w = W0→σ→0 =
Wσ→0→σ, w˜ = Wσ→d→σ = Wd→σ→d, and also transitions between zero and double occupancy occur,
W0d and Wd0. Their explicit form can be found in Ref. [82]. For U = 0, we find S
(a,1)
LR = 0, in
analogy to the dc pumping current I
(a,1)
that vanishes also. Moreover, when consulting Eq. (8.17)
we see that this correction term is proportional to 〈c˙〉(i,0)t , and therefore in spite of the appearance
of cotunneling terms, the adiabatic noise is still a purely resonant feature, i.e., it is exponentially
suppressed far from resonance, quite like the pumped charge. Moreover one can show starting from
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Eq. (8.16), that in the case of symmetric coupling, ΓL = ΓR, all adiabatic terms but S
(a,corr)
LR vanish.
The behavior of this correction term is therefore quite different from the other contributions of the
pumping noise which all vanish for symmetric coupling.
We consider again the adiabatic corrections of the Fano factor, see Eq. (8.12). For a sufficiently
asymmetric tunnel coupling, the only visible feature is the shift due to the level renormalization,
since the correction S
(a,corr)
LR is much smaller. If we however approach the symmetric coupling
case, we find that F (a) does not go to zero, and the only visible feature comes from S
(a,corr)
LR .
Importantly, S
(a,corr)
LR is even the leading contribution to the pumping noise, since also the lowest-
order contribution vanishes for symmetric coupling, S
(a,0)
LR .
Note finally, that the adiabatic correction of the Fano factor gives no account for the quality of
the pump. For this purpose, one needs to include the contribution from the instantaneous, thermal
noise. When choosing only  and ΓL as pumping parameters, this is the dominant contribution, since
pumping takes place close to resonance. However, when including ΓR as a third time-dependent
parameter, it is possible to reach the quantised pumping regime. This case we will address in
Sec. 8.1.4.
8.1.3 Pumping with the barriers only
As shown in the previous section, the pumping current and the pumping noise in lowest order in
the tunneling coupling vanish if the level position is not time dependent, (t) = . The first non-
vanishing contribution of time-averaged pumping current and pumping noise for pumping with the
barriers only, is due to second-order processes in the tunnel coupling. We use Eqs. (8.16) and (8.17),
which are valid also for a modulation of ΓL(t) and ΓR(t) to evaluate the pumping noise now for
pumping exclusively via the barriers. Interestingly the correction term, Eq. (8.17), vanishes in this
case since it requires 〈c˙〉(i,0)t 6= 0. Indeed, already for the average pumped current, when pumping
with the barriers only, it has been found that pumping is uniquely due to level renormalization
effects. For the only remaining contribution to the zero-frequency pumping noise, we find
S
(a,1)
LR = 2e
2
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
ΓLΓR
Γ2
d
dt
〈∆c〉(i,ren)t . (8.18)
Note that in this situation, the pumping noise is one order of magnitude smaller than when pumping
also with the level position. However, as we have pointed out already, the lowest-order contribution
of the pumped charge is also zero when  is constant, hence the adiabatic Fano factor is still of
similar order of magnitude as when pumping with  and ΓL. Furthermore, one can show that when
focussing on weak-amplitude pumping and performing an expansion in the pumping amplitudes in
bilinear order, F (a) is equal to the expression in Eq. (8.14). Therefore, in the present case of weak
pumping and no bias, the shape of F (a) is robust with respect to the choice of any two parameters
out of , ΓL and ΓR. Importantly, the Fano factor contains only the intrinsic properties of the
system, and the pumping scheme does not obscure F (a). Keep in mind that this finding is true if
the pumping consists of only two parameters that drive the system.
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FIG. 6: The adiabatic noise contribution in second order
in   as a function of (a) the mean energy level ✏ and
(b) as a function of the mean tunnel coupling asymmetry
 L    R. The di↵erent contributions are separated in Sa,renLR
(blue dashed) as well as S
(a,corr)
LR (red dotted) and their sum
S
(a,1)
LR = S
(a,ren)
LR + S
(a,corr)
LR is plotted in solid black. The
Coulomb interaction is U = 10kBT , in (a)  L = 0.3  as well
as  R = 0.7  and in (b) ✏ = 1.5kBT . The remaining parame-
ters are   = 0.5kBT ,  ✏,   L = 0.1 , ' = ⇡/2 and ⌦ = 0.1 .
Do we want to show the figure?
C. Pumping with the barriers only
As shown in the previous section, the average pumped
charge and the adiabatic contribution to the noise in low-
est order in the tunneling coupling vanish if the level
position is not time dependent, ✏ = ✏. The first non-
vanishing contribution of pumped charge and pumping
noise for pumping with the barriers only, is due to second-
order processes in the tunnel coupling. We use Eqs. (39)
and (40), which are valid also for a modulation of  L(t)
and  R(t) to evaluate the pumping noise now for pump-
ing exclusively via the barriers. Interestingly the correc-
tion term, Eq. (40), vanishes in this case since it requires
hc˙i(i,0)t 6= 0. Indeed, already for the average pumped cur-
rent, when pumping with the barriers only, it has been
found that pumping is uniquely due to level renormaliza-
tion e↵ects. For the only remaining contribution to the
zero-frequency pumping noise, we find
S
(a,1)
LR = 2e
2
Z ⌧
0
dt
⌧
 L R
 2
d
dt
h ci(i,ren)t . (41)
Note that in this situation, the pumping noise is one order
of magnitude smaller than when pumping also with the
level position. However, as we have pointed out already,
the lowest order contribution of the pumped charge is also
zero when ✏ is constant, hence the adiabatic Fano factor
is still of similar order of magnitude as when pumping
with ✏ and  L. What is more, one can show that when
focussing on weak-amplitude pumping and performing an
expansion in the pumping amplitudes in bilinear order,
F (a) is equal to the expression in Eq. (37). Therefore,
in the present case of weak pumping and no bias, the
shape of F (a) is robust with respect to the choice of any
two parameters out of ✏,  L and  R. Importantly, the
Fano factor contains only the intrinsic properties of the
system, and the pumping scheme does not obscure F (a).
Keep in mind that this finding is true if the pumping
consists of only two parameters that drive the system.
D. Quantized pumping
In the previous sections, we discussed predominantly
the case of weak pumping, or when discussing strong
pumping, we restricted ourselves to only two time-
dependent parameters, with which there cannot be quan-
tized pumping. Here, we want consider exactly this
regime where we transport one electron per cycle. This
regime is of interest for a quantum standard for the cur-
rent, because in the regime of quantized pumping, the
zero-frequency noise vanishes.13,14
In order to reach a quantized pumping regime for our
model of a single-level quantum dot, all three parame-
ters ✏,  L, and  R are required to be time dependent,
which is in contrast to, e.g., a double quantum-dot sys-
tem, where two time-dependent parameters are su cient
to obtain quantized pumping.7,10 The quantized single-
quantum dot pump on the other hand is most e cient
when there is a phase di↵erence of each ⇡/2 between  L
and ✏ as well as between ✏ and  R, with a total phase shift
of ⇡ between  L and  R. The only possibility to reach
one pumped charge per cycle at the resonances is when
the modulation of the  ’s is such that each  ↵ closes com-
pletely at one point in the cycle. Thus, one achieves that
the pump actually receives an electron from one lead, and
half a cycle later, it can be released in the other. The fact
that there is a phase shift of ⇡ between the two  ’s also
assures the validity of the adiabatic condition, since the
sum  L +  R remains constant.
We show the result of the number of pumped charges
⌧I
(a,0)
t in Fig. 7(a) and the corresponding total noise
SLR = S
(i,1)
LR + S
(a,0)
LR in Fig. 7(b). We see that with
increasing amplitude of the level energy  ✏, we reach the
regime of quantized pumping, I = e⌦/2⇡. When one
reaches either the resonance at the addition energy of
one electron on the dot, ✏ = 0, or the one to add a sec-
ond electron, ✏ =  U , there is one charge transferred
per cycle, for su ciently large level energy amplitude.
Considering the total noise SLR in Fig. 7(b) we indeed
find that the noise vanishes in the regime of quantized
pumping.
At edges, i.e., when the average energy level ✏ is ± ✏
away from the resonances, there is a remaining thermal
Figure 8.5: The adiabatic noise contribution in second order in Γ as a function of (a) the mean
energy level  and (b) as function of the mean tunnel coupling asymmetry ΓL−ΓR. The different
contributions are separated in Sa,renLR (blue dashed) as well as S
(a,corr)
LR (red dotted) and their sum
S
(a,1)
LR = S
(a,ren)
LR + S
(a,corr)
LR is plotted in solid black. The Coulomb interaction is U = 10kBT , in (a)
ΓL = 0.3Γ as well as ΓR = 0.7Γ and in (b)  = 1.5kBT . The remaining parameters are Γ = 0.5kBT ,
δ, δΓL = 0.1Γ, ϕ = pi/2 and Ω = 0.1Γ. The values for the noise are taken with respect to a reference
value Sref =
e2
τ
1
τΓ
F
ΓkBT
, with the area of the pumping cycle F = piδδΓL. The first factor in Sref is
the standard unit of noise we used in all previous plots, the second factor is related to the adiabatic
expansion, and the third represents the bilinear response value for small driving amplitudes. The
second and third factors are each unit-less and significantly smaller than 1.
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8.1.4 Quantized pumping
In the previous sections, we discussed predominantly the case of weak pumping, or when discussing
strong pumping, we restricted ourselves to only two time-dependent parameters, with which there
cannot be quantised pumping. Here, we want to consider exactly this regime where we transport
one electron per cycle. This regime is of interest for a quantum standard for the current. In the
regime of quantised pumping, the zero-frequency noise is strongly suppressed [30, 31].
In order to reach a quantised pumping regime for our model of a single-level quantum dot,
all three parameters , ΓL, and ΓR are required to be time dependent, which is in contrast to,
e.g., a double quantum-dot system, where two time-dependent parameters are sufficient to obtain
quantised pumping [4, 61]. The quantised single-quantum dot pump on the other hand is most
efficient when there is a phase difference of each pi/2 between ΓL and  as well as between  and ΓR,
with a total phase shift of pi between ΓL and ΓR. The only possibility to reach exactly one pumped
charge per cycle is when the modulation of the Γ’s is such that each Γα closes completely for one
moment during the cycle. Thus, one achieves that the pump actually receives an electron from one
lead, and half a cycle later, it can be released in the other. 3
We show the result of the number of pumped charges τI
(a,0)
t /e in Fig. 8.6(a) and the corre-
sponding total noise SLR = S
(i,1)
LR + S
(a,0)
LR in Fig. 8.6(b). We see that with increasing amplitude
of the level energy δ, we reach the regime of quantised pumping, I = eΩ/2pi. When one reaches
either the resonance at the addition energy of one electron on the dot,  = 0, or the one to add a
second electron,  = −U , there is one charge transferred per cycle, for sufficiently large level energy
amplitude. Considering the total noise SLR in Fig. 8.6(b) we indeed find that the noise vanishes in
the regime of quantised pumping.
At the edges, i.e., when the average energy level  is ±δ away from the resonances, there is a
remaining thermal noise contribution. Here, the dot level is brought close to resonance right at the
turning point of the sinus modulation of  where both tunneling barriers are open. Consequently,
there are non-vanishing thermal fluctuations, and there is no perfect transmission of exactly one
charge per cycle.
8.2 Noise including finite bias voltage and magnetic field
We considered until now pumping at zero bias voltage. However, also the study of the current
induced by a time-dependent bias opens new avenues for transport spectroscopy. In this section, we
therefore generalise our previous results by allowing for a finite voltage bias, eV (t) = µL(t)−µR(t),
with the aim to consider adiabatic pumping by the modulation of the gate and bias voltage, (t) =
 + δ sin(Ωt) and eV (t) = eV + eδV sin(Ωt + ϕ). This specific pumping prescription has a very
promising application as a spectroscopy tool, see Sec. 3.4.2.
The pumping noise turns out to have a different behavior, containing information on both the
pumping and the instantaneous current. In particular, we can show that a pumping noise can
persist in the absence of an adiabatically pumped charge. In this case the pumping noise indicates
3The fact that there is a phase shift of pi between the two Γ’s also assures the validity of the adiabatic condition,
since the sum ΓL + ΓR remains constant.
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FIG. 7: The number of pumped charges ⌧I
(a,0)
t (a) and the
total noise cross-correlations SLR as a function of the average
level energy ✏. The time-dependent parameters are chosen
as ✏(t) = ✏ +  ✏ sin(⌦t),  L =  /2 [1 + sin(⌦t  ⇡/2)], and
 R =  /2 [1 + sin(⌦t+ ⇡/2)]. The amplitude of the level
modulation is  ✏ = {5 , 25 , 75 } for the black (solid), blue
(dotted), and red (dashed) line respectively. The other pa-
rameters are U = 100kBT and kBT = 2 .
noise contribution. Here, the dot level is brought close to
resonance right at the turning point of the sinus modu-
lation of ✏ where both tunneling barriers are open. Con-
sequently, there are non-vanishing thermal fluctuations,
and there is no perfect transmission of exactly one charge
per cycle.
IV. NOISE INCLUDING FINITE BIAS
VOLTAGE AND MAGNETIC FIELD
We considered until now pumping at zero bias voltage.
However it was shown in Ref. 21 that also the study of
the current induced by a time-dependent bias opens new
avenues for transport spectroscopy. In this section, we
therefore generalize our previous results by allowing for
a finite voltage bias with the aim to consider adiabatic
pumping by the modulation of the gate and bias voltage,
✏(t) = ✏+ ✏ sin(⌦t) and V (t) = V + V sin(⌦t+'). This
specific pumping prescription has a very promising appli-
cation as a spectroscopy tool. It has been shown21 that
when pumping with bias and gate voltages, the pumped
charge is uniquely due to a finite Coulomb interaction.
If the time average of the bias is finite, the occurrence of
a pumped charge reflects the sign of the coupling asym-
metry to the leads,  L 6=  R; at zero average bias, the
pumped charge contains information about the degen-
eracy of the ground state. This latter point could be
proven by a study of the pumped charge in the presence
of a magnetic field, which lifts the spin degeneracy of
the system. Whether the pumping current emerges or
vanishes is hence based on di↵erent mechanisms, which
lead to identical features in the pumped charge. In the
following we show that the noise is a tool to distinguish
them and to identify the pumping mechanism at hand.
In order to study the full parameter space needed we al-
low in the following for a finite external magnetic field as
well. After deriving the general formulas for the pump-
ing noise in Section IVA, we consider the specific case
of time-dependent bias and gate voltage, for which the
pumped charge reveals features due to Coulomb interac-
tion that can be used in order to do spectroscopy21 in
Section IVB.
A. General expressions for current and noise
We start by adding a finite bias V as well as a Zee-
man splitting   due to a finite magnetic field B to the
system and study the pumping current and the instan-
taneous and adiabatic zero-frequency noise for a general
set of time-dependent parameters ✏,  ↵,   or V . As a
consequence of the bias, there is also an instantaneous
current flowing in addition to the pumping current due
to time-dependent driving. Likewise, on top of thermal
and pumping noise, shot noise will emerge in the large
bias regime.
The magnetic field resulting in a Zeeman splitting of
the energy level adds additional structure to the system
and, together with the finite Coulomb interaction, ef-
fects a coupling of the charge and spin dynamics, as will
be discussed in the following. This coupling of charge
and spin is most conveniently accounted for by introduc-
ing the vector ~c = (hci, hsi)T as well as a current vector
~I = (I, Is)
T
carrying both the charge and spin on the
dot and the charge and spin currents into the leads as
components. The spin on the dot and the spin current
are defined as the di↵erence of the occupation or current
for the two spin channels, respectively, hsi = h"i   h#i
and Is = I"   I#.
Pumping current. With the above introduced abbre-
viations, we can give the expressions for the adiabatic
charge current21 and the adiabatic spin current22 in a
compact form
~I(a,0)(t) = eA (g↵ )
d
dt
~c
(i,0)
t (42)
where the instantaneous charge and spin are obtained
through
hci(i,0)t = ( 1, 0, 0, 1)P (i,0)t (43)
hsi(i,0)t = (0, 1, 1, 0)P (i,0)t (44)
and P
(i,0)
t is the stationary solution of the generalized
Master equation, Eq. (9). Importantly in the presence of
Figure 8.6: The number of pumped charges τI
(a,0)
t (a) and the total noise cross-corr lations SLR
as a function of the a rage level energy . The time-depend nt parameters are chosen as (t) =
 + δ sin(Ωt), ΓL = Γ/2 [1 + sin(Ωt− pi/2 ], and ΓR = Γ/2 [1 + sin(Ωt+ pi/2)]. The amplitude of
the level modulation is δ = {5Γ, 25Γ, 75Γ} for the black (solid), blue (dotted), and red (dashed)
line respectively. The other parameters are U = 100kBT and kBT = 2Γ.
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that the pumping current cancels in average but not at every instant of time. In order to study
the full parameter space needed for the type of spectroscopy introduced in Refs. [7, 8], we allow
in the following for a finite external magnetic field as well. After deriving the general formulas for
the pumping noise in Section 8.2.1, we consider the specific case of time-dependent bias and gate
voltage, for which the pumped charge reveals features due to Coulomb interaction in Section 8.2.2.
8.2.1 General expressions for current and noise
We start by adding a finite bias V as well as a Zeeman splitting B due to a finite magnetic field to
the system and study the pumping current and the instantaneous and adiabatic zero-frequency noise
for a general set of time-dependent parameters , Γα, B or V . As a consequence of the bias, there is
also an instantaneous current, I
(i)
t (consider Eq. (5.52) for its evaluation), flowing in addition to the
pumping current, I
(a)
t , due to time-dependent driving. Likewise, on top of thermal and pumping
noise, shot noise emerges in the large-bias regime.
The magnetic field resulting in a Zeeman splitting of the energy level adds additional structure
to the system and, together with the finite Coulomb interaction, effects a coupling of the charge
and spin dynamics, as will be discussed in the following. Also, in the presence of a magnetic field
a spin current is induced by a finite bias or a modulation of gates; this spin current in turn will in
the following be shown to have an impact on the charge current noise.
The coupling of charge and spin dynamics is most conveniently accounted for by introducing
the vector ~c = (〈c〉, 〈s〉)T as well as a current vector ~I = (I, Is)T carrying both the charge and spin
on the dot and the charge and spin currents into the leads as components. The spin on the dot and
the spin current are defined as the difference of the occupation or current for the two spin channels,
respectively, 〈s〉 = 〈↑〉 − 〈↓〉 and Is = I↑ − I↓.
Pumping current. With the abbreviations introduced above, we can give the expressions for the
adiabatic charge current [7] and the adiabatic spin current [8] in a compact form
~I(a,0)(t) = eA
d
dt
~c
(i,0)
t , (8.19)
where the components of the instantaneous ~c are obtained through
〈c〉(i,0)t = (−1, 0, 0, 1)P (i,0)t (8.20)
〈s〉(i,0)t = (0, 1,−1, 0)P (i,0)t , (8.21)
and P
(i,0)
t is the stationary solution of the generalised Master equation, Eq. (5.50). The current
expression, Eq. (8.19), shows that time-dependent changes in spin and charge on the dot result in
a current flow. The amount of the latter is found from a two-by-two response matrix A, given in
Eq. (G.1), which contains information about the relaxation behavior of charge and spin in the dot.
This matrix representation of the prefactor is owed to the fact that the charge and spin dynamics
are coupled quantities, i.e., a change of the spin expectation value can induce a charge current and
vice versa.
For the specific case where bias and gate are chosen as pumping parameters the result for the
time-averaged current is shown in Figs. 8.7 and 8.8, (a) and (c), respectively. We will discuss the
shown results in detail in Sec. 8.2.2.
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Some features can be observed in the pumped current already in the general case. If there
is either zero magnetic field or zero interaction, the dynamics of charge and spin decouple and
consequently the response matrix A becomes diagonal. For zero magnetic field, B = 0, and arbitrary
Coulomb interaction U we find
A (B = 0) = −1
2
 λ
(1)
c,L−λ
(1)
c,R
λ
(1)
c
0
0
λ
(1)
s,L−λ
(1)
s,R
λ
(1)
s
 . (8.22)
This shows that indeed A contains the relaxation rates of charge and spin to the different leads α,
which, in first order in Γ are given by
λ
(1)
c/s,α = Γα (1± fα()∓ fα(+ U)) (8.23)
with the Fermi function for lead α as fα (E) = 1/ (1 + exp[β(E − αeV/2)]) and the summed rates
λ
(1)
c/s =
∑
α λ
(1)
c/s,α. When the dynamics of charge and spin decouple, the pumping current is directly
related to the charge relaxation rates, while the spin current is directly related to the spin relaxation
rates. However for B = 0 the spin expectation value is zero at all times and so is the spin current.
Moreover, if we consider the case of non-interacting electrons, we find, independently of the
magnitude of B,
A (U = 0) = −1
2
ΓL − ΓR
Γ
(
1 0
0 1
)
. (8.24)
The matrix is hence diagonal, and the charge and spin dynamics can be considered uncoupled, even
with a finite magnetic field. This is because in the absence of Coulomb interaction the particles
with spin ↑ and spin ↓ form two independent particle sectors. The only occurring relaxation rate for
U → 0 is then the tunneling rate λ(1)c/s,α → Γα. Equivalently to the two independent particle sectors
one can consider any linear superposition of them, as in this case the charge 〈c〉+ 1 = 〈↑〉+ 〈↓〉 and
the spin 〈s〉 = 〈↑〉−〈↓〉. An important consequence of the vanishing interaction is that the prefactor
matrix A does not depend on gate and bias anymore. Therefore a time-averaged pumped current
can be induced only if at least one of the Γα depends on time, while the time-averaged pumped
current vanishes when pumping with gate and bias. We will come back to this in Sec. 8.2.2.
Zero-frequency noise. We are interested in the properties of the noise indicating the origin of
processes leading to the appearance or the suppression of a finite time-averaged pumped charge.
We start by presenting the results for the instantaneous contributions to the zero-frequency noise
in the presence of a finite bias and an external magnetic field. As already observed in Sec. 8.1.1,
the instantaneous noise is found to be the time integral of the expression for the stationary zero-
frequency noise, where all parameters are replaced by time-dependent parameters frozen at the
integration time t. The stationary zero-frequency noise in the sequential tunneling regime has been
calculated before in Ref. [118], however, analytic expressions were only provided for specific limits.
Here, we find an analytic expression for the instantaneous contribution to the zero-frequency noise
in a time-dependently driven system
S
(i,1)
LR = e
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
[
~c
(i,0)T
t A
′~I(i,1)t + e~a
T∆~c
(i,0)
t
]
. (8.25)
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Importantly, in contrast to the zero-bias case discussed before, see Eqs. (8.1) and (8.4), this expres-
sion is no longer merely given by the time-averaged conductance. Now it contains time-averaged
shot noise terms as well; this is clear from the first term of Eq. (8.25), which contains the instan-
taneous charge and spin current, ~I
(i,1)
t , being non-zero only for a finite bias. What is more, not
only is the current expression appearing in the noise, but the charge and spin densities are shown
to directly couple to both the charge and spin currents via the matrix A′. It is of very similar
structure as the matrix A occurring in the pumping current, as can be seen in Eq. (G.5). The
appearing rates are therefore the same as in the prefactor of the pumping current, see Eq. (8.19).
Here we observe that these rates reappear also in the first term of the instantaneous current-current
correlation. The occurrence of rates related to charge and spin dynamics in the current noise has
already been reported in a stationary system, see e.g. Refs. [131, 133].
The second term in Eq. (8.25) contains the charge and spin variance ∆~c = (〈∆c〉, 〈∆s〉)T and
for zero bias, it reduces to the thermal noise. We have encountered this second term, proportional
to the local charge and spin fluctuations, ∆~c, already in a simpler form in the previous case,
Sec. 8.1.1: there the instantaneous noise in the absence of a bias and a magnetic field, Eq. (8.1),
has been shown to directly depend on the charge variance and the charge relaxation rate, while in
the presence of a magnetic field mixing with the spin variance occurs, which is accounted for by the
prefactor vector ~a that contains terms related to the charge and spin relaxation see Eq. (G.6) in the
Appendix. As we have stated already, for zero bias, ~I
(i,1)
t = 0, only the latter term survives (thermal
noise). Note however that, in the large-bias limit, where shot noise effects are dominant, both terms
contribute equally. Therefore, there is no clear separation in thermal and shot noise terms in this
high-temperature limit with time-dependent driving, when representing the instantaneous noise
according to Eq. (8.25). A representation for the current noise in terms of expectation values and
variances of the charge and current has already been found in the time-independent regime for
non-interacting electrons, zero magnetic field and large bias [131].
Our main interest is here on the first-order Ω contribution to the noise for arbitrary interaction
U and Zeeman splitting B. We here show that it can be given in terms of the dot’s charge and
spin and the variances thereof, as well as the charge and spin currents, in a form that reflects the
structure of the instantaneous noise,
S
(a,0)
LR = e
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
[
~c
(i,0)T
t B1~I
(a,0)
t +
d
dt
~c
(i,0)T
t B2~I
(i,1)
t + ~c
(i,0)T
t B3
d
dt
~I
(i,1)
t
+~c
(i,0)T
t B4~I
(i,1)
t + e~b
T
1
d
dt
∆~c
(i,0)
t + e~b
T
2 ∆~c
(i,0)
t
]
.
(8.26)
This equation represents a closed form for the pumping noise for interacting electrons and an
arbitrary choice of the driving parameters. Also in the pumping noise we find that the charge
and spin expectation values appear paired with the charge and spin currents (and their time
derivatives), where prefactors related to the charge and spin relaxation accompany these pairs.
The prefactors of the first four terms are collected in the matrices Bi, given in the Appendix in
Eqs. (G.10), (G.11), (G.12), and (G.13). In particular, B4 contains expressions proportional to the
time derivatives of the pumping parameters. Like, e.g., A′, the Bi have again the property that if
charge and spin dynamics are independent, namely for U = 0 or B = 0, they become diagonal.
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Finally, we find the two last terms in Eq. (8.26) which contain charge and spin variances and
their time derivatives. For the general case of an arbitrary magnetic field, both the charge and
spin variance influence the pumping noise, as is expressed via the prefactor vectors ~bi related to
the charge and spin relaxation, see Eq. (G.14) in the Appendix. Here, ~b2, like B4, contains factors
proportional to the time derivatives of the pumping parameters.
In analogy to the instantaneous noise, for a vanishing magnetic field, B = 0, when spin and
charge are independent, the full pumping noise can be expressed in terms of quantities related to the
charge alone, namely the charge on the dot, 〈c〉(i,0)t , and its variance, 〈∆c〉(i,0)t , the charge current,
I
(i,1)
t , the charge relaxation rate, λ
(1)
c,α, and the time derivatives of these charge-related functions.
8.2.2 Adiabatic pumping with (t) and V (t)
We will in the following use the general results obtained above in order to study the pumping current
and noise in the case where (t) and V (t) are the pumping parameters. We divide the following
discussion into two parts. First, we recapitulate the discussion of the average pumping current, I
(a)
,
that has been investigated in Refs. [7, 8] with respect to its application as a spectroscopy tool, as
already introduced in Sec. 3.4.2. In the second part, we discuss our results of the pumping noise
S
(a)
LR, and put it into relation with the pumping current I
(a)
t and the instantaneous current I
(i)
t .
Pumping current The results for the dc pumping current I
(a,0)
for a finite interaction U = 25kBT
are depicted for different parameter sets of coupling asymmetry and magnetic field in Figs. 8.7 and
8.8, (a) and (c). The figures display the case of weak pumping amplitudes, i.e., the modulation
amplitudes of gate and bias are much smaller than kBT .
The dashed lines in these figures represent the situation where either the |0〉 → |σ〉 or |σ〉 → |2〉
transition is in resonance with one of the electrochemical potentials of either the left or right lead.
Due to Coulomb blockade the charge of the dot is fixed inside the diamonds formed by the dashed
lines.
The first observation for the pumped charge is that there can be only a non-vanishing signal
when two resonance lines cross (whenever two dashed lines meet). The reason for this is that only
there, the system is effectively sensitive to two independent pumping parameters, namely to the
distance between the level position and one of the electrochemical potentials, (t) ± e
2
V (t). In all
other regions the system is sensitive to only one of these energy differences (namely on the dashed
lines in between such two points) or not sensitive to the parameter variation at all (in the regions
away from the dashed lines). In these latter cases the averaged pumped charge is identical to zero.
Moreover, the dc pumping current is zero for a non-interacting quantum dot, U = 0, because in that
case the charge and spin relaxation rates become constant, and consequently there is no difference
in the loading and unloading process of the pumping current (as already stated in the previous
Sec. 8.2.1).
What is of interest are the features of the adiabatically pumped current at the crossing points,
which depend on the magnetic field and the coupling asymmetries. Figure 8.7 (a) shows the pumped
charge in the absence of a magnetic field, B = 0, and for symmetric coupling to the leads, ΓL = ΓR.
The two peaks have opposite sign, which was shown to be related to the difference in the degeneracy
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Figure 8.7: Density plot of the pumped charge I
(a,0)
(a) and (c), and the adiabatic noise S
(a,0)
LR (b)
and (d), as a function of the mean energy level  and the mean bias voltage V , without magnetic
field, B = 0. Figures (a) and (b) depict the case for symmetric tunnel coupling, ΓL = ΓR = Γ/2, and
both (c) and (d) for asymmetric coupling, ΓL = 0.7Γ and ΓR = 0.3Γ. The underlined dashed grid
sketches the dot level resonance lines. The other parameters are U = 25kBT , δ = 0.1Γ, δV = 0.1Γ,
Ω = 0.1Γ, ϕ = −pi/2 and Γ = 0.5kBT .
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Figure 8.8: Density plot of the pumped charge I
(a,0)
(a) and (c), and the adiabatic noise S
(a,0)
LR
(b) and (d), as a function of the mean energy level  and the mean bias voltage V , with finite
magnetic field, B = 7.5kBT . Figures (a) and (b) depict the case for symmetric tunnel coupling,
ΓL = ΓR = Γ/2, and both (c) and (d) for asymmetric coupling, ΓL = 0.7Γ and ΓR = 0.3Γ. The
underlined dashed grid sketches the dot level resonance lines. The other parameters are as in
Fig. 8.7.
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of neighbouring charge states: for the parameter cycle chosen here, the pumped charge is negative,
at the points where the degeneracy of the ground state is increased by increasing the charge and the
pumped charge is positive at the points where the degeneracy decreases by increasing the charge.
Figure 8.7 (c) shows that a finite pumped charge is observed also at the line crossings at high
bias if an additional coupling asymmetry to the left and the right lead results in an asymmetry
between the loading and unloading process along the pumping cycle, ΓL = 0.7Γ.
Finally, Fig. 8.8 (a) and (c) depict the results for the adiabatically pumped current in the
presence of a finite magnetic field, B = 7.5kBT , for symmetric and asymmetric coupling to the
leads. First of all, new features are observed stemming from the spin-splitting of the energy level.
Of these additional features, the signals at points 3 and 4, as indicated in Fig. 8.8 (d), are visible
only when the tunnel coupling is asymmetric, ΓL 6= ΓR.
Strikingly, the signal that was observed at point (1) in the absence of a magnetic field, vanishes
here. This is due to the fact that the finite magnetic field lifts the degeneracy of the singly occupied
state, resulting in a constant relaxation rate and therefore in a symmetric loading and unloading in
the low-bias regime. As a consequence, the pumping current can be written as a full time derivative,
and its time average vanishes. To show this effect, we approximate Eq. (8.19) in the vicinity of
point 1 for the case that point 1 is well separated from all other contributions (namely under the
assumption that B and U are sufficiently larger than kBT ) and find
~I
(a,0)
t ≈ −
e
2
ΓL − ΓR
Γ
d
dt
~c
(i,0)
t . (8.27)
Since the Γα are constant in time, the dc component of ~I
(a,0) is zero. Note however, that the prefactor
directly shows that for symmetric coupling the symmetric contribution to the time-resolved pumping
current, ~I
(a,0)
t =
(
~I
(a,0)
L,t − ~I(a,0)R,t
)
/2, at point 1 is zero for all times, whereas for asymmetric coupling
it cancels only in the time average. This vanishing of the pumped charge due to the lifting of the
degeneracy of the ground state is important as a spectroscopy tool [7, 8]. However, from the charge
current alone it is impossible to distinguish whether the pumping current vanishes on average or
for all times t in the low bias regime. Importantly, as we will show later, the pumping noise enables
us to differentiate between exactly these two cases.
Pumping noise The result for the pumping noise is shown in Figs. 8.7 and 8.8, (b) and (d),
with the same set of parameters used for the discussion of the pumping current. In general we
see that also the pumping noise occurs in the vicinity of the dashed line crossings only, since as
explained above, these are the only points where the system is sensitive to two independent pumping
parameters. In contrast to the pumped charge, the features of the pumping noise display a sign
change, whenever the pumped charge is finite.
Furthermore, the pumped charge and pumping noise generally have the following different sym-
metry properties with respect to the average gate and bias voltage
I
(a,0)
(U/2− ,−V ) = −I(a,0)(, V ) (8.28)
S
(a,0)
LR (U/2− ,−V ) = +S(a,0)LR (, V ) , (8.29)
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that is, I
(a,0)
is antisymmetric and S
(a,0)
LR is symmetric with respect to the point reflection at the
electron-hole symmetric point, (, V ) = (−U/2, 0). These relations can be proven at the level of
Eqs. (8.19) and (8.26). 4 The same symmetry relations as in Eqs. (8.28) and (8.29) hold also for
instantaneous contributions of current, I
(i,1)
t and noise, S
(i,1)
LR , respectively.
The complex structure of the pumping noise can be more easily accessed when concentrating
on working points close to the zero-bias region. We start by considering the most simple case of
symmetric tunnel coupling ΓL = ΓR and zero magnetic field, B = 0, depicted in Fig. 8.7 (b). In the
low bias regime the pumping noise can be approximated as
S
(a,0)
LR ≈
8
Γ
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
I
(i,1)
t I
(a,0)
t , (8.30)
provided that U  kBT . This means that in this limiting case the pumping noise can be fully related
to the product of the time-resolved currents which are of relevance here, namely the pumping current
and the instantaneous current. This expression containing current expectation values, which are
again local in time, reflects the structure of the current-current correlations in a very simple product
form. The noise thus contains information about the relative behaviour of these two time-resolved
currents.
Note that also for asymmetric tunnel-coupling ΓL 6= ΓR, this simple formula for the low-bias
regime still yields a good qualitative approximation to the pumping noise. Therefore, we will now
make use of Eq. (8.30) to understand the shape of the noise signal in detail. For this purpose
we furthermore write the pumping current in terms of a response coefficient, Λ, as introduced in
Ref. [8],
I(a,0) = eΛ
(
~˙XT~∇〈c〉(i,0)
)
, (8.31)
where we used a vector notation for the two pumping parameters XT = ((t), eV (t)) and the
gradient with respect to said parameters ~∇T = (∂, 1e∂V ). The response coefficient for B = 0 is
given by Λ = −
(
λ
(1)
c,L − λ(1)c,R
)
/2λ
(1)
c .
Now, we explicitly insert the pumping current contribution into Eq. (8.30), where we expand in
small pumping amplitudes,
S
(a,0)
LR ≈
8
Γ
I
(i,1)
I
(a,0)
+ ΛδA
8e
Γ
(
~∇I(i,1) × ~∇〈c〉(i,0)
)
3
. (8.32)
The area of one pumping cycle in parameter space is τδA = e
∫ τ
0
dtV˙ . We insert a third component
equal to zero in ~∇ for a well-defined cross product, where the third component of the latter appears
here.
The first term in this equation is simply a product of time-averaged currents. Since the in-
stantaneous current always changes sign when reversing the bias and the pumping current does not
4The inversion in the point (−U/2, 0) results in the transformations gασ → gασ, ~c(i,0)t → −~c(i,0)t , ∆~c(i,0)t →
∆~c
(i,0)
t as well as ~I
(i,1)
t → −~I(i,1)t , hence the entire noise expression remains the same and the current changes sign.
Additionally, since a trajectory in the parameter space of (t), V (t) keeps its orientation under this transformation,
the time integral does not change the symmetry.
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change its sign within any resonance, we can generally state that this first contribution has opposite
signs for opposite bias with a node at zero bias.
The different shape of the noise signals for different tunnel couplings to the leads, see Fig. 8.7
(b) and (d), thus originates from the behaviour of the second contribution. Since the gradient of
the current, ~∇I(i,1), points mainly along the bias axis and the gradient of the charge, ~∇〈c〉(i,0), is
mainly directed along changes in the gate, the cross product has a constant sign for all values of
 and V . Hence, for a fixed pumping cycle, only the averaged response coefficient Λ is strongly
sensitive to the coupling asymmetry. It therefore governs the symmetry behavior of the pumping
noise at low bias.
For symmetric coupling the response coefficient Λ has a node at zero bias, making the second
contribution of Eq. (8.32) of equal shape as the first. This explains the antisymmetric behavior
(with respect to V ) of the pumping noise at low bias for symmetric tunnel coupling, shown in
Fig. 8.7 (b). However, when the tunnel coupling is strongly asymmetric, as shown in Fig. 8.7(c)
and (d) for ΓL = 0.7Γ and ΓR = 0.3Γ, the response coefficient Λ does not exhibit any sign change.
Therefore, the noise is no longer strictly antisymmetric, see Fig. 8.7 (d).
Concluding the discussion of the B = 0 case, we consider the pumping noise signal in the high
bias regime. Also at high bias, pumping noise occurs whenever the pumped charge is finite, as can
be seen in Fig. 8.7 (d). The approximate Eq. (8.30) is no longer valid in this regime, and in order
to understand the detailed behavior, the full Eq. (8.26) has to be considered. Nonetheless, this
pumping noise exhibits a similar sign change as in the low-bias regime, the orientation of which still
reflects the respective sign of the time-averaged pumping current and the instantaneous current (we
will describe this effect in more detail in the following B 6= 0 case).
Strikingly, when considering a finite magnetic field, the pumping noise can persist even when
the pumped charge vanishes. In this particular case the pumping noise does not exhibit a sign
change. This effect can be observed in the case of asymmetric coupling in the low bias regime, see
Figs. 8.8 (c) and (d). In order to reproduce this remarkable feature, we extend our discussion of
the pumping noise in the low-bias regime to the case of a finite magnetic field, B 6= 0. Importantly,
Eq. (8.30) is a valid quantitative approximation for finite B independently of the tunnel coupling
asymmetry, given that U,B  kBT .
Since we are here interested in a situation in which the average pumped current vanishes, the first
term of Eq. (8.32) never contributes and the full behavior can be understood from the time-averaged
response coefficient. In the limit U,B  kBT and for low bias it is given by
Λ¯(B) = −ΓL − ΓR
2Γ
, (8.33)
see also Eq. (8.27). This response coefficient is independent of gate and bias, which explains the
missing sign change. Furthermore, Λ¯(B) takes a constant value different from zero for a finite
coupling asymmetry. For ΓL 6= ΓR, the time-resolved pumped current is different from zero, even
though its average vanishes. This explains the finite contribution to Eq. (8.30).
However, when the coupling is symmetric, the response coefficient Λ(B) is exactly zero and so
is the pumping current at every instant of time. Therefore also the pumping noise vanishes, see
Fig. 8.8 (b). This shows that with the help of the pumping noise - which, as we want to stress, is
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itself a time averaged quantity - one can distinguish at low bias whether the pumping current is
zero at all times or whether it is only its time average which vanishes.
Finally, we also remark on the high-bias pumping noise occurring in the presence of a finite
magnetic field, as shown in Figs. 8.8 (b) and (d). The signals, such as points 2 to 4, go along
with a finite pumped charge and hence exhibit the sign change observed and discussed before. As
mentioned already for the high bias noise signals in the case where B = 0, the orientation of the
nodes in the pumping noise reflect the respective directions of instantaneous current and pumped
charge. Namely, when going away from the electron-hole symmetric point, the pumping noise
changes from positive to negative (negative to positive) when pump and bias work in the opposite
(same) direction. This fact also manifests in the symmetry relations, Eqs. (8.28) and (8.29), derived
earlier.
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Chapter 9
Summary and outlook
Summary In this thesis we investigated current and noise for time-dependently driven quantum
dot systems, including Coulomb interaction effects.
We studied charge and spin pumping through a serially coupled double quantum dot in both the
weak and strong interdot coupling regimes, contacted to either normal or ferromagnetic reservoirs.
We took into account Coulomb interaction with the only restriction that double occupation of
a single dot is excluded. When the two dots are weakly coupled, interaction-induced quantum
charge fluctuations occur, resulting in a renormalized level difference. We showed that this level
renormalization can be directly measured as a node in the pumped charge. In the case of strong
interdot coupling, hybridized double-dot states contribute to the transport with opposite sign. If
their level spacing is within thermal reach, the time-averaged transport of the excited channel can
outmatch the ground-state one. This results in a sign change in the averaged pumped charge,
uniquely found in the presence of time-dependent fields.
Including one ferromagnetic contact, both mechanisms, i.e., quantum charge fluctuations in the
weak interdot coupling and thermal accessibility of the excited state in the strong interdot coupling,
enable the possibility to pump spin in the absence of net charge transport.
We finally studied the spin-valve effect for non-collinear ferromagnetic contacts. Depending on
the system’s parameters, we find a normal as well as an anomalous spin-valve effect, and even
an actual change in the transport direction can be observed, leading to a diverging tunneling
magnetoresistance.
Moreover, we succeeded in addressing a regime of nonadiabatic charge pumping in a double
quantum dot model. With the presented model and method we were able to reproduce the experi-
mentally measured pumping current through a two-atom electron pump driven through ac voltages.
We found a very good agreement between theory and experimental data is very high. Based on a
compact formalism we were able to address the various features due to nonadiabatic driving, and
assign their origin to specific parts of the dynamics. While some features in the current are due to
a nonadiabatic local (interdot) dynamics, other features can be clearly assigned to a nonadiabatic
dissipative dynamics due to either tunnel coupling to the reservoirs or due to an inelastic relaxation
mediated through electron-phonon interaction.
Moreover, we found that the ratio between the current signals for a forward and backward pumping
cycle exhibits plateau features (i.e., independent of the working point of the pump) where the purely
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adiabatic current contribution is zero. The value of the plateau height gives direct evidence of the
relevant charge loading or unloading processes as well as of the inelastic decay. The plateau values
can be used for spectroscopy, in order to determine the tunneling rates as well as the inelastic rate
through a simple and straightforward recipe. The existence of the theoretically predicted plateaus
could be confirmed in the experimental data.
A main part of this thesis dealt with the derivation of a formalism for the calculation of the
zero-frequency pumping noise in the adiabatic driving regime in the presence of strong Coulomb
interaction and a nonequilibrium due to an arbitrary externally applied bias voltage. We found
analytic expressions for the pumping noise containing expectation values of the dot occupation and
the current, which are local in time. This analytic description allows us to individuate contributions
originating from thermal noise, shot noise and pumping noise.
In a first step we applied the developed formalism to the case of pure pumping, in absence of an
external bias voltage, taking into account up to second order in the tunnel coupling Γ. In ze-
roth order in the driving frequency, the zero-frequency noise fulfills a time-averaged version of the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem. We find that for the correction in first order in the driving fre-
quency, the fluctuation-dissipation theorem breaks down, uniquely due to the nonvanishing Coulomb
interaction. This is true already in first order in the tunnel coupling Γ. We study the characteristic
properties of the pumping noise based on an analysis of the adiabatic correction of the Fano factor.
We find that it exhibits information about the coupling asymmetry to the leads and has a distinct
feature, i.e., a step with a sign change, at the electron-hole symmetric point. Interestingly, the
adiabatic correction of the Fano factor is insensitive to the specific choice of pumping parameters.
In the second part of the pumping noise investigation, we address the pumping noise in the presence
of a finite - possibly large - bias, and eventually include a magnetic field. We computed an explicit
analytical expression for the pumping noise valid for arbitrary bias and magnetic field strength, as
well as an arbitrary choice of time-dependent parameters. Based on these we were able to show how
the charge dynamics, and (in the case of a finite magnetic field) their interplay with spin dynamics,
appear in the noise. In the specific case of pumping with gate and bias voltage as time-dependent
parameters in particular in presence of a magnetic field, we find that there can be pumping noise
in the absence of pumped charge. The appearance of this additional noise signal can be used to
identify whether the time-resolved pumping current vanishes or whether it averages out after one
period. More generally the pumping noise gives evidence about the respective direction of pumping
current and the current induced by a bias.
Outlook This work also raised some questions that we will address in the future. We would like
to highlight some of these in the following.
Firstly we would like to point out a technical limitation concerning the adiabatic expansion as
described in Sec. 5.5. In order to perform a consistent expansion order by order in the driving
frequency within the diagrammatic approach, as a first step we performed an expansion of the
kinetic equation, Eq. (5.36), such that the dissipative part of the dynamics is approximated as∫ t
−∞
dt′W (t, t′)P (t′) ≈
∫ t
∞
dt′W (t, t′)
[
P (t) + (t′ − t)P˙ (t)
]
. (9.1)
Importantly, such an expansion is justified if P (t) changes on a much slower time scale than the
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memory of the kernel W (t, t′) decays. This is however not always given, as for instance local coherent
dynamics could give rise to fast oscillations in the non-diagonal elements of P (t). Therefore the
question arises whether it is possible to perform a consistent adiabatic expansion where the driving
is slow with respect to the dissipative dynamics due to W in presence of local coherent dynamics
much faster than the reservoir correlation time. In fact we have treated a similiar case in the special
limit of weak tunnel coupling in Sec. 5.8 where the local dynamics can be fast. However this method
was restricted to lowest order perturbation in the tunnel coupling. How could one address a higher
order tunneling regime? We deem it worthwhile to look at a so-called time-convolutionless master
equation treatment as introduced in Ref. [134]. The main idea is that one considers instead of
the reduced density matrix P = trres[ρ] by tracing out the reservoir degrees of freedom, a density
matrix projected onto the local system subspace ρ˜ = Pρ, where P is the projection operator. The
objects P and ρ˜ contain both the same information about the local quantum system contacted to
reservoirs, simply in a different mathematical representation. However the advantage of the latter
is that one can formulate a kinetic equation for ρ˜ that contains no time convolution and results in
a completely time-local generator G of the dynamics
˙˜ρ(t) = G(t)ρ˜(t). (9.2)
We suspect that an adiabatic treatment in terms of this time-convolutionless kinetic equation in a
time-dependent system has the potential to resolve the issue of fast oscillations in some part of ρ˜,
because an approximation step of the form of Eq. (9.1) is no longer necessary.
A further project of interest is the regarding the pumping noise. Namely we have been able to
identify several interesting features in the pumping noise of a single-level quantum dot pump, with
the drawback that in the regime we considered, the pumping noise is always a small correction to a
much larger noise signal that is not due to pumping (for zero bias we encountered a dominant thermal
noise contribution, while for large bias there is a large shot noise contribution due to the bias). Of
course the pumping noise is sensitive to the pumping direction (inverting the pump results in a sign
change of the pumping noise), therefore one might be able to filter out the pumping contribution
through subtracting the forward and backward pumping signal. But on the other hand it would
be of high interest to have a directly measurable dominant pumping noise. In Refs. [18, 135]
a single-level quantum dot contacted to three contacts was considered. The authors show how
Coulomb interactions and a large bias voltage can give rise to a cross-over from positive to negative
crosscorrelations. Hence one could be able to address the regime where the crosscorrelation noise
due to the bias is vanishing, and consider a working pump that provides an additional transport
on top of the bias. The resulting pumping noise signal could then give rise to a rather pronounced
feature, that could be directly detected.
Finally we want to point out that we have considered the validity of the fluctuation dissipation
theorem (FDT) for the case of an adiabatically driven single-level quantum dot in the absence of
bias. We found that for zero Coulomb interaction, the equilibrium FDT can be simply extended
to the first order nonequilibrium correction in the driving frequency Ω. This statement goes hand
in hand with the finding that in the high-temperature limit, the pumping noise in absence of
interactions is simply a correction of the thermal noise due to an active pump, see Sec. 4.5.1.
Including interactions we find a violation of the FDT as it can be formulated for the scattering
matrix approach, indication for finite interaction, the pumping noise in the high temperature regime
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is not purely of thermal origin. The question that remains is, what kind of general nonequilibrium
fluctuation relation the pumping noise actually fulfills. We have mentioned in Sec. 4.6 several works
that investigate general fluctuation relations in terms of the full-counting statistics of the transport.
The full-counting statistics can be described by a cumulant generating function F (χ) where χ is the
charge counting field. Based on microreversibility in Refs. [106, 109] a symmetry of F with respect
to the charge counting field can be derived, from which one can deduce fluctuation relations in a
strong nonequilibrium situation. The above mentioned references deal with systems that are not
time-dependently driven. Could one simply extend this procedure to include an adiabatic driving
and consider nonequilibrium fluctuation relations in the quantum pumps as we considered them
in this thesis? In Ref. [132] driven quantum systems are considered, and it was shown that in the
presence of time-dependent driving, not only a charge but also an energy counting needs to be
performed in order to show symmetry relations in the counting statistics. This fact could be of
interest in order to link the study of noise in adiabatic quantum pumps performed in this thesis to
recent results obtained for the heat current in a quantum pump, as shown in Ref. [136].
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Appendix A
Diagrammatic rules
In this section, we summarize the rules to diagrammatically evaluate the various contributions to
the kernel and the current kernels and the new terms occurring in the pumping noise.
For this purpose we translate the superoperator picture used in the main text to ordinary
operators on a Keldysh contour. In the kernel, there are the tunneling vertices due to Lt(t) and
free propagators between two vertices Π0(t, t
′) = exp
[
−i ∫ t
t′ dt1L0 (t1)
]
. Due to the definition of the
Liouville operator, L · := [H, · ], we write the free propagator as
e−i
∫ t
t′ dt1L0(t1) · = e−i
∫ t
t′ dt1H0(t1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
forward contour
· e−i
∫ t′
t dt1H0(t1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
backward contour
(A.1)
where, as we indicate, there occurs a forward and backward propagation. In the graphical notation
we thus represent the time line in an upper contour for the forward propagation and a lower contour
for the backward propagation. The tunneling vertex defined through
LT (t) · = HT (t) · − · HT (t) (A.2)
can now be placed at the corresponding time t on either the forward or backward contour, resulting
in a sign change. The entire procedure can be seen in Fig. A.1 for the example of a sequential
tunneling diagram.
Here we give the rules for the kernels W
(i,a)
t , W
(i,a)
Iα,t
, and W
(i,a)
IαIβ ,t
for the model of a single-level
dot coupled to two reservoirs, in Laplace space, the Laplace variable being z. The rules for W
(i,a)
t ,
W
(i,a)
Iα,t
and W
(i)
IαIβ ,t
have been derived already in Refs. [24, 118, 6]. The example shown in Fig. A.2
is a diagram that combines features of all rules listed below. The rules for the instantaneous kernel
W
(i)
t (z) in Laplace space are:
1. Draw all topologically different diagrams with n tunneling lines connecting pairs of vertices.
Assign reservoir index α, energy ω and spin σ to each line. Also, assign state index χ with the
corresponding energy Eχ (t) to each element of the Keldysh contour connecting two vertices.
Additionally, draw an external line from the upper leftmost to the upper rightmost corner of
the diagram, carrying an external frequency −iz.
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pi0 (t, t
′)
LT (t) LT (t
′)
=
e−i
∫
t′
t
dt1H0(t1)
<
e−i
∫
t
t′ dt1H0(t1)
>
t′ t
HT HT −
e−i
∫
t′
t
dt1H0(t1)
<
e−i
∫
t
t′ dt1H0(t1)
>
HT
t′ t
HT
−
e−i
∫
t′
t
dt1H0(t1)
<
e−i
∫
t
t′ dt1H0(t1)
>
t′
HT
t
HT
+
e−i
∫
t′
t
dt1H0(t1)
<
e−i
∫
t
t′ dt1H0(t1)
>
HT
t′
HT
t
Figure 7: Schematic figure of a lowest order tunneling diagram, in superoperator representation
on the left-hand side of the equation, and the operator representation on the right-hand side with
the Keldysh contour. On the right-hand side there is a forward (upper contour), and a backward
(lower contour) propagation in time. We have to take into account all possibilities of placing the
tunneling vertices due to HT on the upper or lower contour. Since LT = [HT , ·] this gives rise to
a minus sign if there is an odd number of tunneling vertices on the forward contour. This can be
generalised to arbitrary order in the tunnel coupling.
can now be placed at the corresponding time t on either the forward or backward contour, resulting
in a sign change. The entire procedure can be seen in Fig. 7 for the example of a sequential tunneling
diagram.
Here we give the rules for the kernels W
(i,a)
t , W
(i,a)
Iα,t
, and W
(i,a)
IαIβ ,t
for the model of a single level
dot coupled to two reservoirs, in Laplace space, the Laplace variable being z. The rules for W
(i,a)
t ,
W
(i,a)
Iα,t
and W
(i)
IαIβ ,t
have been derived already in Refs. [8, 16, 14]. The example shown in Fig. 8 is
a diagram that combines features of all rules listed below. The rules for the instantaneous kernel
W
(i)
t (z) in Laplace space are:
1. Draw all topologically different diagrams with n tunneling lines connecting pairs of vertices.
Assign reservoir index α, energy ω and spin σ to each line. Also, assign state index χ with the
corresponding energy Eχ (t) to each element of the Keldysh contour connecting two vertices.
Additionally, draw an external line from the upper leftmost to the upper rightmost corner of
the diagram, carrying an external frequency −iz.
2. For each time segment between two adjacent vertices (they may lie on the same or on different
branches of the Keldysh contour) assign the resolvent 1/∆E (t) where ∆E (t) is the difference
of all backward going minus all forward going energies.
3. Each vertex containing a dot operator d
(†)
σ gives rise to a matrix element 〈χ′| d(†)σ |χ〉 where
χ (χ′) is the dot state entering (leaving) the vertex with respect to the Keldysh contour. For
the single-level quantum dot in particular, the transitions between the doubly occupied state
and the singly occupied state with an electron with spin down, |2〉 → | ↓〉 and | ↓〉 → |2〉,
pick up a minus sign, −1, due to Pauli’s principle. All other transitions do not acquire an
additional factor.
29
Figure A.1: Schematic figure of a lowest order tunneling diagram, in superoperator representation
on the left-hand side of the equation, and the opera represen ation on the right-hand side with
the Keldysh contour. On the right-hand side there i forward (upper c ntour), and a backward
(lower contour) propagation in time. We have to take into account all possibilities of placing the
tunneling vertices due to HT on the upper or lower contour. Since LT = [HT , ·] this gives rise to
a minus sign if there is an odd number of tunneling vertices on the forward contour. This can be
generalised to arbitrary order in the tunnel coupling.
(a)
|χ′〉 |χ〉
|χ′〉 |χ〉
t′ t
Wx
<
>
(b)
−iz4
−iz
−iz1
α −iz3
Iˆα
Iˆα
W
(1)
IαIα
=
Figure A.2: (a) General scheme of a diagram lement, where t′ < t. The index x stands for the
different kinds of diagrams, W , WIα , and WIαIβ . The forward part of the Keldysh contour is the
upper line going from left to right, the lower line represents the backward part of the contour. (b)
Example for ne spe ific iagra fir t order in Γ, of type WIαIβ . The solid arrow line with index
α is representing a tunneling line where an electron is tunneling in and out of reservoir α. The
solid dots represent external vertices due to the current operator. The dashed lines represent the
extra imaginary e ergy lines that are used for either L place derivatives or adiabatic corrections of
diagrams.
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2. For each time segment between two adjacent vertices (they may lie on the same or on different
branches of the Keldysh contour) assign the resolvent 1/∆E (t) where ∆E (t) is the difference
of all backward going minus all forward going energies.
3. Each vertex containing a dot operator d
(†)
σ gives rise to a matrix element 〈χ′| d(†)σ |χ〉 where χ
(χ′) is the dot state entering (leaving) the vertex with respect to the Keldysh contour. For
the single-level quantum dot in particular, the transitions between the doubly occupied state
and the singly occupied state with an electron with spin down, |2〉 → | ↓〉 and | ↓〉 → |2〉,
pick up a minus sign, −1, due to Pauli’s principle. All other transitions do not acquire an
additional factor.
4. Each tunneling line with index α contributes with a factor of 1
2pi
Γαfα (ω) if the line is going
backward with respect to the closed time path and a factor of 1
2pi
Γαfα (−ω) if it is going
forward.
5. Each diagram takes up a prefactor of (−i) (−1)b (−1)c, where b is the number of electron
operators (due to internal, namely tunneling, vertices) on the backward Keldysh contour, and
c is the number of crossings of tunneling lines.
6. Sum over all diagrams that contribute to the same kernel element.
Next, we want to give the additional rules for the blocks containing one or two current operators,
W
(i)
Iα,t
(z) and W
(i)
IαIβ ,t
(z). The diagrams contributing to WIα and WIαIβ can be directly derived from
the rules for the kernel W . This direct relation arises due to the fact that the current operator is
of analogous structure as the tunneling part of the Hamiltonian, which give rise to the tunneling
vertices in W . Namely, the superoperators for the internal and external vertices are
LIα = −i
{∑
kσ
(
γα (t) c
†
αkσdσ − γα (t) d†σcαkσ
)
, ·
}
(A.3)
−iLT,α = −i
[∑
kσ
(
γα (t) c
†
αkσdσ + γα (t) d
†
σcαkσ
)
, ·
]
(A.4)
The replacement of a tunnel vertex by a current operator (external vertex) results in factors ±1
with respect to rule 5, depending on the position of Iˆα on the contour, because LT is formed by a
commutator while for LI it is an anticommutator. Furthermore, an additional sign occurs depending
on whether a tunneling line is incoming or outgoing, due the sign change in front of the term with
cαkσ, see Eq. (A.3).
The resulting additional rules are set thus that all possible replacements are taken into account,
i.e., the current operator has no fixed position within the diagrams. This is possible also for the
current operators that are originally fixed at time t (see Fig. 5.2), because we take the trace eT on
all objects WIα , WIαIβ with a fixed current operator. This trace cancels all contributions where the
external vertex due to Iˆα is not the first vertex in the diagrams, enabling us to neglect the position
of Iˆα. The rules are:
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7. Assign a factor +1 for each external vertex on the upper (lower) branch of the Keldysh contour
which describes tunneling of an electron into (out of) lead α, and −1 in the other two cases.
8. Sum up all the diagrams, taking into account the above introduced factors ±1 for each possi-
bility to replace one (two for WIαIβ) tunneling vertices by current vertices. For two external
vertices, multiply with a factor 1/2.
Finally we give the rules for the corrections of the diagrams in first order in the driving frequency
Ω. In the model considered here, there is no need to differ between adiabatic corrections of the
kernel W and of the objects WIα as well as WIαIβ . We do on the other hand separate the two
cases of adiabatic corrections due to a time-dependent tunnel coupling and due to a time-depedent
energy level [6].
The additional rules for adiabatic corrections W (a) due to the time dependence of Γ are:
9. Add to all diagrams needed for W (i) (above) additional external frequency lines between any
vertex ti and the right corner of the diagram, and assign to them the energy −izi.
10. Follow the rules (1) to (6) taking into account the extra lines.
11. Perform a first derivative with respect to zi and multiply by a factor of
1
2
Γ˙α (t) /Γα (t). Sum
all the contributions obtained in this way.
The following are the additional rules for adiabatic corrections W (a) due to the time dependence
of .
12. In addition to the external frequency lines added according to rule (9), put one more external
frequency line from the left corner of the diagram with no vertex to the right corner.
13. Follow the rules (1) to (6) taking into account the extra lines.
14. Perform a second derivative with respect to zi and multiply by − i2
(
E˙χ (t) −E˙χ′ (t)
)
, where
χ (χ′) is the dot state entering (leaving) the vertex of the external frequency line at ti with
respect to the Keldysh contour. The term E˙χ (t) (E˙χ′ (t)) is omitted if the segment associated
with Eχ (t) (Eχ′ (t)) does not belong to the diagram. Sum all the contributions obtained in
this way.
For the purposes of this thesis, currents and current noise were calculated in the sequential
tunneling regime and in the next order in an expansion in Γ. In the sequential tunneling regime,
no adiabatic corrections to the kernels contribute. Therefore no adiabatic correction rules for a
time-dependent bias voltage V are needed. The rules for such a general case can be found, e.g., in
Ref. [120]. For the next-order calculation, it is furthermore enough to consider adiabatic corrections
of diagrams up to first order in Γ. In this case, it is possible to formulate a simplification for the
adiabatic correction in lowest order in the tunnel coupling, by relating it to the instantaneous kernel.
Hence we can write down an additional simplified rule:
15. For the lowest-order term in Γ simply compute W
(a,1)
t (z) =
1
2
∂zW˙
(i,1)
t (z).
Note that this does not hold in general [120].
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Appendix B
Derivation of Π
B.1 Starting point
In all noise expressions the propagator appears in an expression with a finite support, Π (t, t￿) =
Π (t, t￿) − P (t) ⊗ eT. That is, for the time difference t − t￿ → ∞ it converges to zero. In Laplace
space we can write it as
Π (t, z) = Π (t, z)− 1
z
P (t)⊗ eT. (B.1)
In order to find a relation to explicitly calculate Π, we make a convolution with the kernel W from
the left-hand side, resulting in￿
W ◦ Π￿ (t, z) = (W ◦ Π) (t, z)− (W ◦ P ) (t, z) (B.2)
The convolutions in the above Eq. (B.2) are evaluated according to Eq. (5.42). Since W has no
inverse, we need an additional condition to fully determine Π, which is eTΠ = 0. To evaluate the
convolution of the kernel W and the propagator Π, we have to make use of the Dyson equation,
relating propagator and kernel
Π (t, t￿) = 1+
￿ t
t￿
dt1
￿ t1
t￿
dt2W (t1, t2)Π (t2, t
￿) (B.3)
where W takes the role of a self-energy. We then transform Eq. (B.3) to Laplace space and obtain
Π (t, z) =
1
z
+ (1 ◦W ◦ Π) (t, z) (B.4)
where the last term can again be evaluated according to Eq. (5.42). Equations (B.2) and (B.4) form
the full set of equations we need in the following to derive the relations that determine the different
contributions of Π.
B.2 Instantaneous contributions
Having all ingredients in Laplace space at hand we can derive the instantaneous Π quite easily.
We take the instantaneous limit of Eq. (B.2), i.e., all time derivatives vanish and the exponentials
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carrying these time derivatives can be approximated by 1. Also, the kernel W as well as the density
matrix P are approximated to instantaneous order (i.e., zero order in the driving frequency Ω). By
taking in a next step the limit z → 0+ we obtain
W (i)t Π
(i)
t = W
(i)
t Π
(i)
t − lim
z→0+
1
z
￿
W (i)t + z∂W
(i)
t
￿
P (i)t ⊗ eT
= P (i)t ⊗ eT − 1− ∂W (i)t P (i)t ⊗ eT. (B.5)
In the last line we used for one the outcome of the z → 0+ limit of the instantaneous Dyson equation,
Eq. (B.4),
W (i)t Π
(i)
t = lim
z→0+
zΠ(i) (t, z)− 1 = P (i)t ⊗ eT − 1. (B.6)
Also, we used the result of the instantaneous master equation, 0 = W (i)t P
(i)
t .
The Laplace derivative of Π can be derived analogously by taking again the instantaneous limit
of Eq. (B.2). However, now we first differentiate it with respect to z and then set z to zero
∂W (i)t Π
(i)
t +W
(i)
t ∂Π
(i)
t = ∂W
(i)
t Π
(i)
t +W
(i)
t ∂Π
(i)
t
− lim
z→0+
∂z
￿
1
z
W (i)t + ∂W
(i)
t +
1
2
z∂2W (i)t
￿
P (i)t ⊗ eT
(B.7)
Next, we use the relation Π
(i)
t = ∂W
(i)
t Π
(i)
t +W
(i)
t ∂Π
(i)
t which is a consequence of the Dyson equation,
Eq. (B.4), in the instantaneous z → 0+ limit. We find
∂W (i)t Π
(i)
t +W
(i)
t ∂Π
(i)
t = Π
(i)
t −
1
2
∂2W (i)t P
(i)
t ⊗ eT. (B.8)
Thus, Eqs. (B.5) and (B.8) determine the instantaneous contributions of Π and ∂Π.
B.3 Adiabatic contribution
In this section we sketch the derivation of the adiabatic contribution of Π. We start again from
Eq. (B.2), where we expand all convolutions adiabatically, according to Eq. (5.45). We then go to
the z → 0+ limit of for which we get￿
WΠ
￿(a)
t
= {WΠ}(a)t − lim
z→0+
1
z
{WP}(a)t ⊗ eT
− {∂WP}(a)t ⊗ eT.
(B.9)
Likewise, we perform an adiabatic expansion of the Dyson equation for the z → 0+ limit (note that
limz→0+ zΠ(a) (t, z) = P
(a)
t ⊗ eT)
P (a)t ⊗ eT = {WΠ}(a)t − limz→0
1
z
P˙ (i)t ⊗ eT − Π˙
(i)
t . (B.10)
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Inserting Eq. (B.10) into Eq. (B.9), and using the adiabatic expansion of the generalised master
equation, P˙
(i)
t = {WP}(a)t , we arrive at{
WΠ
}(a)
t
= P
(a)
t ⊗ eT + Π˙
(i)
t − {∂WP} ⊗ eT (B.11)
which is the desired relation for the adiabatic correction to Π.
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Appendix C
Derivation of I˜
In Eq. (5.32) we define the two-time object I˜α(t, t
′) which is related to the current Iα(t) via Iα(t) =
I˜α(t, t). This object is needed for the evaluation of the zero-frequency noise, Eq (5.30), where it
appears in a convolution with the current, I˜α ◦ Iβ. In this Appendix we calculate the Laplace
transform of the object I˜α(t, t
′). We find
I˜α(t, z) =
∫ t
−∞
dt2e
−z(t−t2) eeT
∫ t2
−∞
dt1WIα(t, t1)P (t1)
= eeT
∫ t
−∞
dt1
z
[
1− e−z(t−t1)]WIα(t, t1)P (t1)
=
1
z
[Iα(t, z = 0)− Iα(t, z)] (C.1)
This allows us to perform an expansion of I˜α(t, z) in the Laplace frequency z. Of this expansion
we need the contribution in zeroth and in first order in z in order to evaluate the expansion of the
zero-frequency noise in the driving frequency Ω. We find
I˜α(t, z → 0+) = −eeT∂WIα,tPt (C.2)
∂z I˜α(t, z)
∣∣∣
z→0+
= −eeT 1
2!
∂2WIα,tPt (C.3)
Thus the adiabatic expansion of the convolution I˜α◦Iβ is now performed straightforwardly according
to the adiabatic bracket notation, as introduced in Sec. 5.5.2.
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Appendix D
Static TMR
We calculate the conductance for the static case [see Eq. (6.30)] in the linear-response regime. We
focus on strong interdot coupling ∆ > Γ and infinite Coulomb interactions U and U ′ in order
to compare to the results found in Sec. 6.3. The linear conductance in the presence of polarised
leads, Gp, is obtained by solving the stationary master equation, Eq. (5.75) for leads with different
Fermi energies and by calculating the stationary current response from Eq. (5.68). We find for the
conductance
Gp =2e2β
∑
η=b,a
f+ (η)
ΓLηΓRη
Γη
(
1− ΓLηΓRη
Γ2η − Γ2~pi2η
×
CΓ2η [f
− (η)]
2
+
(
(~pL − ~pR) ~Bη
)2
Γ2η [f
− (η)]
2 + ~B2η
P0 , (D.1)
with
C = (~pL − ~pR)2 + (~pL~pR)2 − p2Lp2R , (D.2)
and the static probability of having an empty dot in lowest order in tunneling P0 = (1 + 2e
−βb +
2e−βa)−1. The linear conductance for unpolarised leads G0 is found by setting the polarisations to
zero, making the correction term in the parentheses vanish. We insert the linear conductances found
from Eq. (D.1) into Eq. (6.30) in order to find TMRstat. The static tunneling magnetoresistance
depends on E¯ in contrast to the pumping TMR. Furthermore, due to the applied bias, the effective
magnetic field enters in the static case, which it does not in the case of pumping for vanishing bias.
In contrast to the pumping case, TMRstat takes always values within in the interval [0, 1].
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Appendix E
Computation of the nonadiabatic current
through a double quantum dot
In this section we describe how the computation of the nonadiabatic current through a double
quantum dot is performed. Importantly, the resulting kinetic equation as shown in Sec. 7.1 allows
for an analytic calculation of the current. We did not show any explicit expression of the current
for the general case, as these expressions are rather large. Following the recipe given here below,
a computation of the analytic pumping current is however straightforward. We used this recipe in
order to derive the plateau values for the current ratio, as discussed in Sec. 7.4, for certain special
cases.
The time evolution of the density matrix Pd = (P0, PL, PR) is computed through the kernelW(t)
as defined in Eq. (7.2). The zero-temperature approximation for the Fermi and Bose distributions
enables a piecewise analytic solution of the problem, as we will show in the following. Namely, W
depends on time only through the theta functions θ (±α(t)) and θ (±L(t)∓ R(t)). It therefore
depends only on the sign of α(t) as well as on whether the left or right dot energy is higher,
L(t) lg R(t). Consider the driving trajectory (L(t), R(t)) for a certain working point. There can
be at most six different scenarios indicated by the letters j = {ggg, ggl, lg, lll, llg, gl}, see Fig. E.1.
The propagation of Pd within one sector labelled with one of the scenarios is time-independent, as
the kernel Wj is constant within such a sector, whereas for different j’s the kernel is different. The
red circle indicates an example trajectory going through the sectors ggg→ggl→lg. Suppose that
the system enters the sector ggg at time t and after completing one period, ends up again at ggg
at time t+ τ , where τ is the pumping period. The total propagation can be given as
Pd(t+ τ) =WLZeWggl∆τ∗eWlg∆deWggl∆τWLZeWggg∆cPd(t) (E.1)
where the WLZ indicate the level crossing with the Landau-Zener transition probabilities, see
Eq. (7.4). The time differences ∆τ,∆τ ∗,∆c, and ∆d are the total time intervals that the sys-
tems spends in the respective sector. The steady state is found by imposing periodic boundaries in
time space Pd(t) = Pd(t+ τ). Thus the time-evolution is computed analytically, through Eq. (E.1)
and probability conservation eTPd = 1.
The current can then be obtained also in a piecewise fashion. The propagation of Pd is performed
up to a certain sector, and is preceeded by the current kernelWI as defined in Eq. (7.6). For instance,
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ǫL
ǫR
lll
llg
gl
lg
ggg
ggl ggg : ǫL > 0, ǫR > 0, ǫL > ǫR
ggl : ǫL > 0, ǫR > 0, ǫL < ǫR
lg : ǫL < 0, ǫR > 0
lll : ǫL < 0, ǫR < 0, ǫL < ǫR
llg : ǫL < 0, ǫR < 0, ǫL > ǫR
gl : ǫL > 0, ǫR < 0
Figure E.1: Sketch of a possible pumping trajectory (red), in the space of the pumping parameters
L and R. The letters indicate the six different scenarios. For instance lll stands for L lesser zero,
R lesser zero, and L lesser R.
the current at time t+ ∆t for the case when t+ ∆t is in sector ggl, is given as
I(t+ ∆t) = eeTWI,ggleWggl(∆t−∆c)WLZeWggg∆cPd(t) (E.2)
The dc component of the current is given as the time integral over one pumping period, Idc =∫ t+τ
t
dt′I(t′). This recipe can be extended to arbitrary trajectories. The remaining task is the
geometric determination of the time intervals that the system spends in one specific sector.
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Appendix F
Derivation of pumping FDT within
scattering approach
In this appendix we want to show how one can extend the equilibrium fluctuation-dissipation
theorem of periodically driven systems, up to first order in the driving frequency contribution of
the noise and the linear conductance, in the absence of Coulomb interaction in the high temperature
regime Ω  kBT , as given in Eq. (8.10). For this purpose we use the scattering matrix approach.
Consider the scattering matrix Sαβ for a system driven periodically with a driving frequency Ω,
providing the scattering amplitude of an outgoing particle with energy E in reservoir α which is
incoming reservoir β
bα (E) =
∑
β
∑
n
Sαβ (E,En) aβ (En) , (F.1)
where the particle annihilation (creation) operators of an incoming and outgoing particle are given as
a† and b†, respectively. The incoming and outgoing electron energies need not be the same, namely
they may differ from each other by a multiple integer of the driving frequency, En = E + nΩ.
This reflects the fact that a system with an explicitly time-dependent driving does not conserve the
energy.
The pumping noise S
(a)
αβ in the high temperature regime has been computed in Ref. [22]. There-
fore, all we have to do is to provide the adiabatic correction of the linear conductance and show its
relation to the noise. The current to reservoir α can be given as for a general periodically driven
system as
Iα (t) =
e
2pi
∫
dE
∑
nm
ei(n−m)Ωt
∑
β
S∗αβ (E,En)Sαβ (E,Em) [fα (En)− fβ (E)] . (F.2)
We want to expand the current in an instantaneous and adiabatic correction in analogy to what we
derived in Sec. 5.5 for the diagrammatic approach
Iα (t) ≈ I(i)α,t + I(a)α,t . (F.3)
For this purpose, we perform an expansion of both the scattering matrix and the Fermi function
up to first order in the driving frequency Ω. The scattering matrix can be adiabatically expanded
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as shown in Ref. [104]
Sαβ (E, t) ≈ S(i)αβ (E, t) + S(a)αβ (E, t) (F.4)
where Sαβ (E,En) =
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
einΩtSαβ (E, t). The instantaneous scattering matrix S(i)αβ is the con-
tribution zeroth order in the driving frequency, and can be obtained from the time-independent
scattering matrix by inserting parametrically the time-dependence. The first order in Ω correction
can be expressed as
S(a)αβ (E, t) =
i
2
∂2S(i)αβ
∂t∂E
(E, t) + Aαβ (E, t) (F.5)
where the condition for the matrix A can be found in Ref. [104]. The matrix A is required to ensure
the unitarity of the scattering matrix. This expansion is justified if Ω  δE, where δE is the
energy scale on which the scattering matrix changes. The expansion of the Fermi function reads
fα (En) ≈ fα (E) + nΩ ∂∂Efα (E) which is valid explicitly for the high temperature limit. Based on
this, the adiabatic correction of the current (i.e., the pumping current) reads
I
(a)
α,t = −i
e
2pi
∫
dE
∑
β
∂
∂t
[
S∗(i)αβ (E, t)
]
S(i)αβ (E, t)
∂
∂E
fα (E)
+
e
2pi
∫
dE
∑
β
(
S∗(i)αβ (E, t)S(a)αβ (E, t) + S∗(a)αβ (E, t)S(i)αβ (E, t)
)
[fα (E)− fβ (E)] .
(F.6)
This current still includes the possibility of a finite bias. Next, we compute the first order in bias
response of the pumping current as
G
(a)
αβ,t =
∂I
(a)
α,t
∂Vβ
∣∣∣∣∣
Vα,β,...=0
. (F.7)
For the purposes of this thesis it is enough to consider only two contacts L and R. We focus on
the current cross-correlations (the auto-correlations are trivially connected to the cross-correlations
through current conservation), in the absence of magnetic fields, where S(i)αβ = S(i)βα and Aαβ = −Aβα,
as well as Gαβ = Gβα. For the cross-correlations, the pumping noise can be given as [22]
S
(a)
LR =
ie2
2pi
∫
dE
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
[
∂S(i)LR
∂t
(E, t)
∂S(i)∗LR
∂E
(E, t)− ∂S
(i)
LR
∂E
(E, t)
∂S(i)∗LR
∂t
(E, t)
]
∂
∂E
f (E) (F.8)
When expanding Eq. (F.6) in first order of the bias voltages Vα it is straightforward to show that
S
(a)
LR = −4kBT
∫ τ
0
dt
τ
G
(a)
t (F.9)
where G
(a)
t =
∂
∂V
I
(a)
t , with the symmetrised current and voltage I = (IL − IR) /2, V = (VL − VR) /2.
Thus one can show how the pumping noise fulfills an extended fluctuation dissipation theorem of
the same shape as the one known from equilibrium, see Sec. 4.4.1.
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Appendix G
Analytic expressions for the current and
noise including finite bias and magnetic
field
In this appendix we give the explicit expressions of the prefactor matrices and vectors that appear
in the analytic expressions in Sec. 8.2.1. The adiabatic current in Eq. (8.19) contains a matrix A.
The structure of this matrix is
A (gασ) =
(
κ (gασ) ζ (gασ)
ζ (−gασ) κ (−gασ)
)
, (G.1)
where the functions κ and ζ are
κ (gασ) =
1
4Q
∑
α,σ
α (Γα + Γgασ) (gσ − 1) (G.2)
ζ (gασ) =
1
2Q
∑
α,σ
ασΓα (1 + gασ) gασ . (G.3)
The functions κ, ζ and Q depend on Γα and gασ with the definition
gασ =
Γα
Γ
[fα(σ)− fα(σ + U)] . (G.4)
where the Fermi function for lead α is given as fα (E) = 1/ (1 + exp[β(E − αeV/2)]). We define
Q = Γ (1− g↑g↓) which is the product of two new relaxation rates occurring due to the coupling
of charge and spin (see, e.g. Ref. [82]), divided by Γ. Also we define α¯ = L if α = R and vice
versa. When α takes the role of a variable, we have α = +1 (α = −1), relating to the respective
subscript α = L (α = R) and equally for the spin, where σ = +1 (σ = −1) relates to ↑ (↓). The
off-diagonal entries ζ represent the coupling of charge and spin dynamics; therefore these coefficients
have different symmetries with respect to the Zeeman splitting ∆, i.e., ζ(−∆) = −ζ(∆) whereas
κ(−∆) = κ(∆).
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In the istantaneous noise, Eq. (8.25), in the term related to the current expectation value, ~I
(i,1)
t ,
there appears the matrix
A′ (gασ) = −4
(
κ (gασ) ζ (gασ)
ζ (gασ) κ (gασ)
)
, (G.5)
with the functions κ and ζ, as given in Eqs. (G.2) and (G.3). Also, there is the prefactor vector
~a (gασ) =
(
ν (gασ)
ν (−gασ)
)
. (G.6)
in front of ∆~n
(i,0)
t in the instantaneous noise, see Eq. (8.25). The function ν is found to be
ν (gασ) =
1
Q
[∑
ασσ′
Γαgασ′
gσhσ
gσ′ − gσ′ −
ΓLΓR
Γ
h
+
∑
σ
gLσgRσ
(
Γ2gσ − 2Γhσ
gσ − gσ
)] (G.7)
with the additional definitions
hασ = Γα + Γgασ (G.8)
h′ασ = Γα − Γgασ (G.9)
Moreover we define hσ =
∑
α hασ and h =
∑
σ hσ. Note that for zero magnetic field, we can drop
the index σ and the auxiliary functions hα (h
′
α) reduce to the charge (spin) relaxation rates with
respect to lead α. Next, we list the matrices appearing in the analytic expression for the pumping
noise in Eq. (8.26). They can be written as
B1 =
2
Q
∑
ασ
[(
0 σΓαgασ
0 Γgασgασgσ − 2ΓQ gασgασh′ασ
)
−Γαh
′
σ
Q
(
0 0
0 gασ +
Γα−Γα
Γ
gασgσ
)]
A−1
(G.10)
Note that for certain cases, A−1 diverges. But because B1 is multiplied with ~I
(a,0)
t which itself
contains A, as can be seen in Eq. (8.19), the term B1~I
(a,0)
t is well-behaved. The remaining matrices
are
B2 = −2
∑
σα
α
hασ
Q2
(
1− 2gσ + g↑g↓ σ (1 + gσ)
σ (1 + 2gσ + g↑g↓) 1− gσ
)
(G.11)
B3 = −2
∑
σα
α
hασ
Q2
(
1− 2gσ + g↑g↓ σ (1 + 2gσ + g↑g↓)
σ (1 + 2gσ + g↑g↓) 1− 2gσ + g↑g↓
)
(G.12)
B4 =
∑
σα
α
[
Γ˙
Γ
hασ
Q2
(
1− 2gσ + g↑g↓ σ (1 + 2gσ + g↑g↓)
σ (1 + 2gσ + g↑g↓) 1− 2gσ + g↑g↓
)
(G.13)
−g˙σ [hασ (1 + g↑g↓)− 2hασgσ] Γ
Q3
( −1 + gσ σ (1 + gσ)
σ (1 + gσ) −1 + gσ
)]
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All that is left now are the two prefactor vectors in the pumping noise. The one which is preceeding
∆~˙n
(i,0)
t can be given as
~b1 =
ΓLΓR
Γ2
[
1
2Q
(
h′
−h
)
+
Γ
Q2
(
4Γg
2h′ −Qg
)]
(G.14)
+
∑
ασ
Γαgασ
[
2Γ
Q2
(
g
1
)
+ σ
2
ΓC
( −hgσ
2gσh
′
σ
)]
−
∑
σ
{
gLσgRσ
Γ
2Q2
(
4Γ +Q
Q
)
+ gLσgRσ
[
Γgσ
2Q2
(
Q
3Q+ 4Γ
)
+ σ
4
C
(
hσ
−h′σ
)]}
The second vector, ~b2, is too big to be displayed here. It is of similar shape as ~b1, but contains terms
that are proportional to the time derivatives Γ˙α and g˙ασ. We want to stress however, that all results
were obtained analytically, hence there are no additional approximations apart from the adiabatic
expansion made in Sec. 5.5 and the lowest-order expansion in the tunnel coupling in Sec. 5.6.
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